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Clean, Quiet, Rich 
Forget what you know about 

digital multieffects processors, 

the new Alesis MidiVerb 4 has 

rewritten the book. While the 

competition has been chasing 

the standards set by three 

generations of MidiVerbs, our 

engineers were researching 

ways to integrate the form 

and function of digital reverb 

way beyond anybody else's 

imagination...or capabilities. 

It makes the MidiVerb 4 the 

cleanest, quietest, richest 

sounding and, yes, the smartest 

machine of its kind. 

Here's how... 

Advanced Fully Integrated 
18 Bit Architecture 
Alesis is the world leader in full custom 
VLSI design for audio applications, so 
MidiVerb 4's 20 Bit DSP engine is so 
advanced it eliminates massive quantities 
of discrete circuitry, making it a revolu-
tionary blend of electronic design and 
functionality. And to insure state of the 
art performance, the input is sampled at 
the professional standard 48kHz sampling 
rate via 18 Bit,128 times oversampling 
ND converters. 

The Power of Great Sound 
MidiVerb 4's superb reverb and effects 
algorithms are the direct result of our ten 
year mastery of the art and technology of 
sound. Dense, natural reverberation, and 
rich chorus, delay and pitch effects deliver 
unbeatable sonic performance. 20kHz 
bandwidth, 90dB signal to noise ratio, 
18 Bi-. and 8 times oversampling D/A 
converters combine to make MidiVerb 4 
perfect for even the most pristine digital 
recording. 

Fast, Fun, Flexible 
But great sound is only the beginning. 
You get 32 full Stereo configurations, as 
well as powerful independent Dual 
Channel Parallel Processing. Plus, a special 

and Smart 
for more information on the MidiVerb 4, call 1-800-5-ALESIS or see >our Authorized Alesis Dealer 

MidiVerb à a registered trademark, Aldo Level Sensing is a trademark of Alesis Corporation. 

Cascade mode allows the output of 
channel 1 to feed the input of channel 2 
in any of 7 dual channel configurations. 
A large custom backlit LCD, data entry 
wheel and clearly labeled buttons 
comprise the front end of MidiVerb 4's 
fast, intuitive user interface. Four 
parameters are shown simultaneously 
and there's even screen help prompts 
to put you at ease if there's ever a 
programming question. You can tweak 
one of the superb 128 preset or 128 user 
programs, or start from scratch and get 
the sound you need in no time. 

Auto Level Sensing" 
No, this won't tell you if your car's on 
a hill. But, if you want to start mixing in 
a flash, or the drummer's starting the 
count and you just plugged in, our 
exclusive Auto Level Sensing feature 
automatically sets the input level for 
optimum use of MidiVerb 4's wide 
dynamic range, so you'll never have to 
trade off patience for excellent sound. 

It's a MidiVerb 
Of course, because it's a MidiVerb, you 
can modulate effect parameters in real 
time via MIDI, select programs, and 
automate your effects during mixdown 
with a MIDI sequencer. 

MidiVerb 4 is based on a classic theme, 
but it's new in every way. And as always 
with MidiVerb, the best part is the price. 
See your Alesis Dealer. 

Alesis Corporation 3630 Holdrege Avenue Los Angeles CA 90016 1-800-5-ALESIS ALECORP@Alesis1.usa.com 
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The gild standard for mi• xdown.  
Amex 467 R-DAT. Highest consistency, lowest error rates. 

No wonder nlore studios go gold on Ampex than on all other tapes combined. 

You've recorded the richest Fiqui-id possible. Laid down 
track after track. Spent hourt 7xing. So why take f 
chances mixing down onto o ary 2-track tape? 

Now's the time to use Ami, x 467 R-DAT. Ampex 
467 delivers the highest quality and greatest consistency 
of any rnixdown tape. Period. 

Maybe that's why more people trust Ampex for their 
analog and digital needs. Or why more artists, enginee 
and studios go gold on Ampex than on all othei tapes 
combined. After all, our state-of-the-art, award-winning 
tapes have set the standard in mastering for decades. 

We've even set a new standard for 

ANI P EX 

packaging based on your requests for better storage space. 
Our DATpak® contains space for two tapes, storage room 
for track sheets and notes, and a plastic lockable tray to 
store the cassettes. Our new Album DATpak features a 
tray or 12 R-DAT cassettes and storage room for your 
pro»ct notes and floppies. All in a package that conforms 
to y ur studio shelving. 

Of course, Ampex 467 is backed by a team of field 
service engineers known throughout the industry for res-
ponsive customer service. For more information, or the 
name of your nearest distributor, call 800 227-8443. 

Ampex 467. Stay on track for the gold. 

Ampex Recording Media Corporation. 401 Broadway. M.S. 22-02, Redwood City, California 94063 
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THE ORIGINAL M51202 TOOK SMALL MIXERS IN A 

NEW DIRECTION. JUST THINK OF WHERE YOU CAN GO 
NOW THAT WE'VE ADDED A DOZEN NEW FEATURES. 

et 

4 irr ono dis 

4 stereo line chs 

2 awe sends per 

2 ;le -es rstuons 

rdurn to monitor 

w/Lo Crit iiter 

Mutes on every clarinet 

4 buses via MidelALT 3-4 

Easy metering via PFL eolo 

Contrel RDOM noritering 

Headphone oil.pui 

4 channel ins:rts 

XLR & 1/4" outputs 

Multi-way rretering 

Sealed rotary cortrols 

Built-in power supp4 

1 3-BAND Ea on al chs, PLUS... 

2 LO CUT FILTER (ohs. 1-4). 
dramatically extends useable bass 
EQ by cutting stage nimble, mic 
thumps, etc. juet like on our Eef3us 
and 5R Series. VERYiMPORTANTI 

3 60dB GAINI on on first 4 
channels via balanced mie inputs. acp 

For 5 years. our Micro 
Series 1202 12-ch. mer 
has toured with superstars. 

gathered network news. 

pinch hit next to mega-

consotes...and has been 
the main mixer in a lot of 

home studios. 

AU that time, we've t 

been reading warranty 

cards for suggestions on 

how we could improve 
the MS1202. 

This is the result. 

Same great value. 
Same built- like a tank 

construction. But with 

some exquisitely 

handy new goodies that make it an 

even more effective tool for record— 

ing and live performance. Including 

3-band E0, balanced XLR outputs. 

PFL Soto, channel mutes (with Alt 

3-4 bus) and multi-source 
Control Room 
monitoring. 

Visit your Mackie 

dealer (the MS1202 

VLZ's in stock right now) 

or call us toll-free for detailed 

information. 
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4 VIRTUAL PAD on first 4 channels 
(line inputs only). 10dbattenuation 
with trim all the way down; Unity at 
9:00 so you can add even more E0 
to already-hot signals. 
—10dBV RCA TAPE OUT INTERFACE 

6 ALL INPUTS & OUTPUTS BALANCED 
(except RCA-type tape inputs) 

j ee ée 
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.NEW _ 
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7 PFL SOLO on all charnels makes 
level-setting via meters easy, 
Interrupts Control Room/Phones 
selection & ignites Rude Solo LEO. 
8 V11 (Very Low Impedance) 
circuitry for pristine 
sound. 

• 

9 BALANCED ILR 
MAN OUTPUTS with 

switchable 30c'E3 pad for 
connecting to IvIic Level 
inputs. 
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10 AUX 1 PRE/POST global switch. 

11 EFFECTS TO MONITOR lets you add 
reverb to your stage monitor mix, just 
like with our SR Series. 

12 CONTROL ROOM/PHONES — 
MONITORING w/leve: control lets you 
select any combination of Main Mix, 
Tape In and Alt 3-4 signals for Phones, 
Control Room & meters. Plus you can 
re-route it back to the main mix! 

13 MUTE/ALT 3-4 routes main 
mix to separate stero 
bus. 
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LETTER FROM THE EDITOR 

Project Studio Sound 
What's another magazine doing on this page? Are 
we out of our minds promoting somebody else's 
rag? Well, yes and no. Here's what's going on... 

With this issue, the staff of EQ 

magazine is proud to 

announce an international 

editorial agreement with Stu-

dio Sound in England. Any-

one who was lucky enough to 

have spotted a copy of Studio 

Sound on the floor of AES saw 

that this venerable and 

much-revered magazine has 

undergone a modern 

and refreshing facelift. 

What does this editorial 

agreement mean to you — 

EQ's readers? It means that 

the combined editorial clout 

of our two magazines will 

provide you with the world's 

First Looks, first reviews, and 

finest articles. Together we 

will be able to bring you exclusive tests of cutting-edge new prod-

ucts — before anyone else. 

The result of this agreement are just now finding their way into 

print. Our exclusive Shag article appeared in Studio Sound's AES 

show issue. Their Beatles exclusive proudly graces this month's 

cover — with newsmaking interviews with Paul McCartney, Ringo 

Starr, George Martin, and Geoff Emerick. Look for several worldwide 

EQ/Studio Sound exclusive product reviews in the months ahead. 

You won't find them anywhere else. 

As the magazine that first identified and defined the project 

recording marketplace, EQ is excited to be rubbing shoulders with 

the editors of Studio Sound. But don't worry — we know where we 

come from (the project studio), and we're not selling out to the 

platinum scene. 

Let everyone else go gaga over the Sony Oxford console 

($800,000). Sure it's cool, but the Yamaha 02R ($8500) is much more 

EQ. 

F uel 
BEATLES 

Get Back to 
Abbey Road 

OXIF7R DESK 
Sony chi f targets music market 

navy 
review 

The section 

ENO 
Interview 

Martin Porter 
Executive Editor 

P.dueomen°`'worolniurno'ng,slen,d irtmiller Freeman 
lrodernorks Printed in the U.S.A. toga New.. Mc, enn, 
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you're not already considering buying a 410, you probably have an unlimited budget or roadies flint are 
veightlifters. However, if you live in the real world you probably have a budget like the rest of us. The DOD 
11) Series Il packs the features of a graphic equalizer, a notch filter and a compressor/limiter into one box. 
t's affordable and convenient. Think about it... perfect monitor mixes every night with no feedback plus 

pecker protection, all from the same compact, one-rack spaced box. 
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FEATURES INCLUDE: 
Two notch filters with narrow bandwidth 

that can provide 24dB of attenuation 
40 or 80 Hz Low Cut filter may be switched 
in or out and may be used to protect amps 

& speakers 
, Automatic Variable-Ratio Limiting TM 

• Greater gain-before-feedback capabilities 

• Enhances monitor system headroom 
• 15-Band 2,3 octave monitor EQ with 

Constant Q 
• 1 4" & XLR Inputs, Outputs, Throughputs 

• 19"D x 47'8"D x 13,4"H 

1:701:7 
H A Harman Icternational Company 

8760 So. Sandy Pkwy, Sandy. Utat- 84070 • ,:801) 566-8800 • Fax ( 800) 333-7363 • Intl Fax ( 603) 672-4246 
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LETTERS TO EQ 

COPY PROTECT THIS! 
Re: Roger Nichols's "Across the Board" 
column in the September issue. 

Roger had problems when he 
upgraded his Mac IIci with a Daystar 
Turbo 601 Accelerator card, resulting in 
conflicts with copy-protection installs 
for his Digidesign applications. Here are 
some points of interest to your readers: 

1. Digidesign does not qualify our 
systems to run any accelerator cards. We 
attempt to support as many computer 
configurations as possible to allow maxi-
mum choice for our customers when pur-
chasing systems. Testing each and every 
CPU and software configuration involves 
a tremendous amount of effort. Unfortu-
nately, we have to draw the line some-
where. Accelerator cards add a tremen-
dous amount of variability to a system, so 
we don't support them. We want to ensure 
that systems that we do qualify work 
dependently and consistently. Some users 
may wish to ignore this and purchase an 
accelerator anyway, but in that case, 
caveat emptor (buyer beware) is the rule. 

2. Even though Roger is using an 
"unqualified" piece of hardware, when 
he (and his Miami friend) called about 
their problems, our Customer Support 
and Testing departments went to work 
to find out the cause. The problem was 
traced to problems between our copy 
protection and the Daystar card. 
Digidesign and Daystar are currently 
attempting to rectify the problem. 

3. Copy protection is a necessary 
inconvenience for our industry. Roger 
suggests that the use of "dongles" 
would solve the problem he has had 
with hard-disk authorization schemes. 
Unfortunately, "dongles" are not with-
out their faults, which include occa-
sional problems with nonrecognition, 
sluggish mouse performance, etc. 
Digidesign will continue to evaluate 
any and all alternative schemes for 
copy protection. The last thing we want 
is to inconvenience our customers. 

Dave LeboIt 
Director, Professional Product Strategy 

Digidesign 

ROLAND REBUTTAL 
I am writing in response to the review 
of the Roland DM-800 DAW in the 
August issue. I am a sound 
designer/music producer based in 
Manhattan, and have been a user of the 
Roland DM Series disk recorders 
almost since their introduction (first 

the DM-80, and now the DM-800). After 
reading the review, I thought that — 
while it thoroughly covered many spe-
cific points — it " missed the jelly" in 
regards to the DM-800. 

The DM-800 is a monster of a box 
— both in sound quality and in ability. 
It has empowered me to reinvent the 
way I create and produce for film, 
video, and records. 

For me, the key to working and 
actually making money in an intensely 
competitive east coast market is to be 
extremely efficient. I need to maximize 
the speed, the accuracy, and the "bang" 
I deliver for each hour of my studio's 
time. I also have to deliver creatively and 
sonically, while being fast and diverse. 

Because of this, my DM-800 has 
become vital to me. I have used it on 
radio spots, TV spots, records, and fea-
ture films. It has served as a multitrack, 
as a digital component in my MIDI stu-
dio — even on location for recording 
sound effects. I've even created spots in 
a hotel room minutes before meeting 
with the client to include changes we 
made on the phone minutes before. 

The DM-800 has proven itself to be 
extremely easy to use. It integrates well 
into studio environments, where the 
ability to work fast and in rhythm with 
the session is crucial. 

Feature-wise, I found the combi-
nation of audition/scrub, preview, and 
the waveform display to be super fast 
and accurate. Very often I just throw a 
marker down on the fly while still work-
ing with my other hand. Then I'll throw 
the DM-800 into scrub, listen (at pitch) 
to the edit (which actually makes it eas-
ier to nail precise edits — especially in 
vocal consonants). I press one button 
to visually check the wave and then hit 
execute — all the while never really 
stopping the flow of what I'm doing. By 
the time that most people would be 
starting this edit, I'm already done. 

In summation, the DM-800 is a 
dream for vocal comping and sound 
effects editing. Its sound is pristine. I found 
it faster and easier to get the precise and 
detailed edits I needed than with other sys-
tems. Most importantly, though, it has 
allowed me to spend more time being cre-
ative because I have a tool that travels with 
me and that can do a surprising amount of 
work right out of my project studio — thus 
saving expensive studio time. 

Scott Pittinskj 
Compound Sound 

New York, NI 

ADAT HEAL THYSELF! 
Re: EQ's article, "ADAT in the Trenches" 
in the October '95 issue. 

The article by Bennett Spielvogel is 
well written and should prove benefi-
cial to our customers, but the one small 
problem is in Bennett's second para-
graph, check out Jammin'. In this para-
graph it is implied that if a tape is down 
in the transport all you can do is cross 
your fingers. The ADAT is not some 
mindless tape-eating shark, mind you! 

There is a power-up ADAT sequence 
that will actually eject the tape for you. 
This test was not made specifically with 
this feature in mind, but it does serve the 
purpose. Here's what you do: 

Turn the machine off. Wait a couple 
of seconds and then power up the unit 
while holding down Record Enable but-
tons 1 and 7. The display will now read 
"CAP," telling you that you're in Capstan 
Test Mode. At this point, you press Auto 
Play, which will begin the test and eject 
the tape. It would be best to prepare for 
the tape to be unraveled. Take off the top 
panel and unthread the tape carefully, 
trying not to oil up the tape with your fin-
gers. After the tape is free, then it's time 
to pack up the tape and play it in another 
ADAT. Fast forward the tape to repack it. 
Back-up the important material on to a 
new tape and refrain from using the 
damaged tape ever again (if possible). 

Note: A damaged tape may have 
unworthy sync information, so when 
making a backup of the source tape it 
would be best to perform what is 
known as a "two-to-one copy" or a 
"slave-to-master copy." Place the new 
tape into the first deck and slave the 
source tape to the new tape. While slav-
ing the source to the master, use the 
digital out of deck two and copy the 
information into deck one's digital in. 
This will transfer the audio over to the 
new tape, but will maintain the integri-
ty of the new sync information. 

Danny O'Donnell 
Service Center Administrator 

Alesis 

more letters on page 128 

WRITE TO US 
EQ Magazine • Editorial Offices 
939 Port Washington Blvd. 
Port Washington, NY 11050 

Fax: 516-767-1745 
E-mail: EQMagazine@aol.com 
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CAN YOU AFFORD It? 
At first glance our MC 834 condenser microphone may look expensive, but nobody can tell 

how good it sounds just by looking... You must try one to experience the unique lack of 

colouration the MC 834 offers! Any serious professional' knows that what you use at the 

front-end of your recording chain can make all • .i..,-,' - , ,-, - - 
v- - ,: : . the difference, the same rules apply in your 

project studio. You should demand low 

self-noise, excellent transient response 

and a wide flat frequency response. 

The MC 834 offers all of these 

features plus a unique sound. 

/ • -t 

-7"; e, 
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You only buy one main 

microphone, it should be 

the best. We back all of 

our studio condensers 

with a life-time limited 

warranty because 

we know they 

are the best! 

47,0, 

-a»ee,e7. 
e9 

For more information, call us on 1-800-293-4463 

— 
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FREE HEADPHONE! 
Buy an MC 834 between 
Nov. 1 and Jan. 31, 1996 
and get a FREE pair of 
DT 770 Pro monitoring 
headphones— a S159.00 
value. See your dealer 

for details. 

4999M 
//CAN YOU i. D NOT TO? 

TECH INFO: LARGE DIAPHRAGN1 GOLD VAPORISED PURE CONDENSER CAPSULE/ 
TRANSFORMERLESS OUTPUT/ SWITCHABLE ATTENUATION & ROLL-OFF/ HIGH SPL 150 DB 

beyerdynamic Inc., 56 Central Ave. Farmingdale, NY 11735 
tmtLE 09 ON FREE INFO CARD 



lacks 
And Other Truths About El-Bus Recording Consoles 

Get Back Jack. Get Real. 
Have you ever seen a pro-studio recording engineer mess 
with the cables on a console? Of course not. That's why 
true recording consoles have their jacks in back. Look at 
any console in any serious studio. Truth is, once the 
console is installed there's no need to change the setup. 
Like the TASCAM M2600mKII — the next-generation 8-bus. 
Available in 16, 24 and 32 input models, it looks clean, 
sounds sweet and works the way you want it to. 

All Your AUXes. All The Time. 
With 6 AUXes (2 are stereo), the TASCAM M2600tAKII has 
more AUXes than any other console in its class. But the 
best part is — you can use all six — all the time. No other 
console in its price range can make that claim. That means 
you can use more effects, set up multiple independent 
stereo headphone mixes and have more flexibility. No 
limitations. And no repatching. 

Get Out! Direct or With 
The Group. 
A true sign of a recording console is direct/group switching. 
That's what makes recording with the TASCAM M2600mKII 
so smooth. Think about it. Send any signal direct to tape 
or disk by pressing one button. Or, send a group of signals 
direct to tape or disk just as easily — no patching here! 
You'll never have to crawl around or mess with your cables 
again. Spend more time recording and less time figuring 
out how. 

The Features Demanded 
by Pros. 
The M2600mKII has everything a great recording console 
should have — and more. It's an In Line configuration with 
flip switches. And you get your choice of balanced 
(+4dBm) and unbalanced tape ins and outs. Phantom 
power (48V) switchable in banks of 8 channels. And an 
optional multi-process meter bridge so you can keep your 
eyes or the board — and not your recorder. Plus, a semi-
parametric split EQ on every channel and it's ready for 
automation using any of a number of third party packages. 

Maximum 
Headroom 

Increased range of mic amp trim 
control down to OdB accommodates 
+4 signal,: without using the pad-
improves signal to noise ratio. 

Double Reinforced 
Dual-Ground System 

Wider ground line patterns on the PCB, 
extremely heavy gauge wiring, and 
enhanced electronics yields greater 

headroom and improved sound quality 

Watch it. Do Those Switches 
and Knobs Wiggle? 
Before you buy an 8-bus console check out the quality. 
Knobs and switches that wiggle are going to be a problem. 
For example, check out the controls and faders of the 
M2600mKII. No play, no wiggling. You can feel the quality. 
Feel those smooth long throw 100mm faders. Clean. And 
check out the ergonomics. Even the largest fingers will fit 
between the knobs. Try that on others! 

Use A Solid Heavyweight. 
TASCAM has built more recording consoles than any other 
manufacturer in the world. We know how to build a quality 
product that will last. The M2600mKII is a solid console. You 
can feel the difference just trying to lift it. Just compare it 
to the less serious lightweights on the market. Plus it comes 
with an extra heavy external power supply that delivers 
more headroom than anything else in its class. Just what 
you expect from the leader in multitrack recording. 

Get Smart SmartSwitcheaTM 
The difference is in the design. This is a se-ious console. Take 
a look and you'll notice the design touche 
that distinguish the M2600mKII as the 
next-generation 8-bus console. Like 
TASCAM's exclusive self canceling and 
two-tone SmartSwitches — for protection 
from redundant operations and visual 
confirmation of all button positions at a 
glance. Quite a hassle on others! 

Great Sound. 
The Next-Generation B-Bus. 
The real truth about a recording console is sound. With 
Absolute Sound TransparencyTm, high-end mic pre-amps, 
ultra low—noise circuitry, and high-output op amps, the 
M2600mKII is amazingly quiet, absolutely transparent and 
perhaps the best sounding console under $20,000. And 
starting at only $3,199, it's truly the sound decision for a 
next-generation 8-bus recording console. Put it on your 
shopping list today. 

• 
Dedicated Semi Modular Component 

Indicator Lights Construction 

Each SOLO and MUTE switch includes 
individual indicator lights so you are 

assured of their postion at all times. No 
second guessing. 

A more expenve, higher quality semi-
modular design with 8-channel modular 

sections makes the 
M-2600nell easier to service. 





START ME UP 

'cony look follow(' to reacting 
every issue of EQ magazine. I also 

was very pleased to find a virtual over-
load of information that EQ (especially 
Eddie Ciletti and Craig Anderton) 
maintains on AOL. I really like what I 
have seen so far. 

I have been interested in starting a 
part-time recording studio for some 
time. I have worked with music and 
computers for years. I feel that I have a 
lot to offer others musically and techni-
cally; however, I am afraid and over-
whelmed with the business end of it. I 
have a degree in marketing and just 
enough knowledge to know that you 
really have to know what you're doing 
or you can get yourself in a big mess 
legally and with the IRS. 

I have several books on starting 
businesses, but none of them really cov-
ers the [business] aspects of a studio. 
Almost every studio book deals with 
recording or making music. Do you 
know of a book that deals with starting 
a small-budget recording studio? I 
know I am not the only person in this 
situation. Can you help? Thanks in 
advance. 

GSL Magic 
via America Online 

A Keep reading. However, start read-
ing books on how to operate a 

small business. The greatest mistake 
people make regarding a studio busi-
ness is to try and run it like some artsy 
project. It is a business first — cold and 
simple. Please lose the notion of run-
ning a "part-time" recording studio. 
There is no such thing. Either you are in 
or you are out. A studio will quite sim-
ply take over your life. Once you have 
clients, there is no way to tell them, 
"The studio's not open tomorrow, I'm 
going fishing..." (Unless it is a studio 
for your own projects, and even then 
you will still have clients — hopefully 
— with schedules.) With that in mind, 
here are some points to consider: 

• Get a good lawyer. Someone with 
music-business experience would be 

great, but you really need someone 
experienced in small business affairs, 
e.g., the incorporation process, tax 
requirements, insurance, and so on. 

• Get a good accountant. 'Nuff 
said. 

• Run the studio as a business, not 
as a creative art pastime. Let the 
clients do the creative work. It's your 
job to set up a well-equipped, well-
staffed, well-run studio they can 
depend on. 

• Get to know your local bankers. 
Small business loans don't come easy. 

• Contact the local Small Business 
Administration. They can help you 
with loans, networking, and advice. 
Speak to the local Chamber of Com-
merce. They sometimes like to assist 
new small businesses. Offer to record 
gratis (at first) local public service 
spots for your town, city, or state. 

• Use your marketing experience. 
If you take two studios with the same 
equipment and level of expertise, the 
one that gets the word out and caters 
to its clientele best will usually be the 
last one left standing. Budget in prop-
er advertising and marketing along 
with the equipment. 

• Pick a game plan. That is, what 
type of recording do you want to do — 
jingles, pop music, voice-overs, 
remote? What kind of recording studio 
does your area need? What does it 
already have? Check out the competi-
tion. Where are they located? Pick out 
a niche that allows you to get into the 
game. Once you are successful, you 
can adjust the formula. 

• If it gets too expensive or confus-
ing, find a partner. Perhaps there 
already is a studio owner in town who 
could use a partner to share expenses, 
equipment, and clients. Pick the right 
partner (check those books with an 
accountant!), and you might have a 
win-win situation. 

• Remember the studio-owner's 
motto: "You've got to be crazy to be in 
this business." 

Keep in touch. 
Hector G. La Torre 
Executive Director 

EQ Magazine 

SYNC OR SWIM 

Q I'm a bit confused as to the mean-
ing and use of the terms "video 

.1'11(." and "word clock." Are they the 

same? If not, what are the differences 
between the two? 

Stuart Adams 
Rio de Janeiro, Brazil 

ASometimes dissecting a cliché is a 
great way to understand the fun-

damental reason behind a principle. 
In this case, the phrase "timing is 
everything" couldn't be more apropos. 
The terms "word clock" and "video 
sync" are used interchangeably, with 
both referring to the importance of 
correct timing when using digital 
equipment. 

What do I mean by " timing"? 
Well, as you may know, the term 
"word clock" refers to the reference 
timing clock, or sampling rate, of a 
piece of digital gear. Digital equip-
ment works off a sample rate, which is 
usually 44.1 kHz (or cycles per sec-
onds) in audio/CD production and 48 
kHz in video. If you take the inverse of 
this sample-rate number, for exam-
ple, 1/44,100th of a second for 44.1 
kHz, this means that, as every second 
goes by, there are 44,100 on/offs, or 
1's and O's occurring. Each of these is 
called a "sample" or "word." Word 
clock refers to the rate of speed with 
which each of these events occur. 
Each machine in a digital chain must 
not only have the same sample rate, 
but each 1 and 0 must occur at the 
same time. 

Enter video sync. Video sync (or 
composite sync) is a video reference 
signal that consists of either normal 
video picture information or " black 
burst," which is just a video signal 
with a blacked- out picture. Video 
sync is used in applications where a 
digital audio recorder is to be refer-
enced to the same sync as that in a 
video system. With video sync, your 
timing is based on the pulse fre-
quency of the video signal being 
used as a reference. When digital 
audio equipment is used in a video 
application, the goal is to " match" or 
"synchronize" both audio and video 
clocks to have a common timing ref-
erence. 

As you can see, timing really is 
everything when it comes to operating 
solely in a digital audio or video envi-
ronment. 

Tim Derwallis 
Product Manager 
Sony Pro Audio 
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ON.TM 

"19" rack mount sides available' 

THE INTEGRATION O F SOUNDCRAFT 
QUALITY AND LEXICON D IGITAL EFFECTS 

With our new rowerstation we've designed much more than just 

another powered mixer. Not only have we eliminated the need for 
a separate power amp, but we've built in one of the highest quality 
digital reverb units available today. The Powerstation provides every-
thing you need between stage and speakers in a single package. 

twitiem` 
s fleas. „meet 

r-

LEXICON PROCESSOR- The 
most respected name in digital effects, gives 
you a carefully selected range of unique effects. 
that will enhance your creative control. 

POWER AMP - Most powered mixers 
in this range have earned a reputation of 

underpowered performance especially with the many power hungry 
professional speakers available today. But the Powerstation 
delivers 300 wafts (into 4 ohms) per side which drive even a 
power hungry system to very LOUD levels. And we do it with 
the lowest distortion figures in the industry (THD - 0.025% 
CP4 ohms/both channels.) 

TRUE BRITISH SOUND The one thing 
no other mixer in the world can offer is Sound-
craft's British EQ. That clean, crisp mix that defines 

British Sound. Our 3 band Ell and sweepable mids provide the 

sound quality that made Soundcraft famous. We've also packed 
the Powerstation with: 

• BULLET-PROOF MIC PRE-AMPS - Our exclusive 
Ultra-Mt' pre-amps give you more signal handling capacity to 
connect signals ranging from low output dynamic mics to active 
Dl boxes without the fear of clipping. 

• 7 BAND GRAPHIC EQ - A true creative tool that allows 
you to handle the acoustics of any room. 

• HIGH PASS "RUMBLE" F1LTF_R ON EVERY MONO INPUT - 
Now you can eliminate low frequency rumble before it has 
a chance to fog up the mix. We've even included a sub sonic 
filter just before the power amp input to eliminate "DC-Shift" 
in the main speakers - a major cause of speaker damage 
when working at high levels. 

One of the most amazing things about the Powerstation is that 
we've managed to package all of this performance for less than 

$1600. See your nearest Spirit dealer today for a 
demo and you'll understand why British Sound is 
back in the US  back in the US  

SPIRIT, THE NEXT BRITISH INVASION 

SPIRIT 
By Soundcraft 

H A Harman International Company 

For the Spirit Dealer nearest you, call l-801-566-9135 CIRCLE 89 ON FREE INFO CARD 
!if 
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FIELDS OF DREAMS 

Q Thanks to Eddie Ciletti for his EQ 
maintenance column. It provides 

just the right amount of technical info 
coupled with easily understandable 
and applicable explanations. 

As a first year engineering student 
at the University of Alberta in Canada, 
I will soon be reaching the point 
where I branch off into a selected dis-
cipline (Mechanical, Electrical, etc.). 

Coming from a musician/recordist/ 
sound tech background, I'm trying to 
determine the most appropriate path 
to follow, with the eventual goal of 
being involved in audio R&D. Univer-
sity department heads are of little 
value because they seem to have little 
interest or knowledge on career 
options in the audio industry, so that 
is why l pose the question to you: 
What areas of specialty do you see 
developing in audio over the next few 

THIS TIME IT' 

PER NAL 
In-ear monitoring. Everyone's talking about it. But what do 
you really need to know? 

Garwood earned its reputation with the Radio Station, the only in-ear monitoring system 
with a proven track record on the international touring circuit. Garwood's unique design team 
of sound engineers working with RF specialists has now produced the Garwood PRSII. 

The system, delivering each performer's monitor mix in stereo via a powerful UHF transmitter 
and receiver, shatters all previous price points for in-ear monitoring. 
How much? 
• Less than the cost of a monitor speaker system • Safer to use 
• Artist controls the volume of the mix • Simple to set up 
• Complete freedom of movement for the user • Easier to transport 

The face of live performance 

has changed. 

This time it's personal. 

Garwood Communications Inc. 
P.O. Box 1505 

Newtown, PA 18940 
Tel: (215) 860 6866 

Fax: (215) 968 2430 

GARWOOD 

136 Cricklewood Lane 

London NW2 2DP 
England 

Tel: (0)181 452 4635 

years, and what kind of skills/educa-
tional requirements would be most 
beneficial? Any recommendations or 
insights? 

Thanks for your time. 
Sheldon Radford 

via America Online 

AI've been in this business for a 
while, and I still continue to 

modify my direction. I learned a few 
things at the '95 AES show; for exam-
ple, DSP programmers do need to 
understand the math for designing 
analog circuitry — especially to come 
up with algorithms that emulate 
analog's nonlinearities. So, how 
about learning programmer's lan-
guages such as C/C++? They seem 
popular, as does UNIX. Surprised? If 
you are into electronics and audio 
and have not gotten into experiment-
ing with hardware, do so. Also, try to 
diversify (whatever suits you, of 
ourse), because no matter what your 

love is, you need to have an under-
standing of the "other" disciplines. 
Computer-related subjects such as 
networking, multiplatforms, and so 
on, are very important. So is an 
organic knowledge of circuitry. You 
might also try calling Motorola and 
investigating an EVM5600? (the "?" 
signifies which DSP) evaluation 
board. It interfaces to a PC and you 
can download a library of very basic 
programs. I'm going to try it just to 
see how intense it is. (The price 
should be about $ 150; see Motorola's 
ad in the October issue of EQ.) 

Good luck. 
Eddie Ciletti 

Contributing Editor 
EQ Magazine 

This is where your questions 
get answered. 

Send your thought-provoking 
queries to: 

E0 Editorial Offices, 
939 Port Washington Blvd., 
Port Washington, NY 11050 

Fax: 516-767-1745 

E0Magazine@AOLCOM 
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"Best soundIng most 
fellable amp on the rood 

„hands down!' PE)ra11n7sd !cjer'ttCj  inCMelissa PowerLi ghtEth e1d. 8d' sg efl roan g e 
tour y‘ith Jimmy Buffett 

The PowerLight Series 
includes the 1.0. 1.4. 1 8 
and (he new PowerLight 
4 0. rated al 2000 watts 
per channel into 2ohms, 
weighing only 29 pounds! 

New High Power 
PL 4.0 Available 

Now! 

When PowerLight Professioral Amplifiers were introduced in 
late 94. we said they were the best sounding amps we had ever made. 

Now that they've passed the ultimate road test. you can take 
somebody else's word for it. After more than a year on tour with some of 
the best sound engineers and hottest acts. PowerLight amplifiers have 
delivered on every kind of performance and musical demand— 
unplugged and fully wired—without missing a beat. In fact. PowerLight 
has emerged as the new standard in sound quality and reliability by which 
all other amps will be compared. 

What makes PowerLight amps work so well? 
Re'ined "stepped linear output circuits for optimum efficiency. 

PowerVVave - Switching Technology for tighter, fuller sound. Remarkable 
2ohm load performance w th unsurpassed thermal capacity. Extensive, 
proven protection circuitry, providing continuous fail-safe operation. Full 
compliance with worldwide safety and EMC requirements assures trouble 
free system integration. 

And PowerLights are extremely light. At a fraction of normal weight. 
the road crew will have the last word of praise. 

So, when touring sound companies like Sound Image and Jason 
Sound stake their reputation on a power 

ampliFor ,more details, call 714-754-6175. Q56; 
fier, it really makes a statement. 

Hear the Power of Technology'''. 
A U D 10 

SC. ni 1995 OS. Aud,,,,nourts 
6,r7 Pnwe6,76oe ale trademark.. OSO an7 tn. OSE log,. an, red,tered votn the US Patent and Trademark OM. 

05C Addin Products, Inc 1675 Mac Artily. Blvd.. Costs Mee. CA 92626.14611 (71417544175 FAX F1417544174 
Creeds SF 76arketIn9 1514.85,1a, e FAX (514)4561920 

11 e PGA/alight Sales MI 
De my choice for a on 

long them" Jeff Lilly 
and Crash Test Dummies 

President, Jason Sound 

Bryan Adams, Sarah McLachlan 

CIRCLE 47 ON FREE INFO CARD 
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THE COMPRESSOR LIMITER EXPANDER/GATE 

The name that 

defines great 

compression! 

A/5 the sound with 

and without 

sidechain processing. 

No patching required. 

OverEasy®--

the choice 

of top 

professionals 

for soft- knee 

compression. 

12-segment gain 

reduction meter 

allows precision 

monitoring of 

compression. 

Tells you when 

the zero-attack 

Pea kStopPlus" 

limiter is doing 

its thing. 

Link both 

channels the 

best way with 

True RMS Power 

Summing— 

a very musical 

way to achieve 

stereo 

compression. 
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THRESHOLD RATIO 

EXPANDER/GATE 

1 ,.. 

'/ '/ ‘‘ 
-40 ‘18u +20 CMS 1'1 05 mSec 100 05 Sec 5 
THRESHOLD RATIO ATTACK RELEASE  

COMPRESSOR 
CHANNEL ONE 

+12 -25 

-10"-• e+10 +61" 

y _ 
1,011. -20 +5 •r20 • 0 dB+ OFF En OFF .18u 

OUTPUT GAIN PEAKS TOP THRESH 
À UA111171 

Flexible 

expander/gate 

works over a 
70 d5 range. 

Internal 

power supply 

with easily 

replaceable 

power cord. 

Monitor sidechain 

processing when 

setting up the unit. 

Prevents low-

freoJency energy 

from punching holes 

in the sound. 

Get that classic 

dbx sound by 

selecting program 

dependent attack 

and release times. 

or (see #18) 

Monitor 

either input 

or output 
signals. 

The illuminated 

switches are no only 

cool, but are easily 

seen in light or dark. 

VOLTAGE 
SWITCH 

cl6sx 
PROFESSIONAL PRODUCTS 
A HARMAN INTERNATIONAL 
COMPANY 
SALT LAKE CITY, UTAH 
MADE IN USA 
MODEL 1066 

E 

CHANNEL TWO 

OPERATING 
LEVEL 

.111«nek, ' ...10 

INPUTS 

SID 

SEND 

Easily accessible fuse 

— you'll probably never 

need to find out how 

easy. 

Connect the unit hassle 
free using either 

unbalanced or balanced 

1/4" TR5 or balanced XLR 

connectors. 

Ensure signal path 

integrity with gold 

plated locking 

NeutriK) XLR 

connectors. 

Add processing to 

detector path for 

frequency-conscious 

compression/gating/special 
effects. 

C bij See The Pli•et Its lhe Only Mariet Wive Got 



Over/Under LED's 

let you know at a 

glance if you're 

expanaing/gating. 

3-segment 

Ove.-Easy® 

indicator lets 

you know when 

--hat classic dbx 

compression 

starts Flapper in'. 

Fully adjustable 

attack and release 

ccnt-ols offer 
maximum flexibility. 

or (see #7) 
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ATTACK RiLEASE 

Vary the Ratio 

to select 

anywhere from 

gentle 

downward 

expansion to 

gating. 

Servo-balanced 

outpu5s drive up 

to +22(eu 

Detented controls 

and soft-touch 

knobs assure 

precsion 

adjustments. 

Adjusts 

from mid 

compression 

to cc:1 

'imiting. 

Convert semi-pro 

-10d5V signals to 

the obx1066's 

professional +4OE.5,1 

internal level. 

Precision 

valanced 

/ 1 ' 1 dlv 

.0 4 I t I? 0 
Iffl Mil Map 

't 
-20 dB .20 
OUTPUT GAIN 

Add make-up 

gain or match 

levels over a 40 

df3 range. 

Peak-reading 

meter allows easy 

setting of 

optimum input 
and ou:,put levels. 
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.10 -1741,9 

o 

/ 
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PEAKSTOP 
LISTER 

1066 
Compressor/ 
bmiter/Gale 

Newly developed 

F'eakStopflusTM 

circuit intelligently 

tames signal peaks. 

Add ootional custom dbx output 

transformers manufactured by 

Jensen®. 

irputs reject 

hum and roise 

in tough audio 

environments. 

Separate side,chain 

send and return jacks 

—no special "insert 

Y-cables" required. 

Heavy-duty 

steel chassis 

will take yearE, 

of road use 

and abuse. 

AGAIN. 

You've seen and heard 

dbx signal processors for 

as long as you've been 

involved with audio. 

After all, our boxes are in 

daily use all over the 

world, with major touring 

companies, world class 

recording facilities, radio 

and television broadcast 

facilities and anywhere 

else audio professionals 

ply their trade. 

Now, after over 

twenty years of pleasing 

the most finely tuned 

ears in the business, 

dbx has done it again 

with the new 1066. 

The dbx 1066 will, of 

course, be the standard 

against which all 

compressor/limiter/gates 

are judged. State of the 

technology VCA's, 

meticulous component 

selection, and 

scrupulous testing 

procedures are just a 

few reasons the new 

dbx 1066 is the latest in 

a long line of pedigreed 

signal processors. 

So head on down to 

your local dbx dealer and 

audition this box. We're 

sure you'll see why the 

dbx 1066 is destined to 

turn the world on its ear. 

For more information 

contact us at: 

(801) 568-7660 

Fax (801) 568-7662 

dbx 8760 S. Sandy 

Parkway, Sandy, UT 

84070 USA or if you 

prefer surfing to snailing 

send e-mail to 

customer©dbxpro.com 

©1994 dbx Professronal Products 

Jensen® and Narvik® are metered 

trademarks of Jensen Trornfornnn Inc 

and Nertnk USA respec.4.4* 

dbx 
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STAND UP RACK 

M
usic Industries Corp. has 
introduced the new QL-400 
Studio Locator Stand. This 

latest Quik Lok stand is designed to sup-
port all well-known professional studio 
remote units and other electronic stu-
dio components. It is designed to hold 
small professional studio gear as large 
as 17 1/4 inches to 23 3/4 inches wide, 
and 26 inches deep. For more details, 
contact Music kidustries Corp., 99 
Tulip Ave., Floral Park, NY 11001. Tel: 
51S-352-4110. Circle EQ free lit. # 102. 

KEY ENHANCER 
hilips Key Modules' IS 5021 and IS p 
5022 sound enhancers include a digi-
tal sound processor, a sample- rate 

converter, a DIA converter, and a 20-bit 
AID converter. Both units offer scratch sup-

pression (declicking), noise reduction, stereo enhancement, simple EQ, and jitter removal. The IS 5021 features a semi-pro 
package design, with analog interface and digital S/PDIF ports, while the IS 5022 is designed for rack mounting with both bal-

anced and unbalanced analog and digital S/PDIF- and AES/EBU-format I/Os. For more information, contact Philips, distributed 
by Mackenzie Laboratories, Inc., 1163 Nicole Court, Glendora, CA 91740-1416. Tel: 909-394-9007. Circle EQ free lit. # 104. 

EXPAND 
YOUR 

SOUND 

Roland's new 
Sound Expan-
sion Series 

modules offer Roland 
sounds from the JV 
and XP Series syn-
thesizers, and they 
can be used with any 
MIDI keyboard. The 
modules offer a vari-
ety of genre-specific 

(e.g., dance, orchestral) sounds. There are five models to choose front the M-GS64, 
the M-SE1 String Ensemble, the M-OC1 Orchestra, the M-VS1 Vintage Synth and the 

M-DC1 Dance. Each of the models offer 8 MB to 10 MB of wave memory that is con-
figured into tones and patches for instant pe s rmance applications. The M-
GS64 is a single-rack-space version of the SC-8 uper Sound Canvas. The mod-
ule offers 654 tones and 24 rhythm sets with IDI inputs. The M-SE! String 
Ensemble features string patches with newly s eloped waveforms, including 

some which feature Roland's RSS 3-D sound technology. The M-0C1 Orchestra 
features 8 MB of waveforms and patches from the SR-JV80-02 Orchestral Expan-
sion Board. The M-VS1 Vintage Synth features 8 MB of waveforms and patches 
from the SR-JV80-04 Vintage Synth Expansion Board, and the M-DC1 Dance fea-
tures 10 MB of waveforms and patches from the SR-A/80-06 Dance Expansion 
Board. For more information, contact Roland, 7200 Dominion Circle, Las Ange-
les, CA 90040. Tel: 213-685-5141. Circle EQ free lit. # 101. 

WHAT A STUDIO PRO 

5
 tudio Pro has released a line al 
project studio acoustic treatments 

— the SP- 1 Quarter Round Wall 
Panel and the SP- 16 Bass Absorber. The 
SP- 1's dimensions are 7.5 inches wide 
by four feet tall, and features Studio 
Pro's Black Sporadic Diffusive Fabric 

that achieves full bandwidth acoustic control. Studio Pro's acoustic treatments 
are designed so that anyone can install them by following the sample layouts 
provided. They are applied easily with a staple gun. The SP- 1 comes in 10-piece 
packages at a retail price of $300. The SP- 16 Bass Absorber dimensions ate three 
feet tall by 16 inches in diameter, with absorption down to 35 Hz. For more 
information, contact Studio Pro, 1101 Walnut Ave., #G, Huntington Beach, CA 
92648. Tel: 714-374-9585. Circle EQ free lit. # 103. 
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EQ 

ProMix01 

01 EDEN 

CH 1 

ON/ 
OFF 
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ProAllx J; parametric eq gives you dozens of frequency centers in 

three overlapping bands, from a very low 32 Hz to a sparkling 18 kHz. 
Q is adjustable in 1/6th octave steps with low and high frequency shelf 

A graphic LCD display shows the details of every move you make. 

Mixing is something like 
painting. Whether it's for 
a live audience or in the 

studio, equalization, or eq, is like 
the "palette and brushes" that let 
you adjust the shade and tint of 
each sound in your mix. 

In the eq world, true para-
metric eq is the most precise of 
all. But it can be very expensive. 
It's normally available only as an 
integral part of a large console. 
Or as a separate add-on unit that 
can cost thousands. 

So why would someone pay 
big bucks for parametric eq? With 
ProMix 01 you can afford to find 
out—because ProMix 01 is the only 
mixer in its class with true para-
metric eq on every input channel. 

Fundamentals and harmonics: 
the hues and tints of music. 

Each sound in your mix is 
made up of many "colors" or fre-
quencies. If you look closely at 
a shiny object, you notice it's not 

simply gold or silver—it 
displays a complex array 

of colors that let you 
know it's reflective. 

When you listen 
to a sound 
by itself, you 

mostly hear 
its predominant 

frequency—the fund-
amental. But like the 

shiny object, if you listen 
closely you'll hear subtle fre-

quencies called harmonics that 
give the sound its character. 

Eq lets you control these 
subtleties. Making an acoustic 
guitar seem larger than life— 
more out-front—by simply 
boosting the high-frequency 
harmonics from the strings. 
So the guitar becomes more 
noticeable in your mix, without 

1-800-937-7171 

Call the $OO number below for 

your free ProMix OlVideo and 

Application Guide. 

actually raising its volume. 
You can also use eq to solve 

problems in a mix. Such as 
removing feedback in a live 
concert; removing hum or noise 
from an electric instrument; or 
taking the "edge" off an instru-
ment that's stealing attention 
from a lead vocal. With eq, you 
can make sounds stand out or 
blend in. In short, it's the accent 
that can turn a group of sounds 
into a great mix. 

A different shade of blue? 
Most equalizers give you a 

pre-determined choice of two 
or three frequency locations at 
which you can boost or cut. 
That can be really limiting—like 
having only two or three colors 
to paint with. You'll quickly dis-
cover this when you want to add 
presence to your vocal track, 
solve a feedback problem, or 
remove electronic "hum," and 
need frequencies that fixed-band 
equalizers don't provide. 
Parametric eq, as provided by 
ProMix 01, gives you a spectrum 
of frequency choices. Like having 
all the colors of a color wheel 
available to paint with. 

What size brush? 
In addition to frequency 

and gain controls, the true para-
metric eq on ProMix 01 includes 
a Quality Factor or "Q" control. 
Going back to our painting anal-
ogy, Q is like the width of your 
paintbrush. It lets you determine 
how wide or fine an effect you 
want the eq to have. Unlike the 
pseudo-parametric or "sweep" eq 
some mixers provide, true para-
metric eq lets you boost and cut 
subtleties in your mix with the 
precision of a Renaissance artist. 

ProMix 01 gives you three bands of true parametric eq. 
As well as a library of 30 time-tested eq curves, plus 

room for 20 more custom curves of your own. 

The ProMix " Paint Box." 
Now that you know why 

parametric eq is so highly 
regarded, just imagine applying 
that artistic freedom to your 
next project. What could you do 
with more colors and more con-
trol over them? With 3-band 
parametric eq on every channel 
and the main stereo output, 
ProMix 01 gives you dozens of 
frequency centers to choose 
from. It's like enhancing your 
mix with a paintbox that includes 
every color in the rainbow. 

A memory for the details. 
ProMix 01 also saves you 

time by remembering all your 
eq settings in memory. So once 
you've found that magic eq 
curve, you can instantly call it 
up weeks later, along with all 
the other settings in your mix. 
ProMix 01 even includes a built-
in eq library which holds 30 
time-tested eq curves for you to 
use. You can call these up as 
starting points, modify them 
according to taste, and store 
your own custom settings in the 
library for use at any time. The 
large, backlit LCD display gives 
you visual as well as precise 
numeric representation of your 
eq on each channel—making 
eq'ing with ProMix 01 an illumi-
nating experience indeed. 

We could go on and on 
about ProMix 01's other advan-
tages. But that's another ad. 
In the meantime, get the book 
and see the movie. Just call 
l-800-937-7171, ext. 550 for 
your free copy of the new 
ProMix 01 Application Guide 
and Video. Then take a spin 
at the dealer nearest you, and 
see how ProMix 01's parametric 
eq handles the curves. 

MID HIGH LIBRARY YAMAHA 
Smart Mixing 
CIRCLE 70 ON FREE INFO CARD 



I CAN SEE A NEW 

Alesis ADAT users should know about Horizon Music's additions 
to its Solution Series product line. These upgrade boards are 
total board replacements for the Input Analog Section, Output 

Analog Section, and 18/20-bit A/D and D/A sections of the ADAT 
machine. The Horizon Music Input Board for the ADAT adds 1/4-inch 
balanced- in capabilities. This input section can adjust the input imped-
ance and gain to match the input device. The ultra-high bandwidth 
devices and circuit layout can deliver a frequency response from DC (0 
Hz) to greater than 70 MHz at a slew rate of 450 volts per microsecond 
with a very low THD and noise floor. The Horizon Music Output Board 

adds the same enhanced performance as the input section with thu 
ability to drive up to 50 mA output. For more information, contact Hori 
zon Music, Inc., P.O. Box 1988, Cape Girardeau, MO 63702. Tel: 800-
651-3507. Circle EQ free lit. # 108. 
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MYTEK SHOULD 
BE YOUR TECH 

ivi ytek's stand-alone mas-
tering quality meter 
shares the Sony 1630's 

ballistics and overload indication, 
plus adds features such as peak 

counter, phase meter, VU metering, and more. The Mytek meter is software-based, 
and additional functions are included in various software versions and upgrades. Up 
to 12 of the Mytek meters fit into one 19-inch rack space, and one individual unit mea-
sures at 1.43" x 5.25" x 5.5". Power is achieved through an external international 
(100-240 VAC) power adapter, which Mytek includes with your purchase. The Mytek 
meter is portable and can be placed on top of a console bridge, mounted into a con-
sole, or in a 19-inch rack space (with optional hardware). For details, contact Mytek, 
P.O. Box 1023, New York, NY 10276. Tel: 212-388-2677. Circle EQ free lit. #105. 

IT'S BEGINNING 
TO LOOK A 
LOT LIKE... 

This is a must for the merry 
engineer this holiday sea-
son. The LED-Tric Christ-

mas Tree is indeed a Christmas 
tree that has 18 multicolored 
super bright LEDs to make it a 
wonderful decoration piece for 
your studio. The LEDs are dri-
ven by three separate oscillators 
to create a random twinkling of 
light. The seven-inch tree con-
sists of three PC boards that 
form the 3D branches that dis-
play the red, orange, yellow, and 
green lights with open circuitry. 
The branches are snow-capped 
with the white silkscreen parts 
legend. It operates for one 
month on two "C" batteries that 
are included. Retail price for an 
assembled tree is $45, and if 
you're feeling handy, for $35 
you can get a disassembled kit. 
For the full, merry details, con-
tact Vista, Box 1425, Boling-
brook, IL 60440. Tel: 708-378-
5534. Circle EQ free lit. # 106. 

HORIZON 

WHAT'S GOOD FOR 
THE GOOSE 

The Juice Goose Rackpower 320 offers 
a solution to AC ground-loop prob-
lems. If your system experiences a 

hurt, by flipping one of the 10 ground-lift 
switches on the front of the Rackpower it 
will open the third pin AC ground circuit 

on one of the outlets on the back of the 
unit. If that outlet is in the ground loop, 
the loop goes away — as does the hum. 

The Rackpower 320 features the safety of a 
ground fault interrupt circuit that will ter-
minate all current to the unit in the event 
of unsafe levels of ungrounded electric 
power. Audio noise caused by grounding 
problems within an audio equipment rack 
can be eliminated without having to dis-
connect and reconnect individual pieces 
of equipment. For further information, 
contact Juice Goose, 7320 Ashcroft, Suite 
104, Houston, TX 77081. Tel: 713-772-
)404. Circle EQ free lit. # 107. 



For more than three-quarters of a century, Tannoy has been art of reference monitor loudspeakers, scurry to produce products 
designing and producing loudspeaker systems and components to to compete with Tannoy's original highly acclaimed and award-
meet the demands of the world's most demanding user. A philosophy winning PBM series, Tannoy moves on. 
of constant research and investment in state of the art materials, The new PBM II series, once again, is setting new standards in 
technology and processes enables Tannoy to ensure that TANyrx the industry. Pioneering new technologies such as variable 
every monitoring system we produce wilt re-produce   thickness, injection molded cones with nitrile rubber 
absolute fidelity to the source, true dynamic capability, and surrounds are but one fine example of our dedication to 

most importantly, real world accuracy. This is why Tannoy perfection. The new molded cones are stiffer than 
systems are used in more of the world's professional facilities conventional cones'producing more linear extended low 
than any ether brand. frequency. They are better damped for reduced distortion 

In the North American marketplace, Tannoy has been and exhibit more naturally open and detailed midrange. 
the number one monitor of choice for several years according They are immaculately consistent and durable for years of 

to the Billboard's international recording and equipment   II-4 E R faithful trouble free use. From the high power polypro-lk  
statistics. This clearly âlustrates why Tannoy enjoys its ELIEVE PY lene capacitors to the hardwired minimilist crossover, 

E1   
reputation as the world's leading manufacturer of reference   every component has been carefully selected for the new 
loudspeakers. In fact, leading the market is what Tammy is all about. breed of PBM Il series. When leading edge technology is so 
While other multi-faceted manufacturers, not dedicated solely to the affordable, Cta Rua- Don't settle for second best. 

Tannoy/TG tirrt • .((, re.y Arcane • Karlwrier. Onbrio. Canada • N2M 2C8 • .519 745 1158 Fax: 519 745 2364 
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PRODUCT 
VIEWS 
LET'S GET NIGH 

The IIDt : I) Digital Audio Processor 
from Pacific Microsonics reduces 
distortions in the A/D conversion 

and D/A conversion processes. It fea-
tures independent linear power sup-
plies and digital processing. For details, 
contact Pacific Microsonics, 2560 Ninth 
St.. Suite 219, Berkeley CA 94710. Tel: 
510-644-2442. Circle EQ free lit. # 110. 

XL-ENT PREAMP 

M idas is offering its new XL42 preamp/EQ system for applications requiring 
a strong front end — such as stereo recording. Features on the new XL42 
include XL4 four-band parametric EQ, high-pass filters, mic/line preamps, 

phase reverse switch, 48-volt phantom power, switchable send/return on each chan-
nel, input/output level control, 10-segment LED, daisy chain capability, dip switch-
es to assign to console mute groups, electronically balanced inputs/outputs, and 
optional input/output transformer balancing option. For more information, contact 
the Mark IV Pro Audio Group, 448 Post Rd., Buchanan MI 49107. Tel: 616-695-4750. 
Circle EQ free lit. # 109. 

COOL OFF 

Carvin's latest 
power amplifiers 
feature exclusive 

"Front Pull" fan-cool-
ing systems that draws 
cool air from the front 
and exhausts to the 
rear, different from 
other amps which suck 
in warm air from the 

back of the rack. The cool air is directed across specially "staggered" 33 amp MOSFET 
devices on a massive "cross-flow" aluminum heatsink for maximum cooling efficiency 
during full-power operation. Carvin's amps all utilize super duty, linear power supplies 
that include custom-manufactured toroidal transformers. There are three amps that 
make up this new series: the F300, the F600, and the F1200. The F1200 features Carvin's 
new PowerMax switch, allowing true continuous full-power output into 2 or 4 ohms. Also 
included on the F1200 are professional Speakon connectors for industrial hook-ups. All 
F-Series amps have full thermal, short-circuit, and speaker protection. For more details, 
contact Carvin, 12340 World Trade Drive, San Diego, CA 92128. Tel: 800-854-2235. Circle 
EQ free lit. # 111. 

rAVE YOU HEARD? 1110 
keep your studio accessories and keys safely stored with Middle Atlantic's (201-839-1011) LBX Lockbox. It's available in either 
three- or four-space versions, and comes with a hinged door and sturdy lock...Marantz (708-820-4800) has two new CD play-

ers, the PMD320 and the P/VtD321. Also from Marantz are two professional cassette decks, the PMD501 and the PMD502...A 
newly formed alliance between Spectral (206-487-2931) and Broadcast Electronics means that Spectral's Prisma Editing Sys-
tem can be used to produce soundfiles For use with Broadcast Electronics' AudioVAULT system. Now radio broadcasters can get 

creative in their real-time playback of digitized music, commercials, jingles, and so on... Dream a little dream of Euphonix's 
(818-766-1666) CS2000F Fiim Re-Recording Console. This digitally controlled analog system includes dynamic automation and 

SnapShot Recall...Roland (213-685-5141) introduced another Users Group called the Sampler Collection. Now all of you sam-
ple heads can compare sampling notes and receive Roland's cool newsletter, In the Loop... Here's another web site for you com-
puter devotees to check out from the folks at EMUSIC (310-979-3125). The web site contains more than 100,000 CDs by artist, 
album, or song title. Oh, by the way, you'll need the address — http://www.emusic.com...Ampex's (415-367-3889) new DDS 

Digital Data Cartridges are designed for use in studios working with DAWs and nonlinear editing systems. The high-density tape 
is 4 mm in width and is available in 60- and 90-meter lengths...Take out your address books, Garwood (215-860-6866) has 

moved to the home of the Liberty Bell. The new address is Garwood Communications, The Atrium, Suite 10H, 4 Terry Drive, New-
town, PA 18940. Philadelphia was chosen because of its central location to key metropolitan areas...Wonder what $ 149 could 
buy you these days in pro audio gear? You could get yourself a Bensen Audio Labs (708-860-3870) BA25 cardioid micro-
phone. Designed with the vocalist in mind, the BA25 features a NoBoom multistage windscreen, and an internal neoprene shock 
mount...In closing, we'd like to wish Aphex Systems (818-767-2929) a happy 20th Anniversary. Keep on tubin'. 
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CATCH THE WAVE 
amaha's new QS300 Music Pro-
duction Synthesizer is an all-
in-one synth, tone generator, 

and sequencer. It features Yamaha's 
XG format, which offers extensive 
sound control. Project studio owners 
will make use of the stereo multieffects 
processing and Yamaha's Advanced 
Wave Memory two-tone generation 
system for professional sounds. There 
are a total of 932 voices and 22 drum 
kits, as well as 3093 drum patterns, 
bass lines, and other instrument parts. 
The QS300 features a 24-track 
sequencer with an 86,000-note and 10-
song capacity. One hundred preset 
musical styles teach with eight sec-

tions), 100 user phrases, and 100 user-
pattern locations allow for a variety of 
compositions and arrangements. 
Retail price is $ 1895. For details, con-
tact Yamaha, P.O. Box 6600, Buena 
Park, CA 90622. Tel: 714-522-9011. Cir-

cle EQ free lit. # 134. 

BBE ALL THAT YOU CAN BBE 

B
BE Sound Inc. has launched the 362NR Sonic Maximizer, which couples 
BBE Sonic Maximizer with a noise-reduction unit all in one package. Being 
that the 362NR is not an effects unit, it can be inserted into the signal path 

directly between the equalizer and the electronic crossover and power amps. It 
works by applying phase compensation to the low-, mid-, and high-band areas, 
as well as dynamically controlling the amplitude relationship between the same 
frequencies. For more information, contact BBE Sound Inc., 5381 Production 
Drive, Huntington Beach, CA 92649. Tel: 714-897-6766. Circle EQ free lit. # 135. 

LA LA LAND 

A
ffordability is the name of the game for LA Audio LITES' new MX2 dual-
channel mic preamp. The MX2 utilizes the same analog circuitry and 
built-in headroom as the CX2 compressor and GX2 noise gate. Enhanced 

features include two independent channels of transformer balanced inputs on 
XLR, stereo balanced XLR and 1/4-inch jack outputs, individual gain controls, 
filtering and output level per channel, LED metering, a —20 dB pad, and a +48-
volt phantom power. The MX2 comes in dynamic green and is rack mountable. 
For details, contact LA Audio, SCV London, 6-24 Southgate Rd., London, N1 3JJ, 

England. Tel: 0171-241-3644. Circle EQ free lit. # 136. 

SOUND çonnritoL 
a grip 
.your 

d.. 

te 
reSonus DCP-8 

tudio Enhancement System. 

8 automated fader channels, 
8 compressors, and 8 dynamic noise gates. 

:-,uperior analog processing under pa , 1,;ii al control 
(4,096 steps of resolution). Instant recall of up to 100 'audio scenes'. 
Full featured MIDI interface. Independent line leveling per channel. 
Software control of groups and up to 4 linked pairs. Engineered to 

rigorous specifications to deliver amazing sonic performance! 

PreSonus  
Audio Electronics 

"WHERE ARTISTS CREAN AND To 1-iNt/5055 PERFORMS 

(504)344-7887 
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TIME FOR 
MEDIAMATRIX 

'meLine has increased the capa-
bilities of its Studioframe DAW 
with the addition of Peavey's 

MediaMatrix . The MediaMatrix sound 
card allows users to construct digital 
audio mix channels using predesigned 

building blocks that include filters for 
up to 24-channel mixers and multiple 
parametric and graphic EQs, delays, 
and compression. For more informa-

tion, contact TimeLine, 2401 Dogwood 
Way, Vista, CA 92083. Tel: 619-727-
3300. Circle EQ free lit. # 112. 

GET A CUE 

M
... is right on time (code) with its new Video Syncman program. Video Syncman 
can read, write, and translate three forms of timecode: LTC (longitudinal), MTC 
(MIDI timecode), and VITC (vertical interval timecode). Because Video Syncman can 

read and write VITC, and because VITC can be read from a video even when the video tape is 
paused, Video Syncrnan can read still-frame timecode. This ability yields many MIDI and audio 
sequencer functions. An example is Video Syncman's Cue Catcher feature which allows users 

to shuttle a video to any location, still frame the video, record the frame location, and name it. 
Up to 256 of these cues can be printed out as a "cue sheet,"saved to disk, or exported as a Stan-
dard MIDI file — type 0 or 1. For more information, contact MIDIMAN, 236 W. Mountain Street, 
Suite 108, Pasadena, CA 91103. Tel: 818-449-8838. Circle EQ free lit. # 113. 

WILD CARD 

ir
he new Sonic Solutions Multitrack USP Sonic System links multiple Ultra-
Sonic Processor (USP) cards installed in a Macintosh computer to create 
Sonic System DAWs supporting "wide-track" performance. Sonic's Multi-

track USP offers up to 64 channels of input and output and 80 to 100 separate 
simultaneous disk playback tracks. The USP card includes four Motorola 56002 

DSP processors clocked at 66 MHz, as well as a high-speed SCSI controller, four 
serial/ SMPTE ports, and a digital audio interface capable of input/output of up to 
16 channels of audio in either professional-quality digital or analog formats. Mul-
titrack USP is capable of recording, editing, filtering, and mixing audio with full 

24-bit resolution. In addition to its multichannel capability, the Multitrack USP 
also provides new multitrack optimized editing features, including instant punch-
in / punch-out. The system has been designed to operate at high sampling rates 
such as 88.2 and 96 kHz. For more information, contact Sonic Solutions, 101 Row-
land Way, Suite 110, Novato, CA 94945. Tel: 415-893-8000. Circle EQ free lit. # 115. 
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STEAL A BASE 

T
o help manage MIDI and .WAV files, 
check out Artic Software's AudioBase 
(Windows) software. AudioBase can 

be used for searching purposes when you 
are in need of finding a specific file. Users 
can find all the MIDI files that contain sys-
tem exclusive messages and are sorted by 
key signature. AudioBase automatically 
catalogs MIDI and .WAV files that reside 

anywhere on your hard drives, CD-ROMs, 
or other removable media. When 
AudioBase catalogs a file into a database, it 
doesn't just log simple filename informa-
tion, it stores real information about the 
file such as tempo, time signature, song 
length, and more. Users can audition any 

soundfile of multiselection or soundfiles 
that have been cataloged into a database. 
For more details, contact Artic Software, 
P.O. Box 28, Waterford, WI 53185-0028. 
Tel: 414-534-4309. Circle EQ free lit. #114. 
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THEY OWED US THEIR MACKIE MIXER 
This is 
a tiny 

fraction 

of the 

mailbags 

of photos 

we've 
received 

from 
Mackie mixer 

owner's lately. 
All we did was 

place an eeny 

weeny ad that read 

"Show Us Your 

Mackie" in the back 

of a few magazines. 

the response was 
incredible. 

1000's 
of snap 

shots 

of Mackie 

owners 

from 

around 

the 

world. 

Call us 

toll-free for a 

complete 
information 
packet on our 

compact mixers 

and 8•Bus 

consoles. You'll 

learn why no other 

mixer manufactu 

could ever get the 

kind of enthusiastic 

response that 
we did. 

''I 

Bing Wang 
Monterey Park, 
CA 

AMMO 
Cesirée Tallman 
Torrance CA 

111141t • 

Dirk Mahabir 
PCPA Theaterbst 
Santa Maria. CA 

Írtrn 

name Moon Records 
Modesto CA 

Bernard Bangley. 
Lynchburg. VA 

Felece Saran° 
Scarsdale. NY 

Pamela Watkins 
Castle Rayne, NC 

- 
Doug Deden. Omaha, NE 

Jun Perry. 
Wateimelon Watland Studio, 
Hope, AR 

Randy Mason . 
Philadelphia. PA • 

è 
1.1.11 Er 

t. 
eientieniln Mumnini 

I ela ion Emo En ma • 

mgr. •••• 

al» 

Rodney Amos. 
Lafayette, IN 

- 
dalle 

AIM IlPia our ia F -

L __ 16220 Wood-Red Road NE • Woodinville WA • 98072 8001898-3211 43 2061487-4337 
11181:kie.COM • Outside the US. 2061487-4333 • Represented in Canada by S.F. Marketing 8001363-8855 
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Onboard Deal Editor 

Onboard lutolocator 

ABITIT 
How do you improve on the most successful 

professional multitrack tape recorder of all time? Listen to 

your customers. Do some heavy thinking, and... 

Make the transport four times faster and put it under constant software control. Incorporate advanced onboard 

digital editing with track copy, auto punch, track delay, tape offset, 10-point autolocator, rehearse mode and more. t se the 

11] 

latest oversampling converters for the ultimate in digital audio quality. Design a beautiful vacuum fluorescent display 

41.1 

:4 

.0 

3 4 $ 1 

age 

provides all the critical information. Wrap all this well-thought-ut 

technology in an utterly professional six-pound solid die-cast aluniinuni 

chassis. Of course, make it 100% compatible with over 60,000 ADA I s 

already in use world wide. Introducing the new, definitely improved ADAr-XT 8 Track Digital Audio Recorder. Co 

it a think tank for your creativity. See your Alesis dealer. Don't think twice. 
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ROOM WITH A VU 

The House That Sam Bu 
The Rock ' n' Roll Hall of 

Fame honors the place 

where it (supposedly) all 

began Sun Studio 
NAME: Sun Studio (a.k.a. Memphis 
Recording Service) 
OWNER: Sam Phillips 
LOCATION: Originally located at 706 
Union Ave., Memphis TN, these pic-
tures are from the Sun Studio exhibit 
at Cleveland's Rock 'n' Roll Hall of 
Fame. (The Union Ave. location still 
exists for tourists and sessions.) 
CREDITS: "Rocket 88," Jackie Brenston 
and his Delta Cats (widely acknowl-
edged as the first rock 'n' roll record); 
"That's All Right," "Blue Moon of Ken-
tucky," "Mystery Train," Elvis Presley; 
"Great Balls of Fire," "Whole Lotta 
Shakin' Going On," Jerry Lee Lewis; 
"Blue Suede Shoes," Carl Perkins; " I 
Walk the Line," "Folsom Prison Blues," 
Johnny Cash; lots more. 
CONSOLE: RCA 70-D [ 1935]. This board 
was designed for use as a radio station 
control board. Phillips bought it for $500 
in 1950 and completely rebuilt it. It was 
used in every recording session at Sun. 
MIC: Western Electric. Phillips used this 
mic, called a " salt-shaker mic" — to 
talk to the musicians in the studio. 
DISC RECORDER: Presto 6N turntable and 
lathe [ 1948]. Phillips used this lathe to 
create acetate master discs from the 
studio tape masters. 
RECORDERS: Two Ampex 350's [ 1954]. By 
using the 350's, Phillips was able to 
create the famed Sun echo effect by 
bouncing the signal from one machine 
to the other. 
MONITOR: Control Room Speaker [ 1949]. 
Phillips designed and built this speaker 
himself. It is a bass reflex design. 
KEYBOARDS: Wurlitzer Spinet Piano, 
Model 2100. Originally purchased in 
February 1950, Jerry Lee Lewis and 
other Sun artists used it until 1959, 
when Phillips moved it to his home. 
SPEAKER: RCA Model 11401 [ 1947]. 

Phillips used this speaker to play back 
recordings in the studio. 
STUDIO NOTES: When he opened the studio 
in 1950, Phillips's goal was to make quick 
money by selling personalized record-
ings of personal events, such as wed-
dings. His early recordings were by the 
likes of B.B. King, Howlin' Wolf, James 
Cotton, and Rufus Thomas. Ike Turner, 
who played on "Rocket 88," acted as 
Phillips's talent scout in the South. 

SUN STUDIOS TODAY: To see the actual 
equipment used in these historical 
sessions, visit this display at the Rock 
'n' Roll Hall of Fame, 1 Key Plaza, 
Cleveland, OH 44114. Tel: 216-515-
1212. The studio itself still stands on 
Union Ave. The front office is a gift 
shop, and the studio is arranged as 
though sessions were still going on, 
which, in fact, sometimes happens — 
U2, Ringo Starr, and Michelle Shocked 
have recently recorded there. Call 901-
521-0664 for more information. MO 
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CLOCKWISE FROM TOP: The studio's Wurlitzer; an equipment list on the glass 
outside the display tells what's in the exhibit; the entire exhibit; the studio 

control room; the outside of the Rock ' n' Roll Hall of Fame. 
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DUAL EFFECTS ARCHITECTURE 

With 50 effects per block, the dual block architec-

ture of the DPS-V77 makes it extremely flexible, 

since it allows for various serial and parallel configu-

AUDIO INTEGRITY 

You are busy trying to create te perfect mix, rations. Each block is equipped with a switchable 

so we'll get right to the point. The new IT'S A SIGNA 
Sony DPS-V77 is a single rack powerhouse — 

a digital multi- effects 

signal processor that 

combines the best of 

SONY 

our DPS Series, for an impressive array of 

OUTPUT 

CHI CMS 

2 
' 

Jam.-
I 

COMPARE — 
EDIT 

IT'S A GARBA 
effects including reverb, delay, modulation, pre or post effec: EQ. You'll find 198 user presets in 

dynamic filtering and more. The V77 also offers addition to 198 factory presets.You'll also discover 

balanced and unbalanced analog and digital several new, ear-opening effects, from intelligent 

I/0s, with high resolution 24-bit A to D. 20- bit pitch shifting to irregular delays, to mono/stereo 

D to A converters and Sony's proprietary 32-bit conversion, and three-dimensional spatial place-

digital signal processing. Result: great sound in. ment.The most important feature, however, may be 

better sound out. what this unit doesn't come with. 

..,7'1995 Sony Electronics Inc. All rights reserved. Reproduction in whole or 



NORPHING 
USER FRIENDLY 

Nietzsche once said, 'get rid of the junk you don't Take a good look: nice, big LCD display anc 

need: Or something like that. Anyway, sound philos- "jog/shuttle" knob. Numeric key pad, descrip-

ophy for life sound philosophy for signal rxroces- tive icons. Assignable direct access keys, located 

sors. So, that annoying drop-out you get switching 

L PROCESSOR. 

MULTI - FFFFCT PROC ESSOil DPS -V77 

I 2 3 SAVE 

tiff-En ' 

Stiff 

GE DISPOSAL. 
between effects? It's history. Eliminated. Toast. 

Seamless transition— say, between the tail end of 

a reverb into a chorus — is now reality. With tnis 

'morphing' function of the DPS-V77, a new effect 

(like a chorus or flange) can begin while a current 

effect (like a reverb or delay) is decaying, giving you 

from 0 to 10 seconds transition time. 

where they o_ight to be. Call up a preset and 

up to 6 of yoir most frequently used parameters 

are there instantly. All this, plus full' MIDI 

control. So work flows 

quickly, smoothly, easily. 

As easy as calling 

l -300-635-SONY, ext. DPS, for more infor„„. 
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The EC) 
The tradition 
The pedigree 

System 9098 Equalizer 
by Rupert Neve the Designer 

" The SYSTEM 9098 EQ is a 
high performance Equalizer and 
Preamplifier designed to originate 
microphone signals of the highest 
quality and to process signals 
generally in terms of frequency 
response. The circuitry is based on 
the research l put into the 9098 
console and the approach bears 

many similarities to that used in the 9098. Paramount 
importance has been given to the sonic quality of the 
audio path, taking great care to retain the highly-prized 
musical character of the famous old designs of this 
pedigree. 

The SYSTEM 9098 EQ embodies the original curve 
shapes now enhanced by improved circuitry which 
provides swept frequency bands in place of the discrete 
switched steps of the past. Thus the EQ has become even 

egz= e-r-
/••• 101111 IQ In Itrel 114 

UK Head Office, Factory & Sales: 
Telephone : 0161 8.34 67-17 

Fax: 0161 834 0593 

more poweifid yet remains a subtle and creative too4 
using the same basic circuit configurations which have 
been successful over man.); years. Howeven new 
ampleing devices and better quality components have 
resulted in lower noise, lower distortion and the ability 
to handle higher frequencies. 

The result is an equalizer which has the solidity and 
sound of Class A without the cost, beat and weight 
penalties and thus provides the 'best of both worlds'. We 
have also left behind cumbersome and expensive hand 
cabling, noisy connectors, heaty separate power supplies 
and outdated assembly techniques which contribute 
nothing but nostalgia. Apart from the robustness, 
repeatability and reliability, we have now made one of 
my designs more affordable than ever before." 

AMEK US Operations: AMEK Germany/Mega Audio: 

Telephone: 818 508 9788 Telephone: 06721 2636 

Fax: 818 508 8619 Fax: 06721 13537 

AMEK Asia:. 
Telephone: 65 251 1629 

Fax: 65 251 1297 

o mural, 111# 
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MICRO PHILE 

Neumann 
Bobby Darin crooned away 

into this virtage classic at 

the famed Capitol Studios 
MICROPHONE NAME: Neumann U67 
SESSIONS: You can hear this mic in use 
on Bobby Darin's Captiol Studios 
recordings ( 1962-1965). 
TYPE OF MIC: Vacuum tube condenser 
PRICE WHEN NEW: Around $400 ( 1960) 
CURRENT VALUE: I tetween $3000 and $3500 
POLAR PATTERN: Omnidirectional, car-
dioid, or figure-eight 
FREQUENCY RESPONSE: 30 Hz to 16,000 Hz 
POWER SOURCE: I \i(rnal 
RATED SOURCE IMPEDANCE: 200 ohms 
i & riiallv changeable to 50 ohms) 

OUTPUT LEVEL: 2.0 millivolts (cardioid) 
PAD SWITCH: - 10 dB 
LOW-FREQUENCY ROLLOFF: 100 Hz 
TUBE: F1 select 

DIMENSIONS: 201 mm (length) x 56 mm 
(diameter) 
WEIGHT: 0.54 kg 

MIC NOTES: The U67 was manufactured 
from 1960 through 1981, but even after 
production ceased, demand for the 
mic remained. In 1993, Neumann reis-
sued the U67 exactly as it was original-
ly produced, utilizing the same parts 
as the original model. This includes 
the capsule and tube, as well as a cus-
tom-manufactured output trans-
former that precisely matches that of 
the original '67. The U67 has gained 
legendary status as "the" tube mic for 
recording vocals and is considered the 
"father" of the U87a, which shares the 
same capsule and housing. 
USER TIPS: Unlike many tube micro-
phones with switchable pickup pat-
terns, the pattern selector switch for 
the U67 is on the body of the mic as 
opposed to being at the power supply. 
Try recording backing vocals with a '67 
set to the figure-eight pattern. Place 
one vocalist directly in front of the mic 
and the other directly behind the mic. 
Due to the bidirectionality of the pat-
tern, both vocalists will be effectively 
on-axis simultaneously, preserving the 
tonality of the microphone. EI, 
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It Takes Guts to Make 
Your Own Sound 

Call 800/992-5013 for a free copy of 
The LA Story: From the Concert Stage to the Next Stage. 



Welcome to LA 
Linear Activation: The Next Stage In Sound Reinforcement 

Linear Activation is an advanced approach to speaker design that draws on years 

of experience with professional touring systems. When you're ready to stand out 

from the crowd, the LA Series of Linear Activation loudspeaker systems is engineered 

to take you beyond the same old noise, to something no one else has ever really 

heard: your own sound. 

Until now, the only place you could really hear the details that define your individual 

sound was the studio "sweet spot." The LA Series delivers studio monitor clarity 

to the entire audience. That's because the Linear Activation design process 

optimizes each LA Series system's total acoustic output to put high definition, 

high impact sound everywhere you want it. Simple idea. Took us over a year to make 

it a reality. These boxes have a new kind of guts inside - let us show you what 

they're made of. 

Why ir Ibis cramer so complex 

that it look a computer program 

to help dieign it? Becaux 

integralingfive high performance 

transducers into a single 
acoustical unit is not as simple 

as wiring up a couple of 
capacitors and inductors 

The lA325's dual 6.5 in. cones 

are specially treatal to dampen 
purious resonances. lee mount 

than in a line array subenclaure 

lo direct acoustic energy auay from 

ceilings and floors. This siparate 

midrange sjetem delivers the character 

of voices and instruments uthoul the 
detortion that makes onftnary PA 

speakers sound harsh or "mushy " 

You iv seen uateguides mi high 

end studio neallelds, but no 

one Ms ere men anything like 

this. our Ellptic Conical 

Wavegnide. unrks talk the 

1A325 2-in exit innipression 

drive (like the ones in our 

Urge inuring ostems) to prvject 

high dtimilion upper octave 

detail in liVe sound nacre& 

applications (15 to 65 feel). 

LA 
Performance Audio Redefined 

Eastern Acoustic Works , One Main Street • Whitinsville, MA 01588 
T 800/992-5013 • T 508/234-6158 • F 508/234-8251 • BBS 800/889-2540 
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FIRST LOOK 

Peavey PS 2482 Console 
New convenience 
features highlight 

Peavey's first 

8-bus board 
BY STEVE LA CERRA 

p
eavey has firmly stepped into the 
ring of 8-bus recording consoles 
by introducing the Production 

Series 2482 l$5859.991. This new addi-
tion to Peavey's well-established 
Audio Media Research product line 
brings technology formerly available 
only in the company's more pricey 
desks down to a point attainable by 
studios with a modest budget. 

Whereas Peavey's 2400, 1600, and 
800 Series desks utilize split-console 
technology, the PS 2482 employs the 
inline approach that has become more 
widespread over the past few years. In 
addition, Peavey has included a lot of 
important features, including at least 
one that very few manufacturers have 
addressed in this price range. 

The input and output jacks for 
interfacing the PS 2482 are located at 
the rear of the top panel, allowing for 
easy viewing and, if necessary, 
repatching. Each channel has a dis-
crete-transistor mic preamp with 
switchable 48-volt phantom power, an 
input pad (which makes high-output 
mics easy to deal with), and the one 
thing rarely found on boards in this 
price range: a polarity reverse switch. 
(Thank you Peavey!) I find this feature 
essential when miking a drum kit or 
multimiking a guitar amplifier. Being 
able to check the effects of polarity 
reversal with the push of a button (as 
opposed to running into the studio 
and changing the mic cable to one that 
has been specially wired to reverse 
polarity) is fast and very low on the 
brain-damage scale. 

Signals may be soloed PFL or in 
stereo. When a signal is PFL'd, the 
master meters show the true level of 

that signal. Peavey's metering scheme 
is definitely designed to help you get 
the best possible signal level from 
input to output. A two-color LED on 
every channel illuminates green for 
signal present and red for clipping at 
any point in the chain. The L-R mas-
ter outputs (as well as the optional 24 
x 2 meter bridge) feature Peavey's 
Delta VU metering. This LED ladder-
type display simultaneously indicates 
peak level (shown by the LED at the 
top of scale) and average level (shown 
by the LED at the bottom of the 
scale). Any LEDs that would indicate 
a signal level below average do not 
illuminate. Useful and very easy to 
read. 

In addition to the mic input, every 
channel has a line input, a tape return 
input, and an insert that uses a single 
1/4-inch unbalanced TRS jack for the 
send/return patch. That's not so 
unusual, but Peavey has handled the 
tape return inputs in a manner that 
really sets the PS 2482 apart from other 
8-bus production consoles. The 2482 
actually includes dual-tape input jacks 
for every channel: an unbalanced RCA 
jack at —10 dB and a balanced TRS jack 
at +4 dB. This allows the board to 
accommodate just about any type of 
multitrack machine. 

Like most inline consoles, the PS 
2482 has a secondary signal path on 
the input strip, but Peavey has added a 
twist or two to the signal flow. There 
are six auxiliary sends (with alternative 
paths for flexibility) and a stereo tape 
monitor send with pan and level con-
trols. This alternate mix can be used as 
a separate monitor mix when tracking 
or can be assigned to feed the L-R mix, 
thus doubling the number of inputs on 
remix. Since the output of the alter-
nate mix appears separately at the jack 
panel, it can also be switched to func-
tion as auxes 7 and 8. 

A 4-band EQ section (high- and 
low-shelf and sweepable high-mid and 
low-mid) normally applies to the sig-
nal at the 100 mm fader, but the shelf 
EQ can be split out to the alternate 
input, providing EQ for the tape 
returns. The EQ is a unique design 
known as "wein-bridge" circuitry 
developed by Peavey engineers for the 
consoles in the Production Series. 
Using this circuit allows Peavey to 
reduce the number of operational 
amplifiers to about 1/4 of those used 
in a conventional EQ circuit, the result 
being reduced noise and increased 
transparency because there is less 
"stuff" in the signal path. 

continued on page 130 

THERE'S A SWITCH: A Polarity Reverse switch is one of the convenience features found on the PS 2482. 
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Of course, you wouldn't be 

having this anxiety attack if you 

used new BASF 900 maxima 

High 0,utput Mastering Tape. 

With 3 dB more output and 

2 dB less noise than standard 

analogue mastering tapes, it 

is identical to the MOL and the 

signal-to-noise ratios of other high output masters. 

But it has the reel-to-reel reliability and consistency 

2:00 a.m. The band 
just found the sound 

they've been looking for. 

Everyone's rockin'. 

Except you. You're figuring 

out how to tell them the 

HIGH OUTPUT master 

you were using just 

"cragged out." 

of BASF 911. Low rub off. 

Precision-manufactured. It's 

classic BASF The kind of 

BASF tape studios have been 

relying on since 1934. As you 

turn to face the band (gulp), 

you make a vow. If you survive 

the next ten minutes, the first 

thing you'll do is contact BASF, 1-800-225-4350 

(Fax:1-800-446-BASF): Canada 1-800-661-8273. 

IC» IE nn ea Es 11-3-
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EQ TRACKS 

Kravitz "Rock and Roll 

It may be dead, but it 

sure sounds good. 

Engineer/Producer Henry 

Hirsch explains why. 
BY STEVE LA CERRA 

EQ: On the CD, Lenny is credited with 
playing drums, bass, electric guitar, 
and vocals. How did the recording 
evolve? 
Henry Hirsch: We started out record-
ing the song on an old 3M M56 1-
inch, 8-track machine, but we ended 
up bumping the 8-track over to a 2-
inch, 16-track M56. The drums came 
first and were actually recorded onto 

LENNY FOR YOUR THOUGHTS: Kravitz' vintage gear is put to good use on his latest release, Circus. 

only one track of the 8-track 
machine. As we were working on the 
song, we experimented on the 8-track 
and realized that we would need 
more tracks, so we went to the 16 and 
the 8- track became sort of a safety — 
the drums are actually one genera-
tion down. The 16-track machine was 
made in the 1960s and has discrete 
electronics. They are like effect boxes 
or sound devices — I can overdrive 
tracks or do phasing effects and can 
create sounds that just don't happen 
on newer machines. And if you over-
drive a digital machine, it just sounds 
horrible. We recorded at 15 ips on 3M 
996 tape at +4 dB with no noise 
reduction — I like what happens to 
the low end at 15 ips. 

When Lenny played the drum 
track, I played bass and Craig Ross 
played guitar for reference. We did 
the drums in the live room here at 
Waterfront Studios (ND, which is a 
large room but is kind of dry. Some 
live rooms have a lot of splatter, and 

is Dead" 
the snare can be too loud when you 
mic the room, but in this room I can 
get the ambiance without the wash of 
a really live room. I used a combina-
tion of close and far miking with a 
Sennheiser MD421 a few feet away 
from the kick, a Beyer M201 for the 
snare, a Neumann U67 behind the 
kit, and an AKG C24 out in the room 
facing the wall. There were no close 
mics on the toms. Lenny has this old 
EMI REDD 37 tube console from 
Abbey Road studios that we ran the 
mics through, and then the whole kit 
went through an old RCA BA6A tube 
compressor/limiter, which is great 
for drums. We actually premixed 
those mics down to one track and 
printed the mix on the 8-track tape, 
so we had to get the balance right 
from the beginning. I really wasn't 
going for a pristine recording. I was 
trying more to create an illusion of 
atmosphere, which is more impor-
tant to the vibe of the song. Once we 
were on the 16-track machine, Lenny 
overdubbed the rest of the instru-
ments. 

Was the bass recorded direct? 
Lenny played through an Acoustic 360 
bass amplifier (with 15-inch speakers) 
that has an overdrive control that we 
used to get just a bit of fuzz into the 
sound. The cabinet was miked with a 
Neumann U67 and was heavily com-
pressed with a Fairchild 670 tube lim-
iter, which I really like to use. We did-
n't use any kind of direct bass sound, 
which I find to be one-dimensional. 

And the guitar sound? 
I think Lenny played a Les Paul 
through either a Fender Twin Reverb 
or a Vox amplifier. Sometimes I mic 
the amp in the front, the rear, and out 
in the room, but for this song it was a 
U67 about four feet in front of the 
amp and another one facing the wall 
out in the same live room that we did 
the drums in. Getting the mic in the 
right place at the rear of the amp takes 
time, and sometimes I simplify the 
miking for the spontaneity of the per-
formance. I avoid dynamic mics on 
guitar amps if I can, but I also don't 
like to get too close with a condenser 
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One Microphone: Shure Beta 87. 

SHURE BROTHERS INC. EVANSTON, IL 1-800-25-SHURE. THE SOUND OF PROFESSIONALS...WORL 
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Don't be a Tape-based 
go0Elehumpher. 

n 1856, Charles Darwin 
determined that the Tape-
based googlehumpher 
species died off because of 
its failure to evolve with the 
times. 150 years later, 
E-mus DARWIN 8-track 
Digital Hard Disk Recorder 
is proving to be the 
salvation of the digital 
recording species, with 
its highly evolved 
functionality and stream-
lined cost. It's true: DARWIN 
delivers the power of digital audio workstation- style recording and editing at a 
price every Homo erectus can afford. 

Play music? Doing some recording? You won't believe what DARWIN will do for 
your creative process! That's because DARVVIN's heart pump with the power of 
non-destructive random access recording technology. Consider the benefits of 
that over taped-based beasts: 

• Effortlessly cut and paste that 
perfect chorus throughout a tune 

• Completely rearrange a composition 
without screwing up the original 

• Instantly resurrect that insane 
guitar riff you accidently wiped out 

GOOGLEHUMPRIERUS 

TAREEOIC PERIOD 

.IInct due ta us diet of magnet', tape, 
',ire,/ brain power and incredibly 

slow speed 

• Create a virtually unlimited number 
of tracks from a single unit 

• Avoid time wasted waiting for tape 
rewind 

• Operation so easy and evolved, 
even a dinosaur can run it 

Any question about who will be picking who's teeth with who's bones 
in the recording food chain? Face it, you need this thing. 

Don't make the mistake of the googlehumphers 
before you. Spit that tape out of your 
mouth and sail to your nearest 
E-mu dealer to learn about 
the DARWIN Digital Audio 
Disk Recorder in the flesh. 
After all, DARWIN is... the 
natural selection. 

E-mu Systems 
To find your local E-mu dealer, contact: PO Box 660015, Scotts Valley, CA 95067-0015 • 408.438.1921 
UK Office: Suite 6, Adam Ferguson House, Eskmills Industrial Park, Musselburgh, EH21 7PG • 44.131.653.6556 

E Q TRACKS 

— there's no need to abuse the mic. I 
tried to get an illusion of depth on the 
guitar sound, so the two mics were 
recorded onto one track and then 
Lenny played a second pass for stereo. 
The guitar lick is the whole song, so it 
needed to be powerful. 

How did you get the distinct tone on 
the vocal? 
The vocals were recorded with a U67 
and compressed with a Fairchild 670. 
We used a bit of compression on the 
way to tape but then compressed 
heavily in the mix. The lead vocal was 
printed flat to tape and then distorted 
in the mix. I ran the tape track to a 
Langevin tube mic amp, so naturally 
the output of the tape machine — 
which is at line level — overloaded the 
mic-level input of the Langevin. I con-
trolled the amount of distortion by 
using pads on the mic pre and added a 
bit of the straight vocal in the mix to 
keep the intelligibility. I have tried 
running vocals through guitar ampli-
fiers to create distortion, but the fre-
quency response just dies when you 
do it that way. By overdriving the pre-
amp, I can keep the wide frequency 
response of the sound and still get the 
distortion. The backing vocals were 
also recorded with a U67. Sometimes 
I'll use a U47 for the vocals, but the '67 
seems to be able to stand up better to 
a vocalist that belts it out, whereas the 
'47 seems to lose its frequency 
response if the vocalist really hits the 
mic hard. The "rock and roll is dead" 
part of the hook is really heavily com-
pressed, again with a Fairchild 670. I 
like the way the 670 can squeeze and 
tighten up a sound without taking all 
of the dynamics out. The backing 
vocals were recorded at Compass 
Point in the Bahamas, and I think we 
used an EMT 140 plate for the reverb 
sound. 

For a song with a mono drums track 
there is a lot of depth to the recording. 
Actually, I monitor in mono quite a lot. 
I have an Altec 604D which I use as a 
mono reference in the control room 
and I find it easier to hear a clear bal-
ance between the instruments in 
mono. I switch back and forth between 
the Altec, a pair of old Tannoy Reds, 
and Yamaha NS1OM's. Even when I'm 
listening in mono, I'm always trying to 
make the recording create an illusion 
of space and dimension. MO 
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KRK engineering has done it again. 
This time they've integrated a propri-
e:ary power amplifier designed by one 
of the most respected naines in stu-
dio reference amplification with 
the K•RoK monitor. The K•RoKs 
are the same bizarre look-
ing, great sounding 
speakers that are rapid-
ly becoming the ne3r-
field monitors of 
choice for home record-
ing and production studios. 

The new perfectly ma:ched 150 
watt amplifier is designed specially for 

K•RoK's smooth response and high 
power handling. The K•RoKs are now 
sweeter than ever. Their unique design 
produces better linearity and low-
end punch than anything in their 

class. And with the 
optional amplifier, 
not only do you save 
rack space, you'l also 
save some serious 
dough over purchasing 
separate components. 

Contact your local KRK dealer 
for a K•RoK'n With Power demonstra-
tion. K•RoK, fanatical by design. 

Distributed by Group One East Coast Office: (516) 249-1399 • FAX (516) 75.3-1020 
West Coast Office: (310) 306-8823 • FAX (310) 577-8407 

KRK Systems, Inc. 16612 Burke Lane 
Huntington Beach, CA 92647 • (714) 841-1600 • FAX (714) 375-6496 
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The Right Ectipment For Your 
'Dream studio... 

PRM 308Si 
Phase Reference Monitors 

PVM' T 9000 
Condenser Tube 
Microphone 

SDR 20/20+ Digital Stifflio F7,11-(y.ls 
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...Make it Reality With to, 
Peavey and Audio Media Research® 

DPAPC8p Keyboard 

t t tt ffMMti 

Spectrum-Bass Mady 

Spectrum'Organ 

Spectrum-S11111111odate 

DP114' SP+ Sam le Player 

[  RS114- 2462 Rack 114,r t, i • '. 1i\( 7-
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Since I 984. Audio Media Research® has 
been manufacturing distinguished audio 
production products. Today.you would 
be hard-pressed to go to a movie or listen 
to the radio without-hearing a production 
created with AMR or Peavey Products. 

Over the past decadeyou've 
encountered the auditory 
experience of hundreds of award-
winning film and video productions 
produced on eQpipment from Audio 
Media Research. From foley to 
soundtracks our Production Series 
consoles have been a part of some 
of the largest grossing films in 
motion picture history. 

Peavey's DPM® and Spectrum 
modules, AMR Production Series 
consoles and PRM" studio 
monitors play an important role in 
the creation, recording and mixing 
of film scores, as well as television 
show themes and jingles. 
Whether you're looking in L.A. or 
Nashville, you will find that the most 
sought-after artists and producers 
are using AMR and Peavey 
products. Could this be the secret 
behind their award-winning 
projects? 
Audio Media Research and Peavey 
Keyboard products provide all the 
toolsyou need to createyour own 
studio. By using AMR and Peavey 
productsyou will be using the 
"secret" tools of the trade. Soon 
your dream studio will produce 
projects that will allowyou to hear 
the following phrase on award 
night... 

And the winner is YOU!" 

ise'kr —LIVEY 
Audio Media Research ." 

PEAVEY ELECTRONICS CDRPORATICN • 7 1 t. St'ee1. Meridian, MS 39301 • ( 601) 483-5365. Fax: ( 601) 486-1278 • © 1995 
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MI INSIDER 

I Think I Hear Voices... 

Plain talk about 

vocal comping 
BY CRAIG ANDERTON 

For me, vocals have always had 
more to do with performance 
than technical proficiency. Try-

ing to be emotionally engaging while 
punching in two words on one vocal 
line has never appealed to me — 
either as a performer or when trying 
to capture someone else's perfor-
mance. Fortunately, digital technolo-
gy offers an easy alternative to the for-
merly difficult practice of "comping" 
vocals (i.e., creating a "composite" 
track out of the best bits and pieces of 
other tracks). 

TOOLS OF THE TRADE 
In the analog era, the only way to 
make a composite vocal was to have 
lots of tracks available, console 
automation (or fast fingers with a 
nimble brain), and very good noise 
reduction. You'd record a bunch ot 
vocals on different tracks, then listen 
(repeatedly) to each track and decide 
which parts to use (while putting 
more wear and tear on the tape, of 
course). Then you'd set up automa-
tion to bounce the right sections of 

track, at the right times, to an empty 
"composite" track. 

Multiple 8-track digital tape 
recorders with fancy remotes provide 
a major improvement for comping, 
since you can program an offset 
between two machines and "drop" 
tracks digitally into other tracks. Still, 
hard-disk recording (HDR) is even 
easier; you can nondestructively cut 
and paste segments of audio until you 
get the best possible vocal track. 

I generally use digital tape as the 
"capture" medium and the hard disk 
as the " offline editor." I still find tape 
the fastest way to record tracks, most-
ly because of the dedicated, obvious 
control surface. 1 mean, record-
enable a track and press play/record 
— hey, even a musician can do that! 
But for editing, it's time to go over to 
hard disk, and that's where comping 
really comes into play. 

The following is referenced to an 
ADAT/Pro Tools-based system, but 
substitute some product names and 
you can apply this to other systems 
as well. 

DE PREPARED 
I got into doing comps to obtain a 

Edit 

reo 

Options 

more "spontaneous" feel to vocals. I 
know that seems ironic — assembling 
pieces of vocals together on a phrase-
by-phrase basis sounds pretty calcu-
lating. What makes a good vocal per-
formance, however, is when the per-
former is really into it, and the engi-
neering doesn't intrude at all. The 
goal in my favorite approach to 
comping is to simply tell the vocalist 
"go," while you lay down track after 
track as quickly as possible (don't 
readjust mics or switch mics mid-
stream; we're looking for consistency 
here). This requires preparation on 
everyone's part: the singer has to 
have the song down cold (this isn't 
the time to agonize whether the lyrics 
should be changed) and the engineer 
has to be able to keep the session 
moving. 

By not doing punches, a vocalist 
can come in, do some quick, loose 
takes, then kick back. Singers hate to 
wait around; it's better to capture the 
performances while you can and 
apply the time you save toward "vocal 
postproduction." Comping may 
sound like it's designed for when you 
don't really know what you're doing 
and want to fix it in the mix, but that's 

Setups Display Region List 
Destructive Record 
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It's nice to know an AKG studio standard isn't over anyone's head anymore. 

Evep among pros, there are times when your 

talent exceeds your budget. That's why we 

created the new AKG C3000. It has the 

warmth, clarity and character of the 

most popular AKG studio mic in 

the world— at about half the 

price. In fact, when you 

hear it you'll be amazed 

what a large, gold-coated 

diaphragm will do for 

your sound. The C3000 

gives you all the quality 

of an AKG without 

having to pretend it's 

an AKG. It is. 

Bean, from D'Cüdeao, whose new "Umoja" 
CD is on RGB Records. 
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Come to 
New York City 

the center of the 
recording industry. 
Learn recording 

engineering at the 

INSTITUTE OF 
AUDIO RESEARCH 

Our 9 month 

Recording Engineering 

and Production Program 
includes: 

Multitrack Recording 

Mixdown Techniques 
MIDI, Digital Audio 

8( more. + a diploma 

from a world 

renowned school. 

Call 800-544-2501 
212-777-8550 

(NY,CT&NJ) 

Your focus is music, 
our focus is you. 

INSTITUTE OF AUDIO 

RESEARCH 
64 University Place 
New York, NY 10003 
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not the idea. The intention is to cap-
ture spontaneous moments, and then 
perfect the performance offline. 

BOUNCING OFF THE WALLS 
After recording, unless you're using an 
HDR system exclusively, you have to 
get signals from tape to HDR. There 
are hardware interfaces that allow you 
to transfer eight tracks at a time from 
the popular digital 8-tracks, but if you 
already have something like the AI- 1 
for ADAT, you can use that to transfer 
two tracks at a time. 

Make sure the sync is set up cor-
rectly. When transferring from ADAT 
to Pro Tools, go to the Hardware Setup 
option and set the sync to Digital. 
That way Pro Tools gets its sync signal 
from ADAT. When going from Pro 
Tools to ADAT, select Internal sync. 
This allows ADAT to sync to Pro Tools. 
Be sure to check that the sampling 
rates match! 

NATURAL SELECTION 
Once your tracks have set up shop in 
the HDR, the next issue is auditioning 
each performance and deciding which 
parts to keep and which to toss. Note 
that different singers have different 
"rhythms"; despite the persistent idea 
that the first vocal often has some 
magical quality, the majority of the 
time it seems vocal #3 or #4 will be the 
best throughout. Some singers go 
downhill the more they do, whereas 
others get a second wind. It's different 
for each individual. 

Auditioning tracks is very easy in 
Pro Tools. In fig. 1, a phrase has been 
looped, and "Loop Selection" has just 
been checked. When you go into Play, 
the defined selection will play over 
and over again on all recorded tracks. 
So, you can solo one track, listen 
through a couple times, solo the next 
track, listen through, solo the next 
track, and so on. Usually one of the 
takes will be a clear winner. If two 
lines are more or less equal, it's gener-
ally best for the sake of continuity to 
go with the one that follows the previ-
ous "winner" piece of audio. 

"Separate" the region you want 
to keep, then drag it to the composite 
track you're building. In many cases, 
you can use most of a vocal and just 
do a few touchups to fix specific 
problems. 

DOUBLE YOUR PLEASURE 
One of my favorite vocal techniques is 

doubling — where the singer sings a 
part, then tries to duplicate the same 
part. This duplication is never perfect, 
so there are always slight variations 
that add a full, chorus-like effect to the 
vocals. 

I generally find that when a per-
son concentrates on copying the origi-
nal track as closely as possible, the 
doubled track suffers because the 
singer isn't concentrating on the per-
formance, but on being " correct." On 
the other hand, with composite vocals, 
I seldom listen to previous takes while 
adding new ones; the end results are 
usually very similar anyway if you've 
practiced the tunes. 

You'll still have occasions where 
a doubled part is great except for 
some nonfixable glitch — like the last 
word sustains more on one take, or 
one take drops in pitch a bit while the 
other one stays constant. Here's the 
fix: take the piece of audio that does 
work and use it to replace the one 
that doesn't. Next, change the start 
point of the copied piece of audio by 
about 20 ms (forward or backward, it 
doesn't make much difference). This 
provides the slight timing difference 
you expect from doubling, yet the 
performance will be "perfect" 
because you're using copied audio. It 
sounds very cool. 

CLEANING UP 
After creating the composite signal in 
Pro Tools, there are zillions of little 
regions of audio scattered across one 
or two (or whatever) tracks. To sim-
plify things, bounce these to new 
tracks, and you'll have linear tracks 
that run from the start to the end of 
the tune. I usually work on pairs of 
tracks (lead and doubled lead, then a 
pair of harmonies), so I do the bounce 
in interleaved stereo form for later 
processing with Sound Tools. This is 
where I apply techniques discussed in 
previous columns: normalize phras-
es, add EQ, etc. I also use the Jupiter 
Voice Processor plug-in (from Jupiter 
Systems) a lot with vocals; the com-
pressor/EQ combination works par-
ticularly well. 

And that's the scoop on comping. 
Try it, you'll like it! 

IbEQ technology editor Craig 
Anderton is an author, musician, 
and lecturer. He also hosts 
"Sound, Studio, and Stage" on 
America Online (keyword SSS). 
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L-J 4 Inputs/4 Outputs. 

Multi-Effects Redefined. 
What does multi-effects mean to you? Pkigging ii multiple signal processors 

to achieve the perfect blend of effects? That isn't DigiTech's idea of multi-

effects and it shouldn't be yours. How many times have you only imagined the 

ease of a single rack unit capable of true multi-eVects? Check out the Studio 

Quad. With its ingenious user interface, large custom display, and potent 

S-DISCIm technology at its heart. the Studio Quad is capable of not just replac • 

ing. but thoroughly eliminating the need for multiple. expensive. sing:e-pur-

pose processing units. 

The Studio Quad features 4 completely independent inputs and outputs that 

gives you the power of two true stereo processors or 4 independent mono 

processors. But true stereo is only the beginning. Imagine a quad dru -n gate 

here each signal path is optimized specifically to achieve The test augio per-

formance :from each drum. Imagine the power to process two true stereo 

sources simultaneously without sacrificing control. Imagine a processor that 

gives you the poner to create an endless combination of effects. And then 

multiply by four. 

Is the Studio Quad complex to operate? Not at all! The front panel of the 

Studio Quad is ergonimically designed. and features a simple yet remarkably 

powerful hterface that gives you effortless control over this vast array of sonic 

textures. 

Finally. a product that is everything a Multi- Effects Processor should be. 

Program 

FX End 

Compare 

1 4 

..•••••••••••••• 

iJomIwTt 

IMI 

New, large, custom display with easy-to-use interface. 

• 4 independent ins and outs 
• Multiple input/output signal 

path 

• S- DISC" powered 

• The eguivaient of 4 signal 

processors in 1! 

EE Meech 
H A Harman International Company 

• Automatic input leveling 

• Dynamic parameter modifers 

• Full MIDI implementation 

• Multi-function effect modules 

• full bandwidth effects 

• True stereo effects 

7 6 0 SoLth Sandy Parkway Sandy, Utah 84070 • ( 801) 566 8919 • Fax 8 0 0 I 333 7363 
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High- Performance 24- bit DSP Technology 

Audio and video systems that turn your living room into 

a movie theater. Car stereos that turn the family van into a 

concert hall. Just two loud-and-clear examples of the new 

wave of products that are surging out of the professional 

LP°  DOLBY SURROUND PRO • LOGIC 

audio market to consumer 

electronics. The new wave, of 

course, is digital. And Motorola's DSP56004 Symphony"' 

digital signal processor is driving new levels of audio 

system performance. 

The 004 Is A Symphony — Of Audio Processing 

Capabilities — Offering all the features and uncompromised 

quality of our 56000 24-bit DSP architecture, the de facto 

standard in professional audio equipment. Plus four on-

chip audio inputs and six outputs, the 004's parallel archi-

tecture can execute up to six operations simultaneously at 

any chip speed (i.e. no on- or off-chip RAM required. 

Competitors' chips use up to 75% of your RAM for the 

same functions!) Result: debugging in real time. 

And only Motorola offers such a complete DSP 

Evaluation Module (EVM) for creating, evaluating, and 

debugging your 24-bit DSP audio designs. The EVM is an 

electronic workbench in a box, ready to 

plug in and go. It's an audiophile-quality 

development and demonstration platform 

that takes you from conceptualizing to producing algo-

rithms to debugging, writing system software, and verifying 

and documenting system performance. For authorized 

licensees, special versions are available to support Dolby 

Pro Logic® and Lucasfilm Home THX® processing with 

the highest quality implementation available anywhere. 

Sound Advice: Go For The 004 
66 MHz, so it performs in real time. And with 144 dB of 

dynamic range — not a mere 96 dB — it programs as easi-

ly as a standard microprocessor. Our 56-bit accumulators 

offer greater precision than most floating point DSPs. 

For precise, high-quality, low-cost reverberation 

effects, the 004's external memory interface allows simple 

glueless delay lines to external SRAMs and 

DRAMs. Serial audio interfaces support 

the industry's leading audio standards. A 

phase-locked loop provides noise immunity for incoming 

and outgoing signals. 

If OnCE" Were Not Enough, There's Our EVM — 

Only Motorola gives you an On-Chip Emulation (OnCE-) 

4111111, port for completely unobtrusive debugging at 

LU AS FI 

With The DSP56004, You're In Good Company — The 

004 is code-compatible with our 56000 family, which 

means a huge base of existing digital audio algorithms as 

well as a complete set of development tools. 

Keep in mind we offer a range of architecturally 

compatible 16- and 24-bit fixed point, as well as 32-bit 

floating-point DSPs. And in the decade-plus we've created 

DSP chips, we've designed them faster, smaller, and more 

cost effective, yet with more of the features that give you 

greater design flexibility and integration. 

For more information on Motorola's audio family, 

here's more sound advice: Call 1-800-845-MOTO. Or 

send your name and address to Motorola, DSP Division, 

P. 0. Box 202558, Austin, TX 78720-9790. 

Digitizing The Future. You & The 004. MOTOROLA 

Motorola and are registered trademarks of Motorola, Inc. C1995 Motorola, Inc. All rights reserved. 
Other brand names appearing herein are trademarks or registered trademarks of their respective holders. 
OnCE is a trademark of Motorola, Inc. 
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TECHNIQUES BUDGETING 

Money for 
Budgeting for a studio 

project, or how to avoid 

the Waterworld Syndrome 
BY BENNET SPIELVOGEL 

There comes a time in every 
band's career when it's time to 
go CD. Cassette demos are fine 

for getting local gigs, but when musi-
cians want to hit the road, they need 
the promotion, airplay and sales 
potential that comes shiny, shrink-
wrapped, and jewel boxed. 

Why, then, do so many bands put 
off that crucial step as long as they 
can? The answer is what I call The 
Waterworld Syndrome: the fear that a 
major recording project will turn into 
a monster, running so far over budget 
that, like the infamous Kevin Costner 
film, it will sink any chances of turning 
a profit. 

Experienced studio hands know 
how to pace themselves and keep 
costs under control. But to a band that 
hasn't recorded more than demos, a 
13-song CD project looks like a vast, 
forbidding expanse of, well, Water-
world. Down under Waterworld, 
though, there's a golden opportunity 
lurking for a sensible studio operator. 
When I talk to a reluctant band, I tell 
them about my simple method for cre-
ating a studio budget. Not only am I 
helping them out, but I'm more likely 
to nab those major blocks of time for 
my studio. 

To see how this works, let's look at 
a band I recently shepherded through 
the budgeting process. 

SETTING YOUR OBJECTIVES 
I he hand ( Andy s Loose Booty attract-
ed some of the best musicians in the 
state of Texas and was now ready to 
break in Europe. Cindy wanted to cre-
ate a musical explosion overseas, and 
figured a CD would be the ticket. As a 
first step, even before setting a budget, 
I suggested she develop a series of 

bINKINU PRIM: Control your budget or, like Waterworid, your prolect could sink fast. 

concrete objectives that could be real-
ized as a result of her recording and 
releasing her new CD. We came up 
with the following list. 

• Generate money from sales at 
gigs and stores that take merchandise 
from independent artists. 

• Promote the band's music — 
especially Cindy's song-writing skills. 

• Get some serious investors inter-
ested in the band. 

• Have a complete, bar-coded 
package suitable for licensing by an 
American or European label. 

Cindy knew what tunes she want-
ed to cut, but what about formulating 

a budget? Cindy and I broke the prob-
lem into four areas: 1) Basic costs; 2) 
Computing costs; 3) Scheduling time; 
4) Reducing costs. Here are some 
guidelines we developed. 

BASIC COSTS 

The Studio. Look for a Pow-cost opera-
tion, but one that impresses the band 
with its staff, room(s), equipment, 
general feel, and, most of all, the 
sound of their productions. Figure 
somewhere between $25-$50/hour. 

Tape. ADAT, $45 per 40 minutes 
(24 track; 3 formatted tapes @ 
$15/ea.); 2-inch, $150 per 15 minutes 
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$2891 
Are You Outta 
Your... 

sC 

*Suggeeted manufacturer's USA retail price. 

appearance, sleek black styling , gold-plated electrodes and contacts 

and you've got a inic tailor made for the studio or live performance. 

Not When You Could Pay Over 
Twice as Much and Get Less 

Check It Out! Most competitive studio microphones cost over twice as 

much as Crown's all-new CM-70&mic. But when it comes to pure sound 

quality and maximum versatility, the CM-700 is in a class by itself. 

Its cardioid, back-electret condenser design. wide range frequency 

response and high input before overload gives the CM-700 the capa-

bility of delivering clean, crisp. intelligible sound in the most demand-

ing situations. Plus, the mic's uniform off-axis response is so smooth 

that any leakage picked up has little coloration. A 3-position roll-off 

switch (flat low-cut, roll-off) makes it ideal for milting everything from 

the delicate timbre of acoustic instruments and vocals, to the rum-

blings of a bass guitar. Add on rugged construction, small, unobtrusive 

Anyway you look at it, the CM-700 is an exceptional performer at an 

unprecedented price. Naturally, the CM-700 comes with Crown's three-

year unconditional warranty. Audition one today and he.ar for yourself 

how easy it is to stretch the limits of your performance while leaving 

your budget intact. See your local Crown dealer or call 1-800-342-6939. 

crown. 
Guaranteed Excellence 
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TECHNIQUES BUDGETING 

(without NR @ 30 ips) / per 30 minutes 
(with noise reduction @ 15 ips); 1-
inch, $75 per 15/30 minutes with-
out/with noise reduction; 1/2-inch, 
$45 per 15/30 minutes without/with 
noise reduction; 1/4-inch, $25 per 
15/30 minutes without/with noise 
reduction; DAT, $ 10 per 90 minutes. 
(Note: Most studios which don't use 
noise reduction generally operate 
their analog tape machines at 30 ips, 
while studios which do use noise 
reduction run their machines at 15 ips. 
Consequently, your analog tape bud-
get will be higher if you don't use NR 
because you'll need more tape. Tradi-
tional noise reduction, of course, 
would play no part in digital record-
ing, and so tape speed/recording time 
would remain unaffected.) 

Caution: Beware of sliding into 
funny format land. Pick a studio that 
uses a tape format, noise reduction, 
and tape speed compatible with other 
studios in your area. If you begin work 
at one place and decide to go else-
where, say to mix, format becomes an 

issue. Also, make sure you collect or 
copy the track sheets and any applica-
ble paperwork when you pick up your 
master tapes. 

Musicians. Some prefer an hourly 
rate (which is often based on a three-
hour minimum), some charge by the 
song, some by the day. It's all open to 
negotiation. Cindy planned to use her 
band, and pay them $ 100 each for 
their services plus 5 percent of the 
gross from the first 1000 CDs sold 
($750 for each member @ $ 15 CD). 

Food. Go the ice chest route; 
drinks, salads, and sandwich stuff. 

COMPUTING COSTS 
If the band is rehearsed, has been 
together for awhile, and has a good 
feel for the process of how they want 
to lay down their tracks (i.e., rhythm 
tracks w/vocals, a few quick overdubs 
and mix), they can use the "two-hour-
to-one-minute" formula. Plan on 
every finished minute taking two 
hours. Thus, a three-minute song will 
take six hours to finish. That's six 
hours to set up, record, overdub, eval-
uate, and mix. 

Here's the formula for estimating 
raw studio costs (excluding outside 
musicians, food, and producer): 

tst(2) x $ + T = ESC, or Total Song 
Time in Minutes x 2 x Hourly studio 
rate (including engineer) + Tape = 
Estimated Studio Cost 

Suppose you want to cut 13 songs, 
which you estimate as coming in at 
around 48 minutes total time. Forty-
eight finished minutes of music multi-
plied by 2 gives 96 hours. Multiply 96 
by the hourly studio rate (let's say 
$40/hr., including engineer) and you 
get $3840. Now add in tape costs (48 
minutes of material translates to $90 
for ADAT 24-track, 6 reels) and the 
total becomes $3930 or approximately 
$300 a song. In this case, the band 
needs to budget between $3500 and 
$4500 for raw studio costs. 

The 2:1 rule relies on an extremely 
aggressive schedule. In most cases, 3:1 
(or three hours per one minute) may be 
more realistic. It gives you a little more 
breathing room, especially in the mix 
stage. The 2:1 rule also requires a fast 
and experienced engineer. 

SCHEDULING TIME 
In Cindy's case, since they needed 
almost 100 hours of studio time, the 
band agreed to work ten, ten-hour 

days so they could stay within budget. 
Thirteen songs @ $300 / song and 
$40/hr. for studio and engineer. 

Because the band was familiar 
with the songs, I suggested recording 
basic rhythm tracks with scratch-but-
possible-keeper vocals in two days (six 
songs the first day, seven songs the 
next). Vocals and overdubs on the next 
three days. And use the rest of the 
time, five days, to mix/remix. 

This is a very balls- to-the-wall 
schedule, especially the first two days. 
Some bands might opt to do the basics 
for 13 songs in three days — five, five, 
and three — and then begin overdubs 
and mixes. 

REDUCING COSTS 
Here are some no-brainers that may 
help reduce costs: 

• Practice and arrange the materi-
al before you get into the studio. 

• Try making some 4-track or live-
to-jam-box tapes and evaluate how 
your tunes and arrangements are 
working before going in. 

• Keep overdubs to a minimum. 
• If the rhythm tracks feel right, 

plow on. You may be able to cut your 
basics in less time then you allocated. 
Go for it. 

• Work as a team. The studio is 
often a pressure-filled, fragile chem-
istry of sensitivity, egos, inspiration, 
and creativity. Do what you can to 
keep things moving in a positive way. 
Focus on the objectives you listed ear-
lier. 

FINAL RESULT 

Cindy's Loose Booty stuck to their plan, 
cut the tunes, and stayed within bud-
get. A couple of Cindy's tunes got 
picked up and placed with some major 
artists. Cindy decided to stay in Norway 
after the tour ended, cut the musesick 
bizness loose, and fish for salmon. But 
since Cindy's Loose Booty is a fictional 
band, based on a composite of several 
bands that recently have come through 
my studio, let me add that her bass 
player and drummer formed a new 
band, which has since cut three CDs at 
my studio. And two cuts are going on 
the soundtrack of Kevin Costner's next 
film (Waterworld II?)... 

Bennet Spielvogel operates Flash-
point Studios in Austin, Texas. 
Check out his "ADAT in the 
Trenches" article in EQ's August 
'95 issue. 
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quality reverb and chorus are always available, 
plus your chQice from a broad selection of insert 
effects. And our thoughtfhl design lets you change 
the insert effect while the MR-rack is playing, 
without affecting the chorus and reverb. 

Forget you ever heard the tern "MIDI mode". 
Working with the MR-rack is easy, because it's 
lways ready to receive on 16 MIDI channels. And 

"ust as easy to set up splits and layers on a 
hannel. 

de selecting SouUds a breeze with our 
dFinder" interface — one knob selects 

- 

(e 144 

The MR-rack cuts no corners to give you great 
sound — with 44.1 kHz playback through hardware 
that measures in at an awesome 102 dB signal-to-
noise level. (Four 18-bit DACs sure help with that.) 
Our all-new waveform ROM has 12 meg of the 

best sounds you've ever heard, including bigger 
and better piano, strings, brass, and voices. Plus 
the second generation of our unique Transwaves",' has the best expansion options of any synth„ 610 647-8908 firc 
using digital resynthesis to give you sounds that with 3 card slots for up to 84 meg of wave data. 
move and transform under your control. And we give you tons of memory for your money. 

Great waves become great sounds thanks to 
MR-Tack's all-new synth engine. Each sound is 
crafted withuip to 16 sonic layers, creating the 
most realistic acoustic and the wildest synthetic 
sounds imaginable. Need another incentive? OK, buy an MR-rack 
Our next-generation effects chip (ESP-2) provides, and we'll give you a rebate coupon worth $50 off 

6 stereo busses for total mixing flexibility. Studio- your first expansion card. (This is a limited time 
over good until we come to our sense!) 
Whoops — rapout of room! So if you want 

hear all the other totally cool things a 
the MR-rack (like the PCMC1A card 
slot, the 4 outputs, ar the Unisyn 

MR editor we'll give you) 

just call us, write 
or visit your 
ENSONIQ 
dealer 
and say 
"I'd like to meet MR Rack!" 

otally new 
totally awesome 

the sound type; the other knob picks the sound 
itself. And with hundreds of great sounds to 
pick from, you might never need to 
tweak one. But if you do, we made the ou can rear f: 

most important sound parameters easily 800-257-1439 documents to ) oze fax 
• • iwww.ensoniq.com on the Web available for editing.  

MIENSONIQ CompuServe 
Want more? We thought so. The MR-rack -553-5151 phew 

64 Voices 

11 Meg Wave ROM 
Expandable to 84 Meg 

(3 expansion card slots) 
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(with digital resynthesis) 
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(four 18-bit DACs) 
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SoundFinderTM 
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Phone 

Mail to: ENSONIQ Corp, Dept. Q-59, 155 Great Valley Pkwy 
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ENSONel.  

Yes! 
I want to meet 
MR Rack! 

I'd also like info on: 
Cl Ts Series synths 

ASR Series samplers 
CI KT Series weighted action synths 

C( KS-32 weighted action synth 12 SQ Series synths 
DP Series parallel effects processors O 1682-fx mixer 
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seeking serious one 

with sexy male. 

TALL, BLONDE, GREEN EYES 

• .. looking for non-smoking 
male ballroom dancer with de 
for intimacy and significi, 

earning potential. 

MATURE SINGLE It %LE 

Sensitive, caring, enjoys Iola, 
fishing and playing pool. L. 'king 

for the girl of my dreams. 

ADVENTUROUS, ATTRACTIVE 

Successful, athletic, male, seeks 

sincere and good-hearted F for 
a no strings attached relationship. 

-one 

LONELY 
Attractive, outgoin 

witi- good personality. 

YOUNG, TALENTED, 
INTELLIGENT 

With a sensitivity for great 
sound. Seeks adventurous 
engineer and/or musician to 
make beautiful music together. 
Available any time day or night. 
tr Just call 516-364-2244 
and ask for ULI. 

Ykurt Dun VIVANT 
Wine connoisseur ready for 

meaningful relationship with a 
woman who appreciates the 

finer things in life. 

ho loves 
having fun. 

BROKEN HEARTED ROCK STAR 

Looking for dream girl. Long 
5lue eyes, lost without his 

attracti‘l sexy soul mate. 

FAMOI: 3 BRITISH ROCK BAND 
Seeks bass player for upcoming 
tour. ease contact Mick J. 

nce an 

YOUNG SINGLE WOMAN 
Seeks to share apartment in 
gothic pre-war Upper West 
Side building with like-minded 
individual who values peace 
and quiet. 

FIRST TIME 

Monogamou 
retty, 

ir 

THE PERFECT EAR 

f you want all the personal details about these and the 13 other processors in the dynamically expandi 
Behringer line, please call (516) 364-2244 or fax (516) 364-3888 and ask for Behringer Sales. 

Or write us for a Behringer product brochure at 
Samson Technologies Corp., P.O. Box 9031, Syosset, NY 11791-9031. 

Behringer is exclusively distributed in the U.S. by Samson Technologies Corp. ©1995 SAMSON 
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4 
years 

after the 
Beatles left 

abbey goad, the 
studio warms its old 

tubes for new releases 
from the original Fab four 

25 
!Pr 

By Patrick Staple,/ 



T
wenty five years after their 
last session at Abbey Road, 
the Beatles are back at the 
studios where they record-
ed over 90 percent of their 

music. Over recent months, the 
world's most famous recording studio 
has welcomed back its most famous 
clients — Paul, George, and Ringo 
along with producer George Martin 
and engineer Geoff Emerick. 

In a shroud of secrecy, where stu-
dio staff have literally been threatened 
with dismissal if they so much as men-
tion the " Beatles Project," preparation 
is underway for the release of a series 
of CDs that will not only contain previ-
ously unreleased Beatles songs, but 
also two newly recorded tracks that, 
amazingly, feature all four members. 
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Paul McCartney, Ringo Starr, 
George Martin, Geoff Emerick, 
and Jeff Lynne discuss the 

making of the Beatles Anthology 
and the two new songs. 

(Photo Previous Page: 0 Apple Corps Ltd.) 

THE ANTHOLOGY 
The reunion has been as a direct result 
of the forthcoming Beatles Anthology 
documentary, to be screened on 
worldwide television this month. Five 
years in the making, the series charts 
the Beatles' career from birth to 
breakup and features extensive previ-
ously unseen footage collected from 
all over the world. 

All three members have been 
closely involved in the project, and, 
according to an Apple spokesman, 
"got very hands-on" and provided 
many hours of interviews. " It's really 
our version of what the Beatles were 
all about," says Ringo, "giving individ-
ual perspectives, including John's." 

To accompany the programs, EMI 
is releasing three double CDs contain-

ing a mixture of forgotten 
material, as well as differ-
ent versions of well-
known songs, demos, stu-
dio out-takes, live record-
ings, broadcasts, home 
recordings, and so on. 
This definitive collection 
of unreleased Beatles 
material, will also include 
the two new songs, "Free 
As A Bird" and " Real 
Love," which are to be 
separately released as sin-
gles. The first being pre-
miered on television 
when the series starts on 
November 19. 

THE ARCHIVE 
Since the beginning of 
this year, George Martin, 
with the help of Abbey 
Road engineer and Beat-
les expert Allan Rouse, 
has trawled through the 
studio's archives search-
ing for suitable material. 
Approximately 400 tapes 
(2-track, 4-track, and 8-
track) from the EMI vaults 
and about half as many 
from external sources 
have been listened to. 

"Its been a long 
haul," confirms Martin. 

"We've covered every bit of recording 
we ever did all those years ago, listen-
ing to every take and every track of 
every take. It's been fascinating, trau-
matic, beautiful, and sad — all kinds of 
emotions — we've literally been reliv-
ing our lives." 

The surviving Beatles have collec-
tively returned to Abbey Road on a 
number of occasions during the year, 
sifting through material with Martin, 
helping to choose what should go on 
the albums. According to Paul McCart-
ney, it's been a strange but enjoyable 
experience. 

"It's quite weird sitting in Abbey 
Road's number two studio, where we 
always worked, listening to what we 
did when we were 20," he says. "But 
it's exciting as well. It's like being 
archeologists finding tracks that we 
didn't remember recording, uncover-
ing songs that we didn't want or 
thought weren't good enough at the 
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GEORGE MARTIN: "We've covered every bit of recording we ever did all those years ago, lis-
tening to every take and every track of every take. It's been fascinating, traumatic, beautiful, 

and sad — all kinds of emotions — we've literally been reliving our lives." 

time. But now, of course, after 30 years 
they don't seem too bad at all." 

George Martin too admits that 
he'd forgotten about some of the old 
material. " I'd certainly forgotten all 
about 'Leave My Kitten Alone,' which 
is very good. It's quite well known 
because it's been bootlegged, but I 
hadn't heard it for years and years. 
There were also some interesting little 
demos and things that I'd quite forgot-
ten about, which will be on the 
albums." 

An exciting discovery was a 30-
year-old track written by George Har-
rison called You Know What To Do.' 
Feared lost many years ago, it appar-
ently turned up inside an unlabelled 
tape box. " It's not the greatest thing 
that George ever wrote," remarks 
McCartney, "but I believe there will be 
a bunch of people interested in hear-
ing a Beatles track from 30 years ago 
that no one to this day has ever heard. 

Going back to the archeological analo-
gy, if you find a little Egyptian pot, it 
doesn't have to he the greatest Egypt-
ian pot, the fact that it is Egyptian is 
enough." 

THE DREAM TEAM 
The archive material is being treated 
in two ways. Where material exists 
only on 2-track, it is being directly 
transferred with the help of Sonic 
Solutions' No Noise processing to gen-
tly remove tape hiss. Where songs are 
on multitrack, they are being remixed, 
and this is where the talents of Geoff 
Emerick, who engineered the largest 
proportion of the Beatles' records, 
comes in. 

George Martin was insistent that 
not only should he get the old team 
back together again, but also the 
equipment. " I told Rupert Perry at EMI 
before we started the project that I 
wanted to make the mixing as authen-

tic as possible. 1 said, ' Look you've got 
a vintage producer and a vintage engi-
neer, so you're going to need same 
vintage equipment to go with it.' I cer-
tainly didn't want to do it on a modern 
desk. 

"To translate those old 4-track 
tapes and put them through an SSL 
would do things to them that they 
were never intended for. So I was pret-
ty adamant that we should try and get 
a desk from that period. It wasn't actu-
ally possible to get one from the '60s, 
but we did get one from about 1970 
that would have been used at the end 
of the Beatles period, and it definitely 
had the right character about it." 

The desk was an original EMI TG 
8-track console, one of the first tran-
sistorized consoles to be installed at 
Abbey Road, and was hired for the 
project from producer and ex-Abbey 
Road engineer Jeff Jarratt. This, along 
with various vintage outboard, was 
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Studio Pro offers a complete line el extremely versatile 
aceuntic products for all your studio needs. Whether 
you're a home, or project studio we can meet your 
budget with qudlitN products. We can also help you 

with sour design and layout. 
Call for our free brochure. 

STUDIO PRO 
1101 WALNUT AVE. *6 

HUNTINGTON BEACH, CA 92648 

PHONE/FAX 

(714)374-9585 
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You'll like The 
Sound e These. 

ONEX 
The new standard. 

New and improvuu JUNEXTM will 
ensure that every sound rings true, 
without echoes or reverberation. 
illbruck's family of SONEX products is 
setting new standards, with completely 
FIBER-FREE acoustical solutions in 
exclusively CLASS 1 materials. 

' '' day far a free brochure. 

illbruck 
Minneapolis, Minnesota 

1-800-662-0032 
(612)520-3620 

I emporarily installed in Abbey Road's 
l'enthouse Studio where it ousted an 
MS Neve Capricorn. 

"Although it wasn't a tube con-
sole, the old EMI desk really lent itself 
to the job and really suited the tapes," 
says Geoff Emerick. "As far as out-
board, we basically used what we 
would have used then, which wasn't a 
great deal — Fairchild limiters and 
some extra EMI EQ units. Anything 
else like ADT (Automatic Double 
tracking) or phasing we did in the old 
fashioned way, using tape machines. 

"I've personally tried to keep 

things as authentic as possible, right 
down to the way EQ would have been 
used," continues Emerick. "There's 
been a couple of occasions where I 
tried adding a little high top, but each 
time I've taken it off again because it 
sounded wrong and put things out of 
balance. The EQ we used in those days 
was pretty basic. It was just top and 
bass, and the top end probably peaked 
at around 5k." 

The only modern equipment used 
were the speakers — Emerick mixed 
exclusively on Meyer HD- 1 nearfields. 
Multitrack tape machines were all old 
Studer A80's, and the songs were mas-
tered to A80 1/2-inch. Reinstating the 
original tube tape machines was con-
sidered both unnecessary, as well as a 
logistics nightmare. 

RE-CREATING THE PAST 
As far as reverb was concerned, 
George Martin was equally insistent 

PAUL MCCARTNEY: "It's quite weird sitting in Abbey Road's number two studio, where we 
always worked, listening to what we did when we were 20." 
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Hafler Ever! 

Dynamically Invariant A-B Linear Operation 
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'his is extremely important for providing the high transient 

:urrent needed to drive the capacitance of MOSFET gates at 

ugh frequencies. The result is both lower distortion and 

greater inherent stability. 
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The new Hafler 
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Tower Mastering. 
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always- clear and 
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ful bass response.'" 

Wally Trougot 
Tower Mastering 
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Hollywood, CA 
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punch of solid state. 
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with the new DIABLO. 
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Surround DMP Big Band 
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Ellington. Herman. Kenton 
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Tom Jung 
DMP Records 
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that he didn't want to use any digital 
reverb or echo plates, " I wanted an 
echo chamber like we used to use, 
which of course the studio no longer 
had." This wasn't strictly true, and it 
turned out there was still an old cham-
ber in existence, which was used to 
store echo plates. 

Rather fortuitously, this was the 
No. 2 chamber that would originally 
have been hooked up to Studio 2. All 
that remained, however, were the four 
walls — the rest had to be reinstated 
by Abbey Road's engineers from mem-
ory as best they could. 

"Putting back amps, speakers and 
mics wasn't too much of a problem 
because we still had quite a lot of the 
stuff here." explains Allan Rouse. "But 
the main difficulty was replacing the 
old glazed sewage pipes that acted as 
acoustic reflectors and gave the cham-
ber its characteristic sound. In the end 
we managed to locate some that were 
the same size, but they weren't glazed 
and didn't produce the same effect. So 
we ended up painting them with a 
high-gloss finish and also tiling some 
of the chamber, which got us back 
pretty close to the original." 

"The decay time was probably a 
fraction shorter," says Emerick, "but 
the overall quality was exactly the 
same. It gives a color to the vocals that 
is unique — it's that old EMI Number 2 
sound. We also used the old STEED 
echo, which is basically a tape delay 
into the chamber, and we used 
varispeed to re-create the head gap 
that would have existed on the old BTR 
tape machines." 

MASTER PLAN 
Regarding the original master tapes, 
their condition was remarkable and 
Emerick was astonished that they 
played so well after so many years. 

"The masters are in amazing con-
dition — there's no shedding, sticky 
edits or anything. It's incredible to 
think that some of these haven't been 
out of their boxes basically for 30-odd 
years, and they play absolutely per-
fectly. It certainly says something for 
EMI tape! 

"Because we were using 1-inch 4-
track in the early days, the width of the 

tape means the quality is excellent 
with virtually no noise. Also, because 
we were using all tube equipment, the 
sound is really incredible. By modern-
day standards, the actual quality of the 
bass and drums and things is wonder-
ful, and I don't think you'd be able to 
match it today." 

Working on the old material again 
was a bizarre experience for Emerick 
who confesses that it was difficult at 
times to become detached from it. " It 
was really strange to hear all those old 
tapes again with my announcements 
on them and all the studio chat — it 
really took me right back to the ses-
sions. It was actually quite a shock to 
be mixing all this classic stuff again, 
and I found it quite difficult to divorce 
myself from what they are. It's a bit 
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GEOFF EMERICK: "The decay time was probably a fraction shorter, but the overall quality was exactly tne same. It gives a color to 
the vocals that is unique — it's that old EMI Number 2 sound. We also used the old STEED echo, which is basically a tape delay into 

the chamber, and we used varispeed to re-create the head gap that would have existed on the old BTR tape machines." 

like going into Tutankhamen's tomb 
and being overawed by all these price-
less treasures, and feeling nervous to 
touch them. It's really weird." 

Wherever possible things have 
been left as they were recorded, 
"unvarnished" as George Martin refers 
to it. But on one or two occasions Mar-
tin admits that he has "played God" 
and altered things, but purely to give 
people something more interesting to 
listen to. 

"With Day In The Life,' for exam-
ple, there's a wonderful, wonderful 
version that John does — it's either 
take 1 or take 2 — where he's not try-
ing he's just singing for himself and 
it's absolutely lovely — the John that I 
knew so well. The only problem is that 
there's no vocal for the middle eight, 

the 'Got up, got out of bed, dragged a 
comb across my head...' section. But 
luckily I also came across a remix that 
we did of the middle with Paul singing, 
which I was able to edit in. The track is 
completely different from the 'Day in 
The Life' on Sgt Pepper, but it's worth 
hearing and I believe we were justified 
in doing it that way." 

Generally speaking, mixes have 
been reasonably quick, probably tak-
ing no longer than they did originally 
— the earlier 4-track recordings being 
the fastest. "I'd say we're mixing 
quickly," says Martin. "Of course, you 
have to remember that the way we 
used to record in those days, we actu-
ally shaped the mix as we recorded it. 
It wasn't a case of laying down tracks 
and assembling them later, we used to 

record pretty well live, and it's not so 
much a mixing job as toning. Some of 
the later songs, though, are more com-
plicated, and on ene mix, where we 
had originally bounced between 4-
track machines, I reassembled all the 
tracks, which came to 16, and that 
took about a day to do." 

NOTHING LIKE THE REAL THING 
Martin has been keen tiitt the new 
albums should give a real impression 
of what it was like being in the studio 
with the Beatles, and has included bits 
and pieces of talking before and after 
takes, some false starts and so on. " I 
decided we should be lifting the lid on 
the boys and let people hear how they 
were in the studio rather than just 
hearing the finished, polished produc-
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tion. Some of the highlights for me are 
the silly little things where they're just 
being themselves, breaking into 
laughter or kidding each other — it's 
just like being there again. One thing 
that is quite remarkable though and 
quite consistent, having listened back 
to all this material, is just how good 
the boys were, and it certainly con-
firms their abilities." 

Martin and Emerick still have 
quite a bit of work to do, and expect to 
be busy until the end of the year. The 
CDs will run in chronological order 
and the first pair (the early days to 
1965), are now ready for November 
release. Each pair will contain roughly 
50 songs. 

THE NEW SONGS 
The two new tracks mentioned earlier 
are both ballads written by John 
Lennon that were supplied by Yoko 

JEFF LYNNE: "Something magical happens when they play together that makes 

this sound or this feel which is them and is quite untouchable." 
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Enter the Bass Station Demo Contest! Send in your best demo song to get on the 96' denso CD E. win the latest NOVAllON gee. Details inside owners manual. 

Get the 4-1-1 from: 

99 Tub Men., 
Flan, Pa. 1.9/1,. 11001 
W6)3.24110 . f /0, (5161 156-01, 
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THE ONLY PROFESSIONAL 
MIXER THAT SITS IN 

THE PALM OF YOUR HAND. 
ÑIÍxÀbTM - ULTRA-COMPACT MIXER 

mr 3 balanced mono mic/line inputs and 
3 stereo inputs to mix a maximum 
amount of sources in a minimal space. 

• On-board phantom 
powering for inse with 
condenser micro hones. 

• Mic and line 
input -.rim control 
54 dB controi range. 

• AC power supply and 
optional battery powering. 

• 2-oaad EQ (±15 dB shelving 
type — iow 100 Hz, high 10 kHz) 
on each channel. 

• Low-noise, high-headroom 
mic reamps ;or exceotionEll 

• 2 aux senas per channel; 1 pre for 
monitor and cue, 1 post for effects. 

• Constant- level pan controls on mono channels to 
par mono signal left/right in the mix. 

• Channel volume + 10 dB gain. 

• Suggested retail list price: $ 249. 

WHAT'S NEXT! 

see- With 5 independent 
" channels, 500 mW of 

power, the ability to link several 
cws toçether and a who tot more. The 

highest-quality headphone amp for the price. $ 17g. 

Our new 05 
headpho le amplifier. 

..seee 

* Balanced stereo outputs. 

• 2 stereo effects returns to accommodate 
today's stereo processors. 

• CD/tape input to bring 
in external signals. 

• Peak output overload LEDs. 

• Headphone output. 

0 Balance controls om 
stereo channels to adjust 
left/right level. 

• 9-channel mixer measuring only 9" by 
9.6" by 2.5" — an ideal fit for a wide 
range of applications. 

• Extruded one-piece aluminum construction. 

• If you want to get up to speed on the fastest-growing line in Audio, 
please call ( 516) 364-2244, fax ( 516) 364-3888 or write 
Samson Technologies Corp., P.O. Box 9031, Syosset, NY 11791-9031. 

gelid/ISOM' 
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CDs IN 3 WEEKS! 
500 CDs plus 500 Cassettes  

with black & white inserts $2,590 

CC I want to thank you for your 
assistance on all of our projects this 
_year for our new recording label, 
Palmusic. Everyone tells us how 
great everything looks and sounds. 
I would especially like to thank 
your graphic artists and design 
stafffor making projects, such as 
Jaime Valles Round Midnight', 
look so professional 390 

—David B. Aikens, 
PALMUSIC. 

San Diego, CA 

Only Disc Makers offers 
all these benefits: 
• FREE deluxe graphic design 
• Insert film and printing 

• Proof Positive'. Reference CD 
• Tests and proofs sent via FedEx 
• FedEx shipping at UPS Ground rates 
• Major Label Quality 
• No-Fine-Print guarantee 

Call today for your FREE, 
1995 Full color catalog: 

1-800-468-9353 keneeiiiiiti; 
24 HOURS TOLL FREE 
Outside USA call 609-663-903G • FAX 609-661-3458 

DISC MAKERS 
AMERICA'S #7 MANUFACTURER FOR THE INDEPét•IDENT MUSIC INDUSTRY 

Ono on a mono cassette demo. 
Recorded in New York, they feature 
Lennon singing and playing piano, 
and formed a base for the other Beat-
les to dub on to. Amazingly, the first 
track, ' Free As A Bird,' was completed 
nearly two years ago with very little 
information leaking out to the press. 
The second track, "Real Love," was 
recorded in February of this year. 

Both tracks were recorded and 
mixed at Paul McCartney's private 
studio in East Sussex, and Geoff 
Emerick was again the engineer. 
However, a new figure, Jeff Lynne 
(Idle Race, Move, Electric Light 
Orchestra, Traveling Wilburys, etc.), 
was called in to coproduce the pro-
ject. 

"They were the strangest sessions 
really," recalls Lynne. "They were the 
only sessions I've ever done where the 
chat in between takes was so good that 
I didn't want to start recording again. 
There were all these fabulous anec-
dotes — 'Remember this and remem-
ber that,' and then one of them would 
laugh and say, 'Well, what about you, 
you bugger!' As far as I was concerned 
it was absolute bliss, and the sessions 
probably took a lot longer because I 
didn't say, 'OK lads, shut up and lets 
get on with it.' Instead I'd be going, 
'Oh wow, I didn't now that,' it was 
heaven for me. 

"But the thing that really sur-
prised me was how quickly they came 
together. As soon as they started bash-
ing away it was there — something 
magical happens when they play 
together that makes this sound or this 
feel which is them and is quite 
untouchable." 

Geoff Emerick was also impressed 
at how quickly things came together, 
and also how comfortable the atmos-
phere was. "We hadn't seen each other 
or been together for 25 years, and sud-
denly we're all there again working 
like before. The whole thing just slot-
ted back into place really naturally — 
there was no distance in time between 
this session and the last, and it truly 
felt as though it could have been yes-
terday. The old magic was there 
instantly, and as soon as I lifted the 
faders, there they were — the Beatles. 
It was amazing, a really fantastic 
moment." 

Prior to recording, some work was 
done to clean up the Lennon cassette, 
although at this stage it's not com-
pletely clear what processes were used 
except that they were digital. The two 
tracks were then transferred to analog 
24-track. 
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The TASCAM DA-88. 
Because performance 

makes the difference. 
Whether in front of the camera or in your recording studio, it's the perfor-

mance that really counts— your performance, the performarce of your band 

and the performance of your equipment. And behind the scenes it's the dynam 

efforts of engineers, technicians and artists that result in the great sound tracks that 

support great performances. To help produce those 

sound tracks music and production professionals 

rely on the performance of the TASCAM DA-88. 

And when it comes to digital multitrack recording, the 

TASCAM DA-88 is an outstanding performer. That's why it has 

been awarded the Eminy for Outstanding Achievement in 

Engineering Development — the only modular digital multitrack to 

ever win this award. Next generation digital multitrack technology, 

ease of use, affordability, compatibility with other equipment, and 

unmatched reliability have firmly established the DA-88 as the preferred 

digital multitrack for music recording and post-production. 

Why settle for anything less? 

Whether you have a project studio, record in your bedroom or 

operate a full-service facility, demand the best performance — 

demand a TASCAM DA-88. Because no one was ever sorry they 

bought the best. 
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ACADEMY OF TELEVISION ARTS & SCIENCE3 
1995 PRIMETIME EMMY AVAF1:1E 

OUTSTANDING ACHIEVEMENT IN ENGINEEFING DEVELOnivIENT 
FOR THE TASCAM DA-88 DIGITAL MULTI-RACK RECORDER 
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Great Prices. 
Rave Reviews. 

Oktava! 

571—K 

$ 549 

"The MK 012 is clean, 
quiet and, like all the 
Oktavas, remarkable value 
for money. The MK 219 is 
a legitimate and wonder-
ful vocal mic that stands 
up on its own merits and 
currently occupies the 
slot of mic bargain of the 
decade. If you have not 
heard it, you need to. It is 
stunning." 
—Zenon Schoepe 
Studio Sound, April 1995 

Oktava MK 219 and MK 012 high quality studio condenser microphones, 

manufactured in Russia and now available in the U.S. from Harris Allied. 
Select dealer inquiries are welcome. 

800-622-0022 Nationwide 

:3 I-LRRIS 
AALLIED 

01995 HARRIS CORP 

CIRCLE 33 ON FREE INFO CARD 

THE MAP TO SUCCESS... FI EAR WHY 

730 
Valley Audio 730 Dynablap Digital Dynamics Processor 

Precision dynamics control in the digital domain. 

Ma P @Sel I +I4.5dB (RPTIO)4 
elf» eGainl -17.0c6 11.01 

C I FREQ 
114 414 6.2kHe 3.201 -12.0dB - 15. 

I RPTIO UNITY THRmin GPINn 
*I — 1+ 

D also manufactures 
a complete line of analog rack mount 
and modular dynamics processors. 

V Mode In USA by 

VALLEY AUDIO 

A Division al Galaxy Audio, Ina. 1310 265 9500 Fax ( 3161 263 0642 
Distributed outside the U.S. by E A E Exports fax 17141 440 0766 

Distributed in (anode by ILE. Simmonds & Sons Ltd. Fax 19051839 2667 

Our customers said it all: 
• "Absolutely transparent" limiting: 

One word look-ahead lets you take it to the limit 
with no digital "Overs" 

• Worlds "Most articulate" broadband compresso 
Create an arbitrary multi-segment, multi- ratio. 
"Dynamics Map" transfer function 

Create "No knee" dynamics curves using 
our exclusive MIX parameter 

Set unity gain with our enhanced compressor. 
auto gain makeup does the rest 

• " Fantastic" high frequency compression 
for sibilance control ( de-essing) 

And more, with no audible artifacts! 
Valley Audio...it's what you don't hear that makes us great 

Call us Toll Free at ( 800) 800-4345 

• 

RINGO STARR: "We just pretended that 

[Jonn]'d gone on holiday or out for tea and had 
left us the tape to play with." 

"The quality was never really a 
problem," says Emerick. " I just looked 
upon it as John saying, 'Put an effect 
on my voice to make it sound like this.' 
It actually sounded like one of those 
John Lennon vocal sounds with a little 
bit of wow and flutter and stuff like 
that, but it worked fine. The balance 
between vocals and piano also worked 
out OK and fitted in fine. There were a 
few occasions, though, where we had 
to adjust timing, and this was simply 
done by flying the tape back in." 

"Having John playing piano as 
well as singing was a great thing," 
notes Lynne. "It kept the integrity and 
made the whole thing a real perfor-
mance rather than just having this 
voice appear out of nowhere." 

Apart from the technical aspects of 
posthumously reuniting Lennon with the 
other Beatles, there were also emotional 
ones to consider. According to Ringo a 
little mental deception was required to 
keep spirits high. "We just pretended that 
he'd gone on holiday or out for tea and 
had left us the tape to play with. That was 
the only way we could deal with it and get 
over the hurdle, because it was really very 
emotional." 

"It was actually exactly the sort of 
thing he might have done," adds 
Emerick, "and it was a really good way 
of thinking about it." 

Although the sessions weren't 
treated in the same way as mixing the 
archive material, some vintage equip-
ment was used by Emerick including 
Fairchild limiters and Neumann tube 
47 mics for vocals. Original instruments 
were also used, including a lHofnerl 
violin bass and Ludwig drum kit. Each 
song was recorded over a four-day peri-
od and mixed in a couple of days. 

The fact that the three Beatles were 
back in the studio again for the first time 

continued on page 130 
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What will they say about the PreQ3? 

Tie onh, Air Band miciline preamp in the world 

See and hear the 

EQ3 and PreQ3 

at NTI's A.E.S 

booth 

678! 

The Magic is in the Air 

"I just keep coming back to this box. It adds something that can't be duplicated by any other 
device. It's a 'live' feeling of being there ...The NTI EQ3 lets me the music be heard." 

David Schwartz, Composer for TV hit series, "Northern Exposure" 

"Great on vocals ... Made them pop out of the mix 
without sounding 'chopped up' or ringing. Very smooth." 

Brad Mad ix, Queensryche 

"For years engineers have struggled with the unflattering byproducts of noise, distortion and 
phase shift in equalization. With the EQ3, these concerns are no longer an issue, 

and engineers are going to have a field day with the freedom this device brings them." 
Steve Albini, Owner, Electrical Audio Recording, Chicago 

AIR C VARI O O O GAIN AVR C VAR.. 

Night Tecknologies International 

Home ofeiegilen Products 
1880 West 820 North 

Provo. Utah 8460/ 

800-375-9289 

fax 801-375-9286 CIIRCLE 79 ON FREE INFO CARD 

Night Technologies International—recipient of the Radio World 

"Cool Stuff" award, and 1995 TEK Award nominee. 

Rocli,Weeld 

C001 Stuff 
"'teen Id 
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THE BEST OF THE 
T FOR THE YEAR 

THAT WAS. IT'S OUR 
IFTH ANNUAL TAKE 

ON THE MOST 
TRENVSETTING 

PRODUCTS ON THE 
FLOOR OF THE '95 

LES Sam 
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,1161."-ARDS 
T

he recording business has 
split down the middle — 
and the middle is gone. If 
the recent AES in New York 
was any indication, record-

ing technology has been stretched to 
the extremes of cost-effective solutions 
(which we lovingly call the project stu-
dio marken and the dream machines 
(which we scorn as indulgent and old 
fashioned, mega-buck recording). 

What other business would intro-
duce a single, new technology product 
category (in this case known as digital 
recording consoles) at a single trade 
show, with entries 100-times different 
in pricepoints? It would be as if the 
IBM PC and the mainframe had been 
introduced at the very same Comdex, 
at the very same point of technology 
development. No way. 

Way. It's exactly what happened 
when two of this year's EQ Blue Rib-
bon winners,. the Yamaha 02R ÉS8500) 
and the Sony Oxford OXF-R3 console 
(a bargain at $850,000) made their 
world debuts. For those of us at the 
project studio level, the Yamaha board 
promises to change the world much 
like the way the ADAT reshuffled the 
scene upon its introduction. We've 
already vçritten a great deal about this 
digital desk. so we'll spare you the 
reading. The Oxford console, mean-
while, is the type of overindulgent, 
overengineered, overpriced product 
that project-studio types like to laugh 
at, while down deep the gear siut in us 
can't wait to get our hands on what 
appears to simply be the most sophis-
ticated digital recording console ever 

engineered on the planet. This console 
ushers in a entirely new 24- bit world 
for studio junkies like ourselves, and 
you have to credit the Sony brass with 
its decision to target its debut at the 
trickier, fickle world of music record-
ing rather than the broadcast/post 
market where Sony could have 
gleamed many more bucks. This is the 
ultimate English gentleman's console 
where money was no object — only it 
was built with Japanese money. 

Every other console manufacturer 
is going to have to start scrambling to 
find their rightful place in between 
these audio extremes — and all the 
solutions are not going to necessarily 
be digital. As evidence of this fact, we 
award two more Blue Ribbons to the 
denizens of the English EQ, which we 
predict will prevail even as we enter 
the digital age. John Oram's new con-
sole design, the BEQ Series of 8-bus 
designs, should add some serious con-
sole quality to this burgeoning project 
studio category. The boards are avail-
able in 16/24[32-input versions and 
should fill the gap between the current 
8-bus crowd and the higher-priced 
spreads. Meanwhile, the announce-
mer.t by Amek chieftain Nick Franks of 
a product development pact with 
Fairlight sets a blueprint for coopera-
tion that garnered a major kudo from 
our staff, combining the expertise that 
brought the world the first serious dig-
ital audio workstation ( Fairlight) with 
the audio passion that has kept Rupert 
Neve noodling in the analog domain. 
The result of their new effort is code-
named FAME, and, when it comes to 

- 

TAKE IT FROM THE TOP: Akai's DR16 hard-disk 
recorder; lornegm's Jar drive storage device; 

Fostex's DME-8 hard- disk recorder; and Pane-
solic's take on the ADAT — the MDA-1. 



DIE 
PROUEsworn 
EXPERTS 
CALL TODAY FOR A 
FREE 

203.442.9600 
CONSULTATION 

all major &catch • sales & service 

94 State Street 
New London, CT 06320 

203.442.9600 
203.442.0463 (FAX) 
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WilSpeiR00111 

Sound Isolation Enclosures 

Sound Isolation Rooms 
Vocal Booths 

Amplifier Isolation Enclosures 
Practice Rooms 

Tel: 423-585-5827 Fax: 423-585-5831 

116 S. Sugar Hollow Rd. 

Morristown, TN 37813 USA 

ElLim R IBBON. Awarœs 

of random/access 
record/ edit capability, 
along with 16 channels of 
MIDI dynamically auto-
mated mix capability. A 
forthcoming QI Super-
View VGA board will 
provide a multipage 
graphic display of all 
functions on a VGA 
monitor. Sure, Fostex's 

DMT-8 has its shortcomings (it does-
n't talk to the outside world), but it 
sets the stage for a whole series of new, 
affordablu hard-disk recorders for 

musicians; this one costs under $2800. 
It ain't perfect, but it's something that 
points toward the next generation of 
personal recorders/mixers 

Also on the "cool stuff' front, we 
couldn't miss the Nagra ARES-C 16-bit 
solid-state recorder. Sure it's 
designed (for now) for broadcast 
applications, but it's the first commer-
cial use of PCMCIA solid state cards 
that do not contain any moving parts; 
these credit-card sized storage devices 
come in 20 MB (40 minutes) or 64 MB 
(two hour) configurations. 

The Iomega Jaz drive (about $500) 

WHAT'S UP IN STORAGE? 

t 
Where have all the 2-inch machines gone? Apparen tly, they were bac k at 

'he studio working, but not on the AES exhibition floor. 3M, Ampex, and BA 

reported that 2-inch tape sales are still solid (though not spectacular), but the 
.. real storage story at Javits was that it is, indeed, a brave new world where Idata products, optical, and new media alternatives are taking over the 
Here are the trends: 

TREND # 1: The hottest storage product on the scene was the 1 GB remov7 
able disc from lomega that Roland will be selling to musicheads at retail and ., 

which you'll see buried inside workstations from E-mu and others in months to 
il come. We pick the Jaz drive as the next universal workstation storage medi-
um. Elsewhere on the data side, 3M announced packout deals with Otani 
(8mm data tape) for its Radar and Fairlight ( 1.3 GB MO discs) at the show. 

TREND #2: Everyone's scrambling to feed the thousands of ADATs and 
D8's that are flooding the marketplace. BASF is the latest entry, with its Digital 

Master 938; this company is known for its super-duper long VHS products, so 

expect some extra-length products soon. Sony, meanwhile, is shipping its popu-
lar DARS-116 evaporated tape with its PCM-800; the product is getting a repu-
tation for a smoother tape surface (which translates to longer headlife). 

TREND #3: Here come the CD-Rs. Prices are dropping (under $6 is the cu 
rent word on the street), and don't be surprised to see them come in half that. 
amount this time next year (ouch!). Ampex introduced a new CD-R line in 63.; 
minute and 74-minute configurations. (3M's CD-Rs are shown below.) 

TREND #4: What's next? DAT was a mega-consumer failure that made it 
big among pros. MiniDisc is next: 1996 will probably be the year when you • 

start seeing this inex-
pensive, disposable, 

pocket-size digital 
recording media in 
ing its move. TA 

CAM showed a 2-
track MiniDisc 

recorder, and Denon. 
showed a slew of 
MiniDisc recorders 
and even a one-to-o 
replicator for the 
broadcast and PA 
markets. 

—Martin Port 
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TL Audio 1/11 8 Channel Valve Interface 

igital is great isnt it? Superb quality and ultra clean. We've come 

to expect all this and more from todaYs sophisticated multtracks. 

Howe,er in amongst all this high fidelity there's often the feeling that 

there's something missing and as a result recorcings can sound cold - 

sterile even. 

No longer. Now you can add al' the warmth you need with : he new 

TL Audio VI- 1 Tube Interface. 

Ian Si'vester trom Gigital Aucholechnology, London agrees: 

rffluxurrrownetecnel 
CONSOLE • 

GROUP OUTPUTS 

10 to +4o8 or +4 to -10c1/3 or 
unity gain. FrequencyBesponse 

10Hz to 40kHz i-D.Scfl -90dB 

noise floor. Balanced IRS In/Out 

(Unbalanced 7..Dmpabble).. 

1 first tested the TL Audio VI- 1 in conjunction with a Yamaha AD8X A-

D convertor and a Sony 3324 digital multitrack - I was so impressed 

with the warmth and smooth bottom end that the unit added to the 

recording that I have ordered a VI- 1 for our in-house studio and for 

our hire stock." 

Coming from him that's quite an endorsement. 

And one which we'-e sure you'll agree with when you hear what a 

VI- 1 can do for you at your local TL Audio dealer. 

Computer based digital recorder 

Gtir  

Digital Multitrack 

Tilliiiir 
== 

• MMMII LLI_IJ 

Warmer anc' Fetter Sound 

'WARMER tit FATTER' télfirG 
'Cold, Hard Vied' Sound 

•  ar Hum' , 
+MI 

,MIMUMMIMB 

Computer based deal recorder 

TLAudio 

=1 Multitrer 

ON 
TAPS RETURNS 

II MIN 

gain Frequency okFr:qz11211111111114uM#:40ntsce:;31 .fde.sPon90:85e 1'1111 

-10 to +4 

unity e 

10Hz 

noise floor. Balanced IRS In/Out. 

(Unbalanced compatible). 

Warmer and Fetter' Sound 

I I Also available TL Audio VI-S Record/Playback 

L switching unit with channel bypass facility. 

Worldwide Distribution & UK Sales: Tony Larking Piofessional Sales Ltd. Le.c-hwoeth, SG6 'IAN (UK). Tel: +44 (0)1462 490600 Fax: +44 (0)1462 490700 
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BLUE Mammy AWARDS WHATS UP IN LIVE 
OUND? 

is worthy of a real world, real need 
Blue Ribbon; expect to see it inter-
faced to a digital audio worksta-
tion near you real soon. Roland 
will be selling this fast, portable 1 
GB storage cartridge and hard 
drive at retail. Meanwhile, we 
also spotted it OEM'ed inside the 
E-mu Darwin and combined 
with the Glyph hard drives. Aver-

age seek time is 12 milliseconds. Finally, 
we think, they've come up with the right 
portable workstation storage medium. 

While we're talking about the digi-
tal world, a Blue Ribbon goes to 
Opcode's significant upgrade for Stu-
dio Vision Pro, its Macintosh MIDI 
sequencing software with integrated 
digital audio recording and editing. 
Version 3.0 offers audio-to-MIDI/ 
MIDI-to-audio conversion, DSP plug-
ins, intuitive changes in the user inter-
face, and a new mixer with 256-channel 
capability. It's Pro Tools III compatible, 
which means it could also get a second 
Blue Ribbon as part of Digidesign's 

You want classic analogue synth sounds? No problem. 
Features include two oscillators with standard waveshapes, 

a voltage controlled filter with resonance, an LFO and two envelopes 
for filter/pitch/pulse width modulation. 

ANALOGUE FOR THE 90's 
What about MIDI? Of course. The comprehensive MIDI specificatk,n 

includes real time transmission and reception of the filter and envelope 

controls - perfect for live "tweaking" and recording on your sequencer. 

The Novation BassStation. Keyboard or Rack'. One decision, two 

choices. Creative. Powerful. Essential. Analogue for the 90's. 

'ADDITIONAL FEATURES INCLUDE: 100 Programmes - 60 user. 40 factory 

CV/Gate to MIDI converter / external input to filter / oscillator sync. 

Distributed by: 

Call 516-352-4110 Fax 516-352-0754 D  novation 
For color info Mail Si - to: 

Music Industries Corp. 99 Tulip Avenue, Floral Park N.Y. 11001 

, 
ive sound, the last bastion of t 
'nalog world; has been overrun b 
e digital audio device. The num-, 
r of digitally controlled or fully 

igital devices directly targeted at 
und reinforcement overwhelmed 
e trade floor of the AES conven-

'en. Not only were digitally con-
lolled live-sound mixers on displayt 
l'ut there also were fully digital 
ludio consoles targeted at live-
' und applications. 
Although intended for large-sca 

- eater production, the Soundcraft 
- Broadway is a sign of the direction 

I r 

, e mixing consoles will be taking :. 
the future. The Broadway, which-
• mmunicates with a remote audio 
'recessing rack via the HCA prate-
. I developed by the Harman Pro 
. oup, is the first major live-sound 
nsole to completely separate the 

- audio processing from the control 
surface. A fully configurable control 
surface with moving faders and 
shaft-encoder knobs with LED posi 
tion indicators offer the operator th 
ability to control large numbers of 
input channels by pushing a butto 
instead of reaching or running 
the end of a large console. 
(DSC Audio showed network 

power amplifiers and a full line 
DSP-based processing and load 
monitoring under network control. 
They also displayed the German-
built, feature-laden Cantus digit 
audio console. 

Peavey, XTA Electronics, Z-Sys-
tems, and many others were show-
ing DSP-based signal processing for 
everything between the microph 
preamp and the power amplifie 
The most dramatic shift at this year 
AES show was the very low cost of 
many of these all-in-one processors. 
The small boxes that offer a legie 
of processing capabilities in DS 
based products are now within 
reach of many live-sound operations: 
Sure there were analog audio 

products (even some cool new loud-
speakers) at the show, but the fea-
tures of the latest digital gear 
caught the most attention. 

—Wade McGre 
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At Furman, 
we want 
your sound 
to sizzle. 
Not your 
equipment. 

How does a new Furman PRO power 
conditioner keep your equipment out of the 
frying pan? 

Simple. The PRO Series gives your equipment the 
industry's most comprehensive protection against damage 
from power problems. No other brand even comes close. 

All three Furman PROs are rated at 20 amps/2400 watts, 
more than enough capacity for your project studio or 
touring rig. And that's just the beginning. 

Every Furman PRO utilizes a 
unique combination of MOV's, 
gas discharge tubes, fast-blow 
fuses, high voltage inductors 
and capacitors and high-inrush 
magnetic circuit breakers. That 
means a Furman PRO can safely 
absorb and dissipate a 
whopping 11,000 amperes of 
spike/surge current in any 
mode, even from a nemby 

lightning strike. And a Furman PRO is unmatched at 
preventing noise from fluorescent lights and other electronic 
pollution from leaking into your music. 

Here's another Furman PRO 
Series exdusive you'll really like: 
Extreme Voltage Shutdown. Your 
PRO will not turn on if it senses 
abnormal mains voltages. If it's 
already on and detects that your 
voltage is too high or too low, the 
PRO shuts down power to its 
outlets, instantly. No damage to 
your equipment, no damage to 
your PRO. When the mains 

Only the PRO series uses all 
these protection components 

rnon.cnoe. Or ,ILMC 
OM VOLTAGE 

Glee 

T>LAGHES 
WHEN 
SUT 
CONN 

You always know your power and 
protection status before your 
equipment is switched on 

• 

that's why 
the new 

Furman PRO Series 
gives you the 
absolute best 
protection from 
power problems 

you can get. 

6'" e e 

voltages return to normal, the PRO instantly restores 
dean, conditioned power to your equipment. 

T
here's a new Furman PRO for every need: The PL-PRO 
(top) features an AC voltmeter with flashing alerts for 
marginally high or low voltages, and new precision-

machined, dimmer-controlled rack lights that automatically 
switch off when either light tube is pushed in. The PM-PRO 
(left) is for applications where lights aren't needed — it 
adds an RMS-reading AC ammeter along with the voltmeter. 
The PS-PRO (right) applies and removes power from its 
outlet groups in a variable timed sequence, and alerts you 
to wiring faults with neon indicators. 

All Furman PRO models provide LEDs to indicate 
Protection OK, Ground OK and Extreme Voltage Shutdown, 
widely-spaced rear outlets for "wall warts," and a 10 foot 
long, heavy duty, 12 gauge cord. 

If you require PRO level power conditioning for more 
than one 20-amp circuit, ask for our data sheet on the new 
Furman PowerPort Remote AC Controller. Any number of 
PowerPorts can be easily networked for control and 
monitoring from multiple locations. 

Your sound should sizzle. Not your equipment. Call or 
write us today — we'll send you a free color catalog. 

NUMBER ONE IN POWER CONDITIONING! 
Furman Sound, In( . 

30 Rich Street • Greenbrae, CA 94904 USA 
Phone: (415) 927-1225 • Fax: (415) 927-4548 

Furman products are made in the U.S.A. 
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WHAT DO 
AEROSMITH, 

GARTH BROOKS, 
et U2 HAVE 

IN COMMON? 
Someone Had To Record Them. 

:ught as well he you. Right no there are 
,usands of good Paying jobs in the music 

industry for quality audio engineers and assis-
tants. But no one can just walk into a major 
recording studio and ask for a job. The audio 
recording industry demands specialists. Call us 
today at 1-800-562-6383 to find out how, in 
just a matter of months, we can give you the 
training you'll need to get that exciting first job. 
call today. 

eN.A. 
    •‹), 

ceRecordi  
Ms feSciencos 

2300 E. Broadway Rd. 
Tempe, Arizona 85252 

1 800 562 • 6383 
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Sound Deals 
• Digital 8 Track Recorders 

• Mixing Consoles 

• Signal Processors 

• Studio Monitors and 

Amplifiers 

• Synthesizers and Samplers 

• Drum Machines 

• PA Systems 

• Microphones 

• Computer Software and 

Hardware 

• Tape and Cabling 

111 major brands from A-Z 

250 Old Towne Road 

Birmingham, AL 35216 

205-979-1811 Fax 

72662.135 02) Compuserve.Com 

for a sound deal call 

800-822-6434 

B LUE R IBBON AWARDS 

third-party product devel-
opment group. TC Tools 
reverberation package 
and Focusrite's Red2 
Parametric EQ plug-in 
were particular high-
lights in this category. 

Before we (once 
again) exit the digital 

domain, let's take a break 
to give a much deserved Blue Ribbon to a 
product that actually debuted at last 
spring's NAMM, the JBL EON. Once again, 
you've read enough about this easy-to-
use, easy-to-set-up PA, so we're not going 
to waste ink. Based on the number of man-
ufacturers who are rushing to play catch 
up, this one still deserves a kudo for doing 
for the gigging band what TASCAM's Por-
tastudio did for the home recordist. 

And while we're lost in no particu-
lar-category-at-all land, let's throw a 

few mote Blue Ribbons out there to 
some companies that deserve the men-
tion for making our lives interesting: 

• Peavey's MediaMatrix Mini-
frame 100, for moving in-a-box audio 
downmarket. 

• QSC, for proving that a great 
amp company can be more than just a 
great amp company. 

• Neutrik for introducing an idea 
whose time has come — solderless 
connectors. (Give the same award to 
John French at JRF for his magnetic 
head converter.) 

• Groove Tubes, for proving that a 
small, quality company can draw ears 
for a product like its CL1 compressor. 

• Mackie for (finally) delivering 
the Ultramix Automation package. 

• Phil Spector for making this the 
first TEC Awards in years that our edi-
tors wished they hadn't missed. C. 

WHAT'S UP IN PROJECT STUDIOS? 
If any diehard, audio curmudgeon still needed convincing that the project s 
dio/live sector is here and here to stay, all he or she had to do was hang a 
this year's AES. Finally, the project arena became legit. (There even were 

. well-attended workshops on "Maintenance in the Project Studio" and "Out of 
the Box Audio: Do the New Computers Really Deliver?" on the schedule.) In 
! all, there existed a level of understanding and respect not found before 
between the commercial and the project environments. Along with a realiza-

tion that each side can learn from the other, and that each side needs the 
! other to exist. Big-time breakthrough. 

Oh yeah, there were products galore for you and me. I'm not just talking 
products from Messrs. Mackie & Alesis, either (Alesis did have the very cool 
XT, though; a true second generation of ADAT is here). Allen & Heath, Panu. 
sonic/Ramsa, Soundcraft, Peavey, Ensoniq (not on display, but due soon), 
Spirit, Yamaha, and others all had some serious live and studio consoles to 

offer. Especially interesting were the entries from Oram Sonics, whose BEQ 
Series boards are very cool and affordably upscale — a solid step up in fe 
' tures and flexibility. These are " next step" consoles with longevity built in. 
Accompanying those live boards were stacks of SR speaker systems from 
EAW, Bag End, Fender, Renkus-Heinz, and Tannoy, among others, manufac-
tured with the idea that touring loudspeakers can be affordable and portable 
And where do you think most of those new tube mic preamps and limiters 

from TL Audio, Drawmer, Studer(!), Aphex, dbx, etc., that tore up the show are 

going? The project audience. Audio companies now understand that project 

; folks do lots of sequencing/virtual tracking and generally use only a couple of, 
tracks for acoustic instruments and vocals. So, there's no problem spending 
few heavy dollars for two or three excellent preamps and mics. 

Finally, AES was loaded with all forms of hard-disk recorder/editors . Akai, 

Digidesign, Digital Audio Labs, Fostex, SADiE, Soundscape, Spectral, and oth-
ers (very nice software from 3rd-party folks) all had worthwhile updates to their 

systems. Systems which will continue to permit us to do quieter, faster, more 
professional projects — and that's what this is all about. —Hector G. La Torre 
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Presenting Multi! Way Digital PRO: 

The ultimate card for professional 

direct digital transfer in Windows. 

Use Multi! Way Digital PRO to make 

digital masters, digital mixdowns, 

sample edits, and direct transfer 

of audio files with 

NO GENERATION LOSSt 

Use AlultiWav Digitcl PRO for 

real-trie digital format wrwersion! 

Multi! Way Digital PRO is future upgradablel 

Add NEW HARDWARE features, such as 

24 bit cudio, from software updates! 

Control Multi! Wm/ Digital PRO with your 

favorite Windows WAV editor, such os SAW, 

Sound Forge, Wave for Windows, ... 

Multi! Way Digital PRO installs easily into 

your EXISTING setup. It works side by side 

with the hardware you already own! 

Multi! Way Dietol PRO: It's the ultimate 

card fog professional digital I/O in Windows. 

o 

PERFECT SOUND 

Compare the Superior Features of Multi! Way PRO 
Milti!Wav Digital PRO Features What you can do with Multi!Wav Digital PRO MultilVVav• CardD* 

> Professional AES/EBU 

Digital I/O Capability 

Direct Digital Sampling and Transfer with any AIS, , EBL1 

connection. Interface to Samplers, HD Recorders, 
Digital Consoles, Broadcast Equipment ... 

> Optical & Coaxial S/PDIF 

Digital I/O Capability 

Direct Digital Sampling and Transfer with any S/PDIF 

connection. Interface to DAT Machines, CD Players, 
Samplers, Macs & other computers, Digital Mixers ... 

YES 

YES 

> Real-Time Digital Format Convert Optkal to Coaxial. S/PDIF to AES/EBU. 

Conversion or vice versa, in REAL-TIME? 

> Software Upgradable 

Hardware Design 

> Ile Phone Jacks 

for Coaxial S/PDIF 

Md NEW HARDWARE features from software 
updates, such as 24 bit audio & morel 

MuttilWav uses pressure-contact 1/4' phone jacks. 

CardD uses single-ended RCA jacks. 

YES 

YES 

Just 

Coaxial 

No 

No 

PHONE RCA 

> Shielded Digital Audio 

Transformers 
Reduce common-mode noise and clock phase jitter. YES No 

> Flexible Ground Strapping Achieve optimal ground configuration. 
for Pros & Audiophiles Reduce common-mode noise and clock phase jitter. 

YES No 

> I/O Overload Protection 

to 50 VDC 

> 2561512 Bit Upgradable 

RAM FIFO Buffer Option to hardware underruns & overruns. 

Protect against accidental misconnection of inputs 
and outputs up to 50 Volts DC. 

Improve performance by reducing sensitivity 

> LC Filtered Analog Supply Improve receiver PLL performance by reducing noise. 

> Multi-Layer PCB 

> 2ArnA Bus Drivers 

Improve performance by reducing "digital' noise. 

YES 

Meet all IBM PC Bus requirements. 

> 64 Selectable Addresses Eliminate hardware installation conflicts. 

> Professional Sample Rates 48kHz, 44.1kHz, 32kHz (software selectable) 

> Life-Time Warranty Protection against manufacturing defects. 

YES 

YES 

YES 

YES 

No 

No 

No 

No 

No 

64 lust 2 

YES Yes 

LIFE-TIME 1 Year 

• C oreparlson performed May 1995 using MundWay Petal PRO (rev A) Soin MB international and Digital Only CdO (s/n 00009159 reff II) Iron Deal Audio Labs. 
M..edWav Dtgnal PRO requmes one 16-bn I5A bus slot a computer that meets the hardwate requirements spec/fee by your Windows INAV fidlentedittme 
and chgnal 1/0 cables. AdB and MultOWn are trademarks of MB International. AI other trademarks am the property of Skein respective omen. Midi In USA. 

e*e.1100ellIewle'ew Life-Time 
Warranty 

For more irfornration please contact AdB International • 2180 Pleasant Hill Rd. Suite A-5100 • Duluth, GA 30136 • Voice: 770.623.1410 • Fax: 770.623.1629 • E-Mail: Adbdigital@Aol.com 
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If You Need \lore Power Thadhis... 
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Maybe You Should Run For Presideni 
Our new MFA Series of amplifiers deliver the power that digital audio sources demand. Whether used for motion picture 

sound tracks or live contemporary music, these models faithfully reproduce the extended dynamic range of today's technology. 
High power, great sound, and a full Five Year Worry Free Warranty. Why buy anything else? 

' 24,000 watts as illustrated: Eight MFA 8000 amplifiers combined, each putting out 1500 watts per channel mai ohm load. Also available: the MFA 6000, with up to 900 mitts per thiumel. 

POWER AMPLIFIERS BY ASHLY 
Ashly Audio Inc., 847 Holt Road, Webster, NY 14580-9103 • Toll Free: 800-828-6308 • TEL: 716-872-0010 • FAX: 716-872-0739 • Canada: Gerraudio Dist. Inc. 415-696-2T79 

International Agent: E and E Exports 19c. 714-440-0760 • Internet: http://www.ashly.com 
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LEGENDS OF ROCK ON TOUR 

ELVIS TAKES THE STAGE NIGHTLY IN ATLANTIC 
CITY WITH THE ASSISTANCE OF A PAIR OF 
MIDI'D OUT YAMAHA CONSOLES 
BY LIANA JONAS 

THE RUMORS are true: 
Elvis is alive. He's been 
spotted curling his lip at 
none other than the Materi-
al Girl herself, Madonna. 
He's also been seen gyrating 
with the likes of Dolly Par-
ton, Tina Turner, Elton 
John, and the Blues Broth-
ers. If you thought that this 
could be anything other 
than professional imper-
sonators, please seek help. 
Supported by a four-piece 
band, this talented bunch of 
performers puts on the 
famous Legends in Concert 
show twice a day, six days a 
week at the 370-seat Park 
Cabaret at Bally's Park Place 
Casino Hotel, Atlantic City, 
NJ. Every facet of the Leg-
ends show is performed live 

— no lip syncing allowed. 
Just this past November, the 
house system was over-
hauled, and at the center of 
it all are the Yamaha 
PM3500 and ProMix 01. 

Jinn Esher, manager of 
entertainment, communica-
tions and electronics at Bal-
ly's Park Place wanted to 
upgrade the Park Cabaret's 
old 32-channel system to 
that of a 40-input system. 

His primary concerns were 
having VCA functionality 
along with a sufficient 
amount of auxes. Thus the 
decision to go with the 
PM3500 console, which is 
being used for FOH applica-
tions, and serves as the over-
all systems MIDI controller. 

With the PM3500's 128 

MIDI Mute Group Scenes, 
the acts of the Legends show 
are each designated blocks 
of MIDI Mute Group Scenes 
containing information on 
effects settings, cues, and so 
on. For example, MIDI Mute 
Scene 1 might be pro-
grammed to turn the band 
members' mics on, while 

MIDI Mute Scene 2 might be 
programmed to turn on 
"Elton John's" vocal mic. At 
the push of a button, set-
tings are triggered and 
exactly duplicated show 
after show, unless otherwise 
reprogrammed. FOH effects 
are linked via MIDI to the 
PM3500 and come in the 
form of Lexicon reverbs, and 
Yamaha SPX's and REV7's. 

During the planning 

stages of the Park Cabaret' ,. 
new house system, k was 
decided that the monitors 
required their own effects, 
independent from the ones 
used on the FOH mix. Enter 
Yamaha's ProMix 01, which 
is linked to the PM3500. 
The addition of the ProMix 
wasn't initially planned by 
Esher. But when compared 
to the prices of outboard 
effects gear, the ProMix 
offered the necessary 
effects within the budget at 
hand. The Park Cabaret 
uses the ProMix exclusively 
for monitor mixing and 
monitor effects via its 
internal digital processors. 

By way of the MIDI 
link between the two 
boards, the controlling 
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What More 
Can We Say? 

Software Aubio Mibi Mixer 

Experience the joy and power of 
virtual mixing technology today! 

• Multiple zoom levels provide simultaneous views of the entire console or control details. 
• Create groups to control all functions simultaneously, even across multiple consoles. 

• Control Up To 16 ProMix 01 consoles at once. (Additional licenses required) 
• Create Cue sequences to allow complex mix changes to be automated. 

• Generate or chase-lockto SMPTE for complete mix automation. 
• Control All Mixer MIDI-controllable Functions on-screen 

• Manually step or cross-fade through Cue sequences. 
• Fat. smooth scrolling of entire graphic image. 

INNOVATIVE 

OU FA T LW IA TR E DeSernedi2FAU LL77,q/»e6vs fo/AuoPi, E/707»ee/S: 
TECH INFO 702-435-9077 • TO ORDER 800-844-1554 FAX 702-435-9106 • BBS 702-435-7186 

F'Ai774:2 Cl 
INPUT 

onus 

I3C L. 
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E0 
PM3500 transmits MIDI 
Scene change information 
to the ProMix. Every time 
the PM3500 makes a scene 
change, such as a mic shut-
off, it transmits that infor-
mation to the effects units 
and to the ProMix. So if, for 
example, MIDI Mute Group 
Scene 3 on the PM3500 
brings in the background 
singers, this will trigger 
Snapshot 2 on the ProMix. 

Snapshot 2 on the ProMix 
might contain information 
such as compression and 
reverb parameter settings 
for the monitor mix. 

On the other side of the 
coin, a transmission from 
the PM3500 doesn't always 
trigger a response from the 
ProMix. For example, MIDI 
Mute Group Scene 6 may 
add delay on " Madonna" in 
the FOH mix, but if there is 

no corresponding Snapshot 
setting on the ProMix pro-
grammed, the PM3500 
transmission passes on 
through it. Esher explains, 
"The PM3500 is the MIDI 
controller over the FOH and 
over the ProMix. If there is 
just an effects change hap-
pening in the FOH, it won't 
affect the ProMix if it's not 
programmed to respond to 
the transmission. f ProMixJ 

Ever Wonder Why Genelec Active 

Monitors Are Becoming So Popular? 

Perhaps it's because you don't have to worry about choosing 

the "right" system yourself. The right amplifier to go with the 

speakers... the 

right cables 

to connect 

them...the 

crossover and 

EQ to get 

around those 

small problems 

in your control room. Or the big ones in that converted office, 

bedroom, den or basement. 

Consider the comprehensive design of Genelec monitors. 

Real worleh not just "anechoic chamber" design and features. 

The Genelec Waveguide minimizes cabinet and room boundary 

problems and improves stereo imaging for multiple listeners. 

Low distortion, line-level crossover with 

equalization that works with your control 

room characteristics. Power amplifiers and 

speakers matched electrically and acoustically. 

We could go on and on about the 

technical achievements of the entire line of 

Genelec Active Monitors, but here's the real 

story. Genelec performance adds value to your 

bottom line. 

GENELEC 

The Genelec 1030A. 

Its all you need. 

® Your business is audio... 

Don't play with toys. 
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will stay the same, and the 
information will pass on 
through." 

WATCH YOUR BACKUP 
It is now pretty evident that 
the heart of the Legends in 
Concert show is stored in the 
PM3500 and ProMix. If you're 
thinking, "Hey, they should 
really back this up," you're on 
the right track. Esher is well 
aware of the need for pro-
gram back up. Jim Travis, the 
FOH engineer uses a PC and 
Sound Quest's Music Quest 
software for Windows to store 
the entire show's MIDI 
blocks/program material, and 
it is all downloaded into a 
laptop that sits at FOH every 
night. "We save each per-
former as a block," states 
Esher, "and that enables us to 
do different things. For one, 
it's our safety net should any-
thing go wrong. Also, it serves 
as a point of reference in case 
we should need to recall per-
formance material from past 
shows. For example, if 'Whit-
ney Houston' came back to 
perform, we go to the PC and 
download her MIDI blocks 
into the PM3500 and the 
ProMix. That's it, she's ready 
to go." 

Another primary reason 
as to why the PM3500 is 
used is its stereo matrix sys-
tem. Four out of the eight 
matrices have left and right 
panning for stereo applica-
tions. When the Park 
Cabaret underwent its 
redesign, Esher designed 
four different stereo images 
in the room which coupled 
perfectly with the PM3500's 
four stereo matrices. This 
matrix system being utilized 
the way it is at the Park 
Cabaret now has four mono 
matrices leftover for other 
applications, such as video 
feeds. Being in the casino 
environment, often times 
television crews come in, 
and there are four mono 
matrices for them to plug 
right into. Esher notes that 
this is common practice at 
the Park Cabaret. 



Come on you 

control freaks. 

Don't just kick the tires 

and walk around it. 

Do It! 

Grab the controls. 

Drive it hard, to the 

point you le.ar it's going 

to come out of the 

groove like the others. 

But it doesn't. 

It hangs right with you 

begging for more. 

Throw it around the 

curves, easily gliding 

out of the rough and 

right into the 

sweet vane. 

Ami when you stop - 

it's silence. 

Pare and beautiful. 

, I 
You look around the controls. Everything is laid out neat and 
logical - right where you want to put your hands. 
Nothing superfluous, just the basics needed for profLsional 
driving. Every control is silky smooth and even the twitches 
light. And while it's easy to drive, this elegant application of 
high tech allows you to explore places you've never been before. 
It's the perfect companion for a home project room - hut it's 
equally at ease taking ahuse an the road in front of a crowd. 
It's expandable too, if you need to carry more inputs or 
more buses. You can even order up a complete option package, 
allowing you to customize it for your tastes. 

Then the light hull) above your head dawns and the adrenaline 
kicks in. This is NOT like the other machines. 

'!est Drive A Real Pertormanum 
Machine! 

This one lets you connect to your music like never before. 
Push it, feel it, move it, drive it - easily and artfully. Great 
sound, control, and driving excitement. After all, isn't that 
what this is supposed to be about? And when the salesperson 
tells you it starts at a base sticker price 
of under $2000e... 

But then again, what else would you expect from the company 
that helped invent rock & roll? 

The MX-5200 mixing console 
system from Fender Pro Audio 
(avail4le in 16, 24, and 32 
input *ersions, plus options). 

*M.S.R.P. for 16 channel version. Does not include applicable local taxes, licenses, or dealer prep charges. Concert rig 

courtesy of Spectrum Audio. ©1995, EM.IJC. For more information, send $2.00 postage and handling to: 
MX-5,00, do Fender Pro Audin, 7975 N. Hayden Rd., Scottsdale, AZ 85258. 
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E0 
TRIPLE PLAY: As EASY AS APC 

RECORDING and a live 
show run concurrently at 
APC Studios in Atlanta, GA. 
Dubbed " Live X," this con-
cert series showcases up-
and-coming acts sponsored 
by Atlanta alternative radio 
station WNNX, 99X FM. 
Some now-famous acts who 
have graced the stage at 
APC Studios in a Live X per-
formance are The Tayhawks, 
Drivin' n' Cryin', the Dave 
Matthews Band, Bush, and 
Matthew Sweet. Tickets to 
Live X are provided free to 
fans via a contest from 
WNNX, and the audience 
never tops 250. Fans can see 
the bands up close, get 
autographs, and catch a 
glimpse of their faves in a 
most intimate setting. It's a 
unique experience that is 
set apart from large venue 
concerts because no one 
else is going to see the same 
show tomorrow. 

Live X's are all record-
ed. Some recordings make it 
to WNNX's year-end Live X 
CD compilation, while oth-
ers get used on artists' 
albums. An example of this 
is Dave Matthews Band's 
cut, " Satellite," which was 
recorded at a Live X perfor-
mance and will be released 
as a CD single. Another 

song from the band that 
was recorded at the same 
Live X, "Ants Marching," 
was put into the playlist at 
WNNX and other radio sta-
tions. 

Record labels find use 
for these recordings on a 
number of levels. Salvatore 
Nappo, president of APC 
Studios, explains their 

ON THE FLY: Bush takes the stage (above) as APC staff 
engineer Chris Downs records their performance. 

- 

BANDS GET UP CLOSE AND PERSONAL AT 
APC STUDIOS' LIVE X PERFORMANCES, 
WHICH ALSO GET SENT OUT OVER THE 
RADIO AND RELEASED ON DISC 

BY LIANA JONAS 

value: " It's a totally differ-
ent environment at a Live 
X. The approach of going 
into a studio to produce an 
album is very efferent. 
There, you're building 
from the ground up, and it 
takes a lot of time. There's 
a spontaneity captured at a 
Live X performance with an 
intimate audience. The 
band and audience really 
feel in touch with one 
another, and that comes 
across in the recording. A 
stereo room mic picks up 
the audience, and that gets 
woven into the recording. 
The energy captured here 
is much different than that 
of a large coliseum. And 
it's different than a band 
all alone tracking in the 
studio." 

IN THE HOUSE 
1 he house system's speaker 
stacks at APC studios are a 
set of custom enclosures 
with J13L components in 
them. Each stack consists of 
a bass scoop with a pair of 
15-inch woofers in it, a 
midrange horn, and a pair 
of tweeters. Hung high are a 
set of three-way Electro-
Voice speakers. Monitor 
wedges come in the form of 
a set of Bullfrogs. Larger 
monitoring systems are 
sometimes brought in by 
the bands if they have spe-
cific requirements. Up at 
the FOH is a 32-channel 
Studiomaster Series 5 con-
sole. Ashley EQs are applied 
on the FOH, as are Lexicon 
and Yamaha reverbs, and 
dbx and Aphex compres-
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ALES ADAT 

PIS HUNDREDS OF OTHER PRODUCTS FROM ELEC • AKG • JBL, 
TANNOT • LEXICON SUMMIT' OPCODE • FOSTEX • AKAI 
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..diez\- FAX: 219'432'1758 / soles@sweefwaer.com 
Inv * ht-p://www.sweetwater.com 

ARE YOU KIDDING? Of course I want to receive a full year of 
Sweetwater Sounds SWEET NOTES newsletter absolutely free' 
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ADDRESS  001t CITY STATE ZIP  
PHONE ( )  

Ma I cc upon to address above or call for you, tree sbscrIpttor 

THE BEST 
SELECTION OF 
THE FINEST 
PRODUCTS 

FROM OVER 
100 OF THE 
BEST NAMES 
IN THE MUSIC 
BUSINESS... 

That right. we have the hottest new 
equipment in stock right now in our giant 

warehOuse. ready to ship right to y-our 
door. 11-hat's more, our friendly. knowledge-

able sales engineers make sure what 
\ ( ere buying is exactly what yntl need. 

\lid we hack up each and every sale with 
the best technical support and after-the-

sale sr ice in the industry. Plus. with 
our nélusive no hassles" money back 

guarantee, you simply can't go wrong. So 
w-hat are ou waiting for? Pick up the 
phone and call us and see mhy over 

73.000 musicians call Smeetwaler first 
for all their hardware and software needs. 
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OUR EXCLUSIVE GUARANTEE: 
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THE GEAR IN HERE Eg 
up for the performance, the 
intentions of the recording, 
does the drummer want to 
play in a cage, and so on. 

DRUMMER UNDER GLASS 
APC Studios has a Plexiglas 
"cage" elevated on a riser 
that drummers have the 
option of performing in, 
and they usually do. For 
monitoring purposes, head-
phones are provided. The 
function of the cage is to 
prevent leakage to and from 
the drum kit, and to provide 
a clean recording. Nappo 
explains, "The Live X gets 
recorded onto 2-inch 24-
track. The overhead mie 
alone is all playback of 
everyone else without the 
cage. The drummer is still 
very in touch with what's 
happening; in fact, there is 
an audience mie in there for 
him. Most of the drummers 
go for this cage because 
they realize that this is all 
going to tape, and they 
know that a recording will 
outlive a 45-minute show." 

Also in the vein of good 
isolation is placement of the 
guitar amps. They are posi-
tioned approximately 15 
feet away, turned outward, 
canted, and away from the 
vocal mie, so proximity-
wise they are separate from 
the other stage mies. Nappo 
admits that, due to the 
nature of the recording, 
"We never expect to get 
totally isolated tracks." Iso-
lating the drums via the 
cage and getting clean sig-

sors. Monitors receive 
equalization by way of dbx 
EQs. Amplification is pro-
vided by two Peavey CS-
800's, a Peavey CS- 1200, 
and a Carvin FET 900. 
Monitoring of a Live X is 
determined on a gig-by-gig 
basis and by how many cue 
mixes are required. For the 
most part, there are two cue 
mixes coming off of auxes 
four and five of the FOH 
Studiomaster board. 
To capture the sound, a 
Shure VP88 stereo room mie 
is positioned twelve feet 
high and in the middle of 
the room to pick up the 
overall room ambience. 
Shure Beta 57's and 58's are 
often used throughout for 
vocal applications. AKG 
414's are used to mie guitar 
amps and the overheads, 
while Sennheiser 421's are 
used on toms. An AKG D12 
is used on the kick drum. 

PREPRODUCTION 
I he on- the- spot nature of a 
Live X show and recording 
requires a lot of preproduc-
tion that happens way 
before the 250 audience 
members take their seats. 
Preproduction involves 
communication between 
the APC engineers, Nappo, 
the act, the record label, 
and band engineers (if 
being used). Issues com-
monly addressed during 
preproduction are: what 
kind of gear the band is 
used to on the road, do they 
want to be seated or stand 

FOR THE RECORD: 

APC's recording studio 

A look at what makes a Live X show happen. 

FRONT OF HOUSE 

everbs: Lexicon Alex, LXP-1, and LXP-5; Yamaha 

PX90 

elay: Lexicon PCM 41 

Qs: Mains — Ashley 3102 Stereo 1/3 Octave [2], 

onirors — dbx 153IX Stereo/Mono [2] 

ompressors/Gates: dbx 166A; Aphex 106 [2] 

mplifiers: Peavey CS-800 [2] and CS- 1200; Carvin 

ET 900 

ONTROL ROOM A 

onsole: CAD 64-input with VCA-based automation 

onitors: Yamaha NS- 10 

ois: Harcleman Design's Custom Enclosure, room tun-

. g by Bob Hodas 

mplifiers: QSC 1200 & 850 

ompressors/Gates: dbx 160X [4] and 166A [4]; 

rawmer i 960 

Reverbs: Lexicon PCM-70, LXP-15, LXP-1, and LXP-5; 

Alesis Quodraverb [2]; Ibanez SDR1000 [2]; Yamaha 

''PXc9o° erders: Otan i MX80 [2]; Ampex 1-inch 8-track; Alesis 

I o 

,DAT [2]; Fostex RD-8 [2]; TASCAM DA-30; Digidesign 

ro Tools/Sound Designer; and additional software 

its: Shure Beta SM57 and 58's; Shure VP88 stereo 

om mic; AKG C414 [2], D12, and C 1000S; CAD 

quitek II [2], Sennheiser 421 [5]; Neumann U89; Elec-

-Voice Pi-20 jójond RE-20 

, . 

nais from there puts them 
way ahead in the isolation 
game. Further addressing 
the isolation issue, Nappo 
tries to have the band keep 
guitar and bass rig volumes 
as low as possible without 
sacrificing their sound. The 
average level of a Live X 
show is 85-90 dB. If it's an 
acoustic act, then the level 
is obviously less. 

THE SUITE SOUNDS OF A 
Control Room A (there are 
two other control rooms) is 
where the recording is per-
formed at APC Studios by 
staff engineer Chris Downs. 
A CAD 64-input analog con-
sole with VCA-based 
automation handles the live 
recording of the Live X's. 
Nappo compliments the 
console for its no-coloration 
quality, excellent frequency 
response, and cleanliness. 
Recording is done on three 
formats: 2-track DAT, ADAT, 
and analog 24-track. Control 
Room A houses two Otani 
MX80 24-tracks, but a stan-
dard Live X only requires 
about 18 tracks to record on. 

'It's very similar to cutting 
rhythm tracks except for 
you're doing keepers on 
vocals," states Nappo. "The 
ether day we had nine tracks 
on the kit, two on the guitar 
amps, one for bass, two for 
vocals, and the room mie." 

The stage microphones 
go directly into a splitter 
system that divides them 
between the FOH and Con-
trol Room A by way of 
transformer feeds — anoth-
er weapon combating noisy 
tracks. The "monitor" side 
of the split goes to either a 
split snake and FOH if a 
separate monitor console is 
being operated, or just to 
the FOH if monitoring is 
being performed from the 
FOH console. The APC 
splitter system allows the 
FOH to do whatever it likes, 
without affecting any aspect 
of the recording. 

The majority of Live X 
performances are backed up 
on 16 tracks of ADAT. The 
direct outs on the channels 
of the CAD board are con-
nected directly to the Otani 
multitrack. The input chan-
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The DMTI option for direct (fetal connection 
to the »se ABAT" and Tascam" DAB& 

RE UP F 
THE NEXT REVOLUTION? 

KURZWEIL'S POWERFUL NE 

THE PRODUCTION STATION - Kurzweil introduces its most 

powerful sampling synthesizers ever: the 112500R andH25DORS. 

Sc powerful and Hatable they let you take a project frorr conception 

lo completion without leaving the instrument. So advenced, they 

interface with a myriad of' analog and digital formats. 

Th3)42500 racks combine Kurzweil s proprietary VAST' syn-

thesis, 48 note polyphony, a new soundset, effects processor, 

sequencer and Advanced File Management System AFMS). 

V A.S.T POWER 1/2riable Architecture Synthesis Technology 

offers 60 DSP 

functions arrange 

able in 31 algo 

rithms, allowing 

you to use different 

methods of synthesis within the same program. 

UPGRADABILITY Optional upgrades for the 11250011 virtually 

eliminate the need for outside gear. The KDFX 2ffects Opi`ion 

provides four stereo buses and state- of the art DSP. The DMTi 

Digital Multitrack Interface offers four stereo channels of dicital 

format and sample rate conversion in real time The Orchestral 

ROM Contemporary ROM or Stereo Digital Piano SoundBlocks 

Get a Free Copy of the 'Players of the World' 
poster al your Authorized Kurzweil Dealer 
Trader arlt. and -egnst. red tr..,:erna.ks 7re the prypely Jltheir respective ewners 

13336 A'ondra Blvd. Cerritos CA 90703 Tel 

offer a total of 28 MB of 

Kurzweil's finest sounds. 

SAMPLE WHILE PLAY-

The SMP-2 Sampling 

Option has digital and 

optical I O. its sample-while play feature lets 

you record samples while continuing other operations. 

SOFTWARE UPGRADES IN A FLASH - With Flash ROM you 

can upgrade your operatirg system from Foppy disk or via SCSI. 

STUNNING ON-BOARD SOUNDS For the K.2500R Kurzweil 

unveils a stunning new soundset of 200 programs and 100 setups, 

plus a separate disk containing 1 OGO useful programs. 

You can a:so load samples from most formats (DOS, AIFF, .WAV, 

Roland R AkaiR, Ensonia and process them with VAS T 

THE REVOLUTION BEGINS Want to gear up for the next 

rnolution? What are 

you waiting for? Visit 

your local authorized 

Kurzweil dealer today 

and try the H25001r1 for 

yourself. 

KURZWEIL 

Kurzweil is a produc line of Young Chang 

PURE INSPIRATION 

P 48-note polyphony 

ei Up to 128 MB sample RAM 

Up to 28 MB internal ROM sounds-

> Up lo 1.26 MD prograrn memory 

> 32 track sequencer 

> 28 on hoard effects algorithms 

> flexible atudog & digital interfacing 

> Dual SCSI ports 

P Easy upgradabdity 

310/925-3200 Fax: 310/4C4-0748 E- Mail: kurzweil@aol.com 
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sttp://www.musicp fo.00 m/kurzweil/ 



...AND JOE MEEK SHALL INHERIT THE EARTH. Who's Joe 

Meek and why's he getting the earth? He's one of the 
earliest champions of home recording and the creator of 
the strange sounds heard on one of the world's first con-
cept albums, I hear A New World. From stomping on a 
bathtub to get a bass sound to self-made compressors, 
Joe Meek represents the epitome of the bring-it- in-under-
budget producers. Learn more about the man and the 
offbeat manner he worked as EQ meets Joe Meek. 

HOW SWEDIEN IT IS Legendary producer/engineer Bruce 
Swedien talks techniques and tells it Like it is. Swedien 

himself puts pen to paper and discloses the secrets that 
make him Quincy Jones's and Michael Jackson's favorite 

knob-twiddler. And speaking of secrets, EQ reveals how 
to get the most from your Kurzweil keyboard. 

GIVE THE GIFT OF GEAR. As the holiday season 
approaches, so does the anxiety that comes from finding 
the perfect gift for your favorite audio professional. Sure, 
a subscription to EQ and a copy of EQ on CD is a nice 
start, but where do you go from there? EGYs Special Gift 
Buyer's Guide will highlight some of the best pro audio 

deals this season. 

SURVEY SEZ. While our ad guys were out there doing a seri-
ous readership survey (ask them for the results), we took 
our own take on the tried-and-true reader q&a. Back in 
October, we asked you what you liked and disliked most 

about the business to which you have dedicated your life. 
What we received shocked us, and is sure to inform you — 
not to mention entertain. Find out what goes through a typi-
cal EQ reader's mind as he or she scours the pages. 

TO BE A PART OF THIS ISSUE, CONTACT: 
Kathleen A. Mackay; Associate Publisher (ext. 152) 

Matt Charles (ext. 147), Daniel A. Hernandez (ext. 150), 

Andrea Berrie (ext. 148), Christine Cali (ext. 155); 
Advertising Sales 

TEL: 212-213-3444 FAX: 212-213-3484 

E0 
nels on the board get 
assigned to busses that are 
fed to the ADATs by way of a 
TT patchbay. On top of this, 
for point of reference, a 2-
track TASCAM DA-30 DAT 
mix is running out of the 
two bus from the CAD 
board. This gives the people 
in the control room, record 
label folk, engineers, and 
VVNNX staff a feel for what is 
going on. The radio station 
receives a mixed DAT tape 
at the completion of a Live 
X. If the record label choos-
es to release the show or 
cuts from the show, a DAT is 
then sent to a mastering 
house or is brought straight 
to press. It all depends on 
how ready the label feels the 
tape is. The radio station 
airs off of the DAT as well. 

FOR THE LOVE OF MIC 
Nappo reflects for a 
moment when asked about 
some technical disasters. 
"Well, there is one incident 
that comes to mind. I won't 
mention the artist's name, 
but there was a huge differ-
ence in the way he attacked 
the mic at soundcheck and 
on stage. At soundcheck, he 
was staying six inches away 
from the mic, then, during 
the show, he practically was 
eating it! He was hurting 
that mic. The funny thing is 
that this artist insisted on 
using this particular mic, 
which was this old, obscure 
thing that he had some 
obvious emotional attach-
ment to. Probably why it 
had the problems. Anyway, 
we did a mic switch 
between songs one and two 
— a Shure Beta SM57 saved 
the day. An assistant bolted 
out to the stage, didn't say a 
word to the singer, and just 
switched mics. It was one of 
the two mic switches that 
we've ever done at a Live X. 
At soundcheck we had per-
fect levels, mic placement, 
perfect everything. Then 
during the first song, every-
thing fell apart. But it all 
worked out in the end." BO 
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DINERS 

1.800.6724128 

• LARGE SELECTION - FAST DELIVERY 
• GUARANTEED BEST PRICES 
• 30-DAY RETURN POLICY 

• 30-DAY PRICE PROTECTION 

Imagine the best pro gear being just a phone call 
away. We have the gear you want in stock at great 
prices. Even better, we add outstanding value with 
one-on-one customer service and quality after-the-
sale support. Our sales associates use our gear so 
they can direct you to the products best suited for 
your needs. Isn't it time that you got both great 

prices and great service? 

Our 2.Day Air Express 

Delivery is available for only $5.97 more 
than UPS ground rates. Call for details. 

THE BEST NAME BRANDS 

- Audio • Anvil Case • Aphex • Applied Electronics • ART 41 Atlas 
'AuclioTechnica • Audix • BBE • Blimp • Boss • Bretford • Cerwin-Vega 
CAD • Crown • Doke Screens • DBX • Demeter • Denon • Digitech • DOD 
Electro-Voice • [-MU • ETA • Eventide • Focusrite • Foster • Furman 
Gemini • Hose • JBL • JVC • KRK • Kurzweil • Lexicon • lightcraf t 
Lightwrrve Research • LA Audio • Lineartech • Littlite • Mackie • Martin 

Meteor • MT( • Nady • NSI • Nimcrk • Opcode • Ortofon • Panasonic 
PAS • Fionee• • OS( • Rams° • F:one • Rapce • Roland • Rosco • Runco 

Sabine • Samson • Sennheiser • Shure • SKB Cases • Sony • Soundtraft 
Souncitech • Soundtracs • Stanton Steinberg Jones • Switchcraft • Talcum 
Tannoy • Technits • Telex • TI Audio • TOA e Tri- Lite • Ultimate Support 
Ushia Lamps • Zenith Video Projectors • Ampex and TDK recording tape 

100's of hard to find accessories 

* PRO SOUND 
8. STAGE LIGHTING 

13110 Magnolia Streeet, Garden Grove, CA 92644 

(close to Disneyland') 
(1/4 mile north of #22 freeway). 

FAX: ( 714) 530-8046 

Store Phone: (714) 530-6760 

Our 20th Year! 

Mon-Fri 6 am - 8 pm, Sat 7 am - 6pm, Sun 8 am - 5pm (Pacific Time) 
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CHANGING OF THE GUARD 
CBGB's AUDIO TECH RICHARD DUCKWORTH 
EXPLAINS THE LEGENDARY CLUB'S SOUND 
SYSTEM RENOVATION 
BY ROBERT GRANGER 

FOR THE PAST twenty 
years, New York's CBGB's 
has been one of the hottest 
venues for up-and-coming 
bands to showcase their 
original material. One trip 
to the backstage area would 
dispel any doubts you may 
have regarding the popular-
ity and the rich musical his-
tory of the club. A dense 
layer of both stickered and 
hand-scrawled names cover 
the walls, left behind as 
markers of the bands that 
have taken the stage. 

Among some of those 
bands who have called 
CBGB's their home include 
the Ramones, who honed 
their three-chord barrages 
of punk at the 
small East Village 
club, and Living 
Colour, whose 
eclectic style mir-
rors the diversity of 
the club. It is the 
club's diversity 
that has helped to 
contribute to the 
overall success of 
CBGB's. Whether it 
was through its 
famous Monday 
night showcases, 
its infamous Sun-
day hard-core 
matinees, or its 
regular show 
nights, CBGB's has 
always hosted and 
catered to an 
unmeasurable 
amount of bands 
and musical styles. 
With all this talent 
and musical diver-
sity, the in-house 
system has to be 
ready for anything. 

Richard Duckworth has 
been CBGB's audio techni-
cian for the past four years. 
Over the past few years, 
Duckworth has been gradu-
ally rebuilding and recondi-
tioning pieces of the Nor-
man Dunn-designed, high-
end system. "The first thing 
we did was recone all of our 
TBL and Electro-Voice 
speakers. We had a big 
problem with blowing up 
horns all the time, so we 
had to put some protection 
on those in the form of indi-
vidual circuits on each horn 
and driver. From there, we 
put in a new custom-config-
ured Klark-Teknik crossover 
and a new Klark-Teknik 

GOT THE CBGB's: 
Richard Duckworth minds the board. 

graphic EQ. After that, we 
got the first Soundcraft K3 
24-track console installed in 
the U.S." Too good to trash, 
CBGB's original Soundcraft 
Series II console was 
"retired" to the basement 
recording/mixing room. 

According to Duck-
worth, the K3 was selected 
for its sound quality, its 
modular flexibility, and reli-
ability. "The K3 comes with 
three different kinds of EQ: 
there's a line one, then 
there's a standard one that's 
kind of like a Soundcraft 
Delta console, and then they 
have the theater one. We 
just got one of the theater 
modules and it is incredible 
— it just sounds so good. I 
had a great time last night 
because I mixed a show with 
it and it was so together. Our 
K3 also has got the automat-
ic muting option, which is a 
great help in keeping things 
quiet between m" 

Duckworth also found 
the choice of subgroups to 
be a huge benefit of the 
board. "We've got three 
subgroups with effects 
returns controlled on a 
fader, which is really nice 
The fourth subgroup is 
EQ'd, which gives you 
another independent EQ 
for vocals with sweepable 
mids. I was using it last 
night to mix a show and it 
worked out great because 
sometimes you need that 
little bit of extra push on a 
weak vocal to get it out, 
and this thing works fan-
tastically. 

"As far as the board 
tapes are concerned — we 
can record them using 
either a standard 
Nakamichi MR2 cassette 
machine that we end up 
rebuilding every year or a 
Panasonic SV 3500 DAT 
machine — you can play 
around with the tape mix 
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04 PUT 
Note;:ry musician starts out 
reeding a line mixer with 16 , 
STEREO channels. But if you're 
serious out keyboards. 
sequencing. digital multitrack 
recording or electronic 
irumming, you'll be surprised 
at just how fast you'll grow into 

a Mackie Designs LM-3204. 
Of course, when you 

consider eierything that we 
packed into the LM-3204, it's a 
great mixer to start out with. too. 
You get two studio-quality mic 
preamplifiers, virtually every 
feature of our famous CR-1604 
(and then some). plus twice the 
number of line inputs. All for 
under $1000 suggested retail*. 

Same low noiselhigh 
headroom gain structure as the 
CR-1684. Same bottleneck-fr 
mix amp architecture. Same 
musical-sounding 3-band EQ. 
And the built-like-a-tank 
construction quality that's made 
our mixes legendary on world 
tours and in 24-hour-a-day 
production facilities. 

Then we added a Control 
Room output with its own 45mm 
fader. Tape Monitor section with 
both RCA and 114.' inputs and 
outputs and even —20dB signal 
present LEDs on every channel - 
Then we made the LM-3204 
expandable — you can plug in 
one or more LM-3204Es for 32 
or even 48 inputs. 

Whether you're looking for a 
pro-grade instrument or effects 
submixer, an economical main 
mixer for a MIDI project studio. 
or the perfect solution for solo 
or duo club acts, you've gotta 
check out the LM-3204.1t can 
make a big impact on your 
creativity without making a big 
crater in your equipment 
budget Call toll-free today for 

a free 40-page full line 
brochure & applications 
guide. 

PR 
'Sixteen SHRED CHARNELS in five 
rack spaces. Special mix amp 
architecture erevents overoao 
from multiple hot inputs. /1 

E SOLVER' 
3-BAND MALI/1.1,10N at 12kHz, 
2.5kHz and 8,0Hz. Others have 
copied our frequency points, but 
none have achieved tile musical 
sound of Mackie's E0 circuttry. 

, 4 AU) SEES per channel (2 
accessable at any one time). 

/I ALI 3-4 13 AUX MEIUFN 3 switch lets 
you use Alt 3-4 as a stereo 

I submix bus and then remix it back 
into the main LIR bus. \ 
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lemimmummligr-
Stereo 3ALIPCE control. 

Ultra-sensitive -206113 31t.:NAL 
PRESENT LEOs give you a 
constant 'isuai indication , 
of what's on every ch. / 
Overload LE 05,t00. 

CHANNEL GAO CON"ROL wlth an e<tra 
15d5 of gain PA ST Unity Ga:n. 

iNSÍDE: All those goodies - 
that set Mackie apart 
from the clones— double-
sided thru-hole-plated 
fiberglass main circuit 
board, gee-plated 
internal interconnects., 
exceptionally high RFI 
rejection ir !put design and 
much more. 
Four LUX SENDS (2 stereo & 2 
mono) with ultra-high gair.. If 
you're not usmg effects, tile 4 
stereo A _ X RE -URNS car also be 
used as extra stereo inputs. 

FiNEPRiNT: Suggested retail. 
Higher in Canada. 2 Petiotes 
useage or ownership only, as 
repOrte4to Mackie Designs, and 
is in no way irtendee to represent 
official endorsement by the 
individu or groups mentioned in 
this ad. When eaten as part of a 
balanced breakfast. 

• Stereo INSERTS or Chs. 1-4. 

"rwo of Mackie's renowned NIC 
• PREÁMPS with phantom power and 
trim controls are patchable to a 
Mput channel. Great for live 
sampling, acoustic or vocal 
tracking, small single or duo 
lounge acts or post-industrial 
speed thrash 
ka:'aoke. 

IALITE Foutes the signal to 
the Ai 3-4 stereo eus. 

Stereo IN-PLACE SOLD maintains 
stereo perspective incluaing 
effects; also meters individual 
charnel level on 13-LEP ladder. 

• 
\ 

iv \ \ 

SOL) & HELIPHONE level controls. \ t 
LUX ETURN TO C >if& ROOM button 1 
sends Aux 4. to headphone & 1 

i 

monitor buses so you can "wet / 
rron, tor" or play along with a 

cu.- or click feed. . 
4.5mm MASTER 1../R & " 
CONTROL ROOM faders. 

--- 'f3uilt-in POWER - 
SUPPLI. No wall wart Allallibill 

COMM ROOM outputs 
to power amp (frees:else 

\\ output). 
upyour headphone zdoiono 

\ inputsIO'utit4F.:uatrsIc.iRCAT V:- 4dielli. 

\ \ 

INFO for LM-3204E 
EXPLNOER. Basically an LM-3204 
without a master section, the 
LM-3204E adds sixteen stereo 
channels and four Aux Returns 
in five rack spaces for e.599'. 

LM-3204s are currently on tour 
with boyzIlMen, Chicago, Moody 
Slues, King Crimson, Little Feat & 
other notable lire-input-deprived 
touring acts. 

40!' 
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16220 Wood-Red Road NE • Woodriville • WA • 98072 • 80D1898-3211 • 
mackie.com • Outside the US, 2061487-4333 • Represented in Canada by S.F. Marketing 

2061487-4337 
8001363-8855 



because the problem with 
the tapes usually is the 
vocals are too loud and the 
guitars are too soft. So you 
can really push a lot of 
vocal frequencies in the 
house mix through the 
graphic EQ, and then you 
can pull them back through 
the board so that you can 
get a perfect mix in the 
headphones. It's like six of 
one, half-a-dozen of anoth-
er; the mix sounds the same 
in the house and on the 
headphones, but they make 

E0 
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a huge difference on the 
tape, and I really like to give 
people good tapes. 

"For effects right now 
we're pretty much in heav-
en. We've got eight aux 
sends on this new board 
where we used to only have 
four. So, basically, after the 
monitors we've got six over-
all sends for effects." This 
opens up the question of 
what effects do they usually 
run? "People usually bring 
their own effects to a show, 
but we have a Yamaha 

ON THE AIR WITH CROWS 
Richard Duckworth explains the theory 
behind CBGB's WKDM-AM. 

For the radio broadcast mix, we wanted a situation where we 
could put a live mix together quickly, and it also had to be some-
thing that a broadcast person could handle easily. We wanted 
the broadcast engineers to be able to get a full multitrack mix 
together, so there was no point in running a whole mix over. I 
figured they know music, so we split all the subgroups off the 
Soundcraft K3 — we give them a drum mix, a bass feed, a gui-
tar/keyboard feed, and then a vocal feed. Then on top of that, 
they get a mix feed, which has a full mix and a room mic. That's 
maybe six faders, so it's easier for them to deal with and they 
can make up their own little mixes and then fly them on the air 
like, " Hey, let's see what's going on next door." So if there's 
some really good alternative act playing they can fly right in 
there on the cuff and it usually sounds really good. 
WKDM-AM broadcasts from the club for an hour every night, 

and the signal is actually sent through the phone lines to the 
broadcast facility, which is currently located in the CBGB Pizza 
boutique but will soon be moving to CB's gallery. We did some 
work on that to get the signal really clean and as close to soni-
cally perfect as possible. We really needed some mastering 
quality-type compression and leveling, so we got an Aphex 
Compeller, which, for the price, was definitely the best one for 
the job. I don't think they have a leveler that good at the station 
because the guy over there said our signal sounded better over 
the phone than his did at the station! 
A lot of the time they'll do live acoustic broadcasts over at the 

station because it's set up over there with two little Mackie 1604 
and 1202 mixers, a Rane DJ mixer that the broadcast people 
can deal with easily, and a bunch of mics including Shure 
SM58's and SM57's, an E-V RE 20 and a Sennheiser 421. 
"Unplugged" broadcasts are easy because you really don't 

need much effects and they're usually pretty informal. What they 
usually do is an unplugged session and then they follow it up 
with an interview tape. We have both DAT and reel-to-reel at the 
station, so if they want, they can do everything on DAT, bounce 
it over to reel-to-reel to edit it, and then fly it out on the air. 

SPX90, SPX90 II, 
and REV 7; Delta 
Lab's digital 
delay; plus a Lexi-
con LXP-1, which 
are assignable 
anywhere because 
everything is on a 
patchbay so it's 
really easy to set 
up different 
effects. It's great 
because you can 
set up a whole 16-
track situation in 
about ten min-
utes. You can 
patch a gate or a 
compressor any-
where and it goes 
straight to the 
board, which also 
works really well 
for the off-the-board 
recording." 

The flexibility of the 
board also comes in quite 
handy because Duckworth 
and the crew at CBGB's are 
not only using it as the 
house mix console, but 
they're also using it as the 
on-air console for the club's 
radio station, WKDM-AM 
(see sidebar), and as a 
recording mixer that feeds 
the club's basement record-
ing/mixing room. "Basical-
ly, the way it works is, 
upstairs, all the inputs come 
into the board and then we 
put all the effects on — the 
gates and compression and 
so on — just like any other 
venue. From there, the 
board's channel direct out-
puts feed our custom-built 
Autotek 2-inch 16-track 
recorder next to the engi-
neer. This machine is only 
used for multitrack off-the-
board recordings with no 
gating or effects on the 
tracks. We use compression 
only when it's really neces-
sary because producers like 
to use these really raw 
tracks and they can take 
them and manipulate them 
with their own outboard 
gear. A second feed (split 
from the stage) goes down-
stairs to the recently retired 

UPGRADING THEIR STANDARDS: 

Duckworth gets all wired up before a show. 

Soundcraft Series II, which 
is brought to 32 tracks of 
ADAT. So you actually need 
a second engineer when 
you do an ADAT recording, 
but the house engineer can 
do a 2-inch recording from 
the mix position. 

"We mostly do live 
tracking down in the base-
ment," explains Duckworth. 
"Sometimes people will 
come in and bring their 
own outboard gear because 
we really don't have a ton of 
outboard stuff down there. 
And sometimes we'll bring 
the stuff down from 
upstairs because people 
usually expect really nice 
Lexicon stuff or even the 
new Ensoniq DP4 or a 
Yamaha SPX900 — but all 
that stuff is really superior 
to what we have downstairs. 
But I must say, our effects 
down there might not be 
up-to-par, but our tracking 
is top-notch." 

If you've been to CBG-
B's more than once, you're 
familiar with the high sound 
quality of the room. No 
matter what style of music 
the band is playing, there is 
always a great sonic quality 
and richness to the overall 
sound. "The whole room is 
analyzed," explains Duck-
worth," and we've got two 
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COOL NE'W STUFF I, 
EXTENDED HOURS 
ON-TIME DELIVERY e 

MONDAY-THURSDAY: 9 AM TO MIDNIGHT 
AND FRIDAY-SUNDAY: 9 AM TO 7 PM 

The holidays will be here before you know it. 
So if you're thinking of playing Santa for that spe-
cial musician in your life (or even for yourself), 
you'll be glad to know Sweetwater's experienced 
sales engineers will be working longer hours this 
year to make sure your choice of gifts is absolutely 
perfect and that they arrive on time — no delays, 
no excuses— even if you're a last-minute shopper! 

With innovative products from major manufac-
turers like Alesis, Korg, Roland, Tascam, Kurzweil, 
Mackie and Digidesign, plus over 90 more of the 
best names in the business, there's lots of exciting 
new equipment to choose from in just about every 
price range. And with Sweetwater's everyday low 
prices, nobody will have to play Scrooge this year! 

This holiday season, 
nobody but Santa 
will deliver more 
cool gifts than 
Sweetwater 
Sound! 
Pick up the 
phone and 
call us today 

5335 BASS RD., FT. WAYNE, IN 445808 219043208176 sales@sweetwatercom http://www.sweetwater.com 

CALL NOW! YOU MAY BE PRE-APPROVED FOR A $ 10,000 LINE OF CREDIT ACCOUNT!  

CIRCLE 62 ON FREE 1610 CARP 
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FENDER PX-2216D POWERED MIXER 

IT IS JUST YOU, the singe' , 
and a two-door hatchback. 
You have agreed to do 12 
gigs in ten days without any 
roadies or even a road man-
ager. How are you going to 
get everything to fit into 
that little car? And once you 
get there, how will you get 
the gear loaded in and set-
up in time? This is the time 
to reconsider every bit of 
your rig and minimize. 

If the above scenario is 
your real life, you are in 
luck. The creative design 
team at Fender has devel-
oped a mixing system that 
is built into a carpet-cov-
ered wooden case that 
completely encloses the 
mixer, effects, and amplifi-
er. Furthermore, the system 
unfolds into its own sturdy 
stand. The stand presents 
the mixing console at a typ-
ical working height, while 
the power amp fits down 
low, easily accessible but 
out of the way of the sound 
mixer. To set up the system, 

the user simply removes the 
protective cover and rotates 
the mixer out from between 
the sides of the case. The 
cover is flipped over and 
slides into slots within the 
sides. The mixer then 
bridges the top of an X 
formed by sides of the case 
and the cover. The result is 
a solid stand and no case 
lid to stash. 

The minimal sound sys-
tem fits a wide variety of uses 
— from the club stage where 
you mix your own house and 
monitor sound to the A/V 
presentation that must be 
ready to go just 10 minutes 
after you get access to the 
hotel conference room. If 
you find that you need speed 
and flexibility in your setup, 
then the latest Fender PX-
2200 series of 8-, 12-, and 16-
channel powered mixers may 
be just what you need. 

The PX-2216D model 
reviewed here has 16 input 
channels with XLRs for the 
actively balanced mic 

inputs (with globally 
switchable 48-volt phan-
tom power) and actively-
balanced 1 / 4- inch-phone 
jacks for line inputs. Each 
channel has three bands of 
EQ (see fig. 1) and four 
sends. Two sends are pre-

fader and labeled " Moni-
tors," and the other two are 
postfader and labeled 
"Effects" (there is an on-
board digital effects unit) 
and "Auxiliary." A soldering 
iron is all that is needed to 
change any of these sends' 

R0110 TES7 
MANUFACTURER: Fender Musical Instruments Corporation, 7975 

North Hayden Road, Scottsdale, AZ 85258. Tel: 602-596-9690. 

APPLICATIONS: Everything but the loudspeakers, mics, and 

cables for live sound- reinforcement applications. 

SUMMARY: A novel package that is well-integrated, easily oper-

ated, and features well-built components. 

STRENGTHS: A good-sized power amplifier; flexible patching; 

clean layout of color-coded controls; quick to setup. 

WEAKNESSES: Slightly awkward to carry; 1/4-inch phone jacks 
for amp output connectors. 

PRICE: 16-channel version (as reviewed), $2389.99; 12-channel 

version, $2169.99; 8-channel version, $ 1949.99 

EQ FREE LIT. #: 126 

BY WADE MCGREGOR 
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Take a look at your currert rack of power amplifiers, or for that 
matter, most of the amps at your local dealer . They're rasing 
oversized, linear power sipplies and circuit topology that 
was developed from the old transistor application hand 
books of the early 60's. 

Our enginee-ing staff, most of whom have lugged these 
same overweight power amplifiers on gigs for way 
too many years, decided It was time to drag power 
amp techno,ogy into the 90 s 

The result is our Megaterch switch mode power 
supply techiology. This is not some frag le, up-
graded corrputer supply either . We developed a 
proprietary, full bridge, digital power supply 
utilizing hand wound torroidal :ransformers, 
and high geed MOSFETs switching at 
over 100kHz clock speeds. 200 Volt storage 
capacitors provide extenced duration hiçh 
current output ensuring maximum 
performance in even the most 
demanding applications. 

1200 Watts I 880 Watts 600 Watts 

4 Ohm" 

400 Watts 

*1 kHz, 1% THD, ** 20Hz - 20 kHz, .05% THD 

El Ohm"' 

275 Watts 

oo 
Suggested Mail price. 

Most amplifiers use an 
ineficient single hiçh voltage 

supply wnich is only fully utilized 
during peak output power. During 
most of the duty cycle the extra 

supply vol-,age dropped across the 
output transistors is wasted as excess 

heat. This rences the amplifier's ability 
to perform in extreme conditions, as well 

as makinç you pay for ( and carry) oversized 
heatsinks. 

The MTA1200's Class H amplifier design 
enables maximum thermal efficiency )y utilizing 
our Cool Rai' dual voltage supply technology. 

Cool Rail' allovos the MTA1200 to run on -±40VDC 
supply rails for most of the duty cycle, dynamically 
switching to a high current ±-80VDC rail curing peak 
output Cool Ra I's' benefits to you are lower heat 

dissipation, compact design, and lower cost. 

Our factory computer tests each FR4 fiberglass PCB 
subassembly. After the top goes on. each MTA1200 is 

subjected to OC function tests, vibration hardening, burn in, and 
a critical audio check before shipment. Our final step is an Audio 

Precision® pedigree, verifying frequency response . THD + N. and 
power output o' each hand crafted amplifier. 

PICK ONE UP AT A ROSS SYSTEMS DEALER 
NEAR You. 

1 Ji 

P.O. BOX 2344 • FT. WCRTH, TX 76113 • 817-336-5114 

CIRCLE 52 ON FREE itiF0 CARD 



MANUFACTURER'S SPECIFICATIONS 
MIXER SECTION 
Frequency Response: 20 Hz-40 kHz, ± 1 dB 
Distortion: Greater than 0.25%, 20 Hz-20 kHz (mic input to 
any line output) 
Signal-to-Noise Ratio: Greater than 90 dBu relative +4 dBu, 
all channels at unity gain 
Maximum Output Level: +22 dBu 
Maximum Gain: +84 dB, mic input to main output 
Dynamic Range: 116 dB, 20 Hz-20 kHz 
Adjacent Channel Crosstalk: -85 dB 
Mic Input Gain: 48 dB 
Channel Fader Gain: 10 dB 
Channel Fader Attenuation: 106 dB 
Input Channels: 16 
Stereo Inputs: Effects Return, Aux Return, Tape Playback 

AMPLIFIER SECTION 

Output Power: 300 Watts @ 4 ohms; 150 Watts RMS @ 8 
ohms, both channels driven 

Power Bandwidth: 10 Hz-68 kHz 

Frequency Response: 5 Hz-68 kHz @ rated power into B-
ohm load 

Slew Rate: Greater than 13.5 volt per microsecond 

Total Harmonic Distortion: Less than 0.03% @ rated power 
into 4-ohm load, 20 Hz-20 kHz 

Hum and Noise: 95 dB below rated power, 20 Hz-20 kHz 
bandwidth, 102 dB IEC A-Weighted 

Damping Factor: Greater than 30, 5 Hz-20 kHz into 8-ohm 
load, greater than 175 @ 1 kHz 

Input Impedance: 33 kohms 

Channel Separation: Greater than 65 dB @ 1 kHz 

Input Sensitivity: 1.8 dBv for rated power @ 1 kHz 

pre/post status. There are 
also RCA connectors for a 
stereo tape deck with level 
controls for both record 
send (parallel with the 
master output) and play-
back (to the main outputs). 

The top-mounted con-
nector panel includes a 
patchbay (unbalanced 2/4-
inch phone jacks) with 
access to the main outputs, 
auxiliary, effects, and moni-
tor sends, in addition to the 
I/0 of the digital effects, 
dual 9-band graphic EQ, 
and the 2-channel power 
amplifier. This offers many 
creative patching possibili-
ties — for example, shaping 
the sound of the lead vocal 
mic with one of the internal 
graphic EQs (inserts are 
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provided on all 16 inputs). 
The power amplifier is 

of the same design as the 
Fender SPL-9000 I reviewed 
in EQ's June 1993 issue, but 
reconfigured to fit into this 
practical case. The loud-
speaker outputs connectors 
are 1/4-inch phone jack 
output connectors. These 
all-too-common connectors 
are my least favorite for this 
application. The amplifier's 
cooling fan might be intru-
sive at a poetry reading, but 
probably inaudible in a typ-
ical nightclub. The power 
amp and the mixer's power 
supply are mounted on the 
lower section of the panel 
that forms legs for the 
whole package. This keeps 
your center of gravity low 

(entropy is important dur-
ing live performances) and 
eliminates the hum that can 
be induced when power 
transformers are mounted 
close to mic input circuitry. 

The 10-day AfroCuban-
ismo Festival at Canada's 
Banff Centre for the Arts 
created a perfect opportuni-
ty to use the PX-2216D in a 
variety of situations. The 
unit proved to be very quick 
to setup and simple to oper-
ate. The festival included 
large-scale concerts and a 
number of club-lie settings 
running simultaneously. In 
the smaller venues we used 
the PX-2216D for both 
house and monitor mixing. 
Some situations required 
more channels of amplifiers 
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FIGURE 1: Three-band equalization on each input of the PX-2216D offers a large range of boost or cut. 
All three bands are shown at the extreme + and - settings. 

for a second monitor mix or 
stereo house mix with stage 
monitors, but this was easy 
to patch in from the PX-
2216D's well-thought-out 
connector panel. We even 
used a PX-2216D for one of 
the larger systems simply as 
a power amplifier, which 
was equally easy to connect, 
running the amplifier right 
at its limits for hours with-
out any problems. The on-
board digital effects unit 
won't soon replace my stu-
dio effects rack, but it does 
provide a very functional 
range of reverb, echoes, and 
delays with selectable 
decay/delay- time. 

The board's 60 mm 
faders are a little stiff in oper-
ation, but they may loosen up 
after a bit of use. The PX-
2216D even includes faders 
for the mono master and 
monitor masters. Metering 
consists of two 12-segment 
LED displays put right beside 
the master output faders 
where they are very easy to 
keep an eye on. The meters 
follow the solo buttons or 
default to left/right output. 
The EQ Assignment switches 
in typical powered-mixer 
fashion, select which output 
signal feeds each of the two 
octave-band graphic equaliz-
ers before going on to the 
amplifiers. The user simply 
selects Left and Right for dri-
ving a stereo house system; 
Mono and Monitor 1 for dri-
ving the house and on-stage 
monitors; or Monitor 1 and 
Monitor 2 for driving two 
channels of on-stage moni-
tors. Each channel is inde-
pendently switchable, so 
other combinations — espe-
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cially with additional chan-
nels of amplification — are 
also possible. 

Powered mixers gener-
ally suffer from one prob-
lem: gain structure. The 
inclusion of a power ampli-
fier with no input attenua-
tors forces the user to set 
the overall system level with 
output level faders. This 
presents two difficulties if 
you must operate the unit 
well below the amplifier's 
maximum capability (such 
as using high-efficiency 
loudspeakers for a low-vol-
ume show). First, the mas-
ter/monitor faders may end 
up near the bottom of their 
travel where they have very 
little resolution. This makes 
it difficult to accurately 
make small adjustments in 
overall level. Second, the 
one-octave equalizers be-
come the dominant factor 
limiting the noise floor. In a 
situation where the full 
power of the amplifier is not 
required, the noise this may 
produce could be notice-
able. Thankfully, the PX-
2216D is relatively quiet, so 
this problem may be rare. 

The system's 89-page 
manual includes a complete 
overview of the unit's oper-
ation and a very good intro-
duction to general audio 
principals, which will be 
appreciated by entry-level 
users. Advanced users will 
be pleased with the concise 
feature descriptions and the 
inclusion of complete ser-
vice schematics. 

Although I did find the 
width of the 16-channel unit 
made it a little awkward 
(even for two people) to 
carry and that the stand can 
slightly crowd your feet, 
overall the PX-2216D pack-
age is an excellent example 
of functional form. The com-
plete integration of a durable 
case makes it likely that the 
PX-2216D will not only be 
the fastest system you have 
ever set up, it may also retain 
its good looks after hundreds 
of one-niters! 

Hands-On [raining • Financial Aid Available • Dorm Housing 

10 Week Recording Engineer Program • 10 Week Video Editor Program 

11 Studios in 12,000 sq. ft. trairing facility filled with the latest equipment 

Outstanding Job Placement Assistance 

Call for Brochure 

818463-7400 RECORDING 
LOS ANGELES 

5278 Lankershim Blvd. • N. Hollywood, CA 91601 , WQ RMHOK 
CIRCLE 40 ON FREE INFO CARD 
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N90 
MADE 

USA 

III 

NOTHING BETTER 
than a 

The N90 gets it! 

Ask your dealer or call us today! 
1-800-873-0544 

List $399 
Optional Shock Mount $49.50 

STEDMAN 4167 Stedman Dr 
Fbchland MI 49083 
Phone 616-629-5930 • Fax 616-629-4149 

CIRCLE 91 ON FREE INFO CARD 
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FURMAN X-324B ACTIVE CROSSOVER 

and use in all of these 
applications. 

WHEN YOU finally reach 
the limits of what conven-
tional passive loudspeaker 
systems can do, you must 
use an active crossover — 
the essential part of a high-
efficiency loudspeaker sys-
tem. Active filter functions 
are more accurate and offer 
fewer tradeoffs than those 
of a comparable passive 
system. Splitting the fre-
quency bands at line level 
couples the power amplifier 
to the loudspeaker driver 
without any complex pas-
sive filter networks getting 
in the way. The active 
crossover also provides an 
important signal-processing 
stage to optimize the signal 
sent to each driver in a mul-
t iway system. 

Furman produces a full 
range of 24-dB/octave 
crossovers in the X-Series, 
providing everything from a 
very basic two- or three-
way crossover to a full four-
way, 2-channel unit. The X-
324 reviewed here falls into 
the middle of this range, 
supplying a full set of 
crossover features in a sin-
gle-rack-space unit. I used 
the X-324 on both two-way 
and three-way full-range 
systems, as well as for 
adding subwoofers to pas-
sive full- range loudspeak-
ers. The X-324 can be easily 
switched between these 
functions — operating as 
either a three-way mono or 
two-way stereo crossover — 
by sliding a recessed front-
panel switch. The unit 
proved to be both practical 
and convenient to setup 

COVER UP 
The active crossover is an 
integral part of a loudspeak-
er system, and needs to be 
carefully adjusted if the 
loudspeakers are going to 
sound good and perform 
reliably. For users who must 
share a single crossover 
model between many differ-
ent loudspeakers, the X-324 
is an especially useful prod-
uct. For systems such as 
fixed installations or dedi-
cated crossover/loudspeak-
er combinations, however, 
the crossover controls 
should be as inaccessible as 
any passive crossover would 
be (that is, tucked away 
inside a sealed box). This is 
possible even when using 
the X-324 by simply cover-
ing it securely. Having said 
all of that, it is still very 
common for the crossovers 
on small-to-medium-sized 
touring systems to be fully 
accessible to the operator. 
What power! 

Crossover frequencies 
are selected on the X-324 
with rotary front-panel con-
trols that vary between 35 
Hz and 700 Hz or 350 Hz 
and 7500 Hz depending on 
the position of the recessed 
slide switch marked “X10." 
This is a switch that has 
always struck fear into the 
heart of any sound-system 
owner whose equipment 
may be within reach of the 
careless or uninitiated. This 
simple switch can shift the 
frequencies sent to those 

fragile little HF-compres-
sion drivers right out of 
their range. Let's say, for 
instance, you are moving 
the crossover frequency 
from a safe 1500 Hz to a 
diaphragm-shattering 150 
Hz. This has been the cause 
of sudden high-end loss in 
more than one sound sys-
tem, as all the high-fre-
quency diaphragms are 
launched into their phase-
plugs and turned to shiny 
confetti. Furman has not 
overlooked this problem, 
and the X10 switches are 
mounted flush with the 
front panel so that any 
operations of the switch 
must be deliberate. There 
still are, of course, those 
people who, just to keep the 
parts suppliers in business, 
must try out all the switches 
while the system is running 
full tilt. 
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Above each of the four 
output level controls are 
two-color LEDs to indicate 
the position of the adjacent 
Mute switch — red, muted; 
green, operational. These 
mute buttons are very con-
venient in confirming the 
driver status during system 
setup. Alongside each of the 
mute buttons is a Polarity 
Reverse switch for quickly 
checking on mis-wired loud-
speakers. The output level 
controls vary from Off to +6 
dB, with much of the range 
centered around ±6 dB. This 
maximizes the amount of 
resolution in the pot in the 
range most often required 
when balancing between the 
efficiency of low- and high-
frequency drivers. Although 
it may not be ideal for some 
subbass applications where 
up to 20 dB of difference is 
necessary. 

Rom TEsiir 
MANUFACTURER: Furman Sound, Inc., 30 Rich Street, Green-

brae, CA 94904. Tel: 415-927-1225. 

APPLICATIONS: An active crossover for stereo two-way systems 

or one-channel of a three-way loudspeaker system. 

SUMMARY: Versatile crossover with all essential features for 
nearly any active multiway loudspeaker system. 

STRENGTHS: Fourth-order filters; choice of stereo two-way or 
mono three-way operation; adjustable output limiters; compact 
1U size. 

WEAKNESSES: Controls may be too accessible for some appli-
cations; calibration limited by front-panel legends. 

PRICE: $529 (as reviewed; unbalanced version, $439) 

EQ FREE LIT. #: 127 

BY WADE MCGREGOR 
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CIP! 
The X-324 includes 

switchable high-pass filters 
on both inputs and inde-
pendently variable com-
pressors (fixed 4:1 ratio) on 
each output. Both of these 
features are accessible from 
the front panel. I would 
prefer the output to have 
much more deliberate lim-
iting (greater than 10:1) 
available to protect loud-
speaker components, but 
the more modest compres-
sion supplied will definitely 
be less audible when oper-
ating above the threshold. 

FREEDOM OF CHOICE 
A unique (in analog 
crossovers) feature is the 
choice of either Linkwitz-
Riley or Butterworth 24-
dB/octave crossover filters. 
This is a decision that, like 
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most crossover parameters, 
is decided by the loud-
speaker design and applica-
tion. Typically, the 
Linkwitz-Riley filter types 
offer smooth frequency 
response on-axis (-6 dB at 
crossover) to the loudspeak-
er, and the Butterworth fil-
ters combine to give smooth 
power response (-3 dB at 
crossover) through the 
crossover region. (Power 
response is the sum of the 
total energy in all directions 
produced by the loudspeak-
er.) The user must then 
decide where their critical 
listeners will be (on-axis or 
off-axis) and adjust this 
switch accordingly. 

There are two more 
switches for specific applica-
tions. Each HF output 
includes a Horn EQ switch 

I i I 

FIGURE 1: Furman X-324 crossover in mono three-way mode with 
crossover frequencies set to 150 Hz and 1 5 kHz. 
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FIGURE 3: High-frequency output response with Horn EC) ( blue) and 
without Horn E0 ( red). 

that provides high-frequency 
boost to compensate for the 
natural roll-off of many horn 
designs (commonly called 
CD-horn EQ). There is also a 
Low Sum switch on the rear 
panel for applications where 
the X-324 is used to 
crossover between full-range 
loudspeakers and subbass 
loudspeakers. This offers 
greater efficiency at very low 
frequencies and prevents 
out-of-phase LF signals from 
causing the subs to work too 
hard for little audible effect. I 
differ with the X-324 manual, 
which recommends this 
switch be used in most 
stereo sound-reinforcement 
applications for bass output. 
I have found that stereo 
localization can be heard 
above 100 Hz in some appli-
cations, and so this switch 

10 

-3 

-15 

-20 

23 

may not be useful on sys-
tems that crossover above 
150 Hz. The manual covers 
the X-324, X-424, and X-524, 
and includes a good 
overview of crossover appli-
cations, clear descriptions of 
each control function, and 
complete (if small) schemat-
ic diagrams of the entire 
unit. 

Furman has certainly 
offered users every option 
they might need in the X-
324. Its compact size, active-
ly balanced outputs, ground-
lift switch, and cleanly laid 
out controls provide an easy 
means for changing settings 
between different loud-
speaker systems. The Fur-
man X-324 seems to have 
everything for anyone con-
sidering an active loud-
speaker system. E0 

10   

..... 

FIGURE 2: Low-frequency output response with high-pass filter ( blue 
and without high-pass filter ( red). 
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FIGURE 4: Comparison of the two variations of 24 dB/octave f hers in 

the X-324. Green and red traces are Butterworth (-3 dB at crossover) 

and the blue and violet lines are Linkwitz-Riley (-6 dB at crossover). 
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MIXDOWN, CLASSIC 8 - THE LATEST GENERATION OF 
PROFESSIONAL AUDIO CONSOLES FOR MULTITRACK 
RECORDING OR LIVE SOUND REINFORCEMENT 

Launched in early '88 the Mixdown 
was followed two years later by the 

Mixdown Gold with extra features and 
upgraded spec. Both were critically 
acclaimed everywhere they landed. 
That was then. We've now smashed 
through to a new dimension with the 

Mixdown Classic 8 - the latest 
generation of professional audio 

consoles designed to face the future. 
The MIXDOWN CLASSIC 8 offers 
unsurpassed quality, features and 
specifications that a few years ago 
would have been unthinkable at the 

price! With three models in the range 
16, 24 & 32 channel, and with the full 
width meter bridge, MIDI muting and 

rackmount EP5 power supply - you're 
entering into a whole new world of 

music making. 

mix°D\NN 
ea 01 • 
ANDOVER rim 
ofloNTIERS 

METER BRIDGE - The adjustable meter bridge has 
a two colour, 12 segment peak reading LED display 
for every channel and moving coil VU reading 
meters for the left and right outputs. 
INPUT CHANNELS - All input channels are 
crammed full of features including balanced mic 
and line inputs, inserts, direct outs, +48V. 20dB 
mic pad, three band EQ with sweep Mid sweep 
Low & EQ cut, six aux busses, MIDI mute, PFL and 
smooth 100mm fader. 
OUTPUT SECTION - The sixteen tape monitors can 
be used as extra inputs bringing the total number 
on a 16 channel up to 34. The upper row of inputs 
even feature two band EQ. PFL, a couple of aux 
sends and fader reverse. All output groups have 
insert points. 12 segment bargraphs and 100mm 
faders. A line up oscillator, stereo return and a 
built-in talkback mic. 

1111111111111111 

WHEN YOU NEED TO GET SERIOUS.... 

Studiomaster Inc. 3941 Miraloma Avenue, Anaheim 

CA92807 USA Tel 714 524 2227 Fax 714 524 5096 

Studiomaster House, Chaul End Lane, Luton, Beds, 
CIRCLE 59 ON FREE INFO CARD 
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IN REVIEW 

Soundcraft K1 Console 

E0 
LAB 
REPORT 

MANUFACTURER: Soundcroft, 8500 Balboa Blvd., Norihridge, CA 
91329. Tel: 818-893-4351. 

APPLICATION: Professional sound installations and live sound. 

SUMMARY: Modular live desk with mono and stereo channel options, 4-band 

EQ, six auxes, four groups, four output matrix, and LR and mono outputs. 

STRENGTHS: Professional feel; no-nonsense quality features; good EQ; stereo module 
substitution; matrix; undoubtedly robust. 

WEAKNESSES: Might be too skimmed down in buzz features for some; doesn't look par-

ticularly modern. 

PRICE: $3995 ( 16-channel version reviewed); 8-channel ( rackmount or console version), 
$2995; 24-channel, $5495; 32-channel, $7695. DCP-100 power supply (8 & 16), 

$475; CPS- 150 power supply ( 24 channel), $620; CPS-450 power supply ( 32 chan-

nel), $ 1595. Contact Soundcraft for other available options and accessories. 

EQ FREE LIT. #: 128 

THE K SERIES is a new range of live-
sound mixers that adopt 
a very workman-
like approach. 
Topped by the 
excellent K3 
Standard and 
K3 Theatre vari-
ants, the range 
is pinned down 
by the Ki, 
which is 
almost a reac-
tion to the 
affordable bells 
and whistles 
approach. Indeed 
the 10 could be regard-
ed as something of a 
Soundcraft 200B for the 
1990s with well-chosen fea-
tures and built-in longevity. 

The desk is modular in panels 
of 4-channels, but with individual 
channel boards underneath, so this is 
not a Spirit. Additionally, each block of 
four can be replaced with a four-strip 
stereo input block and comes in 16-, 
24-, and 32-frame sizes plus an 8-
channel rackmount. 

While affordable, most of the 
savings result from what the KI is 
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made from rather than from what it 
does. It's altogether more utilitarian 
in construction, using MDF end 
cheeks and a steel frame rather than 
lighter alloy. So, while it may be 
heavier, it's also stronger. It shares 
the same designers (ex-Neve employ-
ees no less) and some electronics 
with the altogether more expensive 
K3's — the mic amps, for example, 
are almost identical. It will undoubt-
edly appeal to small pro installations 
and live sound applications with its 
four groups, main stereo, and mono 
outputs. All inputs and outputs are 
balanced aside from unbalanced 

YES, YOU CAN 

TAKE IT WITH YOU: 
The Soundcraft KI mixer can 
be used on the road as well 

as in the studio. 
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At Digital Audio Labs, we're very proud of the company we keep. Our CardDTM family of PC 
recording cards are recommended by the top Windows audio and MIDI software companies for 
good reason. The CardDplusTM and Digital Only CardD offer the performance and compatibility 

that make these programs truly shine. 

Now the CardD supports Windows 3.1, '95, and NT, allowing it to run with even more of your 
favorite editing, multitrack, and MIDI/Audio programs. And, since it's a CardD, you can rest 
assured that the audio quality will always be there. 

So, when considering a PC-based hard disk recording system, make the choice that maximizes your 
software choices, audio quality, and value. Choose the CardD from Digital Audio Labs. 

13705 26th Ave. N. S-102 Plymouth, MN 55441 
612/559.9098 Fax 612/559.0124 

dalinfo@digitalaudio.com ©1995 Digital Audio Labs 
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LEARN THE ART OF 
RECORDING 
You can get the practical, real-world 
skills needed to successfully start your 
career as a recording engineer, producer 
or studio musician. ' Hands-on 
approach, learning by doing *Previous 
experience not required *Complete 300 
hours of training in less than 2 months 
• 6 studios filled with the latest 
equipment *Small classes, excellent 
personal attention *Job placement 
assistance *Financial aid available 
•Low cost, on-campus housing 

For free brochure, call or write today 

1-800-848-9900 1-614-663-2544 

>> 

T «s: 

Recording 
WorkShop 

THE RECORDING 

WORKSHOP 
455-0 Massreville Rd 
Chillicothe, Ohio 45601 

Ohio State Board of Proprietary School Registration #90-07-06967' 
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PROFESSIONAL 
QUALITY 

AT THE RIGHT PRICE  

11:1*.IL 

¡IOW. 
Medunr:to Heavy Duty 

Keyboard Cases 

. Prices starting at $126 

-100-

Hardshell Cases 

Available for: 

guitars racks 

keyboards 

Heavy Duty ATA 

• Custom and stock sizes 

• Quick turn around 

Heavy Duty AMP 

and Effect Racks 
.Prices starting at $ 129 

DISCOUNT 
DISTRIBUTORS 

FOR INFORMATION CALL 800-346-4638 

AND FREE BROCHURE (In N.Y. ) 516-563-8326 

The Case Specialists 
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inserts on channels, groups, and mix 
outputs plus ground-compensated 
aux ends. Direct outputs are provid-
ed on all channels. 

CHANNELS 
Mono input modules feature dual-
range padless input amps, selectable 
on a switch, which permit any type of 
source to be connected via the XLR or 
standard jack sockets. It's followed by 
phase reverse, individually switchable 
phantom power, and an EQ section 
with bypass that starts with a 100 Hz 
high-pass filter and takes in fixed HF 
and LF shelves and two sweepable 
midrange bands. 

Six auxes are accessible from four 
pots that are switched pre/post in 
pairs with auxes 3 and 4 switched to 
address auxes 5 and 6. Routing is to 
paired groups, the main stereo, and 
the mono bus independently with 
peak and signal present LEDs and 
channel On and PFL buttons. 

Rather than the usual token 
effects returns, KI comes standard 
with two full-stereo inputs with rout-
ing and switching between two con-
nected pairs of inputs and left leg 
phase reverse. Input B can be inter-
nally jumpered for phono connec-
tion. 

You get a gain trim, 4-band fixed 
EQ with a high-pass filter, and a simi-
lar aux arrangement with the option of 
converting auxes 3/4 and 5/6 to true 
stereo operation through a jumper on 
the PCB. 

GROUPS, MATRIX, AND MASTERS 
Groups can either ht' used as inde-
pendent outputs or routed to the 
mono or main outputs in stereo. Each 
has an AFL. The built-in four-output 
matrix, which picks up group feeds on 

individual pots, has a rotary master, 
AFL, and allows talkback to each 
matrix output in addition to metering 
the matrix on the group output 
meters. Twelve-segment peak bar-
graph metering is also provided for 
following the main stereo mix and 
solo signals. 

Aux masters have AFLs, talkback 
can be routed to the mix (nonlatch-
ing), and auxes and two 2-track 
returns with a level pot can be con-
nected and soloed with one routed to 
the main stereo. 

Matters are rounded off by a LR 
fader and a pot with AFL for the mono 
output, which can be jumpered to be a 
mono sum of the stereo output. 

IMPRESSIONS 
The feel of the KI is decidedly robust 
and dependable and reminds us that, 
while you can buy lots of features in a 
desk for this sort of money, you can 
also buy quality. The KI's faders, for 
example, stay dirt-free by using a 
right-angle, dust-resistant track, and 
there's not a hint of pot wobble any-
where. The EQ is good, with loads of 
control available in the all important 
low end for live work. 

The look of the board might not 
appeal to everyone's taste as it looks a 
bit retro compared to other offerings 
in this price range. Others will prefer 
this business- like and functional 
appearance and will appreciate that it 
is likely to date less quickly than some 
of the " pastel period" desks that are 
around at the moment. 

This is a well spec'ed desk with 
sound features — good aux flexibility, 
a handy matrix, and LR and mono out-
puts, very useful stereo channels — 
that will just go on and on. 

—Zenon Schoepe 

. SOUNDCRAFT'S K1 CONSOLE SPECS 
Mono channels 

Gain variable from -70 dBu to + 15 dBu 

High Frequency: 12 kHz, ± 15dB 

High Mid Frequency: Variable from 400 Hz to 10 kHz, Q 0.9, ± 15 dB 

Low Mid Frequency: Variable from 60 Hz to 1.5 kHz, Q 0.9, ± 15 dB 

Low Frequency: 60 Hz, ± 15 dB 

High-Pass Filter: 12 dB/octave at 100 Hz. 
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Full Compass 
SERVICE 

Full Compass 
SELECTION 

Full Compass 
EXPERIENCE 

Full Compass 
P RODUCT 

K N OWLEDGE 

Full Compass 

VALUE 

Full Compass. Make the Switch. 
With more than 350 product lines, superb pricing, and a sales stall that knows the 
business, it's time to switch to the best supplier of audio and video gear. Call right now 
to place an order, check a price, or request a catalog. 1-800-356-5844. 
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1-800-356-5844 Over 350 Product Lines 
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IN REVIEW 

dbx 290 Reverb 

E0 
LAB 
REPORT 

MANUFACTURER: dbx Professional Products, 8760 South Sandy Park-
way, Sandy, UT 84070. Tel: 801-566-8800. 

SUMMARY: Affordable basic digital reverb with an exceptionally simple 
operating system. 

APPUCATION: Stereo digital reverb for recording and live use, particu-
larly good for vocals, drums, choir, and string sounds. 

STRENGTHS: Easiest operating system on the market; high-quality sound; true stereo 

processing; internal preinput noise gate with adjustable threshold; dedicated reverb 
decay time control; front-panel adjustable input and output level controls. 

WEAKNESSES: No user memory for the storage of custom reverb settings; no LCD dis-
play; no dedicated front-panel Bypass switch; no MIDI out or thru. 

PRICE: $399.95 EC! FREE UT. #: 129 

IN MY HUMBLE opinion, every design 
engineering department at every audio 
manufacturer in the world should be 
graced with a sign that reads: "Keep It 
Simple, Stupid!" (KISS!) After all, the 
end-users of these products are, by and 
large, musicians and not engineers, 
and, while I mean to cast no aspersions 
on the intelligence level of musicians 
(after all, I'm one myself), it's clear to 
me that what the world does not need 
is yet another piece of equipment with 
an operating system so dense and con-
fusing that months of trial and error 
(with a thick manual close at hand) are 
required before it can be mastered. 

The engineers at dbx may or may 
not actually have that sign hanging on 
their wall, but, happily, they have 
bucked the trend by actually produc-

ing an uncomplicated, affordable 
reverb unit that anyone can use 
moments after taking it out of the box 
— the 290 stereo digital reverb (part of 
dbx's Project 1 line of inexpensive sig-
nal processors). While the 290's excep-
tionally simple operating system does 
not in any way compromise the sound 
of the unit (which is very good), it does 
place some limitations in terms of the 
bells and whistles we've become 
accustomed to in effects devices. 

In this day and age when 400 
bucks will buy you the audio equiva-
lent of a Swiss army knife, it's impor-
tant to understand that the 290 is a 
reverb unit only, and not a multief-
fects processor. There are, however, 
six basic varieties of reverb to choose 
from (Room, Hall, Chamber, Plate, 

Cathedral, and Gated), and within 
each type are three different room 
sizes/shapes (Large, Medium, and 
Small) and three different preset EQ 
curves (called "colors"—Dark, Medi-
um, and Bright). There's also a dedi-
cated front-panel reverb decay rotary 
control that enables you to set the 
decay time of the selected Type, 
Size/Shape, and Color. But that's it in 
terms of editing capabilities. No grids, 
no menus nested within menus (in 
fact, there's no display whatsoever!), 
no assignable controllers, no "power 
user" features at all. While this will no 
doubt frustrate those who aspire to the 
Roger Nichols school of engineering 
(tweak, tweak, tweak in search of per-
fection), it will also probably come as a 
great relief to those who just want a 
reverb, fast, period. 

But even for the most basic appli-
cation, the 290 provides some major 
limitations. For one thing, there's no 
user memory at all, so when you do 
come up with a reverb setting you like, 
there's no place to store it (you'll have 
to instead use good old analog pencil 
and paper, just like in the bad old days). 
For another, while there are 54 presets 
provided (each of the six Types, with 
each variation Size/Shape and Color), 
they are only accessible via MIDI pro-
gram change commands. Speaking of 
MIDI, to say that the implementation of 
the 290 is bare-bones would be an 
understatement. Apart from receiving 
program change messages (and, at that, 

SIMPLY STATED: The engineers at dbx made the 290 reverb easy to use. 
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MIX TO THE FUTURE 

Digital audio has just taken a major step forward. Actually, 

make that a leap At 44.1 or 48KHz sampling rates, the new 

Pioneer D-9601 is already amongst the best featured, highly 

engineered, and great sounding professional 

mastering DAT recorders that money can buy. 

What's more, the D-9601 will faithfully sample rate convert your 

I-IS DAT recordings back to 44.1 or 48KHz. So not only will your 

masters display superior fidelity on the advanced music and video 

formats currently being developed, they will also 

remain reasuringly compatible with the CD, 

But that is, quite literally, only half of the HIGH SAMPLING MiniDisc and LaserDisc formats of today. And 

story. Switch to 88.2 or 96KHz Hi-Sampling and the sonic with two D-9601s, you can even make 44.1 and 48 KHz double 

improvements are astonishing, adding depth to the sound stage, speed copies via the AES/EBU digital I/O. 

definition to fast staccato sounds and, dare we say, an almost The Pioneer D-9601 is the future of DAT. See it at an HHB OAT 

"analogue" fullness to low and mid-range tones. Center today. 

CIRCLE 35 ON FREE INFO CARD 

For full details of the Pioneer D-9601 Hi-Sampling DAT recorder, please mail this coupon to Independent Audio 

Name:   

Address:   

  Tel 

Independent Audio Pic • 295 Forest Avenue Suite 121, Portland, Maine N101-2000, USA Tel: 207773 2424 Fax: 207 773 2422 • E-Mail: 75671.3316Qcompuserve.com 

Studer Canada Ltd • 1947 Leslie Street, Toronto, Ontario M3B 2M3, Canada • Tel: 416 510 1347 • Fux: 416 510 1294 

fIHB Communications Ltd • 73-Z5 Scrubs Lane, London NW10 6011, UK Tel: 0181 962 50210 • Fax: 0181 962 5050 • E-Mail: saiesgthb.co.uk EQ/11/95 



JUST THE SPECS 
• 54 preset reverb settings (no user 

memory) 

• Six Basic Reverb Effects: 

Room, Hall, Chamber, Plate, 

Cathedral, Gated 

• Stereo input/output with indepe 

dent processors for left and right 

signals 

• Balanced analog I/O ( 1/4-inch 

TRS) 

• Nominal Analog Input/Out-

put Level: +4 dBu, front-panel 

adjustable 

• Front-panel wet/dry control and 

four-segment LED stereo input level 

meters 

• Footswitch input to place unit in 

Bypass mode or for Program 

Up/Down 

• MIDI in 

• Internal noise gate prereverb input 

• Maximum Delay Memory: 

1.68 seconds 

• AID and D/A Conversion: 18-
bit PCM 

• Sampling Frequency: 40 kHz 

• Frequency Response: 20 Hz to 
20 kHz +0, -3 dB 

• S/N Ratio: Greater than 90 dB;fill 

ref = max. signal, 22 kHz mea-

surement bandwidth 

• THD+N: Less than 0.02% @ 1 

kHz 

• Single-space 19-inch rack unit 

• External " lump-in-line" power supply 

il 

only 54 of a possible 128), the only other 
thing you can do with MIDI is to call up 
one of 12 preset reverb decay times 
using continuous controller # 1 (modu-
lation wheel). Even then, only data val-
ues 1-12 are accepted, and, since these 
are all at the very bottom end of the 
range of a modulation wheel (which can 
output 128 values), it's very difficult to 
use this in practice. Worse yet, the lack 
of any kind of front-panel display on the 
290 makes it impossible to see which of 
the 12 decay times is currently selected. 

The sound quality of the dbx 290 is 
certainly good enough to be used in 
recording applications as well as for live 
use (there's even an internal prereverb 
input noise gate provided — with 
adjustable threshold level — to quiet 
down hissy inputs during idling). What's 
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more, a front-panel wet/dry mix control 
enables the 290 to be connected in either 
a send/return or direct in/out configura-
tion. In practice, I found the adjustment 
of the decay control (which seems to 
operate over quite a broad range) to be 
critical in setting up optimum reverbs. 
With some careful twiddling, though, I 
was able to come up with a number of 
reverb settings that nicely complement-
ed a variety of vocal styles, ranging from 
long, breathy tail-offs for ballads (with 
little digital graininess) to tight, small 
rooms for hard-edged vocals. 

I was also pleasantly surprised to 
find that the gated "normal" linear 
Type adds a nice doubling effect, while 
the "reverse" linear Type produces a 
kind of gated digital delay effect, with 
the decay control setting the length of 
delay. The 290 also excels in producing 
drum reverbs, with the small room and 
gated settings providing the best 
results. The large Cathedral and Cham-
ber settings work well with choir and 
string sounds, but the preset EQ curves 
aren't particularly flattering to brass or 
organ sounds. There's no dedicated 
front-panel Bypass switch, but you can 
place the 290 into bypass mode easily 
enough by pressing and holding down 
the Room and Chamber reverb Type 
buttons simultaneously, at which time 
all LEDs blink to indicate that the unit 
is in bypass mode. To return to active 
mode, simply press any front-panel 
button. 

As befits a unit of this simplicity, 
the owner's manual is all of 16 pages 
long, containing all relevant informa-
tion in a readable manner, but lacking 
any kind of tutorial or reference section. 

All in all, the dbx 290 is a unit 
which I can strongly recommend to 
anyone looking for a basic yet high-
quality reverb at an affordable price. 

—Howard Massey 

Howard Massey heads up On The 
Right Wavelength, a MIDI con-
sulting company, as well as 
Workaday World Productions, a 
full- service music production 
studio. He tries to apply the 
"KISS!" principle to his product 
reviews, too. 

THIS IS EQ 
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THIS IS Eta 
ON CD-ROM 
Thirty valuable back 
issues on a single CD-
ROM. An EQ library. 

All the tips, tech-
niques, products, 
reviews and opinions 

from the industry's 
leading experts. All 
easily sorted by any 
word, manufacturer, 
name, or columnist. 
All the reviews. All the 
products. Fully 
indexed, searchable 
and available at a click 
of your mouse. 

EQ ON CD. The ulti-
mate project studio 
resource. 

EQ ON CD works with 
either Mac (LC or 
higher) or Windows 
(386 & VGA min.) 
computers. 

Over $ 100 worth of 
magazines for only: 

$1995 
Order today 
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Please Note: EQ ON CD will begin shipping in April. Actual product may 
differ from screens pictured. Supplies will be limited. So order now. 

— Yes, send me my copy of EC ON CD for only $ 19.95! 

I use a —, Mac E Windows compute. Type:  

Name   

Address   

City   

Signature 

Payment Method: MC Visa Amex Cheri( Enclosed 

Card -#   Exp. Date   

EQ ON CD, c/o PSN Publications, Inc., 2 Park Avenue, New York, NY 10016 

State   Zip   



IN REVIEW 

Drawmer DS201B Noise Gate 

Elb 
A B 

REPORT 

MANUFACTURER: Drawmer, Wakefield, UK; distributed in the US by 

QMI, 25 South Street, Hopkinton, MA 01748. Tel: 508-435-3666. 

APPLICATION: All studio and live work. 

SUMMARY: Two-channel stereo, linkable, frequency-sensitive noise 

gate with external keying, and hold control. 

STRENGTHS: Superbly variable envelope control; frequency- sensitive triggering; keying; 
simple to use. 

WEAKNESSES: None really, but bet you'll need more than one. 

PRICE: $749 EQ FREE LIT. #: 130 

THE BIG DEAL about the Drawmer 
DS201 noise gate back in 1981 was its 
frequency sensitivity and the greater 
envelope control it could exert over a 
sound by virtue of having attack, hold, 
and decay pots. It elevated the princi-
ple of noise gating above the mundane 
business of cutting off unwanted noise 
and injected a creative element into 
the process. 

A gate is triggered to open once an 
incoming sound exceeds a set thresh-
old; what made, and still makes, the 
DS201 smart is that high- and low-
pass filters can be used to effectively 
tune to the desired trigger source. As 
an example of just how effective this 
can be, you can hang a single mic over 
a drum kit and tune a DS201 to open 
the channel only when the snare is hit. 

This unit was applied with great 
effect to gated reverb sounds, and it 
shone because it had a Hold control 
for keeping a gate open for a preset 
time before entering its decay cycle. 
Other manufactures have copied the 
frequency-sensitive Drawmer princi-
ples, but the DS201 did it first and is 
still a favorite, many years later. 

LET IT 
Improvements in the current DS201B 
over the original include, balanced 
connectors as standard; better noise 
figures through improved components 
and the use of double sided boards; 
and the Range has been tweaked as 
has the attack time which is now a tad 
faster. 

The DS201B features shouldn't, 
however, be confused with the more 
advanced features of Drawmer's 
newer DS301 and DS404 gates, which, 
among other things, sport hard- and 
soft- gating functions and represent 
the modern face of gating. That's not 
to say that the DS201B isn't advanced, 
as it's a very able box by any standards 
and still takes a beating for pure vari-
ability. 

What you're getting is two stereo, 
linkable channels of noise gating, 
each with fully variable threshold, 
attack, hold, decay, and range, plus 
high- and low-frequency sweepable 
filters for setting the frequency-sensi-
tive tuning. Switches flick between 
bypass, gate, and key listening (for 
auditioning the filtered signal at the 

output), and also change between 
normal gating operation and ducking 
(ducks down the DS201B processed 
signal a preset amount set on the 
Range pot in response to an incoming 
key signal). Ducking is generally used 
by radio DJs who want to talk over 
music, but it's also a useful effect for 
blending two signals together auto-
matically when mixing. Finally, the 
DS201B can be switched to respond to 
the internal signal or an external 
source on the rear-panel key input 
jack socket. 

Gate activity is reflected on each 
channel via three LEDs: red for closed, 
and green and amber for open, with 
green extinguishing when signal falls 
below threshold and amber staying lit 
for the duration of the envelope decay 
time. 

Stereo operation is switchable 
wherein Channel 1 sets the master 
threshold that triggers the envelopes 
of both channels simultaneously. 
This is quite handy if you're dealing 
with a tightly timed track and a slop-
py one, such as a kick drum and a 
bass; you can use the former as the 
master to tighten up most of the tim-
ing drifts of the latter. It's surprising 
how much difference this can make, 

continued on page 130 

DS20113 SPECS 
LF filter: 25 Hz-4 kHz. 

HF filter: 250 Hz-35 kHz. 

Threshold: variable from -54 dB 

to infinity 

Attack: 10 microseconds to 1 sec-

' ond 

Hold: 2 ms to 2 seconds 

Decay: 2 ms to 4 seconds 

Range: 0 dB to -80 dB 
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REVIEW SHORTS 

Synclavier 
S/Link 2.0 
"An excellent feature is 
the ability to audition 
sound of any format 

through the built-in Mac-
intosh speaker with no 
additional hardware!" 

Converting 16-bit 44.1 kHz audio files to 
8-bit 22 kHz files really hurts my ears, 
but it's a necessary evil if you're work-
ing on multimedia projects. Although 
nothing can be done about the quality 
loss when converting your CD-quality 
audio to play on the computer desktop, 
Synclavier's S/Link 2.0 ($249) software 
for the Macintosh makes it easy to con-
vert digital audio into nearly any format 
you can imagine. 

Files can be converted among 
Amiga, Atari, Dawn, Digidesign, Dore-
mi, Fostex Foundation, Macintosh, 
Microsoft Windows, MS-DOS, NeXT, 
PostPro, Silicon Graphics, Sound-
Blaster, Sun, and Synclavier hardware. 
Supported formats include .WAV, 
SoundEdit, IFF/8SVX, .snd/.au, VOC, 

MOD, AIFF, AIFF-C, SND, Sound 
Designer I, Sound Designer II, Fostex 
Foundation RPE, Synclavier, PostPro, 
CD-ROM, CD-Audio, QuickTime and 
Macintosh Type 1 and 2 sound 
resources. (Potential users should 
double-check with hardware manu-
facturers to ensure that their formats 
are supported by S/Link.) 

S/Link requires a Mac with a FPU 
(Floating Point Unit math coprocessor 
chip) or FPU emulation software, 
Sound Manager 3.0 or later, and Sys-
tem 7.0 or later. It requires less than 2 
MB of RAM to run and is Power Macin-
tosh native. S/Link uses a hard-disk 
authorization method of copy protec-
tion and installation is very straight-
forward. 

After starting S/Link, a window 
similar to the Macintosh Finder 
appears, but there are numerous dif-
ferences. For example, S/Link win-
dows have no zoom or close boxes and 
you cannot drag to make selections. 
Items cannot be renamed from within 
S/Link. Files must be organized using 
the Macintosh Finder. S/Link lists all 
files and folders and identifies sound-
files with a speaker icon along with 
sample rate, bit depth, number of 
channels, file size, format, and com-
pression type. 
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S/LINK SOFTWARE: Synclavier's S/Link program makes file conversion easy. 

To convert a soundfile, simply 
drag it to a different folder. You can 
create and name new folders within 
S/Link. A specific region of the sound 
can be defined for conversion in addi-
tion to the destination file format, a bit 
depth, and sample rate. 

Batch conversion is just as easy. 
Select the source files or folders and 
drag them to a different folder. All 
soundfiles in folders, regardless of 
their type, are converted to the new 
format. 

An excellent feature is the ability 
to audition sound of any format 
through the built-in Macintosh speak-
er with no additional hardware! Con-
versions also require no special audio 
hardware, so I was able to audition 
files and translate audio on an older 
Mac without tying up my Digidesign 
hardware for hours. 

It's possible to audition any file as 
an audio file on the Mac. It was fun to 
listen to the noises generated by text 
and PICT files. This review sounded 
like a typewriter key when played back 
as an audio file. 

I used S/Link to convert audio for 
a project done entirely in Adobe Pre-
miere. The audio sources included a 
48 kHz DAT recording of narration, an 
original music sequence recorded to a 
MiniDisc system, sound effects at 44.1 
kHz from a CD sound library, and 
additional sounds recorded in Sound 
Designer. I found that converting all 
the audio to QuickTime format saved a 
substantial amount of compilation 
time for Premiere to create the final 
movie. 

The quality? Well, to my ears, the 
conversions were better than what 
Sound Designer Il is capable of, espe-
cially when converting to 8 bits. If you 
do audio for multimedia or need to 
convert between multiple formats, 
then S/Link is probably just what 
you've been looking for. 

—Tona Ohama 

For more information, contact 
The Synclavier Company; River-
mill Complex, Lebanon, NH 
03766. Tel: 603-448-8887. Circle 
EQ free lit. #131. 
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bib' International Offers 
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Understanding the need for great sound quality demanded by live sound 
technicians, recording engineers and musicians, AB International delivers. 

AB International releases their new graphic equalizer Long Throw" Series. Impressive as their predecessors, the nu. "Long 

Throw" Series 131 LT atwl 215 IT offers ideal sound quality for use on mono and stereo sound sources. The 131 LT single channel 

31 band and 215 LT two channel 15 band graphic equalizers lets you shape and adjust your frequencies (20Hz to 20kHz and 25Hz 

to 16kHz) as well as, incorporating constant Q circuitry with a 3% center frequency accuracy. Standard features: a selectable 

range of 6dB or 12dB, active balanced and unbalanced input/output connectors, RFI filters, variable level control, passive bypass 

switch, overload threshold LED, ground lift switch and selectable line voltage switch. Whether your considering our "Long 

Throw" series for a commercial install, recording studio, or touring rig, AB International's 131 LT and 215 

If graphic equalizers provide sunk flexibility in a two rack 

essional Sound Quality, Built To Last 
„ 

1830-6 feet,- PO. Box 1105 Roseville, California 9567R 

Tel 916 783 7800 • Fax 916 784 1050 CIRCLE 85 ON FREE INFO CARD 



AUDITION PRODUCER 

Oktava MK219 Mic 
Back from the (former) 

U.S.S.R., this tube 

microphone will have you 

saying " Da" 
BY ZENON SCHOEPE 

Ugly as sin, but make no mistake 
about it, Oktava's MK219 car-
dioid condenser has all the 

makings of the large diaphragm find of 
the decade. (See EQ's "Microphile," 
March 1995.) Its finish-quality may 
not be up to standard and it's present-
ed in the cheapest-looking, foam-
filled case you've ever seen, but that's 
because it's Russian. What arrives at 
your ears from this original 1960s 
design sounds not dissimilar in char-
acter to far more expensive large-cap-
sule mics of German origin. Indeed the 
price, $499 list, may well convince you 
to live with the cosmetics. 

FEATURES: RUSSIAN STYLE 
Activity centers around a large gold-
plated diaphragm feeding a discrete 
preamp with magnetic reed switches 
for a 10 dB pad and a 50 Hz high-pass 
filter. You get an insubstantial side-
mount-style mic holder that is 
screwed in place by the mic's XLR 
base connector collar to suit the 
device's side axis response and a 
Russian female XLR. The latter is 
required if you want to be able to 
click- lock a plug into the mic base, as 

HISTORY LESSON e 
Oktava's Factory is in Tula, about 100 km south of 

Moscow, home of the Russian armaments industry and, 

most famously, the Kalashnikow. Oktava's history goes 

back to the beginning of the century and has along the 

way taken in lightning conductors, radios, speakers, tele-

phone transducers, and, in 1947, the first mics. It's Russia's 

biggest mic manufacturer by a mile, and peaked at some 5 

million units a year under the old regime. Its transducers 

are also used in the Russian space program. 

a standard Neutrik XLR, while still 
usable, will not. 

The microphone's finish quality is 
ragged looking, but rugged, and 
potentially very long-lived, and does-
n't compromise its performance. Plug 
it in and, believe me, you'll forget its 
looks, because this is a superb vocal 
mic with natural presence, a wonder-
ful fatness, and that bit of magic that 
happens when you put a large capsule 
in a largish head. It's not silent by any 
stretch of the imagination, but still 
quiet enough for the majority of appli-
cations — particularly when you 
remember that it's a 30-year-old 
design. 

DRIVING MISS OKTAVA 
The Oktava MK219 is adaptable 
enough to use on acoustic instru-
ments. You can, for example, get a very 
wholesome, proper acoustic guitar 
sound out of it. Plus, because it's 
cheap, you can experiment with it in 
places such as near drumsticks, where 
you might not want to risk putting 
your best large-diaphragm mic. 

This mic is best at providing a 
classy and expensive-sounding vocal. 
It does so effortlessly, with surprising 
resistance to popping at reasonable 
distances. It's not flat and honest, but 
then neither are many other large-
capsule mics, and that factor hasn't 
harmed their reputations. 

You're kidding yourself if you 
think you're getting a Neumann for 
peanuts; there are differences that 
warrant the extra dollars. However, for 
the money, the MK219 will be close 
enough for jazz for many. I'd go so far 
as to say that if the only acoustic 
recording you do is vocals, then you 
owe it to yourself to track this mic 

down. It may be the only mic you'll 
ever need. Highly recommended. 

[Worldwide exporter A.S. Mckay, LTD 
and Western Hemisphere distributor Har-
ris Allied tell EQ that, since the original 
audition of the 219, "very respectable 
packaging documentation and crafts-
manship, which were a must for broad 
acceptance in the Western World, are now 
standard features which complement the 
219's legendary sound." —I-1GL] 

The MK219 is distributed in the West-
ern Hemisphere by Harris Allied, 800-
622-0022. Circle EQ free lit. # 133. 

Pro mic manufacturing actually stopped from lack of 

demand when the Soviet Bloc collapsed, but wcs restarted 

when UK-based, international distributors A.S. McKay spot-

ted the potential of the products in the West and injected 

funds. 

Oktava builds two other mics of interest: the modular 

MK012 preamp with interchangeable cardioid, hypercar-

dioid, and omni capsules plus a 10 dB pad collar and its 

latest design, the rather splendid MK011 cardioid con- mi 
denser. — Zenon Schoepe 
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Take it 
toot 'toe 

) 5. 1994 Editors' Choice for Best Nev' Mir 
tcp.‘‘O‘C ELECTRONIC MUSICIAN MAGAZINE 

"The 0M-5 outpetformed every vocal mic we had." 
Bob Whyley & Steve Modes, THE TONIGHT SNOW 

"The 0M-5 outpetformed the MD 431, 
Beta 58, NIDYM857 and M88 
for gain before feedback" 

Mork Frink, MIX MAGAZINE 
November 1994 

"At a very crowded and noisy remote 
held on the street... the 0M-5 did a 
superb job of defining the talent's 
voice and rejecting background 
clutter" 

RADIO WORLD 
February 1995 

1995 Sound Products of the Year Award 
TIMM CRAFTS MAGAZINE 

"The 0M-5 is the most 
significant audio improvement 
we've made to the show." 

John Harris, Audio Engineer, 
JON STEWART SHOW 

"There was a major improvement when we 
switched from the M88 to the 0M-5." 

Paul Middleton, House Engineer for BONNIE MUTT 

"The clarity of Audix mics is petfect... compared to the SM58, 
the 0M-5 is a lot fuller, more present, and the feedback 
rejection is great." 

Rance Caldwell, Monitor Engineer for CROSBY, STILLS AND NASH 

from the experts. 
In just one year, the Audix 0M-5 has made a big 

impression. The reasons are clear—unmatched quality, 
uncolored reproduction, higher gain before feedback, and 
the Audix reputation for the very highest quality. 

Unlike some mics that rely on neodymium magnets for high 
output, the 0M-5 uses VLMTm (Very Low Mass) technology. 
An Audix exclusive, VLM is created with a super strong, yet 
very thin and lightweight diaphragm. The lightness allows 
quicker response to acoustic impulses for unequalled levels of 
resolution, rejection and gain before feedback. 
And the 0M-5 is built for the road as well as the studio. 

Its rugged e-coat finish, durable gold XLR connector and 
precision tooling put the Audix 0M-5 in a class all its own. 

But don't just take our word for it... take it from the 
experts. Go try out an 0M-5. 

For aaore information, or the location of your nearest 
Audix dealer, call 1-800-966-8261 ext.500 

Don't buy a mic without trying an Amlix. 

AUDIX 
C Audi', Corporation, 1994. All rights reserved. Audix, the Audix 

logo Ind 0M-5 are trademarks of Audix Corporation. Other 
trademarks are the property of their respective owners. 

CIRCLE 86 ON FREE INFO CAIIII 



VAL CE & SELECTION 
• Fast 2-DAY DELIVERY at no extra charge 
• 45-day money-back satisfaction guarantee 
• Toll-free ordering 7 DAYS A WEEK 
• Full technical support lk customer service 
• Up-to-the-minute inventory and price info. I 
• Major credit cards 

BIG FULL COLOR CATALOG II 
• Detailed product descriptions 
• Informative product articles 
• A HUGE SELECTION of quality brand 
name music equipment including the 
very best in the business! 

Ca11-800 776-5173 
and get the BEST MUSIC 
HIIIPMENT CATALOG 

in the business. 

YES! 
Rush me the next 3 editi_os 

_p 11 MUSICIAN'S FRIEND FREE. 
loin hundreds of thousands of satisfied musicians In 

1 

recehlng the #1 music catalog, absolutely free! CALL 
1.8%-776-5173, or mail this coupon to Musician's 

Mum Friend, RO. Box .1520 • Dept 14 • Medford, OR 97501. 

ADDRESSCy 

ZIP 

Min lserausissfrPi WEn STATE 

CIRCLE 45 ON FREE INFO CARD 

ell/ EST L.A. MUSIC  
GUARANTEED LOWEST PRICES! 

EVERY MAJOR BRAND 

DIGITAL TAPE RECORDERS & WORKSTATIONS 
RECORDERS • HARD DISC RECORDERS • MIXING CONSOLES 
MICROPHONES • SPEAKERS • MACINTOSH COMPUTERS 
SOFTWARE • KEYBOARDS e GUITARS • DRUMS 

E'LL BEAT ANY DEAL! CALL Now! 

PAiCI KEVIN EUBANKS TRILOK GURU_ 
NYDER IN GUITAR DUET. WWI \ t.fl GOULD - PRO AUDIO DEPT. WITH CiLENN NOVES - DRUM DEPT. MGR 

eil W HERE THE PROS SHOP'S 
Phone or Feet« order. We Ship Everywhere. 

"Whore Thee Pros Shop" 

WEST L.A. MUSIC 
ALL MAJOR 

CREDIT CARDS, 

FINANCING, 

AND LEASING. 

LETTERS TO EQ 
conlitmed from page 8 

LET IT PRE 
Please pass this note on to Justin Baird 
who sent in a question about inexpen-
sive microphone preamps in your 
EQ&A section in the September 1995 
issue. 

The broadcast industry has many 
high-quality mic preamps available. I 
have seen one advertised in broadcast 
magazines with a small circuit board 
mounted on the back of a female XLR 
that sells for $75. Henery Engineering 
(Tel: 818-355-3656) also supplies inex-
pensive preamps. Most of the broad-
cast supply houses sell Henery Engi-
neering products. A single-channel mic 
preamp in its matchbox series sells for 
around $69. A dual-channel is around 
$90. You supply 24 volts to operate it. 

These items are available from 
broadcast supply houses such as 
Krouse Kimzey (Fort Worth, TX; Tel: 1-
800-433-2105) and Broadcast Equip-
ment Sales (Jackson, MS; Tel: 601-857-
8573). 

A simular product line is called 
Stick-on, and it sometimes has the dis-
tributor's name on it. Markertek Video 
Supply carries them, and can be 
reached at 1-800-522-2025 in Sauger-
ties, NY. 

Doug Groenhoff 
Chief Operator 

KXCI Community Radio 
Tucson, AZ 

CORRECTION 
Some time ago I submitted a letter in 
response to something that appeared 
in an EQ&A column. This month, the 
October issue issue of EQ came in the 
mail, and I found my letter printed 
("Among the Converted," pg. 8). 
Thanks for the pleasant surprise and 
the consideration. There is, however, 
an error in your printing that should be 
brought to your attention. The third 
paragraph as it reads in your publica-
tion states: 

"In the digital domain, the audio 
passes through a pair of DIA converters 
as it leaves the source machine..." 

It should read: "In the analog 
domain..." During a digital transfer, 
D/A converters are not utilized. 

Just thought I'd bring this to your 
attention. 

Steve Revilak 
Boston, MA 

CIRCLE 66 ON FREE INFO CARD 
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From belt packs to handhelds to headsets, Gemini delivers wireless quality with no strings attached. Go ahead. Make waves. 

Gemini Sound Products 
Corporate Offices:1100 Milik Street, Carteret, NJ 07008 • 908-969-9000 Fax: 908-969-9090 Florida Branch: 2848-J Stirling Rd., Hollywood, FL 33020* 305-920-1400 Fax: 305-920-4105 
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Project Patcho 
Stud. WoIns eM Patch1n9 Sys:cm 

Project Patch'brings the quality of a custom 
installation within reach of the project studio budget. 

Interchangeable cables and our new patchbay let 
fou plug-in- today and reconfigure tomorrow. 

east coast west coast 

• te 603 446 3335 • • tel 510 528 8054 • 

MERGE 
MERGE 

Quadra Merge 
4-input MIDI Merger 

$129m51 

A LITTLE, 
A LOT. 

Merger 
2-input MIDI Merger 

• MIDI-powered no batteries or well adapters regJiredi 
• Merges all MIDI data types including Sysex and MIDI Time Code 
• Fast merging algorithm insures your doto arrives w th minimal delay 
• MIDI indicator LED flashes to indicate the presence of MIDI &tip 

Coll for o FREE brochure describing our complete 
line of modular MIDI-processing products! 

Toll-Free 1-800-561-MIDI (6434). Outside US and Canada call (604) 
794-E13 Fax (604) 794-3396 CompuServe 72662,140 or write to 
MIDI Solutions, 816-810 W. Broadway, VOIHOUVef BC [(made VS/ 4C9. 

MIDI Solutions Inc. 
Innovative Solutions for Today's Musician. 

PEAVEY PS 2482 
continued from page 38 

The PS 2482 has eight stereo 
effect returns, each with a 60 mm 
fader for level control. Any of the 
returns can be assigned to any of the 
eight busses (as well as the L-R mix), 
so printing effects to your multitrack 
is as easy as pushing a button. There is 
high- and low-shelf-type EQ on every 
return as well as sends to auxes 1 and 
2 (switchable to 3 and 4). The idea 
behind this is that you can use the 
auxiliaries for a headphone cue and 
get reverb into the cans without hav-
ing to repatch any cables. 

The Peavey PS 2482 is not just 
another 8-bus recording console. The 
company has obviously put a lot of 
thought into its design. While a lot of 
the numbers look similar to those 
from other boards already out there, 
the design team of PS 2482 has shown 
that their research and development 
extended to the console's operation in 
the recording studio and not just in 
the lab. Ede 

DRAWMER DS201B 
continued from page 120 

and it's often worth trying this out on 
even the tightest of complementary 
tracks just to see if it can make them 
even better. 

IN USE 
The DS201B is a wonderful box that 
remains a favorite because it is still as 
relevant today as it has ever been. You 
can set it up to deal with a noisy mic 
track with great sensitivity simply 
because you can really tune into the 
unwanted noise quotient with the fil-
ters. And the same goes for topping 
and tailing stereo program — one of 
the best effects you can create with 
keying is to gate a keyboard pad trig-
gered from a sequenced rimshot track, 
as this can add a wonderful syncopat-
ed feel to the bedrock track. 

CONCLUSION 
Fourteen years down the road and this 
is still one of the best noise gates you 
can buy. There are fancier ones, even 
technically more elaborate ones, but 
nothing deals with the fundamental 
business of gating any better than the 
Drawmer DS201B. 

—Zenon Schoepe 

THE BEATLES 
continued from page 70 

in a quarter century, might easily have 
inspired other material to have been 
recorded, but apparently this didn't 
happen even though it was discussed. 
Paul McCartney states, "We talked 
about it, but it seemed more natural 
with John there. People can't say, 'Well, 
there's only three of you,' or 'You should 
get Julian or Sean in.' This way we can 
say, ' Look, it is the Beatles, whether you 
like it or not, even if it is done technical-
ly, it actually is the Beatles on the record 
— through the wonders of technology." 

So what of the finished results? Per-
haps the best person to be judge of that 
is George Martin who has no hesitation 
in giving the tracks his full approval. 
"They sound like the Beatles as though 
John were back here now, and are more 
contemporary than the old recordings. 
They're awfully good and are guaranteed 
to be #1's all around the world." 

The Beatles themselves are said to 
be delighted with the results, and, 
according to McCartney, when Ringo 
first heard the finished mixes, he 
reacted by exclaiming, " It sounds like 
the bloody Beatles!" 

"Normally I don't show off about 
songs beforehand," says McCartney, 
"but I must say they are two real cool 
tracks. It's spooky to hear John sing lead, 
but it's beautiful. It's the impossible, but 
one way or another we pulled it off. It 
was a joyful experience. It was magic." 

And the magic may continue. 
Apparently there is an additional song 
on the Lennon tape, which must fuel 
speculation that a third new Beatles 
single could be in the offing. 1110 
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LOOK T WHAT THEY 

LOOK AT 
"I grabbed Plus a few hours ago and have been "wow-ing" 
and "000h-ing" all evening <g>. This is going to knock 'therm 
out t think!"- Dave Tosii-Lane 
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A 16 Track (Mono or Stereo) 

Non-Linear Hard Disk Editing and 
Mixing Solution For The PC! 
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SAYING.... 
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"Very impressive. Neveu seen anything like it on a PC, 

that's for sure! Quite a piece of work."- Lauren Weinstein 

"WOW! Of course, you've 

heard that before Incredibly 
awesome product, if it was a 
dessert it wouLd be 

chocolate."- Chris Smith 

"SAW Plus is just the 
greatest"- Rick Peeples 

"This software is the finest  I have ever had the 

opportunity to work with"- Dann 'Wandler 

INNOVATIVE 
QUALITY 
SOFTWARE 

2955 East Russell Road 

Las Vegas, NV 89120-2428 
Tel: (702)435-9077 
Fax: (702) 435-9106 

BBS: (702)435-7186 
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"Amazing! I've never been too concerned about snazzy 
interfaces as long as they were functional and intuitive. However, 
SAW+ looks great! It has that nice balance between functional 

and excessively-cool. Just _feels_ like a good place to work. 

Compliments to the chefs!"- John Ciccone 

"Windows DIAWs will never be 

the same again!"- Randy Resnick 

"Get ready all, a new era in PC digital 

audio multitrack production is coning 
wont!' w"- John Reid 

Visit us on the web 

http://www.igsoft.com/ 
infoQiqsoft.com 
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AUDITION PRODUCER 

Sennheiser HOC 45 eadnho 
Will these ' phones let you hear 

what you've been missing? 
BY HOWARD MASSEY 

T
here's no getting around it: lis-
tening to music on an airplane 
is a frustrating experience. 

Whether you're using the airline's 
own awful headphones or your own 
personal stereo, there's a constant 
struggle to just hear the music over 
the roar of the engines and the cabin's 
air conditioning system. 

Sennheiser's new HDC 451 head-
phones provide an elegant (if expen-
sive) solution to this problem. These 
comfortable, lightweight open-air 
cans use a very clever technology 
(called NoiseGard active noise cancel-
lation) whereby small microphones 
are mounted in the headsets them-
selves. The sound they pick up is rout-
ed to special internal circuitry which 
reverses the phase of signal that falls 
within the 100 Hz-2 kHz frequency 
area before feeding it to the head-
phone diaphragm. On an airplane, this 
has the astonishing effect of removing 
about half of the jet engine/cabin air 
conditioning noise, thus greatly 
increasing the clarity of the music 
you're listening to. You can even use 
the headphones in this active noise 
cancelling mode without plugging 
them into a signal source—a welcome 
feature on those red-eye flights when 
sleep is otherwise elusive. Though fit-
ted with a stereo mini-phone (3.5 mm) 
jack, adapters are included to allow 
the 451s to be used with airline sound 
systems or with home stereo systems. 

I had the opportunity to try out a 
pair of HDC 451s on a 13-hour flight 
recently and it was love at first listen-
ing! The only drawbacks I found are 
that, due to their high impedance rat-
ing, the 451s don't deliver quite as 
much level as standard Walkman-type 
headphones; also, I did detect a slight 
(though perceptible) loss in high-end 
response when the noise cancellation 
circuitry was switched in, though this 
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is a 
fair 
enough 
tradeoff fer 
the removal of so 
much outside roar. 

At $ 249 (list price), the HDC 451s 
are a luxury. to be sure, but if you fly a 
lot and want to be able to check your 
mixes in transit (or if you simply enjoy 
listening to music as a means of 
whiling away the time), my advice is to 
go ahead and spoil yourself—these are 
definitely among the best traveling 
companions you'll find. 

For more information, contact 
Sennheiser Electronic Corporation, 6 
Vista Drive, P.O. Box 987, Old Lynn', 
CT 06371. Tel: 203-434-9190. Circle 
FQ free lit # 132. 

JUST THE SPECS 
Freq Response: 20 Hz to 18 kHz 

THD: less *Flan 1% 

Impedance: 160 ohms 

Active Compensation: ±- 10 dB 

from 400 Hz to 1 kHz 

Power Supply: 2 x AA alkaline or 

NiCad batteries 

Weight: I 10 g (without cable) 
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PAGE BRAND INFO# PHONE# 

125 AB International 85 916-783-7800 

81 AdB International 02 404-623-1410 

47 AKG 06 818-893-8411 

2, 27-29 Alesis 07, 13 800-5-ALESIS 

34 Amek Systems & Controls 01 818-508-9788 

3 Ampex 03 415-367-3809 

82 Ashly Audio 15 716-544-5191 

127 Audix 86 714-588-8072 

140-143 B&H Photo 18 212-807-7474 

39 BASF 10 617-271-4000 

88 EWE 04 714-897-6766 

56 Behringer 08 516-364-2244 

137 Bell Electronics 05 903-784-3215 

9 beyerdynamic 09 800-293 4463 

64 Caig Laboratories 90 714-897 6766 

76 Caruso Musk 11 203-442-9600 

80 Conservatory Recordng 12 800-562-6383 

53 Crown 17 219-294-8200 

137 D-3 Inc. 14 408-745-7899 

103 D.W. Fearn Company 80 801-568-7660 

130 David Carroll Electronics 16 510-528-8054 

16 dbx 27 801-568-7660 

113 Digital Audio Labs 81 612-473-7626 

49 DigiTech 19 801-566-8800 

68 Disc Makefs 20 215-232-4140 

114 Discount CBstribotors 21 516-563-8326 

7 DOD Electronics 22 801-566-8800 

42 E-mu Systems 23 408-438-1921 

36 Eastern Acoustic Works 34 1100-992-5013 

137 Empire Records 24 716-871-3475 

55 Ensoniq 25 215-647-3930 

87 Fender 26 692-596-9690 

115 Full Compass 83 800-356-5844 

79 Furman Sound 28 415-927-1225 

70 Galaxy 29 316-263-2852 

14 Garwood Commukicatinns 30 215-860-6866 

129 Gemini Sound 72 9(8-969-9000 

86 Genelec 31 508-435-3666 

137 Geoffrey Daking & Co. 32 302-658-7003 

70 Harris Allied 33 217-222-8200 

117 HHB 35 207-773-2424 

62 Illbruck 36 800-662-0032 

85, 123 Innovative Quality Software 37, 73 702-435-9077 

PAGE BRAND NFO# PHONE* 

48 institute of Audio Research 74 212-777-8550 

156 JBL Professional XX 818-895-81911 

43 KRK 60 714-841-1600 

93 Kurzweil 92 310-926-320( 

133 Leigh's Computer 39 215-658-2323 

107 los Angeles Recording Workshop 40 818-763-7400 

5, 75, 97 Mackie Designs 41, 42, 75 206-487-4333 

I 30 MIDI Solutions 87 604-794-3013 

50 Motorola Semiconductors 43 800-845-MOTO 

18, 66 Music Industries Corp. 44, 71 516-352-4110 

' 28 Musician's Wend 45 503-772-5173 

71 Night Techndogies 79 800-372-9288 

75 Ootek Systems 76 919-510-8393 

101 Otan i Corporation 46 415-341-5900 

44 Peavey 78 601-483-5365 

89 Phonic Hi-Tech 61 714-253-4000 

23 PreSonus 94 504-167-78872 

95 Pro Sound & Stage Lighting 100 800-672-4128 

15 CIR 47 714-754-6175 

88 Rhythm City 48 404-320-7253 

137 Riage Runner Products 49 800- FRET-PRO 

63 Rockford/Hafler 82 800-366-1619 

105 Ross 52 817-336-5114 

133 RSP Technologies 68 810-853-3055 

109 Sonick 51 818-964-4700 

67 Samson 53 516-364-2244 

77 Sascom Marketing 54 905-420-3946 

155 Sennheiser 55 203-434-9190 

41 Shure Brothers 56 708-866-2527 

32 Sony XX 800-635-SONY 

80 Sound Deals 57 800-822-6434 

13 Spirk by Soundcroft 89 818-909-4500 

107 Stedman 91 616-629-5930 

62 Studio Pro 58 714-374-9585 

III Studiomaster 59 714-524-2227 

121 Summit Audio 84 408-464-2448 

91, 99 Sweetwater Sound 93, 62 219-432-8176 

21 Tonnoy America 69 519-145-1158 

10, 69 TASCAM/TEAC America 63, 64 213-726-0303 

TOO The John Hardy Company 77 708-864-8060 

114 The Recording Workshop 65 614-663-2544 

128 West L.A. Music 66 310-477-1945 

76 Whisper Room 67 615-585-5827 

19 Yamaha Pro Aucto 70 ri4-522-9011 
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Balanced or Unbalanced... 

• • • is that the question? 
BY EDDIE CILETTI 

A
fter all these years, interfacing 
audio gear still challenges sea-
soned pros and neophytes alike. 

That analog audio isn't always plug-
and-play does not inspire confidence 
in the threatened promises of comput-
er manufacturers hoping to bring high 
tech to the masses. 

One of the reasons audio gear 
ends up on my service bench is 
because it has been incorrectly con-
nected to the outside world. This is 
especially true of equipment that is 
balanced either with active circuitry or 
transformers. The goal is to take 
advantage of balanced operation 
whenever possible, but in largely 
unbalanced systems, the balanced 
stuff must be properly compromised 
in order to protect the gear and mini-
mize problems. 

Balanced and unbalanced devices 
can live in harmony provided a " sys-
tems" approach to the interconnect-
ing process is employed. Installers 
must have an arsenal of tools at their 
disposal, as well as an intimate knowl-
edge of all the gear, the possible wiring 
and configuration variations, plus 
hardware solutions such as a level-
matching box. 

Immediately after a trip to my 
shop for service, a customer returned 
his transformer-balanced UREI LA-3A 
limiter claiming it had little or no out-
put. I suspected the problem was 
wiring related. Part of my interface 
weaponry includes a custom 
input/output (I/O) box designed to 
interface balanced gear to unbalanced 
test equipment. With it, I was able to 
properly connect his vintage limiter — 
thus sparing my good name. 

I could exaggerate and say that E- I- E-
I / 0 stands for " Eddie's Interface 
Examiner for Inputs and Outputs," but 
what it really means — if you're up to 
it — is that we're going to embark on 
an extremely simple construction pro-
ject. Most of this column will cover 
how the gear works so you'll know how 
to use and interpret feedback from the 
I/O box. 

ITran'Aurrner Balanced Output Circuit 

Active Balanced Output Circuit 

The approach for unbalancing the 
outputs of both passive and active 
electronics is shown in fig. 1 via the 
switching options provided by Si and 
S2. Note that the transformer-based 
(TB) circuit at the top can have one of 
its signal legs tied to ground. Applying 
this " old dog" trick to the Active Bal-
anced (AB) puppy at the bottom of fig. 
1 will short an amplifier output to 
ground. This is not the way to extend 
the useful life of your gear. 

10/4, GOOD BUDDY 
One question you should be asking is, 
"Why not buy and use a 10/4 box?" It is 
true that most interface problems are 
solved by simultaneously shifting the 
level down or up and by converting 
from balanced to unbalanced (or vice 
versa) operation. However, there is 
usually no provision to isolate these 
features. 

For example, consoles such as 

Pin 2 / Pin 3 
Select Switch 

Alternate pin "Option Switch 

Output 
Termination 

Switch 

Output 
Termination 

Switch 

"OFF'' 

FIGURE 1 A (TOP) & FIGURE IB ( BOTTOM): Transformer and Active output circuitry is to the left 
— Top and Bottom, respectively. The XLR input to the E- I- E- I/0 box is the vertical box in the cen-
ter. To the right, switches Si and S2 show the proper connections for listening to and wiring each 
type of balanced device. The funny triangle on the secondary side of the transformer is " The Imag-

inary Center-Tap" the visualization of which should help you better understand how the two out-

of-phase signals are developed. 
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The Only Analog Tape Saturation .P'rócess.ór. For ffigi.tal::.13.eo:r.O.iiiq 
While we at RSP Technologies can't take all the blame for recent warming trends, 

we will accept our share, thanks to our new SaturatorTm. The world's first 

product designed to provide tube warmth for digital recording, the 

Saturator brings the analog tape "saturation" process to the digital 
domain, warming up digital tracks and putting an end to " brittle"-. 

audio. Nothing works like the Saturator's patent pend- ' 

ing process to recreate the classic saturation curves of hotter sig-

nal level analog recording, while allowing you to retain the bene-

fits of the digital medium. Select the required saturation, from just 

a hint to soften digital high end, to the massive amounts typical to 

needle-pinned rock and roll, and yet maintain the clarity and detail 

of your original digital recording. Get ready to saturate, and 

don't say we didn't warm you. You'll find the Saturator at your RSP 

Technologies dealer; it's the store with the bright glow coming from the windows. 

rail= 
Technologies 

20 "technology Drive e Rochester Hills, Michigan 48309 • 810 1 853 • 3055 
CIRCLE 88 ON FREE INFO CARD 
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TAC Scorpions and very early D&R 
desks have unbalanced multitrack and 
2-track tape returns, respectively. An 
AB device, properly wired for balanced 
operation, is likely to cause crosstalk 
into the entire system. In this case, the 
wiring must be made unbalanced — at 
the source — by connecting "shield" 
and "low" (typically the bare and black 
wires) to XLR pin 1. Connect the " high" 
wire (typically red) to either pin 2 (the 
"+" phase) or pin 3 (the "—" phase) of 
the signal. The downside of this option 

is a level loss of precisely 6 dB, still a 
better alternative than choosing the 
—10 outputs of the machine. 

The balanced input amplifier cir-
cuit in fig. 2 is similar to that used in 
+4 to —10 level matching boxes. Dis-
abling the resistive divider at the out-
put will permit proper balanced-to-
unbalanced conversion without a level 
loss. Using such a box could be cost 
prohibitive when a multitrack tape 
machine is involved. Gaines Audio 
(Tel: 1-800-442-0780) sells bare circuit 

boards that can be assembled into a 
cost- and space-saving package. 

NOW ENTERING 011 1/01 
The I/O box comes in handy if you 
suspect a problem with either the gear 
or the wiring. Isolating the problem 
will save you the hassle of taking gear 
in for repair only to discover the prob-
lem "isn't any further than your own 
back yard." 

Si, a double-pole, double-throw 
(DPDT) switch is used to interrogate the 

BUILDING E-I-E-I/O 
Radio Shack gets a lot of free mentions in this ma 
azine because they offer the convenience of havin 
all of the parts in one place. (See the table belo 
for the list.) Alternate sources include two great 

mail-order surplus houses: All Electronics Corp. (Té 
818-904-0524) and Hosfelt Electronics (Tel: 614-

264-6464). Both companies have great buys on 
high-quality parts, for example, gold-plated switch-

es. Sometimes the stuff is so cool, I can't help bu 
ing parts I don't even need (yet)! 

Enclose Yours 

I built the I/O into a 4 1/4" x 7 1/2" x 2 3/8" enclosure. (See fig. A for the physical layout.) There is plenty of room inside 
the box to comfortably work — a plus if you're new to the "custom electronics" scene. Minimal tools are required if you 
choose, as I did, to mount the RCA phono jacks to the top metal panel along with all of the switches. Use a 1/4-inch drill bit 
to make these holes. A larger hole must be made — with the same drill bit and a reamer — into one side of the plastic case 

for the XLR harness. (Remember to feed these wires through the hole before soldering. Use a grommet to reduce wear and 
tear on the cable jacket and clamp wires to the top panel with a wire tie to reduce stress to the physical connections.) 

I chose XLR connectors for the balanced I/O harness to facilitate connection to the outside world. In addition, adapters 
to 1/4-inch plugs or to horseshoe lugs for barrier strips were easily made. If you prefer chassis-style XLR connectors, 
reduce the space between parts. This option requires additional tools and mechanical skills, as well as a more substantial 
top panel. (An all-metal box, such as those made by Hammond or Bud, might be a better choice for road abuse.) 

FIGURE A: Physical layout of the E- 1- E-1/0 box. 

DESCRIPTION PART NUMBER QUANTITY/ea. PRICE 

Project Box 270-224 1 @ $3.49 each $ 3.49 

RCA chassis jacks 274-852 4(2 for $ 2.59) $ 5.18 

XLR jacks 274-011 2 @ $3.59 each $ 7.18 

XLR plugs 274-010 2 @ $3.59 each $ 7.18 

DPDT switches 275-636 4 @ $ 3.39 ea. $ 13.56 

SPDT on-off-on 275-325 4 @ $ 3.39 ea. $ 13.56 

680-ohm resistors 271-021 6(2 for $ 0.39) $ 1.17 

22-gauge wire 278-1218 90 feet for $3.99 $ 3.99 

balanced cable 278-777 30 feet for $ 7.99 $ 7.99 

grommets 64-3025 31 assorted pieces $ 1.39 

wire ties 278-1632 30 for $ 1.59 $ 1.59 

wire tie mounts 278-441 10 for $ 1.59 $ 1.59 

TOTAL $ 67.97 

Bound To Earth 
Even though the top 
panel is made of alu-
minum, be sure to use 

ground lugs and lock 
washers on the phono 

connectors. Attach a 
wire from each jack to a 
common "star" ground 
lug mounted on the 

metal panel. The shields 
from pin 1 of the XLR 
connectors should also 
make this connection. 
When finished, a little 
nail polish on the 
threads will help keeps 
things from coming 
loose. Rik 
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LEARN 
TO TAL 

THE VIDEO HOW-TO MAGAZINE 

Find out everything you need to 

know about professional video pro-

auction in the # 1 viaeo production 

magazine — VIDEOGRAPF-IY It's 

the only video production magazine 

written by video professionals for 

video professionals. 

FILLED WITH EXPERT TIPS 

Every moith ',IDEOGRAPHY contains all the practical, how-to information you need to 

design, record, edit, and mix your audio for your video customers. It o'fers you all the t ps 

you need to profit from the growing demand for audio- for-video. 

YOUR ESSENTIAL TELEPRODUCTION HANDBOOK 

Subscribe -o VIDEOGRAPHY today arid receive one free issue. If you don't agree that 

VIDEOGRAPHY s an essential handbook for today s dynamic video production scene, there 

is no ob4ation. 

VIDEOGRAPHY RECEIVE YOUR FREE ISSUE! 
Yes, I wanl to subscribe to VIDEOGRAPHY and receive my one free copy 

One Year ($.20) Two Years ($50) One Year Surface Foreign ( 545) One Year Airmail Foreign ($60) 

'Payment in US$ drawn on US bank only. 

Enclosed ,s ny check or money ordei. Amex Mastercard Visa 

Account #   Exp. Date   

Signatbre  

Name Telephone   

Company  

City   State   Zip   

VIDEOGRAPHY P.O. BOX 0513 BALDWIN NY 11510-0513 
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Pin 2 / Pin 3 
Select Switch 

XLR 

Active Balanced Input Circuit 

+4 OUT 

-10 OUT 

FIGURE 2: To the left, the input side of I/O with an optional position added to 52 for testing Common Mode Rejection Ratio ((MRR). To the right is a 
typical active balanced input circuit followed by a pair of resistors that create a voltage divider to drop the level from +4 to - 10. 

two signals that comprise a balanced 
output circuit. One-half of Si selects the 
signal from XLR pin 2 for monitoring 
purposes, while the other half connects 
XLR pin 3 to S2, a three-position (ON-
OFF-ON), single-pole switch. The signal 
being monitored will change as the sig-
nal routed to S2 is shorted to ground, 
terminated via 620-ohm resistor or left 
floating in the breeze. 

With S2 in the grounded position, 
a happy AB circuit with cross-feedback 
will react by increasing the level on the 
opposite XLR pin by 6 dB. TB circuitry, 
however, will not work unless S2 is in 
the shorting position. Unbalanced 
gear won't care, but I/O will tell you 
which pin is HOT. 

To test an AB circuit for headroom 
— on a DAT machine, for example — 
start with S2 in the "open" position. 
Apply a sine wave to the input, adjust 
the record level for " 0 dB" with no 
"overs." No clipping should be heard 
until S2 is closed. If clipping does 
occur, there's a likelihood of system-
wide crosstalk and damage to the 
source. Take care to ensure that this 
device is properly unbalanced. All gear 
should have the ability (possibly via 
switch or internal jumpers) to deliver 
full headroom in either balanced or 
unbalanced mode. 

DAMAGE CHECK 
A typical symptom of damaged AB out-
put circuitry is a level drop of 6 dB. If 
you suspect this has happened and 
your wiring seems good, use the I/O 
box to verify by alternately flipping Si. 

(Audio should appear on both pin 2 
and pin 3.) A properly operating cir-
cuit, when delivering a nominal +4 dBu 
signal across both XLR pins, will also 
yield a -2 dBu signal when measured 
from pin 1 (signal common) to either 
pin 2 or pin 3. Though this is 6 dB down 
from +4 dBu, the pair of signals proper-
ly add up at a destination that is either 
active or transformer balanced. 

A variation of the "prolonged 
abuse" theme will result in the prema-
ture roll-off of low frequencies. If this is 
the case, take a close look at the coupling 
capacitors (C2 in fig. 1), which, if dam-
aged, will appear to be swollen at the 
top. You can exaggerate the problem by 
applying a 600-ohm load via switch S3. 

By the way, damage to output 
capacitors will also occur if a device is 
connected to a microphone input 
equipped with 48-volt phantom power. 
(This is one reason direct boxes were 
invented.) Not only is this an imped-
ance mismatch, but it is also the equiv-
alent of a 48-volt electronic enema! 

THE GOEZINTA 
1 built the I/O box to have the ability to 
simultaneously test stereo inputs and 
outputs. The schematics for the two 
circuits are similar, but to interrogate 
the inputs of a device, S3 is not 
required. In addition, the function of S2 
has been modified to route an unbal-
anced test signal to both pin 2 and pin 
3. (See fig. 2 for the schematic. The 
asterisk indicates the wiring change.) 
This variation provides the ability to 
test the Common Mode Rejection Ratio 

(CMRR). Properly implemented, bal-
anced circuitry rejects noise induced 
into the cabling. (See your equipment's 
service manual for the location, if any, 
of the CMRR adjustment.) 

Substantial monitor gain is 
required when checking CMRR. To be 
safe, use a limiter at the output of the 
device under test (a 20:1 ratio is rec-
ommended), crank the monitor gain 
and note that the signal should com-
pletely cancel. Make sure your speak-
ers are fused. Careless flipping of S2 
could be hazardous to your wallet! 

SUMMARY 
Gear interlace can be the Rubic's Cube 
of audio. Even when the source is 
known to be an unbalanced device, 
problems would be minimized if bal-
anced inputs (on a keyboard mixer, for 
example) were standard and not the 
exception. Once the domain of trans-
formers, IC op amps make this feature 
possible without added expense. 

The I/O box is not a solution, but 
it is a useful learning tool. Readers that 
build I/O can take advantage of its one 
"special effect" — the ability to flip 
signal phase 180 degrees. It's a real ear 
twister on stereo devices and will pro-
vide much insight if you are hip to sur-
round sound! ( If compatibility is 
important, remember to always check 
wild stereo effects in mono.) 

: Note: Construction tips for I/O are iavailable via America Online. Go 
to Craig Anderton's Sound, Stage 
and Studio via keyword "SSS," 
then press the EQ Online icon. 
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Sound Advice  
Fro-n: John gnello - Bob E3.., 
Studios - Ray Benson - Big House Studio 

Bismeaux Studio - Joe Blaney - Scott Boorey 
'ohn Cale - Rick Chertoff - Joe Chiccarelli - Mark 
gar - Seth Glassman - Tom Jung - Bob Khozouri 
Dave Kirkpatrick - Cedric Lee - Stewart; Lerman 
Mark McKenna - Mark Mason - John Siegler 

John 5iket - Sound Techniques - Dave Thoener-
.3utc-i Vig Waterfront Studio - William Wittman 

They Use It ... They Love It 
Hear It For Yourself 

The 52270 Mie-Pre/Equalizer 

'Two 52270 MicPRE/EQ's 
.4 SPACE ROAD CASE 
'POWER SUPPLY 
COMPLETE  $2395 .00 

Avai able Through: 
AudioTechniques .... New York 
Cuttirg Edge Audio Group .... San FrancisLu 
Professional Audio Design .... Boston 
Ray Benson's Bismeaux Studio .... Austin 

or direct from .... 
GEOFFREY DARING &Co., INC.. 
2401 PENNSYLVANIA AVE. SUITE 914 
W ILMINGTON, DELAWARE 19806 

800-522-3650 
302-658-7003 

GLOFFDAK I a AOL.COM 

AMER], \N EXPRESS' CARDS W ELCOME 
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all 
pro 

audio 
Since f968 

GIANT 
INVENTORY 
BEST PRICES 
CALL NOW 

C/Ciet. 800 785 3099 

9nlia 1 903 784 3215 

qa/2- 1 903 785 2844 

4 .2itie iij &iieidAeu'a 

Empire 

Re cords,, 
woo cvs,, 

Includes 70 min 
tracks, 2 pIor 
layout, co sep 
full color 4 ge insert, 

full color traeded, jewel 
box, assembly, and 

shrinkwrap. Free shipping 
included! Ask about our 

cassette eltsgs. 

Call toll f r fe 
brochure Aireple 

'1-800-305-DISC 
Fax: (716) 871-9317 
2613 Ph/aware Ave. Buffalo, NY 14216 

mione cc= 
Êue 

• ih control of your microphones with the IR-1 Automatic Mic Switch from D. 

- your mute the boot, and eliminate gates with the simple to use. aeperaavie, 

'7. analog IR-1. Ideal for the Concert Stage, Houses of Worship. Convention eel-

:, & Studios. Order the IR-1 today and let it add control to ycur mic's. 

. • » at do the IR-1 users say? 
• IR-1 is the simplest, most effective way to mute vocal mice. With the stage vol-

• .3I have to deW with, muting background vocal mice between r.•assages is an 

'lute necessity. With complete hands-off muting via the IR-1, I can concentrate 

-sing without ever needing to unmute vocal Mies." 
Jim Yakabuski - FOH - Van Halen 

;flange the battery about every two weeks, whether we need to or not!" 

Jerry Harvey - Monitor Eno seer - Van Halen 

•»lest Little Product at the Show."Mark Frink - Mix Magazine - 94 AE5 Report 

»tes just didn't do what we wanted, the IR1 worked flawlessly, we never had the 

• problem with feed-back." Johnny Leos - FOH - Jo El Smiler 

inks for the IR1... It's a lifesaver." Jo El 5onnier 

at a great idea, Sounds Great." Eddie Money 

,arge improvement in a live mix for a very small price." 

Geoff Ganiford - FOH Eddie Money 

Order your IR-1's today! 24 Hour Toll- Free Information & 
Order Line 1,500-701-7E599 Order by Fax 40B-745-7E597 
Visa & Mastercard accepted - 90 Pay Money Back Guarantee 

[7, Inc. 1012 Morse Ave St 19 Sunnyvale, CA 94089 

You Work the Audience... We'll Work the Mic! 

CIRCLE 14 ON INFO CARD 

RIDGE WINNER'S 
SLO-IMK) ENCORE // 

8-SPEED DIGITAL 
MUSIC STUDY RECORDER 
ONE OF fl KIND DIGITAL 
RECORDER MADE 1UST 
FOR LEARNING MUSIC 
NO PITCH CHANGE OR 
OCTAVE DROP H FREEZE 

NOTE SUSTAINS ANY NOTE H 
BACK TRACK MODE H AUTO 

REPEAT WILL REPEAT 
CONTINUOUSLY 

H EASY EDITING OF LICKS TO 
1/4 SECOND ACCURACY 
H FULL MINUTE OF RECORDING 

H LEARN NOTE BY NOTE WITH FOOT 

SWITCH AT ANY SPEED 

H HEADPHONES OR LINE OUT 

H 3 TIMES SLOWER THAN HALF SPEED 

H PITCH CONTROL H NO MOTORS 

1 YEAR WARRANTY PARTS & LABOR 

"steal" pros' secret 
speed licks! 

HPr Ice: $699.95 ppd.H 
ACT NOW' ORDER BY PHONE! 

1- 800- FRET PRO. or 512-847-8605 
VISA. MASTER. AMEX. DISCOVER 

RIDGE RUNNER 
DEPT. EQ-100 

84 YORK CREEK DRIVE 
DRIFTWOOD, TEXAS 78619 

REACH THE kOST 
MORTAUT READERS 
IN THE INDUSTRY! 

ADVERTISE IN 

E0 
SHOPPER 

Our Showcase Section 

;ives kanuiacturers & Dealers 

the Opportunity to Expose 

their Producu & Services 

to Every Recordist 

in the United States! 

Contact Christine Cali 
(extension 155) or 

Tara EsposiIo ( ext 156) 

212-213-3444 

CIRC _E 05 ON INFO CARD CIRCLE 24 ON INFO CARD CIRCLE 49 ON INFO CARD 
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FAST FORWARD 

Windows95 = Macintosh87? 

Sure, the Rolling Stones 

may say "Start Me Up," 

but should you so soon? 
BY MARTIN POLON 

The extraordinary $ 150 million 
marketing campaign that has 
propelled the initially phenome-

nal interest in using Windows95 has, 
at its root, the desire of most, if not all, 
computer users to possess state-of-
the-art operating system software. The 
pitch for Windows95 is to obtain more 
speed and greater computing power 
and, for those just now thinking about 
adopting audio editing capability on 
the PC, is the desire to buy "the most 
and the best" in terms of compatibility 
and so-called "drag and drop" perfor-
mance. 

It would be fashionable to call 
Windows95 something like "Mac87" or 
"Amiga85." That would imply that 
Macintosh and other computer oper-
ating systems did what Microsoft has 
done in 1995, lo these many years ago. 
Unfortunately, we are entering a peri-
od of operating system confusion, 
with significant changes to the operat-
ing platforms, plus major and signifi-
cant upgrades to the various micro-
processor engines, plus transition to 
new interconnect busses. But no other 
change in computer technology has 
raised more interest or prompted 
more questions than the long-awaited 
and heavily publicized introduction of 
Windows95. 

The numbers on Windows 95 were 
initially impressive. Although Micro-
soft had hoped to sell one million 
pieces of software within the first week 
— and indeed came close — the vol-
ume of complaints coupled with a very 
mixed reaction from both the comput-
er and conventional press alerted the 
PC user base that all was not well with 
the release of the operating system 
upgrade. Microsoft actually received 
thousands of phone calls per day for 
technical support in that same first 
week. With nearly 2000 of Microsoft's 
engineers on telephone lines plus 
hundreds of hired guns from third-
party support vendors, the frequently 
quoted figure of 20,000 calls for help 
per day that actually got through to 
someone at Microsoft seems to be val-
idated! All of this has slowed sales to 
the point where Windows95 has only 
achieved about 17 to 20 percent pene-
tration of the existing Windows 3.1 
user base after the first five weeks of 
retail availability. 

Following three years in develop-
ment, nearly a year's delay from its 
original announced release date, and 
the experiences of some more than 
500,000 legitimate Beta test users (plus 
those running bootleg Betas), the ver-
sion of Windows95 that emerged at the 
end of August 1995 was considered 
flawed by many. Some consider the 
release to still be premature, especial-
ly in terms of compatibility. DOS still 
exists in Windows95, albeit it well sub-
merged within the operating system. 
The system is 32- bit, compliant but 
with backwards compatibility for 16-
bit applications. 

The actual cost of making the 
transition to Windows95 can also be 
prohibitive for many users. Operating 
system performance issues aside, Win-
dows95 frequently requires hardware 
enhancements on many machines, 
including the need for increased 
processor speed and power, more 
hard-drive storage space, and addi-
tional RAM memory chips. Software 
that is both compliant with and capa-
ble of taking advantage of the 
enhancements on Windows95 must be 
purchased for the advantages of the 
new operating system to be consum-

mated. Consulting groups estimate 
that the average business PC will cost 
its owner more than $ 1000 to transi-
tion to Windows95. That charge is per 
machine, and does not deal with the 
more elaborate needs of computers 
used in personal and project studio 
facilities; not to mention audio appli-
cations in larger studios. 

In fact, in the opinion of some 
audio users who have already loaded 
Windows95, the built-in compatibility 
drivers will not accomplish set-up of 
correct configurations for complex 
audio/video applications and editing 
software 100 percent of the time, or 
even 75 percent of the time without 
significant additional effort. The "rule 
of thumb" for W95 seems to be about a 
50 percent success rate in establishing 
compatibility for computer software 
and peripheral hardware. The same 
could be said for the many hardware 
peripherals unique to audio and post-
production such as RAID drives, 
servers, video and audio peripherals, 
plug-in boards, audio recorders, and 
audio input devices. 

The bottom line is this: One, 
accept the fact that Windows95 is 
here to stay. The sheer power of the 
$150 million marketing campaign is 
going to compel people to use it: 
good, bad, or indifferent. Consider-
ing cost and all of the various 
unknowns, Windows95 does not 
appear to be a necessary addition to 
the technical world of audio in the 
short term. If you are currently using 
Windows 3.1 and you are happy with 
your setup, then waiting until patch-
es are available for your applications 
software, peripheral drivers, and 
Windows95 is a logical move and 
leaves one from ending up on the 
bleeding edge of technology. If, on 
the other hand, you are buying a 
brand new P6 Pentium PC with a 1 GB 
hard drive, 12 to 16 MB of RAM mem-
ory chips, and preloaded Windows95, 
the transition may be easier, espe-
cially if it includes brand new appli-
cations conformed to Windows95. 
Nevertheless, it does appear that sit-
ting on one's hands may indeed be 
the safest course to follow for the 
immediate future. MO 
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PROGRAM HIGHLIGHTS: 

SEVENTH IN A SUCCESSFUL SERIES 

THE HIE SOUND INDUSTRY'S 
EMER EDUCATIO\AL EVE\T! 

THIS YEAR'S THEME: 
The Art and Science of Live Sound Mixing 

• High level presentations on computer control 
• Mixing console fundamentals including intensive hands-on instruction 

• Increased opportunities to mix a band on mu:titrack tape 
• Complete sound system set-up, gain structure and equaliza:ion 

• The 'business' of the live reinforcement business 

DUAL-TRACK APPROACH: NOVICE & ADVANCED TRACKS 

Featuring a staff of industry veterans from the top touring sound companies as well as 

special guest speakers. 

WORKSHOP STAFF: ALBERT LECCESE, AUDIO ANALYSTS; W ILL PARRY (CHAIRMAN), SIGNAL 
PERFECT1CN, LTD.; DAVID W. ROBB, JAFFE HOLDEN SCARBROUGH; DAvID SCHEIRMAN, LONE WOLF; 

HOWARD PAGE, SHOWCO; MICK W HELAN, JBL PROFESSIONAL 

SPECIAL GUEST SPEAKERS: STEVE MCCALE on In-the-Ear Monitoring 
FLOYD TOOLE, HARMAN INTERNATIONAL, on Critical Listening 

WHERE: Chapman University Campus, Orange, CA 
WHEN : Ianuca-y 15-17, 1996 (preceding Winter NAMM in Anaheim, CA) 
FEE : S650 (includes workshop materials and meals) 

FOR MORE INFORMATION, CONTACT: SYNERGETIC AUDIO CONCEPTS 
8780 Ruling Road, Greenville. IN 47124 

Tel: 8C10) SYNALIDI Fax: (812) 923-3610 Email: pattei,;:rlou.conl 



n "THE PROFE SIONAL'S SOURCE. 
FOR ORDERS CALL: OR FAX ( 24 HouRs(: 

PHOTO-VIDEO 
800-947-5518 800-947-9003 
212-444-6688 212-444-5001 

SHURE 
SM58 

Unidirectional 
Dynamic Microphone 

• trolly the choice of prote'.,.• 
'. around the world. the SM58 is d 

rugged unidirectional dynamic mic with a high-
ly effective built-in wind and pop filter It's per-
formance characteristics and compact size 
make it especially well-suited for music and 
speech applications - anytime the mic must be 
used outdoors or close to the mouth A genuine 
world standard and audio legend, the SM58 makes 
all out vocalists sound their best 

• Sell-contained spherical filter to control explosive breath 
sounds P'Por) and wind noise in outdoor locations 

• Unusually effective cardioid pickup pattern to minimize back-
ground noise and undesirable effects of studio and location 
acoustics Rear and side selection uniform to very tow frequen-
cies and completely symmetrical about microphone axis 

• Bright, clean sound Especially good for vocal mus-c, announc-
ing, narration and dialogue 

• Cartridge shock-mounted for protection and quiet operation 
• Wind and -pop" filter removable for cleaning or replacement 
• Versatility - designed for both field and studio use - hand-held 
or on a stand ( slip- in swivel adapter included) 

SM57 
Unidirectional 

Dynamic Microphone 
SSISSIS SM5i is lhr ddülkilurse urus OI StageS 

and studios worldwide Its carefully contoured fre-
quency response means clean, well-defined instru-
mental reproduction and rich, warm vocal pick-up on 
lecterns or stages The SM57 is the standard for 
drum percussion and instrument amplifier mitring 

• Unusually effective can:fiord pick-up pattern minimizes effects 
of studio or location acoustics and background nose Rear and 
side rejection uniform to very low frequencies and completely 
symmetrical about microphone axis. 

• Bright, clean sound Especially effective for annourcing. narra• 
Iion and dialogue, vocal music, and rythym packages. 

• Cartridge shock mounted for quiet operation 
• Versatility- for use in the hand or on a stand - for use indoors 
or outdoors 

• Microphone supplied with adjustable swivel adapter - permits 
tilting through 90• from vertical to horizontal 

SENINHEIZER" 

RF CONDENSER MICROPHONES 
Unlike • u 0,041 
condense, .-, the 
capacitive tiesdircer 
in Sennheiser con-
denser mics is port 
of a tuned Fir • 
ruminator circ ' 
output is a rel.i. 
low impedance di., 
signal which allows 
further processing by 
conventional bnpolar 
low noise solid state 
circuits They achieve 
a balanced floating 
output without the 
need for audio transformers an ' u free 
response to culdd, tranS1Pnt, mency 
range 

MKH 20 P48U3 Omnidirectional 
Low distortion push-pull element transformerless RF con-
denser. flat frequency response diffuse/near-field response 
switch ( 6 dB boost at 10 KHz) switchable 10 dB pad to pre-
vent overmodulation Handles 142 dB SPL High output level 
Ideal for concert, Mid- Side ( M- S), acoustic strings, brass and 
wind instrument recording 

MKH 40 P48U3 Cardlold 
Highly versatile, low distortion push-pull element, transformer-
less RF condenser, high output level, transparent response, 
switchable proormity equalization (-4 dB at 50 Hz) and pre-
attenuation of 10 dB to prevent overmodulation In vocal appli-
cations excellent results have been achieved with the use of a 
pop screen Recommended for most situations. inoudrog digi-
tal recording, overdubbing vocals. percussive sound, acoustic 
guitars, piano, brass and string instruments, Mid-Side 1M-S) 
stereo, and conventional X-Y stereo 

MKH 60 P48U3 Short Shotgun 
Short rnterference tube RF condenser, lightweight metal alloy, 
transformertess, low noise, symmetrical capsule design, 
smooth off-axis frequency response, switchable low cut finer 
1-5 dB at 100 Hz), high frequency boost 1.5 dB at 10 (LHz) and 
10 dB attenuation Handles extremely high SPL 1135 dB). ideal 
for broadcasting film. video, sports recording, interviewing in 
crowded or noisy environments Excellent for studio 
voiceovers. 

MKH 70 P48U3 Shotgun 
Extremely lightweight RF condenser, rugged. long shotgun, 
low distortion push-pull element, transformerless, low noise, 
switchable presence 1.5 dB at 10 KHz), low cut filter (-5 dB at 
50 Hz). and 10 dB preattenuation Handles 133 dB/SPL with 
excellent sensitivity and high output level Ideal for video/film 
studios theater. sporting events. and nature recookngs 

TAS CA M 
DA-88 Digital Multi-Track Recorder 

The first thing you notice about the eight channel DA-88 is the size st the 
cassette - its a small Hi-fimm video cassette you'll also notice the record-
ing time - up to 120 minutes These are lust two of the advantages of the 
DA-88's innovative use of 8mm technology. 

• The ATF system ensures that there will De no tracking errors or 
loss of synchronization The DA-88 doesn t even have ( or 
need) a tracking achustment All eight tracks of audio are per-
fectly synchronized What's more. this system guarantees per-
fect tracking and synchronization between all audio tracks on 
all cascaded decks - whether you have one deck or sndeen ( up • One of the nest features of the DA-88 is the ability to execute 
to 128 tracks') seamless Punch-ins and Punch- outs This feature offers pro-

• Incoming audio is digitized by the on-board 16-bit DIA at either grarnmable digital crosstades as well as the ability to insert new 
44 1 or 481(Hz fuser selectable) The frequency response is flat material accurately into t ght spots -/ou can even delay Indio:t-
horn 20Hz to 20KHz while the dynamic range exceeds 92dB. val tracks, whether you want to gen - rate special effects or corn-
us you would expect from a CD-quality recorder. the wow and sensate for poor wing All of this can be performed easily on a 
flutter is unrneasurable deck that is simple and inturtive to sse 

RD-8 Multi-Track Recorder 
Foster has long been a leader in synchronization. and the RD-8 redefines 
that commitment With rts built-in SMPTE / EBU reader/generator. the 
RD-8 can stripe, read and lam sync time code - even convert to MIDI 
time code In a sync environment the RD-9 can be either Master or 
Slave In a MIDI environment it will integrate seamlessly into the most 
complex project studio. allowing you complete transport control from 
within your MMC ( MIDI Machine Control) compatible sequencer. 

• Full transport control is available via the unit's industry-standard RS-422 port, provong full control right from your video bay. The 
RD- 8 records at either 44 1 or 48KHz and will perform Pull- Up and Pull- Down functions for film/video transfers. The Track Slip 
feature helps maintain perfect sound-to-picture sync and the 8-Channel Optical Digital Interface keeps -.• ou in the digital domain. 

• All of this contributes to the superb sound quality of the RD-8 The audio itself is processed by 16- bit digital-to-analog ( D/A's) con-
verters at either 44.1 or 48KHz ( user selectable) sampling rates. with 64X oversampling. Playback is acomplished with 18 bit ana-
log- to-digital (A/D's) and 640 oversampl ng, thus delivering CD-quality audio. 

• The S-VHS transport in the RD-8 was selected because of its proven reliability, rugged construcbon and superb tape handling 
capabildres. Eight tracks on S-VHS tape allow much wider track widths than is possible on other dig.tal tape recording formats 

• With its LCD and 10-digit display panel. the RD-8 is remarkably easy to control. You can readily access 100 locate points, and 
cross-lade time is fully controllable in machine to machine editing. Table of Contents data can be recorded on tape. When the next 
session begins, whether on your RD-8 or another, you just load the set up rnformation from your tape ..nd begin working Since 
the RD-8 is fully ADAT compliant, your machine can play tapes made on other compatible mad-ones and can be controlled by 
other manufacturers ADAT controllers. Your tapes will also be playable on any other ADAT ceck 

licg=?Roland DM-800 
Digital Audio 
Workstation 

The DM-800 is a compact stand-alone multi- track 
disk recorder that provides an amazing array of fea-
tures at an unbelievably low price. Whether for 
music production, post production or broadcast 
the DM-800 will make your work simpler, faster 
more productive and more profitable. A full funci,, 
workstation. the DM-800 performs all digital mixing 
operations from audio recording, to editing. to 
track- bouncing, to final mordown. It fully supports 
SMPTE and MIDI time codes and also features a 
built-in Sample Rate Resolver to synchronously 
lock to any time code. 

POWERFUL EDITING 
• Time Compression. Pitch Compression 
• Completely Non- Destructive Cutting. Erasing. Copying 
• Very Fast Looping for Music or Ambiance Editing 
• Scrub Preview and Preview to, from and thru 
• Six Levels of Waveform Zoom for Fast Editing 
• Optional RS-422 Interface ( D10-800D) for 9-pin Control 
from Video Editor 

FLEXIBLE I/O STRUCTURE 

• Full Digital Patch Bay • Stereo Aux Send Buss 
• Two Stereo Aux Returns • Direct Channel Outs 
• Digital Stereo Input and Two Digital Stereo Outputs 
• Four Balanced Analog Inputs with Gain Controls 
• Four Balanced Analog Outputs with Option for 4 More 

FULL AUTOMATION 
• Dynamic and Snapshot Automation of Level, Pan 2-Band ED. 
including Frequency Select. Boost and Cut 

• Microscope Editing of Automation Data 
• Phase Level Editing of Level. Crossfade and Fade In/Out 

TRIGGER FEATURES: 
• Trigger Mode to Play any Combination of 8 Tracks for Vocal Fly 
Ins or Sound Effects Placements 

• Advanced Trigger Mode for Live Operation with Preset or Dial 
up Cue of Phrases to be Played One atter Another 

MIDI FEATURES: 
• MIDI Machine Control • Internal Tempo Maps 
• Accurate Editing by Bars and Beats and Sub- Beats 
• MIDI Clock and Song Position Pointer Output 
• 8 MIDI Triggers for Instant Phrase Playback 
• MIDI Trigger of Record and Punch In/Out 
• Tempo Maps from External Sequences. MIDI or Tap Input 

ACCURATE SYNCHRONIZATION 
• Frame Accurate Sync to any Trele Code 
• Locks to MC 
• Generates and Reads all Types of SMPTE, including 
24 25. 29.97 30 ( Drop/non-drcp) Frames per Second 

• Incoming SMPTE Reshaped to Output Jack 

RECORDING OPTIONS 
• Records to Standard SCSI Drives 
• Up to 24 Hours Recording Tare Possible 
• Uses Magneto Optical or Sygunst Drives for Fast Project 
Changeovers 

• Optional Internal 2.5T Drives to- Portable Operation 

PROJECT CATALOGING 
• Up to 150 Prorects on Line at Lince 
• Easy Cataloging of Sound Effei Is and Projects 
• Easy Transfer of Sounds from One Project to Another 
• File Compatible with DM-80 

HIGH QUALITY SOUND 
• Sampling Rates of 48. 44 1, 32 kHz 
• 18 Bit ND and DIA with 128 wed 8 Times Oversampling 
• 24 Bit Internal Processing 
• Superb Converters 

VIDEO OUT 
• Composite, S-video, Digital RGB Output 
• All Trask Overview with Infinite Level of Protect Zoom 
• Views of Phrase and Waveform Editing 
• Very Accurate Level Meters 
• Track Status and Time Location 

Also... 

Apple 

audio accessories 

Mark of 
the Unicorn 0Sabine 

SAMSON' 

Telex 

OVERNIGHT AND RUSH 
SERVICE AVAILABLE 

E-Mail at 76623.570@compuserve.com 

beyerdynamicn 
TG-X 

Dynamic Mic Series 
The entire TG-X family of microphones us based on neodymium 
technology coupled with rugged construction and designed for 
optimum performance in a stage environment 

TG-X 5 
• Clip-on gooseneck drum mic with high 
SPL capability 

• Acoustically coupled to capture shell 
sound as well as skin sound 

• Internally shock mounted for isolation 
from mechanical noise 

• Rugged construction with convenient 
clothes peg mounting. 

TG-X 30/35 
• Ultra- slum flexible gooseneck for easy positioning 
• Broadacst performance microphone with rugged contruction 
• Lightweight. low profile adjustable neckband 
• Applications Hands free vocals ( drums/keyboards) 
and aerobics 

- TOO 30 15 Omni neckworn with pre-amplifier 
- TOO 30.16 Omni necloxiorn for wireless transmitter 
- TOO 35.15 Cardund neckworn with pre-amplifier 
- TGX 30.16 Cardicod neckworn for wireless transmitter 

TG-X 40 
• Hypercarchoid polar paRern with excellent 
isolation rom unwanted sound 

• Flat, wide range frequency response for 
uncolored sound reproduction 

• Rugged construction. 
• Applications Viral piano, orchestral/recital 
recordings strings and sampling 

TG-X 50 
• Hypercarchoid kick-drum with high 
SPL capability 

• Reduces shell rung in bass drum 
• Exceptional gain- before-feedback. 
• Superb transient response and extended low 
frequency range 

• Applications Kick drum, floor toms congas 
and timpani 

TG-X 80 
• Hugh quality hypercardiodt vocal mic 
• Full range frequency response 
• Studio quality accuracy. 
• Excellent off-axis isolation 
• Shock absorbing rubber ring 
• Applications Vocals. piano, strings. brass percussion, 
woodwind, overheads sampling 

We are also full 
stocking dealers of 

audio-technica 

Bectro:Voice 

TASCAM 
103 Mastering 
Cassette Deck 

Cost effective three 
head stereo moudown 
cassette deck. appro-
priate for audio and 
video production 
facilities With its 
three head design you can hear what is actually on the tape as it 
is recorded Auto Monitor Function swrtches from playback to 
input automatically while in record/pause mode, allowing you to 
set record levels or match tape levels Dolby HO PRO circuitry 
provides extended high frequency performance while keeping 
distortion and noise to a minimum Tape type is automatically 
sensed and adjusted for by the Auto Tape Selection feature 

102 Cassette Deck 
Designed prtmanly for miodown. the 102 provides solid perfor-
mance and sound quality with durability and reliability. 
Although ilusa two head unit. the 102 closely matches the per-
formance and features of Tascam's 103 Mastering Deck 

202MKII 
Dual Recording Cassette Deck 
Dual reCcid cassette deck offers dubbing and copying capabili-
ties at a reasonable price The deck is capable of simultaneously 
making two identical recordings from the same source, or mak-
ing a single extended, recording first on one tape ( both sides) 
then on the other ( also both sides/ Copying can be easily per-
formed by using one side for playback and the other for record 
Can also provide continuous background music. playing first 
both sudes of one tape, then both of the other 

CIRCLE 18 ON FREE INFO CARD 
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467 DAT Tapes 

TO INQUIRE A3OUT vOUR ORDER 

soo 221-5743 • 212 807-7479 

OR FAX 24 HOURS 212 366-3738 

119 WEST 17TRSTREET, NEW YORK, N.Y. 0011 

Store & Mail Order Hours: 

Sun 10-4:45 • Mon & Tues 9-6 • Wed & Thurs 9-7:30 • Fri 9-2 e Sat Closed 

RUSH OR OVERNIGHT SERVICE AVAILABLE i(extra Charge) 
AUDIO-VIDEO 

SON-Y" 
TCD-D10 PRO II 

Portable DAT Recorder 
Packed velh featuresand funcoons. he comoact TCD-
DIOPR011 rs everythog prolessionaR nee.1 ft. a portable DAT 
rec arder aeasuring aaly 10°e 2 À-e 2)i it provees hegh 
pePormaore. rehabilhy and flexibility. Meng Its many lea-
totes are high speed lee search, LCD ini.11.4unctrer display. 
4- motor Direct Drive transport mech ire, ri are absrlate rime 
recording apabrIfty Wah absclute tone rude tapes recorded 
by the TCD-D10 PRO ' I can be ased irnmeenareN as source 
material lo' the PUN- 7.100 series DAT eortngsystein 
Offering maximum pertormanc.' and .agabrites in. eno 
mum package, the TCDeD10 PRO II in Me recorder el choice 
for any field applIcatie 

• elas balanced XLR input, switchasle merophore (-6Cd3) or 
line (-4d13) inputs. A 12- on drgel coaled°. provides ,nter-
lacing with MS/8U Weal seals of 321., - 4_1. or 4130 KHz 
camping rat This means that c enpat.bi,ity .h other digital 
systems is assured It also proms the onvemence if dtg.tal 
dubbing andedfting willeinft any legraaarion 

• Equipped will a comprehensive self-diagestic, lumber) that 
constantly monitors the rotation el the oesed drum. capstan 
and reels The tape tramort mope and IcadOe:Dad hine are 
continuously checked as well. Up in deter:we of hoes the 
tope is brought to a fort ni stop a, d unloadea antomatically to 
protecr the tane and the recorder 

• Up to 99 star IDs can be ' eroded n the subi ode area When 
the record button is press-rd. the start IC. Is encoded a aloman-
tally for 9 seconds Duryea recording it car also be adde d 
manually to a•ry position of the tam Search ter these start IDs 
,s performed o two mods et 100 times ni-mal speed 
• Defers a maximum spooking time of 140 x ernar speed A two 
tour taae can Oe rewound Ji fast tonearden in under a n-inute. 

• 2C- segment drafter peak eel metes inc-uch. cvoload 'urea-
tors Closely tracks input ;goal for accurate level Indications 

• During playback. the date ad inept reoeine dmpleyed 
• Has a 5-segment battery rodicator the last fiegment billies on 
and off, nohlywg you to came bedews 

- To eliminate distortion caused by unexpected pears, the ICD-
DI 0 PHI) II morporates o record-level lieder edita a fast 
attack time of SOOms The microphone atesoahr preveots 
distortion by suppressing he signal level 2C dE. 

• ennediate playoack rs possble through a beult-in speak. r 
• A wired remote-controller s supplied to comic' the record 
pay stoo, and pause funcaons of the recree-  The top end of 
he controller rs designed [' accept a microonce holde. Two 
'microphone staid screw at. pters are ale sephed. 

• " he supplied NE-22H rechv rjeable battery pekpravides 1_5 
thus of confineus operable r.. The ',penal [ P,e-C,10 battery 
adapter enables 1 hour of wanfinuous operation on AA-PP 
batteries. With tar use of Ire supplei ACF-88 A: power 
adapter, it can auto be operated on 100-240 MC. £1-60 It, 

AMPEX 
PRIWESUONAL 
All» TAPE 

467-9015P 4: 9 467-R030P 
467-9946P 5.79 467-R060P . 
467- 111090P 7.71 467-13120P 

467 Digital Audio Mastering Tape 
467-73J1J x46.xo to,4 -NAS Reel _ 64 49 
467-276111 4640' 10X " Heady Duty Precroor, Reel. 79 B5 
487-870.111 1-e 4600' 10'4 Heavy Duty i'reoser Reel 149 95 

5 as 
649 
929 

est g- Digital Mastering Tape Aidio 
DM8121A0 0e 810 .0 • . • 896 
DIABIDCO 810 :le,, 809 

456 Studio Ma sterir g Tape 
466-151111 if x 1200 7 Plaste ow. 
456-1am ex 2504-• 10( FLAB Feo 
456-272111 lt-x 25ad Plastic Hst . 
456-27311 4-x 250i ' 10(NAB-Feel 
456-572111 1"x 250C- Plastic Huh.. 
456-573111 1"e 250C 10X-NABReel 
456-97'31 11 2"x 250C 10 ," PRE: 

499 Grand Master Gold 
Studi3 Mastering Tape 

419-17.1111 8°x 2500 10 NAB 8eel 
41M-274111 4° x 2500 10 NAB .9.e, 
459-9711111 2 e 25,0, le. - pie 

7.15 
18 99 
26.99 
33.913 
.52.99 
58.49 

12599 

2649 
37 49 
134.99 

SONY 
PCM-2300/PCM-2700A DAT Recorders 

The superb audio quality id digital ', cording and toe convenience of DAT 
cassettes is not restrfctecHto broadcaseg and post- production applIca-
lions, In fact, it is lust as relevant to business and educational applica-
tions To meet the requirements of all these sectors Sony offers (Me 
PCM-2300 and Peke-. roce DAT reorders While both are perfect for 
simple recording and playback at recording studios. the PCM-270434 o 
also well suited for simple -program transmission al broadcasting sta-
tions. Both feature exceptinnal sound quality three sampling frequen-
cies, absolute time reordwg. long record'playback time. alternative 
subcode recording any digital fader 

SAMPUlle REOUBICES SUSCOOES 
At normal tape speeds. erth, r a 44 1 kHz or 48.0 kHz sampling They record variare- subccdes separately `tom the audio data to 
frequency can be selected When set to long play ( LP) mode, they provide tape sears functions The sedates incluoe the Start ID. 
provide 12- bit non-hear digital recoiling at 32.0 kPz. Skip ID, End ID, Program Numbess. Absolute Time and Date 

FIEFESSIONAL PERFORILEICE functions. Program numbers can oe recorded sequentially as he 
• The servo system is completely conholled by carefully pro- Start IDs and are written ( and can be renumbered) in the correct 
dammed software Thes Matures sophrsticated, smooth trans- sequence whence addI111,11,1 SIal lOs orn "Fiel-
der! control. which °plumes tape heir:Irma and increases the ODER FEATURES 
search speed to appromarely 150 limes normal. • They operate in Re Long Play ( LP) mode yielding twice We 

• Absolute time can be recorded in the subcode area of the DAT normal record/plavback haw This also make them compatible 
tape DAT tape with ab-elote time is - leal for Keno with the with the LP modes( cons emer products.ln LP mode, a max. 
Sony PCM-7000 Series Wing System. as it translates A-time mum of tour hours of recording and playnacle is possble 
into SMPTE time code • thilton crystal Cock gene-ales a late feces. which 

MORAL FADER automatically Inc:aims each recording wfth time and date 
A 64-step digital fader is inceparated et both units Both lade-in Info ( minute/horriday of the weekomontayear) When tap,' is 
and fade-out funchons are available on . he d.grtal and analog replayed it's eaeyfichecked for when the receding was m. de 
Inputs/ outputs. The fade delon can be set over from 0 2 - 15 • Both units can be installed in a standard 1B-inch rack. 
seconds, and can be controlled either locally or by the remote. • Both included a meeless remote control for remote operation. 

FCIFISIIS FCIN2781111 FCBSOISA ONLY FEMUSES 
• The PCM-2300 has unbalanced digital nputioutput, while the - Read After Write tanction allows you to monfto the recorded 
PCM-2700A has dual dutiful inputs/outputs ( balanced and spnal emedratelv after it has been stored on the tee Thi . 
unbalanced), allowing most .110a' audio equipment to be direct- saves you valuabk time, as recorded signal can be. heck morn-
ly connected Both also jrave- balanced analog line level bored in real time. 
Inputs/outputs which fa,. be adjusted over a range of - 12 dBs to . High-speed locatin p, in either direction. to parts on the tap 
.8 dBs, tor connection h. mew, other l'-Des of audio equipment -with a resolution of 1 second by entering tie aosolule time 

• The PCM-2300 has a relabletape transport system driven by address via keys air the front panel 
three servo-controlled motor.. two (Wet-dove types for head • Convernent remote operation is performed by toe °ghoul AM-
drum and capstan, and a sine DC motor for the reels. 07100 Remote Cootroller. Conneckd via the 37-pin parallel 

• The PCM-2700A employ, a four motor direct-drive tape trans- "emote connector. d: allows basic tape Iran- post contro:. 
port with head drum. capstan and reels all individually dnven • Has 8-pin remote interface to give a fader San fonction, which 
by servo-controlled motes [he four motor direct-dnve mecha- s particularly useful for On- Air appncatrons 
rem gives even more precise and stable transport • When manually wrIng the Start. Skip. and End IDs, there man 

• PCM-2300 front panel display has a 20-segroent peak level • 'Wanted rehearsal iunctron which is available or accurate ID 
meter display with 0546 step peak margin  rhe PCM-2700A recording While nsotoring the ID ecordeg, these ran be reloe 
has a 29-segment peak level meter with 0 1J8 step peak Fated forwards or tekwarern 0.3 second steps 
margin indication 

Panasonic® 
SV-3700/SV-4100 

Professional DAT Player/Recordes • • • 
Panasonic s SV-3700 and SV-4100 are designed for protessional apnea- • 
Irons. They have highly accurate and rehabm transport systems with search 
speeds up to 400 times normal pay speed They also feature advanced Nth- duet, agral (A- D: and dicitali to-aralog 
ID-A) converters and Input/cutout circuitry designed to Interlace with the widest variety of aeyices. 

Sv-3700 Futures: 
• When recording via the analog mods, a front panel switch per-
mits selection of the sampang rate ( 44 118-1z or 48kHz) This 
avoids the need for a conversion of the sampling frequency in 
CD mastering applications When recording through the digital 
inputs, it automatically clocks te Incominqlredencies cf 
32kHz. 44 IkHz or 48kHz 

• Ramped record mute and unite with three seconds fade-in 
and five seconds fade-out provide automatic level changes at 
the start and end of a recording. 

• High speed transport enables searching up to 250x normal 
speed High-speed search un to 4C0> normal speed is possible 
once the tape has been scanned in Play . Fast-Fcrward or 
Reverse mode Tiers ensures access to any point on a two-hour 
DAT in approximately 27 second:, 

SV-4100 Has All the Features al the SV-3700 PLUS: 
Offers enhanced performance required for pmfessional production, broaocast and live-sounn systems Features sex, as instant 
start, external sync capability, enh. need system d•agnostics, additional digital Interfaces anr. sicephcnal 20-oft auche m. ke the 5V-
410V the DAT quality standard 

QUICK START WITH TRIM AND REHEARSAL 
• With 8MB of memory holding five seconds el audio data, the 
Quick Start function proindes sound almost , nstaltly after a 
play command is executed Cher DAT recorders lag about . 7 
second, making them unsuitable for professional applications 

• Easily adjust the Quick Start cootie and specify it by A-nee. 
Star-11D or PNO Recording ve, Duet Start is also possible. 
allowing two ST-4100s to be osedfor frame accurate punch-
in/punch-out and assemble editing 

• You can adiust the Quick Start positron with '- Frame resolution 
over a range of r50 frames LP Ind the shuttle dial and Skip key 
for adjustment Frame number is 'receded by e 0e - sign. A-
Time, subcodes and peak leve, are chsplayed_to provide a gen-
eral guide to positioning 

• Without playing the tape, you on mortar the lever of stored 
data to check your Quick Start period This ,ireview capability 
is handy before actual eddIng cr on air play. F,epeated play 's 
also possible, using about 1.5 kecoids of the data to create a 
kind of sampler effect 

FRAME ACCURATE INDEXING AND EDITING 
• Using the trim and rehearsal fin ch.s, you con accurately 
determine points to write, start and skip IDs T.hese IDs can he 
written, rewritten or erased at any punt un the recording and 
automatically renumbered. 

• With Iwo SV-4100s connected via the 8-pin peak' remote to-
me synchronized frame-accwate editing cao be performed 
Continuity of edit points can be • heaied by rehearsal playback. 
By entering and editing end position .n one of Me Locate but. 
tons you can determine a punch-out point as well 

• Butt- in shuttle wheel nos two variable speed cog-s 3 to 150 
menial speed in Play mode and 1/2 to 3x normal speed. 
Pese mode - an ideal way to find tape locations 

• Comprehensive display includes prognm number. , absolute 
Moe, program time, rumored time and Table of Conterts 
which displays total reorded time and total Pro count tor 
commercial prerecorded DAT tapes 

• Has XLR-balanced ana unbalanced ( Orono) diutal . nputs and 
outputs They provide direct Interlacing with compel di..c play-
er. Ilwital audio workstations and other compodere in a 
recording studio or production facility also hay XLel-batenced 
analog stereo inputs aria outputs Outer' level IS selectal le 
between .4db and - 1040 The input level is e4e) 

FIEXISLE SEARCH 
• East': and accurately Kress your A-Time You an opecite 
hour minute, second au frame 

• In mee modes, the curœntly displayed ieTime can iie assigned 
to one of the Locate butens. Then from Stop, Pause or Play 
you on rapidly cue to a.: of these four dddresses bt pressing 
its Lccate key In addition. Locate Last takes youlo Ste m-- st 
recent Deck Start A-Tirre position 

• Searcn s also possible by Start ID or prcpram 'Amber 
5-MOOF EXTERNAL SYNC 

Has 5 external sync modes External sync s essential Oar applica-
tions such as video postern:teen and stereo seethe recording 
blossoms uniformity of timing between diterent equipment so 
the audio data consistently matches up with the target med, 
• Select 'rom 3 video external sync modes , 25, 29 H7 and 30 
frame! per second) or usethe word sync or Digit.' Ddta merles 
(whicO lock to the input sampling frequency) 

ENHANCED SOUND 
The SO- 1100 sesfies the Signent professftmal expectations troth 
mn termsot sound and funnonality. mncala-es new 20-iirt ( ound-
alent resolution) digitaltofi nalog converter.: 

MULTIPLE DIGITAL INTERFACES 
• Has XL9-balanced digital rout and output plus unbalanced dig-

ital coa oal and optical Inputs and cutouts Analog .npr.tecie 
puts art XLR-balanced an•I output level is votchable totwern 
s4dB and - 10dB, provide, compatibility with other eg upment 

3-WAY REMOTE CONTROL 
• GPI inpdt allows simple triggering M Quick Start Pay 8-pin 
parallel 'emote terminal corneas to another OAT deck, com-
puter orwired remote Includes wireless renote  contra. 

TASCAM 
DA-P1 

Portable DAT Recorder 
• With rotary two head de%Ig' 
and two direct drive motors 
the DA-P1 offers one ot 
best Iranemd in '18 class 

• XLR-balanced micAme 
inputs (with phantom power. 
accept a broad range of signdl levels 
from -60dB to .4d8. 

• Analog line inputs and outputs ( unbalanced) pluis S/PDIF 
(RCA) digital inputs and outputs enables Direct digital transfers 

• Uses next generation AID and D/A conyerers to deliver amaz-
ing sound quality 

• Supports multiple sample rates (48. 44.1 iind 32 kHz) and 
SCMS-free recording 

• Included in its design is a MIC limiter and MOB pad to achieve 
the best possible sound Wheel outside disturbances. 

• To monitor your sound there is a TRS lack and level control 
tor use voth any headphones. 

• Built tough. the DA-P1 Is housed in a solid well-constructed 
hard case. The DA.P1 Include' a snoulder hell. AC adapter 
and one battery 

SONY 
TCD-D7 

DAT Walkman Player/Recorder 
• High-quality Standard Play (SP, 
mode provides up to 
two hours recording of 16-bit 
digital audio on a DT- 120 
DAT cassette. The SP 
mode is ideal for recording 
live music. 

• Long Play ( LP) mode allows 
up to 4 hours of record/playback of 12-
bit audio on a single DAT cassette The LP mode is 
ideal for meetings, conferences dr other voict recordings 

• Equipped with digital coaxial ana opt-cal mput connector 
Maintains highest signal purity fa- recording and playback of 
digital sources with all informatica relented in digital format 

• Also has analog Mic and Line inputs kid recording from analog 
sources without edema' adapter . 

• High-speed Automatic Music Sensor (OMS) starch function 
finds and plays tracks, skips forward or back up to 99 tracks, 
all at 100x normal speed. 

• Has a Digital Volume Limiter System : DVLS) that increases 
listening comfort and sound quality by autornetically achust-
ing for sudden level changes of tte recording. It also helps 
prevent sound leaks through headphones 

• Two- speed cue-revtew lets you hear sound while player is in 
fast-wind modes. up to 3x or 25e normal speed 

• Compact and portable. it has an apti-shock mechanism that 
permits accurate recording and playback even while in motion 

• LCD display with backlit windows Healy show: recording 
level, track number. operating Mate and 4-serrent battery 
indicator, even in low ambient hold. conditions. 

• Optional RM-D3K System Adapter Kit for complete digital 
interface. The kit is equipped with toe input/output connectors 
for both the optical cable and the coaxial cable Therefore you 
can use it as a relay between Ile 7C.D-D7 and other digital 
equipment. Also Includes a mein. remote control 

JVC 
XD-P1 Pro 

Portable DAT RecorÉer 
An Integrated package. Me OD-PI Pro 
combines a DAT recorder and a micro-
phone with digital output in an unbeliev-
able light package 

• Records and plays at al three slander: 
sampling frequencies Choose from 
32kHz for long recording sessions. 44 1 
kHz for mastering if CD production or 
48kHz for highest fidelity 

• Operates without the restrictions cf 
SCMS (Serial Copy Management 
System), permitting one generation of 
digital to digital copy. using 44 1 kHz 
sampling frequency . You can digitzlly 
dub or copy a recording mode on the 
XD- P1 Pro as many times as necessary_ 

• The supplied detachable digital output 
microphone provides two pick-up pat-
terns. "Telescopic" and " Stereo" A collapoole mrcrcphone 
stand is also supplied, allowing you to bet the mic or. a desktop 
Ion the interviews or conferences 

•Tetensive use of aluminum and ultra-thin molding te ', toques 
make the XD-P1 Pro compact, lightweight and durabte The 
main module weighs under a pound ( 12 5 0!) With microphone 
and battery it weighs only 22 oz 

• All basic controls are on one side of the und and read ly access,-
dle. You can operate the recorder temp One hand 

• Advanced power-saving design and low poweeconsomption cu-
t uds give the 01)-P1 Pro long recording capability - on a single 
battery charge Optional rechargeable battenes fettlem extend 
recording time 

• Supplied AC adapter/charger works anyviliere in the world 
regardless ot vottage or f requency 

CIRCLE 18 ON FREE INFO CARD 



PHOTO-VIDEO 

"THE PROFES IONAL'S SOURCE. 
FOR ORDERS CALL: OR FAX (24 HOURS): 

800-947-5518 800-947-9003 
212-444-6688 212-444-5001 

OVERNIGHT AND RUSH 
SERVICE AVAILABLE 

E-Mad at 76623.570@compuserve.com 

Sal-TUCK 
MM Series 

MM842/1242/1642/2242 
8/12'16/24 Channel Modular Mixers 

• Electronically f 
• Channel ein ti 
• 3-band active Ill s,imep inid field 
• Individual channel inserts for patching 
• Direct outputs on each channel 
• Assignable ter graph level indicator tor left and right or 
group outputs. 
• OLA and 1/4" balanced words 
• .48v phantom power 

.... ... . .... flhllulill 

With today's audio systems stretching the finds of program 
dynamic; it's become critical far eninneers to obtain maximum 
loudness weh the minimum of distortion comifonents, to fully 
utilize trie dynamic range available ills of equal importance that 
they have a method of monitoring and estabeecng the maxi-
mum sate level at which a syslem un operate 
That's why every °mount) Audi.Level Meter simultaneously 

shows 3 dimensions of program ',era' cement. Peak, 
Average Poner and Compression are displayed on a color-
coded 4D-segment LED scale Meters are easiy viewed while 
provid.no precision Indications of program erergy content 

Loudness Meter Model 48-A 
The model 40-A has a scale allowing 14d8 otheadroom in 1dB 
steps A stand-alone und q measures 8," x '24" x 64" and has 
an Ieternal power supply Model 41 -AP has a peak-hold option 
as well 

Loudness Meter Model 40-8 
The Model 40-8 provides metering of reiatrv, loudness to peak 
mock:tabu The 40-8 is a scale differentiaticn of the 40-A and 
is caltrated in percent Oki modulation, wdh the lower scale in 
dB from .348 to -3 d8 Trie 40- BA also has a peak-hold option 

Symetrix 
Signal Processing Products 
601 Digital Voice Processor 

• Accepts erce-tice fevelanalog signals, con-
mets them to digital ( 18 bits) and then 

performs 24-bit digital domain 
sign il processing 
-Processing includes 
tully parametric FO, 
shelving FO, notch 
filtering, dynamic fil-
tering ( noise reduc-
tion) de-eseng, 
delay, chorusing, 
gating. expansion, 
compression, AGC 
and DC removal 

• Combination of 128 
factory presets and 
128 non-volatile user 

tfeatable effects from 
,fitormance 

• Has aLli-bakmed nionasial mic and fine inputs and 
ALA- balanced stereo output %LA-balanced and S/PD/F 
,RCA) inputs and outputs MIDI moanert supports con-
rection to «Wally any type of MIDI centrol device for pro-
gramming or controlling Mc 601 n -eau time 

• Ideal tor a variety of recording broad ant live sound, and 
post production applications 

488 Dyna-Squeeze 
8-Channel Compressor/interlace 

• Can easily increase mere] record'', levels on your digital 
or analog tape recorder by 10d8 with no side effects 

• Tracks processed by Dyne Sgeeze have presence and 
increased artmehon Suttle sounds become more up front. 

• Many professional mixing Consoles ' rave output levels that 
are much hotter thar 'erecter inputs The 488 match-
e• any console to most ary digital recorder 

We are a full stocking dealer 
for the entere Symetrix line 

TASCAM 
M-2600 Series 

16/24/32 Channel Eight Channel Mixers 
LOW NOISE CIRCUITRY 

• Combining boropletely redesigned. low noise circuitry with Absolute 
Sound Transparence. the M-2600 delivers high-quality extremely 
clean sound No matter how many times your signal goes 
through the M-2600, it won.t be colored or altered. The signal 
remains as close to the original as possible The only coloring 
you hear is what you add with creative Et) and your outboard 
signal processing gear. 

• Double reinforced grounding system eliminates any hum 
World-class power supply provides higher voltage output for 
bener headroom and higher S/N ratio 

PREMIUM DUALITY MIC PRE-AMPS 
• The M-2600's mic pre-amps yield an extremely low noise floor. 
enormous headroom and an extremely fiat frequency response. 
This lowers distortion and widens dynamic range. It also 
increases gain control to an amazing 51d8 Plus you get phan-
tom power on each channel. 

• The M-2600 accepts balanced or unbalanced 1/4" inputs, and 
low- impedance XLFI jacks. Better still. the TRIM controls oper-
ate over a 51d8 input range For the hottest incoming signals, 
all it takes is a press of the -20 dB PAD button atop each chan-
nel strip to bring any signal down to manageable levels Plug 
anything ice it - keyboards, guitars, basses, active or passive 
microphones, samplers and more No matter what you put into 
it, you can be confident that signal can be placed at optimum 
levels without a lot of fuss 

THE BEST AUX SECTION IN THE BUSINESS 
The most versatile AUX section in its class, rivaling expensive 
high-end consoles 8 sends total, 2 in stereo Send signal in 
stereo or mono, pre- or post- fader. Available all at once Return 
signal through any ol 6 stereo paths 

FLEXIBLE E0 SECTION 
You'll find both ..h.elving and split E0 sections on some mrd•level 
consoles But that's where the sintlanties with the M-2600 end 
The M-2600's bi-directional split FO means you can use either or 
both E0 selions in the Monitor or Channel pato or defeat the 
effect altogether with one bypass heon Most other compare 
bly-prcedrirxers will lock the shelving mt. into the Monitor path 
only. Smiting your E0 application 

ADVANCED SIGNAL ROUTING OPTIONS 
Direct channel mput swrtching Assign to one of eight busses, or 
direct to tape or disk, or to the master stereo bus Because the 
group and chreet-out jacks are ene and the same, you can select 
either without repatchmg You won't find this kind of speed or 
flexibility in a "ane-size-fds-alt" board. 

ERGONOMIC DESIGN 
The M-2600 has a big studio feel All buttons are tightly spring 
loaded, lock intc place with crinlidence and are large enough to 
accomodate even the biggest fingers The faders red knobs have 
a tight, smooth "expensive" feel and are easy to see, easy to 
reach and a pleasure to manipulate Center detenis assure zero 
positions for BO and PAN knobs Smooth long throw 100mm 
faders glide nicely yet still ronfidently allow you to positron them 
securely withnt fear of accidentally slipping to another position 

MICRO SERIES 1202 
12-Channel Ultra-Compact Mic/Line Mixer 
Usualii, the performance and rturabilit, ot smaller mixers drops in direct proportibe to 
their price Fortunately, Macke s fanatical approach to pro sound engineering has 
resulted in the Micro Series 1202, an affordable small muter with studio specifica-
tions and rugged construction The 1202 ,s a no-compromise, professional quality 
ultra-compact mixer designed for professional duty in broadcast studios, permarent 
PA applications and editing surtes where nothing must ever go wrong 

lue CONSOLE FISSURES • Master sector includes two stereo are retarns, a separate 
• Working S/N ratio of 90d8, Mellon below 0.025% across the headphone level control, metering and Iwo stereo aua returns 
entire audio spectrum svatchable +48 volt phantom power and • Line inputs and outputs are designed to work with any fine level. 
.28 08u balanced line drivers from instrument level, to semi-pro - 10dB, to professional . 4dB 

• Real smtchable phantom- powered rue inputs with discrete HEAVY DUTY COMMIUCT1011 
balanced our preamps as good as those found in big consoles • Designed for nonstop, 24-hriur-a day professional duly in per-

• Has 4 mono channels. each with discrete front end mic pre- manent PA applications. TV and radio statron, etc. 
amp/tine input and four stereo channels, each with separate left • Sealed rotary controls Instead of open frame phenolic poten-
and right line Inputs hometers trot suffer hem dust and contamination 

• Every input channel has a gain control we unity at the center • Has steel chassis, rugged fiberglass crud boards and a built-in 
detent for easy setup Also a pan pot, low frequency EC) at 80Hz, power supply Also has exceptional RF pratechon. 
high frequency EC' at 12.5 KHz, and two aux sends with up to WIMPLE APPUCA110111 
20d13 evadable gain • Ideal 'entry lever mixer for those just starting a MIDI suite 

• Main outputs operate either balanced/unbalanced. as required • Ideal as hi adphone or COP Mixer, level matching pro audio "tool 
• SwItchable three-way 12- LEO peak meter displays V, mum or effects sends submixer. 8-track monitor mixer 

CR-1604 16-Channel Mic-LineMixer 
The hands-down choice for main touring groups and studio session players, as well 
as for broadcast, sound contracting and recording studio users. the Mackie 
CR.1604 is the industry standard for compact 16-channel mixers. The 
CR-1604 offers features specs, and day-in-day-out reliability that rival far 
larger boards It features 24 usable line inputs with special headroom/ 
ultra- low noise Undyplus circuitry seven AUX sends, 3-band equalization, 
constant power pan controls. 10-segment LED output metering. discrete 
front end phantom-powered no inputs and much more 

LOWEST NOISE. HIGHEST HEADROOM 
• With the CR-1604, having the lowest noise and highest head-
room 190 dB working SIN and 108 dB dynamic range) at the 
same time are not mutually exclusive It is free of commonly 
encountered headroom restrictions, and is able to handle the 
occasional pegged input with ease In fact many drummers 
consider it the only mixer capable of handling the attack and 
transients of acoustic and electronic drums 

CONSTANT POWER PAN POTS 
• Only with constant power pan pots will a source panned hard 

left or hard right have the same loudness as when n us sitting 
dead center While most small toners pass simple balance con-
trols for pan pots. Me CR-1604's carefully optimized constant 
power pan circuitry make It a professional tool with the kind of 
performance necessary ter CD mastering, video posting and 
other critrcal audio production. 

IN-PLACE STEREO SOLO 
• Stereo In place" solo allows not only the monitoring of level 
and FO. but also stereo perspective Usually found in very 
expensive mrxers, stereo solo allows you to critically scrutinize 
and carefully build a mix using all the channels with their 
respective sends and AUX returns 

UNITYPLUS GAIN STRUCTURE 
• Proper gain settIngs are facilitated by proper gain labeling. 
along with center-click detents on the faders, clearly under-
standable input trim controls and output meters that read chan-
nel levels in solo mode With properly set levels you achieve 
very high headroom and low noise at the same time 

EFFECTS SEND WITH GAIN 
• Unusual circuit design that provides two different "zones" that 
reflect real world use. send from each channel can vary in level 
from off to unity gain, which is the normal range of effects 
sends in other mixers Since you also get another whole zone 
from the center dotent to . 15 dB of gain the channel fader can 
be pulled down and the effects send can he boosted aboire iiniry 

INTELLIGENT ED POINTS 
• Low frequency E0 is at 80 Hz 
where d has more depth and less 
hollow nrdbass " honk" Midrange is centered at 2.5 KHz pro-
viding for more control of vocal and instrumental harmonics A 
specially-shaped HF curve that shelves at 12 KHz creates more 
sizzle and less aural fatigue 

REAL MIC PREAMPS 
• The CR-1604 has genuine studin-orarle phantom powered, bal-
anced input into preamps on channels 1 through 6 All CR•1604 
(and XLR10) discrete input mit preamp stages incorporate four 
cosiugate.pair, large-emitter geometry trassistors lust like the 
big mixers use So, when recording nature sound effects to 
heavy metal w miking flutes or kick drums, you get the qui-
etest, cleanest resuits possible. 

BUILT TO LAST 
• The CF- 1604 is designed for non stop, 24-hours-a-day profes-
sional duty - even for tours that log 190.000 miles in three 
months. It has sealed rotary potentroneters that are resistant to 
airborne contamination like dust, smoke. hetrds. and even the 
oxidizing effects of air itself 

Optimal Meeaserles 
OTTO-1604 

Add sophisticated computer controlled auMmation to your CR-
1604 When connected to the MIDI port of pm computer ( PC. 
Mac. A mga or Atari), each one of the 16 input channels can be 
programmed to change gain or to mute, just as you would pro-
gram a sequencer. Master levels can be programmed as well, 
along with all buss channels 

XLR10 
While Me standard CR-1604 COMPS wrth 6 high performance mrc 
inputs there are times when you need mere Enter the XLR10. 
T.IIS sample- to- install accessory adds 10 terre (for a total of 161 
MIc v•Ith 1.10, porfnre,a,rn Ipllor, as 

ZENNHEIZER. 
Incorporating state-of-the-art technology and decades of 

experience. Sennheiser headphones offer outstanding 

design, superb audio quality and luxurious comfort From 
the ear padding to the 0 F C ( Oxygen Free Copper) cable, 

all materials are carefully selected and precision engineered 

to ensure incomparable quality 

HD414 Classic 
A re-issue or the worldS first open- Aire 
dynamic headphone, the 60414 Classic 
offers maximum transparency, fidelity and 
comfort. A limited edition model . the 110414 
Classic also features Professor Sennheiser's 
signature on the headband. 
• Radial based diaphragms for more accuarte reproduction 
• Field replaceable parts for long-term enjoyment 
• Neodymium-ferrous magnets for broad 
frequency responce ( 18-21,000Hz) $5995 

• 1011. Kevlanreinforced oxygen-free copper si u ulule 
with 1 /IF- 1/4" stereo phone plug 

HD25 SP 
Studio Monitor Headphone 

Offering dramatic isolairrin from external 
sounds, the HD25SP is designed for pro-
fessionals who rely on studio monitor 
headphones for work and pleasure. 
• High-efficiency drivers for portable 
and field use. 

• Modular parts for long 
term value and durability 

• Neodymium-ferrous magnets for 
broad frequency response. 

• Frequency Response: 16-22.000Hz 
• Sensitivity 105dB. 
• Impedance: 7051. 

HD266 
Studio Monitor 

Sealed Headphone 
Designed to meet Me stringent demand, of studio profes-
sional and audiophrle alike. the 60265 breaks new ground 
mn the sealed-chamber headphone format 
• Sealed-chamber headphone format 

• Triple-wound aluminum voice coils for quick transients 
• Potycarbonate dome-damping minimizes distortion 
• Oxygen-free copper signal cable with 1/8"to 1/4 • 

stereo phone plug 
• Frequency Response 10 25 000H/ 199" 

HD535 
Dynamic HI-FI 

Stereo Headphone 
The 110535's earcups surround your ears rather 
than resting on them, for a more natural 
listening experience. 
• Open-back construction and classic design 
• Light aluminum coils in the transducer 
systems offers excellent transient and 
dynamic response 

• Supported by the open structure, tonal 
quality develops high dimensional 
sound qualities 

• Circumaural, oval earparls for good 

wearing comfort. 139" • Can be connected to all digital and analogue 

Fli-Fi components 

HD545 
Digitally Compatible 

Circumaural Headphone 
The HD545 is the headphone to which all un its price 
category must be compared 
• Polycarbonate dome-damping materials for clearer highs. 
• Triple-wound aluminum voice coils mean powerful bass, 

high output and greater duratullty 
• Velvety soft, °remand' eerier% and adjustable, padded 
headband for eklendedcomfort and perfect fit 

• Oxygen-free copper signal cable assures optimal 
seal transfer 

• Includes 1/8-to 1/4-stereo phone plug 169" 

HD565 
Digitally Compatible 

CIrcumaural Headphone 
Offering natural sound reproduction wrthout tonal distortion 
- the choice for use with the most sophisticated equipment. 

• Sulk dome-damping for brilliant highs and ultra-smooth 
midrange reproduction 

• Copper-coated aluminum voice coils for high linearity 
• Bass-tube tuning for extended, powerful low Amine, 
• Velvet ear cushions provide lavish comfort 
• Oxygen tree cooper signar cable eirth 239" 

CIRCLE 18 ON FREE INFO CARD 
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TO INQUIRE ABOUT YOUR ORDER 

soo 221-5743 • 212 807-7479 

OR FAX 24 HOURS 212 366-3738 

Stewart 
PA1000/1400/1800 

Power Amplifiers 

• High frequency switch mode power supply ley charges 
120.300 tines pe. second ( 1000 times ,.' aster Man core, 
Anal power supptes) requiringlar less capactance tor leer-
ing and storage 

• High speed recharging also reduces power supph "siggrni-
Mat afflicts ',Cher Ssigns 

• nest ibbi efficient 5 PA- 1000 oi PA- 1400S (4 PA-180rest 
can ta run on one standard 20 a.np circuit. Thee is m>reesi 
tor staggered turn-on configurations or other preventuf ma 
sures when using multiple amp st-ups, as curent dram 
during turnen is oily 6 amps pe unit 

• They produci smorth and uncolored sound. while op rag 
very full cleated low end resins and tons el horsepower 

• They xach ca-ry a 5-year warranty on parts and labor 

PA-100111 weighs 9 lbs. Is IF deep and occupies one stacniarct 
jack space Devers WOO wags into 4it when bridged te man., 
PA-1400 weighs 16 es. H 15" deep and takes 2 sardard ra 
spaces Delivers 1400 wags into 4f s when bridged to mi r. 
PA-1808 weighs t plan, is 17" deep and takes tun rack stir' • 
Delivers 1800 watts into 4t2 when !ridged to mona. 

Performance Series 
Amplifiers 

Pe.rfcrmance Series 1 
300 Watt Power Amplifier 

• Measuring only 35 inch m high and weighing 26 pounds. the 
Senn 1 delivers more than 150 wags gar channel 

• Its welded steel chassis in unbelievably thong while a custo, 
heat sink extension provides exceptione tnermal capacity 

• An isternal fan provides quiet backgrouhd noise levelstor crt 
'cal ',monitoring applications and when pushed hard tho cool-
ing system insures imontinirous cool operation even in the 
1111,S, demanding srtpations 

• Acne balanced Inputs 'eta both XLR and I14- phone jacks 
• Supplied Mt quald 5-was binding pose or highly reuable 
spemer , onrection 

• Erna panel nendles ire reversible for either rack mourn distal 
lahor or easy handle.g 

klEDsare moaned tom sign.1 presence and clip indication, the 
deterred gain contra s have large knobs for easy Iront cartel 
arhusrment, 

Peeforma ice Seies 2 
600-Watt Power Amplifier 

' ----c the Series 2 weIgh, 52 pounds arl 
• - watt.• per chan, 

Performance Series 4 
1200-Watt Power Amplifier 

• Same or above except She Sales 4 weighs 53 pounds and 
di livers more Man 600 waterer channel 
•H sasentchseectahle chaotic eliminator trial prevents rbrn 
rie to toe speak,, 

• 
119 WEST 17TH STREET, NEW YORK, N.Y. 10011 

Sto -e & Mail Order Hours: 

Sun 10-4:45 • Mon & Tues 9-6 e \Ved & Thurs 9-7:30 • '4 9-2 • Sot Closed 

RUSH OR OVERNIGHT SERVICE AVAILABLE (extra ChOrige) 

System 6 NFM 11 
065 inch 1st Concentric with Leo HF v•ave guide forms the heart of the Systect 6 NFM II provid-
ing a reference singe point sourds mentor in a more compact eaclosure than eve- before Every 
aspect of d--sign ter/complements the dry< ureits capability The ugid cabinet wan carefeily con-
toured bage a•rd triM minimizes aeration and the high quality minimalist :)MT tissue' and gold-
plated 131-Wre erminal panel optimize ee egnai path Pin-poirt stereo accuracy with wide frequency 
response, gam pone handling arid sensitivity make this an ideal nearfield mont ir 

PBM Series II Reference Monitors 
The PAM II Serres Hale industry stanched ier reerence monitors Tbey catre &lanced te chnologres sus as vareeie tO ck-
ness. inectuin melee cones with intrito rooter uurrounds and th.- highest goalie comporents inc.uding poKpripeene capac-
itors and carefully sested indicators With a 'Tannoy monitor system vou are assured of absolute ',Silty ti, th-- soars, nun 
dynamic canal:drily and most important, real world accuracy. 

KIM 5 II 
• Custom 5' 'section molded bass trine w.tlr a nine 
rubber surround toreeended linearly and a. cuete low 
frequency reproducbce They are better damped tor 
reduced (Merton are exhibit mora naturally op. n and 
detailed midrange. 

• Woofer blends --earrtlessly with the X. prolynde soft 
dome ferro-furo cooled tweeter pravediro extended 
bandwidth for ertrerney precise sonicalci-talancnd 
monitoring. 

• Designed for nearfielt use. the PAM 5 II eattrets are 
produced fren high emery medite for 'lineal reso-
nance and Mess arantediftractiem radius.: front baf-
fle design. 

P1311 8.5 II 
• Transportable and eatienely powerful. tIrte PAM 6511 

is the ideal mador for Imost any pimeo prooleon 
environment 

• 6.5" lowfrequorici. drivai and 3/4" tweeter an tad by a 
completely redesigned hardwired hard selected 
crossover pro nding unompromiseradetal, gnosis.-
spectral resolutiod and let response 

• Fully radiused and ported cabinet design relums 
resonance andideractnad while providing deeo ',near 
extended bass 

PEW 8 II 
• High tech 1" soft dame tweeter with unmatched potters 
control and ecormous dynamic capability g' drive is 
capable ot po-verla' bass extension under extern. SPI 
demands. 

• Hard wired CreSSOvei features true dienre c and 
uulues the tin -st Mk power polypropylene iapacees 
andoccenponents areahle 

• Full cross-braced ment made strur taie vorruary elimi-
nates cabinet resonarbe as a factor 

• Ensues precis low.heduenc, tuning by ingorpeating • 
largo diameter port e. hiring .aminar air flew at higher 
pert velocities 

TURTLE BEACH SYSTEMS 
tulle Bach audio cards rump true studio perforrnms to the EC pfelorm. Etsed or the teeineaogy used in 
their professional productt. hie pereormance of both their hardware and software has garnerd sconces 
from users and press raw Unlike other PC-basen audio cards. TurteBeach ¡ inducts are noi deuraned for 
sound sed game coripaleade Insread, the design reicsophy is to gyve the hest ponsele Kerman-sand 
qualify is Me Wine, erivelaii Ric anement whae reilassei trad,I.onïl PC Imitations 

MULTISOUND MONTEREY 
Multimedia Sound Card 

The next generation al rurtle Uraan s awar I •.•. m.nm-j filulsound board. Monterey () hers high quality performance Ind teatares at 
a very reasonable price. MulirsoundS Hennas technology provides veryerqh speed aud.o data transfer between the raid and 
the hard drive This . pproacti . 'lows for data throuttraut up to eight times fatter than the rem common DMA designs, whole 
putting minimum brodai on .12 CPU (critical a i;OUle recording audio anÉ video simultaniicunly) 

• The Motorola OSP 56001 tonal Signal Procesar epee • Pratessimar quality MIDI synthesizer with wavetele 
ates at 20MIPs and pertain-s all chiptuation tusteirs playback iatite of real inerementsaudio) Up to 4MB of 
with very low system overhead standard 3IMM-typo men my can oe added for sampan,' cf 

• High S/N (-139d8. A weighted", low distortion (. 110% new sourds 
THO. <0.01% IM - hoe, A weighted). flat hequeic./ • True 16-0,1 recording. usind 640 mersampling no sigma-
response ( DC-19KHz19 5dBt delta conversion tecknolog) 

• On-board real-time effects pricessor for avariey of • True 16- bit playback wittrEdx oversarnpling and egma-detta 
elects, InduclIng •,,,, and echo. convers'o', ,eong 18-bd nes arid an tie interecetre firer 

WAVE 2.0 
Professional Sound Editing for 

Windows 3.1 Compatible Sound Card 

$349°' 

Wave is simply Me best audio recording/edited:reeds pro-tram available aide Windows 31 Wit its toque layout, plinths, cf 
functions and wealth or elects Wave will become an indispensable tool in your studio. Wave fias the natures ( and inert eel of 

a tape recorder It supports stereo or mono rsorengbeyback at 11 025. 22.0a or 44 • KHz sampling rates Wave mil wort with 
any Windows 3 1 compati ile aud.0 board. 

• Supports cut 8 paste edited ((.1s4 like editing in a word 
processor) and has a fill Undo !unction to elirnmae 
fatal mistakes 
•Sain adestment can be made t-- u whole file, iir lust 
ithe section you highlight. 
•Wave can import and eopol a Urge variety of dle formats. 
.ncluding SMP SF1, WAY. 16 B and VOC 'n addition, 
eou can change the sample rate _el previously sterel Wet 

• EFX Clips function prouder real professional elect, like dis-
ertion, flange, digital delay revers auto-stutter anti °timers 

• A four band parametric melee Section , Wave0 give teu 
the ability to touch up sections ot your audio as well a• the 
whole tile You can easily carrect flew in the sound cl penol 
the special effects. 

• Speed control lets you acquit the payback rate of you('rimm-
ed audio (up to 20(Ca faster or 00' slower). 

• You can nun up to tree sound files into a new lcurh and, 
with centre cif volume and planing Sirs of each file 

• Glitches idle" recorded sand can he repaired by 
drawing the correction  on Me waveform with your mouse 

QUAD STUDIO 
Protessional 4-Track Recording System 

Quad Studio is the first real tune fact track record, l or. th IC iew 
can record two tracks chrectry to your nard drive ( 18ms-or Hster, the, 
record  tao more tracks weir paying each the first two Wit its high 
performance and ease of us, Clad Studio is the pdrect reulaCerleni Ion 

ch, noel mixer/cassette de. ks 

• Graphics interface emulate, alt common mixernage deck centres 
• Record, overdub, mix and bounce hacks in real time 'tooth lc 
loss of quality 

• Ere:musty recorded audio con be gels processed 
.usiog the optional Wave program) arai hen mores ring» 
e real time, with new audio 

• echees Turtle Beach's higeperformance Tahiti beard 
• Loft/are is also separately avarable or Monterey cards 

0995° 

tinware' 

AUDIO-VIDE( 

BEHRINGER 
MDX 1000 Autocom 
Automatic Conpressor/Limiter 

• Incorporates an interactive auto processor fer intelligent program 
detection With the auto processor. She atta* and release times 
are derived automatically tram Ime respective program material - 
preventing common adrustmen! errors 

• The auto processor also allows vou in compress the signal heavily 
and "musically" in dynamic ranee without ano audible " pumping" 
'breathing" or other side effects 

• Provides both Attack and Release controls reveal for deliberate 
and variable sound processing 

• Switchable soft knee/hard knee r hariHteristica Soft knee is the 
basis of the "inaudible" and -mirsicai • comprossion ot the materi-
al Hard knee is a prerequisite to- creatrve and effective dynamics 
processing and tor limiting signal peaks reedy and precisely 

MDX2000 Composer 
Interactive Dynamics Processor 

• Pcwerful and versatile signal promssnig tool provides 4 most 
commonly dynamic control sections hilly automatic compres-
so•, manually controlled compressor, i spender and peak limiter 

• Ineovabve IOU Onteracthe Knee Aidaptttion) Circuit combines 
the "musicality" of the " soft keen" function with the precision of 
the "hard knee" characteristics. Pr -, vid s subtle and "Inaudible" 
compression of the sound allows creahve dynamics processing 

• Auto processor provides fully automata control ol attack and 
release times There is also manua, control 

• Interactive Ratio Control ( IBC) expander eliminates "chatter- on 
or around the threshold point 

• Interactive Gain Control ( IGC) Feaklarnter combines a clipper 
and program limiter This allows to. "zero" atlac,.. distortion-free 
'Imitation of signal peaks 

• IGC iS invaluable in live applicators Semobalacoed Inputs and 
outputs Operating level swdchable non, - 1008 ta 44dB 

PEQ305 
Studio Parametric 
The Musical Equalizer 

• Five Independent, switchable bands the paltry et each of the five 
frequency bands can be moddied gradually from notch to broad-
band charactenstics This offers mori fleebility th. n any graphic 
equalizer can provide 

• Bands 1 and 5 are swachable between shelf and peak This is 
coterie/ useful, since acoustic problems usually occur in the 
upper and lower frequencies 

• Utilizes the " Consistent 0" principie tc elm nate interaction of the 
parametrus frequency, bandwidth and arniblude The same 
applies to interaction between the indr 'dual frequency bands 

• Paralle arrangement of the individel biter reduceu phase shill-
ing ano associated delays to a min.minn 

• Potentiometer response follows human hearing chaiacterstics 
• Relay-controlled hard bypass with auto- bypass funmon during 
power failure 

DEQ8000 Ultra-Curve 
31-Band Digital Graphics 

Equalizer/Analyzer 
Time 00013300 is an innovative programmable graphic 
equalizer/spectrum analyzer built with dig,tal tdchnoloce A two-
channel ure it features Bur- Brown 20-br' A/C and D/A converters 
for input and output It achieves the dynamics and audio quality of 
analog equipment while avoiding the draweacks of analog filters 
such as tolerances in components 
• Programmable two-channel equalize wile 31 graphic oands on 
digital basis 

• Eater settk-ms are displayed either in the form of display slide con-
trols or as a Inter curve representing the actual trequency 
response and taking the influence of several atiacent teems into 
conseerabon 
Shelving function makes the moving al omen of fades 
possible 

• Up to 3 andrtional notch filters can be used whose freigency and 
bandwidth is freely selectable 
•Search and Destroy (unction automatuallydeterts resonant tre. 
euencies. thus acting as an automatic feedback suppresor 

• The integrated Real Time Analyzer feature both peak and OMS 
weighting, a noise generator with a separare Men and a broad 
selection of auxiliary functions such an var.able integrabon time, 
peak hold. etc 

• In Analyzer mode. a cursor is used to poll rile amplitude of the 
single banes with an accuracy of 25dE 

• The signal source ( measuring microphone or eaualuer 'lout) fed 
into the analyzer input is freely selectable 

• Various analyzer measurements can be saved and recalled tom 
eference purposes 

• Auto 00 mode combines the analyzer with tie equalizer section 
and thus allows for the automatic equal Cation or acousr env, 
conments Within 05 seconds. the Ultra-Cu-ye provides a linear 
frequency response based on the actual room amusties 

• MIDI interlace allows for selecting memory beations from and 
external MIDI controller Remote control of all Urna-Curve para-
meters can be realized via system exclusive information also 
soveral units can be linked together via MIDI 
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MASTER TAPE 
PREPARATIO N  

INFORMATION GUIDES 

100.(1110 "pic, j,, prinl 

GUIDE TO 
MASTER TAPE 
PREPARATION 

Full of tips from the 
manufacturing side ( x1 
how to prepare your 
master for error-free 
manufacturing. 

A must for 
recording studios 
and audio 
professionals. 

Call today for your FREE, 
1995 full color catalog: 

1-800-468-9353 
24 HOURS TOLL FREE 
Outs,de USA coil 609 663-9030, FAX 609-661 -3458 

DISC MAKERS 

TRAINING/TUTORIALS 

Recording Engineer 
Radio Announcer 
ON THE JOB TRAINING 

IN MAJOR LOCAL RECORDING 
STUDIOS/RADIO STATIONS. 

Part nine. nignts. vveekencis. No experience 
required. Free brochure and recording tells how. 

1-800-295-4433 
http://www.sna.00m/muSicbiz 

EVS MIDI VIDEO TUTORIALS! 
Cakewalk Cubase Korg X3 & 84 4,11 Finale Performer Roland JV-90 
Pro 6 Nightingale Roland OR-5 
Encore MIDI Yamaha QT20 
Band- in-a- Box RAP- 10 Yamaha QY300 
Sequencing MIDI Drums Yamaha PSR6000 

FREE Cataloe Call 1-800-650-2427 

MICROPHONES 

1 THE BEST IN THE WORLD 
SALES-SERVICE- PARTS 

Call Wes Dooley 
(818)798-9128 FAX (818) 798-2378 
1029 N. Allen Avenue Pasadena, CA 91104 

COLES 4038 RIBBON MICS 

NEW PRODUCT OR SERVICE 

THE MASTERING LAB 
Studio Products Microphone Preamplifier 
The Mastering Lab Microphone is a single chair' 
monoblock in a one rack high package. This pure tub,: 
class A triode design 
features a wide band-
width input trans-
former and internal 
low radiation power 
supply. User controls include gain trim, 4 position input 
attenuator, phase, and phantom power. This design 
offers maximum resolution and very high output for 
unequaled sonies. 

3 THE MASTERING LAB 
• 6031 Hollywood Blvd. Les Angeles. CA 90028 

Tel: 213-466-3528 Fax: 213-465-7570 

This is one MIDI footcontroller 

that won't make you go 
II 

EEK!" 
tr- Simple 

D' Compact 

to• Heavy Duty 

D' Battery 

Operable 

▪ Affordable 

IV1101 MOUSE' 

1.•,t 

1 

ACTIVE ef OACP• 

Actual 5ize: 4-1/e x 3-1/2" 

E 1-1 2 1 • N 

1600 Broadway, NYC, NY 10019 
212-315-1116 • Fax: 212-315-0825 

AuromATED 

MIX1MG 
12419 

Xtra-Hand lm MVCA-4 
MIDI Controlled Quad VCA 

Use MIDI continuous controller 
#1 ( modulation) and #7 

(volume) as well as Note-On 
commands from any Sequencer, 

Computer, Keyboard, etc. 
to control 4 discrete audio levels. 

MIDI automated mixing 

Remote control of audio via MIDI 
Contact your nearest Pro-Audio 
Dealer or: 

Zetcd(uuetece, 
P.O. Box 442 
Los Alamitos, CA 90720 
Phone/FAX (714) 229-0840 

EQUALIZER 

The New American Classic 

The 52270 Mie Pre/Eq 
Discrete & Transformer 

Balanced 
Designed & built in the U.S.A. by 

Geoffrey Daking & Co. Inc. 
800-522-3650 302-658-7003 

See Our Ad on Page 137 

STORAGE SYSTEMS 

America's best disc, tape and 
component storage system 
holds all recording formats 

Free mailorder brochure 
(please mormon EQ magazine) 

Per Madsen Design (415) 822-4883 
RO. Box 882464 

San Francisco, CA 94188 

AUDIO UPGRADES 

• • -:- • 

LA.2A LA.3A OWNERS .! 
!, Before you by a new T4B optical 
• attenuator, have it rebuilt at a fraction • 
• of the cost. Also stock OPTO's. 
• ANTHONY DEMARIA LABS • 

914-256-0032 • • 

DABS UPGRADES 
MIC MODS 

Component level upgrades for mixing 
consoles, tape machines, mics, and 
all outboard gear. Also, high speed 
mic preamps. Step up to the 90's 
and hear what high speed electronics 
can do for your studio. 

AUDIO UPGRADES 
6410 Matiliia Ave 

Van Nuys, CA. 91401 
El'18) 780-1222 (818) 346-2308 FAX 

MIKING HARDWARE 

tteaNtLZ IN it Ick, 
0 

ONLY 
$17.95 
.13.50 SAN 

AMPLIFIER MIIUNG BRACKET 

FAST, EASY MIC PLACEMENT FOR 
I DURING AND STUDIO USE! 

1-800-520-4380 

Z RIGHT STUFF. 1,, 
762 INVERRARY I , 
Di'mr ru r Il ( On I 

IT PAYS TO Ze 
ADVERTISE IN 

144 NOVEMBER EQ 
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LOUDSPEAKER SOFTWARE 

DESIGN LOW-FREQUENCY LOUDSPEAKER 
ENCLOSURES FART AND ACCURATELY WITH 

BassBox 

BassBox is a law-krequeng loudspaaker enclosure design 
program tor personal computers ( PCs; running MLrosoft 

Windcws It utters prof eslinnal features at a low prise. 

Featrres. • ..irge driver datarose with am 1.800 woders.• Easy to 
ir:e. • Ur- lire help. • Six graphs. • Hi-res mode. • Design ventea 
boxe';, tond-pass boxe$ boxes ivti passive reators ant closed boxe:s. 

• Um mite drivers. • Acceptsautomable Of listening room interior 
acoulic response. • ACvancec vent caculator. • Advanced box 
dimensior calculator. • Us, Towle-Small or electro-mechanical 
parameters. • Use Fig' st or mettic units. • Save and noca). Pesigns. 

Also Available. »over ("-81"8""ly Shippinç & handling: 
pa.ttremosseer I $99.00 I 95..55 Cocida = SS. 
program tot Windows \„..  Ious Oversee= 5)2. 

1335 .,»,• 4arn %heloges 9aratto.n cc allude/mt. of ,arrn Torn .1,9r. teer 

If der., Pr MI, lo Ors, (AMYa curorie and snaaaan an, ' 

=  «-A-WSTEC.H RIMIUM 

Harris:Technologies, P.O. Ben 622, Edwardsburg, MI 49112-0822 

Tel: 616-641-5924 • Fax: 616-641 -5738 
E- Mail: 72674.514@oompuserve com 

RICH MUSIC 
Digital Pianos Synthesizers 
Pro AuCc Software etc. 

Everything's Big in Texas... 
except ouo prices 

"Before you jump call us last!" 

Phone (800) 795-8493 
Fax (817) 898-8659 

Rich Music 1007 Ave. C 
Dentir, TX 76201 

The Speaker Design Toolbox. 
Friendly Loudspeaker Design Software for the Macintoshra 

• ...,.., ... •—, 00 
.181,210 SW...0PM 

, 

I IIIP r an: suo.4. tem Perenolers Sib tget..symnt., 

P, 1.4incinc• 

''''........ • • 

am__ ivklil  m „3  o 

2.do..........d. tellteP.4.ss E. ,Tre 

5. 01..1 lose.rm AV'« ES/$ gi991°SeRE 

4 .11111.4.10entedHom PLW «te 

1.11111Pfle,y,,,,p.q. ,. WinSikaie., ,,, 

fOR »w oo"  

MPIII,PIP 

Iv 

CteirVO S ooNS  

u.o.,..., 

Call for a Demo Disk today! 

MaCSPeakerZ 01Gm True Image Audio 
349 WEST FELICITA AVE., Su. 122, ESCONDIDO, CA 92025 

PHONE 1-800-621-4411, FAX (619)-480-8961 
= OUTSIDE THE US. Ptioia/Fax 619-480-8961 ce 

ISOLATED SPEAKERS/D1 

CRANK YOUR AMP in a MICRO ROOM 
isolation enclosure. Record guitar, harmoni-
ca, bass or any instrument at ANY volume... 
SILENTLY. Preserves the sound, response 

and character of your favorite amplifier. 
Complete and ready to use. Includes 

speaker and SM570. Very Quiet, Very 
Compact (17x12"x22"), Very Cool....$395. 
CONTACT: Folded Space Technologies 

770-427-8288 

PO BOX 801008 ACWORTH, GA 30101 

ADVERTISE IN 
EQ CLASSIFIEDS! 
Call Tara Esposito — the 

new classified ad salesperson, 

at 212-213-3444, ext.156 
to place a classified ad!! 

SOFTWARE 

BILL BRUFORD 
ON A STICK! 

Well...on disk, as MIDI data. 

Bill, along with others like Steve Hackett, Gavin 
Harrison, Milton MacDonald, Scott Joss... 

has recorded grooves. patterns. runs, & licks 
using alternate MIDI controllers. 

Sequences with "Twiddly Bits" cut and pasted are 
PROFESSIONAL , 

ce highly musical, 
Gee \ • ..,,ec» s and quick veeirussin's 

vee--ocee- • 
Gee ,c. 81- . 11011), 

.11,-1,7,coeceeze le'kh areei/ 

eecteç 

from KEYFAX Software 

e: Call 408-688-4505 or 
Ele 'ail fax 408-689-0102 for details 

Beta Software 
Testers Needed! 
The Ultimate Pro Audio 
CD Rom for Macintosh -mil 
interactive reference materials, test tones, 
tuning notes, Sound FX, formulas, tips, 
projects, contacts, resources, and more. 

Mixed mode disc contains 
standard CD audio and data files. 

Only $39 (includes US shipping) Write for free information 

Creative Digital Services Corp. 314-644-5788 
3718 Oxford Ave., St Louis MO 63143 

RECORDING SERVICES 

1000 CDs 
1000 Promo CDs 51150 

500 CD's 
5 Promo CDs SI 00 

DAT/Cassene = 74 mInCD 

Full Color Packages 
500 Cassettes & CD's 51950 
1000 Cassettes & CDS 52550 

24 HR 713-781-1963 

MASTERING 

DRT Mastering 
•You will have the big, punchy 

maior-label sound that sells 
discs or the work is free! 

•Affordable first-class results. If 

it has to sound great, call us. 
•Free evaluation of your DAT by 

serious, experienced ears. 

•1630 / CDR output. 24hr rush work. 

800-884-2576 603-924-227 7 
Internet davidt@drtmastering corn 

http //www drtmaStering corntoz/drt 
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ACOUSTICAL FOAM 

STUDIOFOAM" 
Máàààààmumummummuu 
SOUND ABSORBENT WEDGES 

Don't let a bad room ruin your sound. Think about it: good gear in a bad-sounding room sounds no 
better than bad gear. Our industry- leading foams can make your space sound world-class at prices you 
can afford. FREE SHIPPING! Is your room leaking sound? Our Sheegok Barrier is what you need. 
Moving soon & don't want to leave your foam behind? Get our Vel-X panels. We also have absorbent 
fiberglass, adhesives, bass traps & more to tame even the worst-sounding room. Clients: AT&T, NASA, 
Sony, Shure, Warner Bros., 20th Century Fox, Ford, Hitachi, Dennis DeYoung, 
Toshiba, Universa! Studios, Maury Povich Show, NPR, etc. Call us today! 

Acoustics 101 
The world's cheapest and easiest- to- understand booklet on how to use 
our products & others to turn your space into a recording studio. Learn / 

how to build your walls, float your kior, seal off your windows, box in your / 
air conditioner, buy the right doors & more! We feel like this is the best bottom- line 
advice you'll get anywhere. The price even includes postage, so order yours today! 

USAFoam * 11571 E. 126th Street * Fishers, IN 46038 
(800 95-WEDGE * Tech. Su.'oil 317) 842-2600 * Fax Line 317 842-2760 

SALE PLUS FREE ! ADHESIVE! 
MARKERFOAM' ACOUSTIC FOAM rff- GIANT 54"x54" 

Immediate Shipping 

¡IL 2" Reg S29 95 Now $19.99 • 3- Reg 
S39 95 Now $29.99! KILL NOISE QUICK' 

High performance. full-stze sheets of super high density Markedoam 
E/ mount. Blue or gray. Super-effective sound absorption for studios. 
Markedoarn offers best value iooks prolessiona, 8 Is proven p stidios 
worldwide Request Foam- Buyers Guide Catalog. specs 8 free samples 
today. VISA. MC, AMEX, COD. Pas. QUANTITY DISCOUNTS 

• MARKERTEK JUMBO 
7 r.,..,. SOUND ABSORB BLANKETS 

Heavy-duty 72" x80" padded blankets 
absorb sound wherever they re hung or 

-...,-• draped Fabulous for stage. studio 8 field 
use Top professional quality at a super 
saver price' Weight 6 lbs Black. $ 19.99. 

MARKERTEK BLADE TILES - 
HIGH PERFORMANCE 
LOW, LOW COST! 

13.49 per tile. 16x16x2" 
America s best acoustic hie 
value, only from Markeekt 
Charcoal Also available 16x aummensimmemie..., .... 
16 x 3' as shown. $4.49 each. 

MARKERSTIK' tsars adhe-
sive FREE with any Foam per 

in this ad, Limited offer 
A $5.95 per tube value 

iliateuf SO N EX 
, All the colors and sizes 

ZitMil 1 plus great prices! 

Get our FREE 149-page catalog 
of over 6,000 exclusive and hard-

* to-find supplies for audio & video. 

800-522-2025 America's most unique 
FAX: 914-246-1757 catalog for audio & video! 

MAR „ERTEK 
4 High St . Saugerties VIDEO SUPPLY 
NewYork 12477 U SA 

IT PAYS TO 
ADVERTISE IN 

COVERS/CASES di RACKS 

CIMNIPIA>te 
STUDIO FURNITURE for the discriminating musician 

800-332-3393 
P 0 BOX 1792 SAUSALITO CA 94960 

BOBADILLA CASES, INC. 
SPECIALIZING IN THE DESIGN AND MANU-

FACTURING OF MEDIUM AND HEAVY DUTY 

ROAD CASES FOR ALL TYPES OF EQUIP-

MENT THAT REQUIRE PROTECTION FROM 

EXTENSIVE ROAD AND AIR TRAVEL. 

(818) 813-4330 
CONTACT: 

CARLOS BOBADILLA 

JINGLES 

JINGLE PRODUCTION 

Would you like to learn how to make a 

fortune in the Jingle Business? 

Call 1-800-459-9177 for a FREE RECORDED 

MESSAGE 24 HOURS and learn how. I'm a 17 

year veteran with jingles in every state. My 

complete jingle course shows you exactly how 

to do the same. Part- or- full time, locally- or-

nationally. CALL NOW This information will 

save you years of trial and error. Make the 

money you want with your music today. 

AUDIO/VIDEO EQUIPMENT 

AVR 
Audio Video Recording Systems, Inc. 

PROUDLY OFFERING 

OVER 100 LINES OF 
PROFESSIONAL AUDIO 

EQUIPMENT 
NEW and USED 

avi. OUR KNOWLEDGEABLE SALES STAFF 
* PROFESSIONAL ADVICE 

* THE RIGHT PRICE 

WORK WITH THE PRO'S 

BOSTON 
(617) 924-0660 
CONNECTICUT 

(203) 289-9475 

POP FILTER 

LJIFIGRAILIE VOLIFE VOCALS 

Variable Acous"tdi Compression 
1=313=111=3 
I 'ser List: Westlake Audio, Sony Music, MCA Music, 

Masterfonics, Park, CBS, ABU, Fox Broadcast... 

• 6 inch or 35 inch diameter screens $32* 
• with gooseneck 8. mic clamp $54. 

• washable, replaceable screens 

• EASY TO ADJUST 

• money back guarantee 

call. fax or Write 
for a FREE brochure 

or the dealer nearest you 

eVLESse, 
VOICF WREM, 

PO Box 1014, New Palta. NY 12561 

voice/fax (800) 252-1503 or (914) 255-3367 

ball and socket 
' positioning vit 

min thread 

'‘ 3 
position 
screen 
holder 

REPAIR SERVICE 

DAT TECHNIQUES 
We repair all pro & consumer 

models. Fast turn- around at 

reasonable rates. Your Sony 

and Panasonic Specialists. 

1-800-D-TECHNIC/1-800-203-2151 

MAINTENANCE SERVICE 

Fast, expert, repairs on all DAT 
recorder brands and models. 
Over 2000 machines serviced! 

Compare our rates! 
Pro Digital Inc. 610.353.2400 
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DUPLICATION SERVICES 

We needed a way to 

Get it straight... 
"Labeling our CDs was a 
quality control nightmare, 
until MEMO" 
— aob bleszams 

RroducaorManaget tvlicroPatett 

Only NEATO 
$79.95 

Includes solevvate 
templates 

-CD LABELER KIT 

The only way to label 
a CD-ROM is NEATO 

for complete details 

800.648.6787 infoemicropat.com 

MIlearoPaitore, 250 Dodge Avenue East Haven, CT 06512 

CPI is a full-

service repliceor. 

offering the 

highest quality 

CASSETTES and 

COMPACT DISCS at 

reasonable prices. We 

offer complete pack-

aging services includ-

ing artwork, printing 

and assembly. 

1-800-889-0552 

Sound Business for Over 40 Years 
11 ,0 l'no,p, I • 1111.iale, NI I7,12 • 1.1J 11110,1,- I 

REPIICATION•DIGITAL MASTERING 
CASSETTES•CDS•PACKAGING 

STUDIO ACOUSTICS 

• STUDIO PRO • 
Cost EffecUve Studio Acoustics 

Wail Panels / Bass Absorbers 
Very Easy To Install, Complete Room 
Packages Start At Just $850.00 
Dealer/Rep. Inquiries Welcomed 

Voice] Fax (714) 374-9585 

Call Tara Esposito at 
212-215-3444 ext.156 

to place an ad!! 

Complete CD packages 

-800-928-3310 
World dio Video Enterprises 

Retail ready including full color inserts. 

Bar-codes, CD-Rom. 
CD-R. Mastering, 
Design and Film 
services available 

CD's 

Cassettes 

300 

'975 

'396 

500 

'1075 

'506 

1,000 

'1637 

'752 

ol or Connection c-1; 
Quart 

CD & Cassette Replication 
CD Booklet & J-Card Design 

Film Output • Full Color Printing 

o H — 2 4 4 — 3 8 .9 5 

LENGTH PRICE 
lea I 

I C-1G $0.30 

C-20 $0.36 

C-30 $0.42 

C-45 $0.48 

C-60 $0.58 

C-90 $0.78 

TDK 
PRO SA 
BULK 

CUSTOM LOADED 

HIGH BIAS COBALT 

CASSETTES 
UNLABELED 
AND UNBOXED 

$25 MINIMUM ORDER 

NOW' 
Recording Systems, Inc. , 

32 West 39th St, NEW YORK, NEW YORK 10018 

TELEPHONE: 212-768-7800 800 859-3579 

(41c) a32 -7011 8708 1--DGF FIE IDen• )33, I ?I? 14 

SINGLE CDs WITH FULL COLOR 
DIRECT ON DISC PRINTING 

RECORDING STUDIO 

Ei The Place 
We hair ereated the ultimate sute-of the-art tracking 

facility. Ideal foc Indy Label album prolects who 
need to make a first class CI) at half the asual cost. 

Otan i MTR-90 II 2-i Track Tape Machine. 
Neve and Tubetech Mic Pre's. Digital Editing 
and Mastering. Lots More Out11,);ird ticar! 

RECORDING FOR INTERACTIVE MEDIA! 
WE ARE PROUDLY UNBEATABLEM! 
The Place -408 1-ith St. Suite 16 (2121924-2193 

LOUD SPEAKERS 

SOLEN SPEAKER COMPONENTS 

AIM 

MAVIS 
Acoustics 

1..c. PASSION DJ ',NUT-I...RIAU« 

A LI ! Fe% A 'UT' 
F V EF 

morer 

EVNAUDIO ' jPí 

vifâ 4WgzeK 
scan speax 

CERATEC 
seas --- 1E1 

     IA  

CROSSOVER COMPONENTS 

PAM G.101111111 

Value horn 0.1 to 220... 
R.r. 50 VOC • .30 YAC 

SOUR INDUCTORS 
AKIN L51 I.agonal hr Cor. 

Iron X mel. 
Thr• Nan AWG In ItAWO 

SOLEN INC. 
4470 AVENUE THIBAULT 

ST-HUBERT, QC 131, 719 

C.NADA TEL: ( S14) 656-2759 

(AX : ;; 41 443-4949 

RIPTS-LITS INDUCTORS 

V.... 10 M. N 30 nrel 
Wfl.Icb0loPIS*WOnA. 1 Ar4C. 

OLEN CROSSOIMIS 
/ - 7 "....1 CND. Corn.. Owen 

Pa* Crow. br ProNsrond. 1N-Po ea 
PM», Y. 10 IOW WWI 

CSOSSOVER. SPF.SKVI PARTS 
D. Sp* Tom.. GM 
G. la SonOng .P.15 Gauove,. TT.1000.,00.o  

Mal. G. fa... Neon TO... 
C. SINN. Neu 

Compuur Adel Design for ardour' rd crossover available to custom« 
CATALOG era REFUNDABLE 
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DUPLICATION 

VINYL • CASSETTE 8/ CD PRODUCTION • DESIGN/SEPS/PRINT 

168006869,6561 
'CALL FOR FREE CATALOGUE CUSTOM QUOTE' 

INDIE EXPERTS • PACKAGE DEALS • QUICK TURN • DROP SHIPPING 
ALIGNED AUDIO INCORPORATED 

CUSTOM MADE CD's 
front $29-49 ® 
FREE Printed nytycard 

Call: 615-367-9242 
Green Dot Audio • PO Box 290609 

Nashville, TN • 37229-0609  

One Sto • 
• CD & Casette Mastering and Replication 

• Digital Audio Past po diction 
• CEDAR Sonic Restoration 

D DÀ Ák, Today 'k TrchnologN 
To Being Your Project 
To Tiomomow'oo Standotak 

118 IF Industrial Blvd. Bohai Park, PA 1510.2 

Call 1 -800-444-DDAI 

CD 
MANUFACTURING 
CASSETTE DUPLICATION • GRAPHIC DESIGN 
PRINTING • DIGITAL EDITING & MASTERING 

IIISFI 

EASTERN STANDARD PRODUCTIONS, INC 
37 JOHN GLENN DRIVE BUFFALO NY 14228 

(716)691.7631. FAX (716)691-7732 

1-800-527-9225 

28TH ANNIVERSARY 
FREE CATALOG 

D-RS, HI-8, 
INI DISKS, S-VH 

MASTERING TAPE 

A-DAT, R-DAT, BULK VHS 

PLASTIC REELS, BOXES 
NORELCO , SOFT POLY BOXES 

VIDEO BOXES & SLEEVES 

SINGLE & DOUBLE CD BOX 

DCC, MOD, DDS2 
AND IN HOUSE DIRECT ON CASSETTE PRINTING 
MORE • CUSTOM PRINTED LABELS & J-CARDS • 

IN NYC 718-435-7322 • 800-221-6578- 24 HOUR FAX 718-853-2589 

CD Flux Audio/Video 
Custom Made CD- R -starting at $45 
Up to 74 minutes / Includes Postage 
Features FREE Color Tray Card 
and Insert / Any Source format 

1- 800-423- FLUX 

THE NAMES 
YOU KNOW AND TRUST... 

HIGH BIAS BULK-BLANK AUDIO CASSETTES 

mBxHII N BASF 
XL II 

LENGTH CHIDOM an 
warm WILIP1 
OM-10 SMELL 

C-10 

C-15 

C-20 

C-30 

C-46 

C-62 

C-80 

C-92 

C-100 

32 ¢ 

36 6 
37 ¢ 

42 ¢ 
55 ¢ 

60 ¢ 

80 ¢ 
85 ¢ 

95 ¢ 

40 c 

42 ¢ 

47 c 

55 ¢ 
706 

75 

95 

97 it 

99 

Ail Lengths Avoikidel Min. - 126 Min. 100/MINIMUM 

CUSTOM PRINTED 
LABELS ANO J-CARDS 

Woo, ,,DFIXoF 
OGRE CO COXIS 

CRYSTAL POLY BOXES 
CO IWO BOXES 

Mommcr cue CoMlampr• 
pans.. I.J••• 

IMILAPeeble 

  COMPLETE -- 
[ PRODUCT UNE FROM 

AMPEX - BASF - IDK 3M 
SONY - MAXELL  

ALXEOVRO(O& DIGITRI. PRODUCTS 
DAIS - coirs • A.DATS MOO'S 

Hl-OMM - DCCS • MINI DISC 

Te . 

764 5111 Ave, Brooklyn. NY 11232 
In NYC l (718) 369-8273 RS e r 24 Hr Fax (718) 369-8275  O. 4.•-oloo.o.o 

o Il A. la 

-421214THAVENUE-BROOKLYN,NY. 11219 

AUDIO PRODUCTS IN  
Cee Ell 

LENGTH 

TYPE 

TDK 
SA 

MAXELL 
XIII _27 -32.38_44.47.52.67 . 70 .76 

BASF 
CHROME .30 . 38.47.5t._(.5 
SUPER 

C- I0 C-20 C-30 C-40 C-50 C-60 C-70 C-90 C-90 

25 .30.35.39_44.49.53 .58 .6 -3 

69.80 . 87 .80 

3M 
TDK 

a BASF 
AMPEX 

maxell 

1000 CD'S 
as low as 

$995.00* 
Mastering Included 

CD LABS will master your music 
and put it on CD's for the 

lowest prices in the industry! 

We use the finest Master CD writers & 

software to guarantee you the best 
quality available and save you 

hundreds of dollars in mastering fees. 

Here's why we're the choice of studio 
professionals for CD mastering and 

editing, and quantity CD replication: 
Same or next day service on Master CD 
Lowest Mastering Prices in the Industry 

EQ & Level Correction Service 

Digital Editing and NoNoise 

Low Priced Quantity CD Production 

DELUXE CD PACKAGES 
500 CDs w/4 page 4 color inserts ONLY $1350 
1000 CDs w/4 page 4 color inserts ONLY $1795 

DELUXE CD/CASSETTE PACKAGES 
500 ea.w/4 pg 4 color book 8. J-card...ONLY $1995 

1000 ea w/4 pg 4 color book 8. J-card..ONLY $2795 

THE ABOVE PRICES ALSO INCLUDE DAT TO CD IMSTERING AMC LOG SHEETS. 
X COLOR CO LABEL. CASSETTE LABEL. JEWEL BOXES£2 RASTER CD'S 

'BULK PACKED 1N12 COLOR LABEL also SOO CDS ONLY $795 
COMPLETE GRAPHIC DESIGN SERVICE AVAILABE 

CD LABS 
Eire,' to CD Mavtering 

de>: 

12517 CHANDLER BLVD., STE. 107 
NO. HOLLYWOOD, CA. 91607 

(818) 505-9581--(800) 4 CD LABS 

EVE el SAAALII. 
AIDS NA/C,EFAC.!, 

Put your music on 

Cassettes & Vinyl 

CDs from 1 to a million • 

Lowest prices • fast, friendly service 
Everything included, no hidden charges 

Mastering, Sound Enhancement also available 

(708)945-6160 ,a„, (847) 
Big Dreams Studio 

IT PAYS TO ADVERTISE IN EQ MAGAZINE 
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DUPLICATION SERVICES 

CD'S FAST 
\ *300 CM Special: $849 
, *500 CD Special: $999 

with client provided CD II 
or 1630 and artwork 

\ Digital Mastering, CD-Rom 
d a p & Graphic Design Available 

Silicon Graphics Digital Printing 
Full color inserts from $275 
10 Free Posters w/ complete package 
Call (800) DIGIDOC 

ID> 11C•11 
PRODUCTIONS 

rurirrsi cerbc# 
1...8#‘7o o Los% 

212-33 -5953 
E-Mail: digitalforcriemorebbs corn 

TOTAL CD, CD-RCM 
& CASSETTE PRODUCTION 

MASTERING 

REPLICATION 

PERSONALIZED EXPERT 
SERVICE 

GRAPHIC DESIGN 

PRINTING 

PACKAGING 

IThe Power of Excellence sm 
330 WEST 58th ST, NY, NY 10019 

Compact Disc 
Cassette Manufacturing 

Call us before you order your CDs 

and Tapes, we will save you money. 

1-800-375-2060 

MASTERING • MANUFACTURING • PRINTING 

[me 1- ROM' 
FOR COMPACT DISCS CD-ROM 

REAL T1ME & HIGH SPEED AUDIO CASSETTES 
COMPLETE PACKAGES • COMPETITIVE PRICING 
GRAPHIC DESIGN STUDIO • PERSONALIZED 
EXPERT SERVfCE • FAST TURN-AROUND 

CALL (800) 815-3444 
(212)73C-2111 

130 WEST 42NO STREET., NEW YORK, NY 104116 

USE COLOR 

IT WORKS!! 

PRECISION DIGITAL MASTERING 
Sonic Solutions • "nt,Litorrieted E.Q. • No N C7 I 

icon 2 0 bit e rn b ince enhancements 
Apogee 0bit onsiertere 

LJV 22 Super' CCr encoding 

Glass master references 

81_A I< MCI II%1 TA 1141 

• 

800 398 7770 

a. ,dus 
'MU CASSETTES 

Includes professional design, color separations 

full color insert printing 

• Hassle Free Money Back Guarantee 
• No Charge Reference CD's & Cassettes 
• At Your Service Priority Delivery 

WORLD WORLD RECORDS ONOUP 
1108 Niagara Falls Blvd. 
North Tonawanda, N.Y. 14020-0260 
Phone 1-800-463-9493 
E Mail 75323, 2172 or compuser,s.cons 

¿840° 
Call for our 

FREE 
1995 Color catmoo 

Toll Free 
1-800-463-9493 

24 hours 
MAJOR RELEASE QUALITY MC( 111411 

a+r, 
Record 8( Tape Mfg., Inc 
902 N. Industrial Blvd. 

Dallas, TX 75207 

214-741-2027 
1-800-527-3472 
CD's Starting at 

$900" 

'061 MAJOR LABEL 
QUALITY & SERVICE 

* VINYL PRESSING 
SPECIAL RADIO & PROMO PACKAGES 

* COMPACT DISCS 
* CASSETTES 

120, qeeddeet &meal 

TDK PRO SA 
C10....6.29 C20...$.35 
C30....$.41 C45....$.47 
C60 ....$ .58 C90 ....$ . 78 

International Audio 
Call(708)298-8555 

500 CD's + 500 Cass 
1000 CD's 1000 Cass 
1000 CD's 

11m0.00 
  3095.00 

'045.00 
1000 Cass 1075.00 

all complete 4 color pkgst!!!! 

PROGRESSIVE MUSIC 
1-800-421-TAPE (8273) 

WHITEWATER RECORDIFIG 
704-2/4-0956 9A !ihuesel 2 1:e 

Retail-Ready Packages! Call s, out her ; 99,96 catabg 19E1111 

500 s B/W $1389 Full Color $1689 
1000 CD's B/W $ 1889 Full Color $2147 
300 TAPES Fuit Color $589.00 Real-Time $759.00 
CD packages ,rulude magevng. cleAgn, film !ate box, & wrap 

NY 
ÀDAT-1:0 7 4-
AT- 134 •.0 9 

T- 120V 2 
L7508rrIG 3. 

NNON 
DAT-120 5 

1-800-TAPE WORLD or 1-14)0-245-6000 
We II beat anrice! 5.95 SHIPPING • PEE CF-

MA L. 
, 69 

S90 229 
•  - 20 HGX 249 

SI 120 699 
DAI-I24 PM 799 
3M CDR 74 799 
X n 99 

TARE WORLD 

D-V) 7 
SA-90 1 
SAX-90 1 
SAX- 100 2 
1120 EHG 2 
DAT-120 6 

• 

FUJI 
T-141:3 279 
SVHS-112C 6.49 
SVHS-i160 8.99 
HIE 123 5.99 
urp.asc74 10.99 
JVC T12,0, 1:79 99 

Good Vibrations—RJR Digital 
500 Bulk CD—S890 

500 Finished CD—$1600 
1000 Finished CD—$2040 

—Call For Detae 
FaxOn Demand & Cugother Service: 

1-800-828-6537 oscinriu. 
6'9-267-0307 • FAX 619-267-133+3 

1?-112 

SINGERS' REMOVE • VOCALer 
Unlimited Backgrounds"' 
From Standard Records & CD .s with the 
Thompson Vocal Ehmlnatorr^ Gall tor Free 
Catalog & Demo Record. 
Phone: (404482-4189 Est 28 
Singer's Supply. Dept FC1.1 

7982 Hightower Trail 
LJthonia, GA 30058 

21 Now Dento/Into Request 
line (404)182.2185 Est 28 

• s -WeHave 
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DUPLICATION SERVICES 

The Real-Time, Shod Rim Specialist! 

100 Full Color Tapes $249.00* 
200 Full Color Tapes $465.00 
300 Full Color Tapes $675.00 
Chrome Tape/Shell Printing 

Full-Color Graphics/Wrapped 

Every Tape Direct From DAT 

W. ihoudions (800) 831U6 
Your Galt Cad is %mine 

*Pope labels o^ -t.ns under 200 

/ 'All Manulacturing 
In Our Plant... 
Since 1977 

• 

LOW Prices! 

FREE B roc h u re 

MAJOR Label Quality! 

FRIENDLY Customer Service! 

Compact Disc & Audio Cassette Production 
1E1021453-3334 FAX (802)453-3343 

Bulk CD's 

as low as75 e 
PACKAGE SPECIALS -with This Ad Only' 

500 - Cassettes - $715 
(1,000 Cassettes - 81,025) 

Retail Read: FULL COLOR J-Card, Test 
Cassette, Graphics & Layout, Typesetting 
& Film, Cassette Label, Norelco Box & 

Shrink-Wrap ( to so Min.) 

500 - 12" Vinyl - S1,105 
(1,000 12" Singles - S1,510) 

Complete Package:oirect Metal Mastering, 
5 Test Pressings, Label Layout & Printing, 

Plastic Sleeve, Black or White Die-Cut Jacket, 
Shrink-Wrap Ito 14 Min. per Side) 

500 - Pr01110 CD's - $995 
Delivery in 15 Business Days! 
Promotional Package includes: CD-R 

Reference, One Color CD Label with Layout, 

Typesetting & Film Ito 25 Min.) 

500 - CD's, Full Color Graphics 
- $1,995 (1,000 CD's - 92,265) 
Retail- Ready: FULL COLOR Front 
&Tray Card, free CD-R Reference, 

2-Color CD Label. Graphics Layout, 
Film,Jewel Case & Shrink-Wrap (to 63 min.) 

Cull For Our Complete Catalog. inc. Bulk CD Priciog 

EUROPADISK,LTD. 
75 Varick Street, New York, NY 10013 
(212) 226-4401 FAX (212) 966-0456 

(800) 455-8555 

M MEDIAWORKS 
•=•• e ore rerawA -roca.A._ 

f&-s àir 1719 West End Ave. Ste 100E 
Nashville, TN 37203  V V 

CD, CD ROM, Cassette,Video, 

& Vinyl Disc Manufacturing 

Call Today for the BEST 
in Quality and Service at 

Competitive Prices 
Phone (615) 327-9114 

Fax (615) 327-3438 

CUSTOM COMPACT DISCS 
Affordable single copy CDs starting at $35. 

Write, call or fax for information. 

46 PRODUCTIONS 
42W557 Hawk Circle 
St Charles, IL 60175 

TEL (800)850-5423 FAX (800)203-1725 

USE COLOR 
IT WORKS!! 

% -ne7re COMPACT DISCS 
CASSETTE DUPLICATION 
VIDEO DUPLICATION 

• State el 
Cassette Deplicatio • VHS Ili-fi Wen 

Ceselete Gruel: Besile Sgreices • Prietieglackaelq 
• Illaek bps I Accesseries • free Celer 
500 Chrome Cassettes 1000 CD 
& 1000 Full-color inserts: Package: 

$795 Complete! $1599!! 

aertglera.. 

AudiorVideo Cfflabon • 40 Gelende Pk. W • Buffalo, NY 14224 
(800) 365-TAPE (8273) • Pliure: 17:6) 655-1296 • Fu. (716)6561589 

▪ OUTRAGErjUS PRICES 14'• • 
• Real Time Cassette Duplication 

20% Off ! 
rt 

▪ Limded Time Offer Call for details; 

SoundSpoce Inc. 1-800-767-7353 

CO SINGLES $15 
iladeringwith CD 
63 min. $70 
30 min $40 
15 min $30 
I song $20 

CD-R74 TDK 

CD a/o mastering 
63 min $35 
30min $30 
15 min $25 
I song $15 

2nd CD only $15 to $25! 
Fast Turnaround 

Buy 10 copies for only $20 each! 
Buy 20 or more copies for only $ 18 each! 

GUARANTEED! 

Taylor Made Mastering 
Studios Corp. 923 
Mountain Valley Dr. 
Nashville, TN 37209 
(6151353-9907 

* All Digital Editing and Mastering 
* Digital Transfer from DAT 
* Printing on CDs 
* ALL CDs GUARANTEED 

HIGH-SPEED 
CASSETTE DUPLICATION 

CD REPLICATION 

FAST TURNAROUND 

1000 CD's $1299 
Includes:Includes: 

• 2 Color Label Imprint 

• Jewel Box and 

Shrinkwrap 

1000 Cassettes $599 

• Bin Loop Master 
• Test Cassette 
• Clear Shells 

• Norelco Box 81 Shrinkverap 
• Imprinted Direct to Shell 

Bring your own J cards and/or CD Inlays 

DELUXE PACKAGE $1859 
1000 CD'S AND 1000 CASSETTES 

PACKAGE INCLUDES 
ALL FEATURES SHOWN ABOVE 

ERiC PROdUCTiONS 
15705 Arrow Hwy. Unit 1 

Irwindale, CA 91706 

Phone 818.856.8625 
Fax 818.856.1736 

• QUICK 

CASSETTES 
\.4t`."> • COMPACT DISCS 1 111111111A : 

• BEST DUALITY 

4Z•s).0. • PERSONALIZED SERVICE 
• DIGITAL  

• TOTAL COMPLETE PACKAGES : ok • LOWEST PRICES, CALL US LAST! 
IS (813) 446-8273 = 

Total Tape Services 
639 Cleveland St / Clearwater FL 34615 

Anything Audio•Video 

.. cassettes CD Manufacturing 
CDR's • Any length Blank Cassettes 

Audio & Video Supplies 
Fi_f,' Any Size Orders • warehouse Prices 
efe Visa • Mastercard • Discover , 

800-483-8273 (800 - 483-TAPE) eo 

'F-' l';;;:::•‘:i THE WAII(11() . SE 
2071.20eq Emerson street. Jacksonville. FL 32297. 994399-0424. fax 901398.9M 
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EZMIECZE. 

HE II PUT OF 
THE LEGEND RT 
FIRIMY'S MUSIC 
From Jimi Hendrix 
to Guns N' Roses, 
Manny's has been 
the first choice of 

legendary musicians 
for almost 60 years. 

Experience the tradition of 
Manny's legendary service. 

expertise and extensive 
equipment selection. 

Call 212/869-5172 
or write for your FREE 

product catalog today 
and become part 
of THE LEGEND. 

(Add $2.00 shipping 

and handling outside 

Continental U.S 

Manny's Mailbox Music 

48th Street 

At Your Doorstep 

156 W. 48th Street 
NY, NY 10036 

Hours 50:00 a.m. - 6:00 p.m. EST M- F 

THE WORLD'S LARGEST 
USED EQUIPMENT DEALER 
$6-7 Million of Used & New Guitars, 
Amps, Drwrs, Keyboa7ds, Pro Audio, 

Effects, Accessories and MORE! 

EQUIPMENT FOR SALI 

FACTORY AUTHORIZED 
SERVICE & PARTS FOR 

JBL, EV, Altec, Gauss, 
C/V, Celestion, Tannoy, 
Community and more. 

Recharging magnets 
Shifted magnet alignment 

Sales for all major pro audio equipment 

ATC Audio 
413-781-2327 

ODYSSEY PRO SOUND 
SUPPLYING NEW and USED QUALITY 

RECORDING EQUIPMENT 
Competitive Prices Satisfaction guaranteed 

Consoles*** Tape Machines*** Outboard 

Microphones***Viatage***and IOW 

We buy, list, and trade quality audio equipment 

CALL FOR CURRENT LISTING 

Tel: (508) 744-2001 Fax  (508) 744-7224 

MCNISA Accepted 

"The Next 
Generation 

oi Professional 
Console 

Afflosy Housings" 

INFORMATION 1(8011) 127-5698 

Outsode U.S 3,4 346 E 549 Fax 311348 2'69 
Ad I • Ph 3. Bor 4374 A• Osage Beast,. MOU5065 

Private Studio Liquidation Sale 
Great Deals on warranted equipment. less than 
I year old. 16 track spectral digital workstation 
- Asking $18,000. AND tons of mics, stands. 

effects, amps, cables, monitors 
Phone: 813-747-2282 Fax: 813-748-8436 

Compuserve: 70662,3050 

EQUIPMENT DEALERS 

pines .4111)90 
et" tire 

lt's Sme -

Ales. 

Pi ((Iv ff7-6600 
74$ 1717-4700 

We stock ADL 1500 Stereo 8c 
1000 Mono Ilibe Compressors! 

Consoles, Recorders, Mics, 
Outboard Equipment fic MORE' 

WE BUY GEAR!!! 

Don't Get Beat 
When you nu, quipment colt 

8TH STREET MUSIC 
(800) 878-8882 

Philadelphia's Largest Musical 

Instrument Dealer!!! 

8th Street Music, 1023 Arch St. 
Philadelphia, PA 19107 

SAVE THOUSANDS OF DOLLARS 
BUYING YOUR NEW & USED 

EQUIPMENT FROM US 

94 STATE STREET • NEW LONDON, CI 06320 
203.442.9600 • 203.442.0463 (FAX) 

carusomusi@aol.com 
Caruso Music 74012,664 (Compuserve) 

MULTI- MEDIA ACCESSORY 

CL6/1800 Midi Lighting Dimmer 
• Independent Channels of Dimming 

• Responds to Midi Notes and Controllers 
• Only $399.00 US List Price! 
Ask about our other Midi products to control Valves, 

• Relays. Servo's. Lighting, Analog Keyboards & more!! 

2461 West 205th Street, B100. 
Torrance, CA 90501 
Phone: (310) 320-0696 

.Shos Coruna' & Multi Media »gems Fan: (3(0) 320-0699 

Visa, MC, Discover & AmEx. "Dealer Inquires Welcome' 

Call now to reserve space E 
in the December issue of 
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ACROSS THE BOARD 
continued from page 154 

matter how fast or slow you play or 
search, the video is right there. 

The Digital Atomics Rubidium Plas-
ma Atomic Master Clock was a big hit. 
Apogee displayed its new 8-channel 
Apogee converter package. It looked like 
something out of the cockpit of a Boeing 
777. Sony had a new reverb, the DPS-
V77, that combined all of the best fea-
tures of the D-7, M-7, R-7, and some of 
the other ?-7 units. From what I could tell 
at the show, it sounded pretty good. 

E-Magic's Logic Audio looks like it is 
going to be pretty hard to beat. This soft-
ware package includes MIDI sequencing 
and 12 tracks of digital audio. It includes 
some interesting digital audio quantiz-
ing features that work very well. It is 
worth looking in to. 

Studer has a new CD recorder 
based on a new Philips engine. It can 
record audio CDs from an AES or 
S/PDIF input, or from a SCSI connec-
tion to your computer. When feel via 
SCSI, the discs can be cut at 2X 
speeds. You can connect two 
recorders together and make 2X 
copies from one CD to another. When 
recording CDs from the digital audio 

STATEMENT OF OWNERSHIP, MANAGEMENT AND CIRCULATION 
(Required by 39 U.S.C. 3685) 
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input, DAT start IDs are automatically 
converted to CD track indexes without 
an external box. 

There were so many great new 
products that I can't even remember 
all of them. I'll update you as I refresh 
my memory. 

OTHER COOL STUFF FOR XMAS 
When I wasn't cruising the AES show, I 
was cruising the Sony Store on Madi-
son Ave. and the Sharper Image store. 
I couldn't walk out of the Sharper 
Image without this new Casio digital 
still camera. It works like a video cam-
era except that it only takes stills. The 
stills are stored in memory instead of 
film, and then downloaded to your 
computer. The camera itself has a 1.8-
inch color LCD that serves as the 
viewfinder during picture taking and 
as a playback screen. The camera 
comes with software for PC and Mac, a 
cable for connection to your comput-
er, and a cable for playback on your TV 
set or printing the pictures on a video 
printer. Run to your closest Sharper 
Image or Wiz and check this little 
puppy out. 

At the Sony Store I made the mis-
take of looking at video cameras. It is 
all over for VHS and Hi8. Consumer 
Digital Video is here. Sony has two 
cameras that record in the digital 
video format. One of them has a sin-
gle CCD chip for all three colors, and 
the other one has three separate CCD 
chips fed by dichroic prisms for over 
410,000 pixels of color resolution. 
This means better than 500 lines of 
horizontal resolution. The camera 
also records the audio as stereo digi-
tal audio at 12 bits, 32 kHz sample 
rate. Not CD quality, but better than 
the audio on most other video for-
mats. The cameras also have digital 
video in and out for editing to anoth-
er digital video deck. Oh, yes, frame 
accurate timecode as well as all of the 
camera settings are recorded on the 
tape along with the video. The tapes 
are smaller than Hi8 tapes and con-
tain 6 mm tape. A friend of mine who 
works with broadcast video equip-
ment says the picture quality is equal 
to or better than professional Digital 
Betacam. Well, there it is. You can 
now do all of your band videos in your 
project studio, too. A virtual one-per-
son MTV. 

I am running out to the 24-hour 
Santa Claus store to get a bigger stock-
ing for my fireplace just in case Santa 
wants to trade me a Sony DCR-VX1000 
camera for a couple of backstage pass-
es to the next Steely Dan tour. 
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-ROM OFFER 

HERE'S WHAT YOU GET 
Subscribe to EQ right now & receive the new EQ BACK-ISSUE CD-ROM absolutely 
FREE! Order a one or two year sub and receive your complete back issue refer-
ence library on a single dual-platform CD-ROM. This innovative reference tool 
organizes all the tips, techniques, products, reviews and opinions interactively 
— indexed, searchable and instantly available at a click of your mouse. 
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ACROSS THE BOARD 

The 
World's 
Shortest 
Tour 

Steely Dan takes 

Manhattan 
BY ROGER NICHOLS 

I
t is very expensive to put together a 
tour when the band consists of 13 
members; the crew totals more 

than a dozen and it takes more than 
two 40-foot semi trucks to carry the 
gear. When Steely Dan toured in ' 93 
and '94, the managers figured that the 
tour had to last six weeks before the 
per-show rehearsal and travel costs 
came down to a reasonable amount. If 
you buy a new car, drive it across town 
and then sell it, the total cost of the 
trip becomes very high. 

The Steely Dan live album just hit 
the streets, and the record company 
wanted to do some promotion. They 

booked Donald and Walter on The Late 
Show with David Letterman for Friday, 
November 21st. Originally the plan 
was to use the Paul Shaffer Band with 
just Donald and Walter. That plan last-
ed almost 60 seconds. It wouldn't be in 
keeping with the Steely Dan tradition 
if the plan remained that easy. The 
only way to do it right would be to 
assemble the entire touring band for 
the five minutes on national televi-
sion. The record company executives 
looked like they were choking to death 
on 100 dollar bills. 

Yup, the Steely Dan way to do the 
Letterman show had to be the whole 
band. Soon after the ball started rolling, 
Donald and Walter were invited to be on 
the Album Network, a nationwide radio 
show carried by a few hundred FM sta-
tions around the country. They were just 
going to interview Donald and Walter 
and play some cuts from the live album. 
Definitely not the Steely Dan way to do 
things. It was decided that as long as the 
band was getting together to do the Let-
terman show, why not do four or five 
songs live on the radio broadcast? Make 
it so! To round out the tour, and possibly 
help pay for some of the expenses, Steely 
Dan also performed two shows at Rose-
land in New York City. 

Rehearsals were Saturday, Sunday, 
and Monday. On Tuesday the show was 
dismantled and moved to Manhattan 
Center for the radio broadcast. The audi-
torium held about 300 drooling radio 
contest winners and close friends (some 
of them were drooling, too). There was a 
control room overlooking the stage that 
contained a 56-input SSL 4000G with 
Ultimation moving fader automation 
Basically, a studio environment for mix-
ing the live tunes live to satellite uplink. 
It took all day to set up the stage, and the 
band played five songs. We even had the 
lighting company from the tour, which 
made the Steely Dan Album Network 
show go down in history as the best lit 
radio show on record. 

On Wednesday and Thursday we 
were back in rehearsal for the Roseland 
shows. Friday we moved everything over 
to the Late Show stage. They had to build 
extra rolling risers to fit the whole band 
on the stage. Soundcheck went flawless-
ly. I was down in the audio control room 

ogling over the billion-input SSL and 
Sony digital multitrack that are used for 
every show. The multitrack is there in 
case you want to remix the music 
between taping the show and air time. I 
didn't elect to remix; it sounded fine the 
first time. I have had 20 years to practice 
mixing the one song Steely Dan per-
formed on the show. 

The Late Show turned out great. 
Michael Delugg, the audio mixer for the 
show, let me help with the mix. It was 
really a test to get all of that music to fit 
through one Auratone speaker in mono. 
The show is broadcast in stereo, but the 
lowest common denominator is still the 
mono TV set. This is actually the first 
time I have listened to any mixes in mono 
since about 1978. I thought everybody 
except Phil Spector forgot about mono. I 
stayed up late enough Friday night to 
watch the Letterman show to see if the 
mixes came out all right. The fact that 
Sigourney Weaver was on the show with 
Steely Dan had nothing to do with it. 

The end of the one week tour was 
quickly approaching. On Saturday and 
Sunday, Steely Dan performed two 
shows at Roseland in Manhattan to a 
crowd of about 3000 each night. It was 
standing room only. The normal stage 
wasn't big enough, so we constructed a 
stage at one end of the dance floor area 
at the long end of the room. The lighting 
company from the summer tours came 
in to light the show, and Clair Brothers 
did the sound. Just like a real show. 
Everything turned out fine and we con-
cluded one of the world's shortest tours. 
There were actually more rehearsals 
than there were shows. 

LEFTOVER AES STUFF 
1 think that the 1995 AES Show had the 
most cool stuff of any AES show ever. The 
new Alesis ADAT XT was amazing. Time-
Line showed an 8-track magneto optical 
(MO) recorder that leaned toward film 
and video postproduction audio. 
Fairlight showed a 24-track MO recorder 
that recorded all 24 tracks on a single MO 
drive. Rourke Data had a video recorder 
that used MO for storage. The play back 
of video could now follow audio with per-
fect synchronization. When you scrub 
the audio, the video scrubs with it — no 

continued on page 152 
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WHAT'S GOING ON 
BEHIND CLOSED 
DOORS AT THE 

SENNHEISER LAB? 

A 

HERE WE ARE WITH OUR COOL 

SENNHEISER INTERACTIVE AD 
Deep inside Sennheiser's design laboratory. 

dozens of specialists are working to put 
the finishing touches on the MD 735, 
the vehicle that will propel the entire 
audio world into the 21st century! 

FOLD PAGE EXACTLY LIKE THIS! 

4B FOLD PAGE SO "A" MEETS "8" 

PRIORITIES IN ORDER. SENNHEISER PREPARES TO 
FORGE NEW TRAILS. LEAVING NOTHING TO CHANCE 

MINING THEIR VAST KNOWLEDGE OF ELECTRONIC 
DESIGN. SCIENTISTS FINALIZE THE DEVICE THAT WILL REIGN 

SUPREME IN THE NEXT MILLENNIUM! 

A> 

7121 SIENINHEIZER" 

FORCE 
SENNHEISER ELECTRONIC CORPORATION, 

6 VISTA DRIVE. PO. BOX 987. OLD LYME. CT 06371 - TEL 203-434-9190 FAX. 203-434-1759 
IN CALIFORNIA- 4116 WEST MAGNOLIA BLVD SUITE 100, BURBANK. CA 91505 - TEL 818-845-7366 FAX: 818-845-7140 

IN CANADA. 221 LABROSSE AVE.. PTE- CLAIRE. PO H9R 1A3 - TEL 514-426-3013 FAO 514-426-3953 

4 
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WE'VE NEVER FORGOTTEN THAT 
IT'S THE MUSIC THAT MATTERS. 
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